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For Kamal and Ahmed

But if you think that by hanging us you can stamp out the labor
movement-the movement from which the downtrodden mmions, the millions
who toil and live in want and misery, the wage slaves, expect salvation-if this
is your opinion, then hang us! Here you will tread upon a spark, but here, and
there and behind you, and in front of you, and everywhere the flames will blaze
up. It is a subterranean fire. You cannot put it out. The ground is on fire upon
which you stand.
-August Spies, Haymarket martyr,
speech at trial, October 7, 1886

Men make their own history, but they do not make itjustasthey
please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by
themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given
and transmitted from the past.
-Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte
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T

he United States ranks not only as the richest society in the
world today but also as the most unequal among advanced
industrialized nations.' The scale of poverty among the poorest Americans, according to the United Nation's 2005 Human Development Report, is comparable to that in parts of the Third
World. 2 The U.S. infant mortality rate matches that of Malaysia.
African Americans living in Washington, D.C., have a higher infant
mortality rate than residents of the Indian state of Kerala. 3 Across the
United States, Black mothers are twice as likely as whites to bear
low-birth-weight babies, and Black children are twice as likely to die
before their first birthday.'
Child poverty rates in the United States have been rising steadily
since 2000, following twenty years of decline, and, mirroring Mexico, surged past 20 percent in 2005. On average, a male child born
into the wealthiest 5 percent of the U.S. population will live 25 percent longer than a male child born into the poorest 5 percent.'
From its earliest years, U.S. capitalism has relied upon massive
social and class inequality, despite all rhetoric to the contraty. Even
during periods of economic boom and rising median incomes, a significant portion of the working class has consistently lived in extreme poverty. This cold fact was easier to hide during the economic
boom that followed the Second World War, when the wages of
unionized manufacturing workers in the United States were the highest in the world.
When the postwar boom came to a halt in the mid-1970s, however, U.S. employers united to launch a sustained attack intended to
shift the balance of class forces decisively in favor of capital, by fore-
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ing down working-class living standards and destroying union organization. Class inequality has increased almost without interruption ever since, through boom and slump alike, and has now
returned to the record levels of the 1920s, the decade before the
Great Depression.' In 1970, the average real compensation for the
CEOs of the top one hundred U.S. corporations was thirty-nine
times the pay of the average worke~: By 2002, they earned more than
a thousand times the average worker's wage.'
As Warren Buffett, the world's fourth-richest man, commented in
his 2004 annual letter to the shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway, "If
class warfare is being waged in America, my class is clearly winning."' Shifting the balance of class forces is the urgent challenge facing the working-class movement today. The working class is facing a
profound social crisis in the twenty-first century. Yet this crisis rarely
merits a mention in the nightly news or on the floor of Congress.
Tracing the roots of this crisis requires a historical perspective--but
one aimed at pointing the way forward.
Union organization is, of eourse, crucial to the success of the
labor movement. Yet labor unions have never represented a majority
of U.S. workers. Union membership peaked at 35.5 percent of the
workforce at the end of World War II.' Since the 1980s, union membership and strength has been in a downward spiral. In 2004, just
12.5 percent of wage and salary workers belonged to a union, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The rate for workers
in the private sector dropped to 7.9 percent in 2004--roughly half of
what it was in 1983.10 In the interests of building a stronger union
movement in the future, this book examines why union membership
has remained comparatively low and why it has declined so much in
recent decades.
The strikes and struggles that led to permanent organization represent labor's biggest victories. But some important battles that were
lost nevertheless impacted the balance of class forces. To understand
the dynamics of class struggle in the United States, it is important to
look at both the victories and defeats of the U.S. labor movement.
Likewise, some relatively short-lived labor organizations have been
as important to shaping the character of the working-class movement as those that survived and prospered.
The Knights of Labor; the most powerful union organization in
the 1880s, vanished as a significant force by the late 1890s. The In-
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dustrial Workers of the World (IWW) peaked in influence in the first
two decades of the twentieth century, but faded as a major force well
before the rise of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in
the 1930s. Yet both the Knights of Labor and the IWW played a crucial role during key periods of class struggle, advancing the cause of
industrial unionism and training activists who played a role in organizing the next generation of workers. ·
The Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement (DRUM), an organization of Black autoworkers that grew out of a wildcat strike at
General Motors' Dodge Main plant in 1968, lasted just a few short
years. But during its brief existence, DRUM showed the potential for
African-American workers to wage a powerful fight against racism,
while winning solidarity from a sizeable layer of white unionists.
In addition, because race and class are so closely intertwined in
this historically segregated society, movements against racism have
often profoundly impacted the direction of the class struggle, even
when they have taken place outside the arena of organized labor.
The battle for Reconstruction after the Civil War shaped the
character of the labor movement for generations to follow. The
urban rebellions that rocked U.S. cities in the 1960s were struggles
against racism and poverty, and helped to transform the political
landscape alongside the powerful civil rights and Black Power movements.
The 1992 Los Angeles rebellion erupted in response to the acquittal of four white police officers captured on videotape beating
Black motorist Rodney King. That outpouring of rage lasted four
days-put down only by thousands of National Guard and federal
troops occupying the city-forced the issues of racism and police
brutality into mainstream discourse.

The Working-Class Majority
The working class is often caricatured as white, male, and blue
collar. In reality, the working class includes skilled and unskilled
workers in factories, laundries, restaurants, schools, offices, and
sweatshops; sharecroppers, tenant farmers, and migrant workers laboring in fields; women workers and the non-working wives of male
workers; and those who have jobs and the currently unemployed.
White males, in fact, hold a minority-just 46 percent-
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of working-class jobs, according to economist Michael Zweig- He
estimates that women make up 4 7.4 percent of those in workingclass occupations. Zweig also finds that "[B]lacks and Hispanics are
over-represented in the working class." African Americans make up
10.7 percent of the labor force, but 12.6 percent of those in workingclass jobs. Latinos made up 9.2 percent of those employed, but 11.3
percent of those in working-class occupations. 11
Zweig estimates that the working class makes up roughly 62 percent of the U.S. population, a clear majority. But Zweig probably underestimates the proportion of workers in the population. Zweig
correctly regards those who have a degree of "independence and authority" at work to be middle-class professionals. This category includes most lawyers, doctors, and computer scientists.
But Zweig also includes public schoolteachers and university
professors in the "middle class" category, although teachers have
been well represented in the union movement for decades. Like registered nurses and many social workers, teachers have experienced
the progressive deskilling of their once-professional occupations
in recent decades, with their work process increasingly dictated by
authority from above. The growing number of doctors employed
by profit-making managed care corporations likewise have little
"independence and authority" over their professional medical decisions.12
Zweig acknowledges, "By the way, the Department of Labor
comes up with an even larger number for what might be considered
the working class than I do. The Department notes that 82 percent of
the one hundred million non-farm, private-sector employees in the
United States in 1996 were "non-supervisory" employees."" Since
the Department of Labor statistics include accountants, doctors,
lawyers, and other professionals in private practice, the actual proportion of Americans in working-class jobs probably measures
somewhat less. The real figure is likely to fall somewhere between
Zweig's estimate and the Department of Labor's-numbering more
than 70 percent of the U.S. population, a large majority.
Working-class struggle has advanced only through building solidarity, uniting workers in a class-wide movement. The examples of
such solidarity are hidden from mainstream historical texts, and
their importance is often downplayed or ignored even in recent labor
history. This study devotes considerable space to the high points of
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class unity because understanding how workers have overcome divisions in the past is crucial to charting a course for future solidarity.
Viewing working-class history in all its complexity also challenges the existing myths about the gender and racial composition of
the labor movement and the American working class as a whole.
Wlhite, male, skilled workers were well represented within the
ranks of the skilled crafts that dominated the American Federation
of Labor (AFL). But the Knights of Labor, the IWW, and other labor
and political organizations drew unskilled Black, immigrant, and
women workers into some of the most important class battles in history well before the CIO in the 1930s broke through the exclusivity
of craft unionism.
Too often, labor historians have downplayed or ignored the role
of working-class women in the class struggle. To be sure, many
unions made no effort to organize in female-dominated occupations
until the 1960s. But those who assume that women have been passive bystanders to the labor movement will be surprised to learn the
heroic role women have often played in important strikes. During
the highest points of class struggle, strikes have traditionally drawn
entire families into battle, on and off picket lines.
In the case of mining, for example, women were rarely employed
as coal miners, but fought in solidarity with husbands, brothers, and
sons, in some of history's most bitter and violent confrontations between labor and capital. It is no accident that Mother Jones, the
charismatic woman who traveled the country in support of striking
miners a century ago, is one of the most legendary figures in working-class history.
Trpically, mining companies evicted miners and their families
from company housing as soon as a strike began, forcing entire
communities into homelessness for the weeks or months of the
strike. Striking families would set up tent colonies, often near the
mine entrance, and entire families would band together to block
the roads from strikebreakers. In the infamous Ludlow, Colorado,
strike in 1913, women did not merely organize the tent communities to feed and give shelter to the ten thousand miners and their
families-they also joined the men on pickets and organized international solidarity."
Women workers, when given the opportunity, have often been
willing to fight inside the union movement for their rights as women.
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Although such examples are often anecdotal, they offer a powerful
challenge to gender stereotypes. In just one example, women were
"especially prominent" among the delegates to the Washington state
convention of union boilermakers in June 1919, "and when they
heard a proposal to denounce the employment of married women, in
the words of one reporter, they 'beat it to a frazzle."'"

Politics and Struggle
Those who focus only on the machinations of the official union apparatus can easily underestimate the potential of the rank and file
below. The growth of union membership has never proceeded as a
seamless advance, but has been concentrated within relatively short
periods of social turmoil. As socialist historian Bert Cochran noted
in 1959,
Large-scale union growth never takes place in isolation from large social events but is one of the components of a generalized labor
surge.... If we set the 1880s as the beginning of the modern labor
movement, and go over the figures from that date to the present, we are
immediately struck with a startling result: The growth of American

trade unions occurred in five brief explosions concentrated in relatively
short periods of time against a background of major social upheavals
brought on by depression or war. 1'

These explosions in struggle, and the competing strategies for the
direction of the class struggle in each of these eras, are a central concern of this book. Below is a table of the five periods:

TABLE OF PERIODS OF RJ\.PID UNION GROWTH"
Period
Years
Number of
Approximate
Years
Membership Growth
I
1884-86
110,000 to 950,000
3
II
1897-1903
447,000
to 1,914,000
7
1917-20
III
4
3,061,000 to 5,048,000
IV
1934-38
3,609,000 to 8,000,000
5
v
8,500,000 to 13,500,000
1940-43
4
Cochran was writing after union membership as a share of the
U.S. workforce had already entered the steady decline fi·om which it
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yet to recover. One key argument of this book is that this decline
in union membership coincided with a dramatic fall in working-class
radi10alism-the direct consequence of the anticommunist witchhunt ~n the 1940s and 1950s known as "McCarthyism" (named
after its most ardent proponent, Senator Joseph McCarthy). The
witch-hunt, initiated at the highest levels of government, purged radicals from the labor movement, permanently uprooting radical traditions from their historic base inside the working class.
No longer faced with the pressure that working-class radicals so
ofteQ. provided in the past, union leaders have pursued a strategy that
see~s collaboration and avoids class conflict over the last fifty years.
This strategy has proven disastrous for the union movement and the
working class as a whole.

Working-Class Radicalism
Ra4icalism is by no means alien to America, as has been so often assumed in recent decades. Indeed, the struggle for the abolition of
slavery and the battle for Reconstruction that followed were radical
m_ovements that proved decisive to the future of the working-class
movement, North and South. The victory of abolition created the
possibility for a multiracial labor movement. Subsequently, the defeat of Reconstruction represented the triumph of modern racismthe key obstacle to working-class unity ever since. The ongoing
competition of a low-wage, non-union labor force in the South has
shaped the character of the entire working-class movement, giving
Northern employers an inbuilt advantage when their workers seek
higher wages.
Key points of class struggle have typically involved a strong radical component. Strategies are informed by politics, and radical politics have tended to rise in influence among workers whenever the
labor movement has advanced and confidence has risen.
Until the McCarthy era, political debates were aired inside the
lapor movement at virtually any given moment, and at various
junctures, anarchists and socialists played a key role in leading the
movement forward. Studies of labor's formative years provide
tremendous insight into the turbulent dynamics inside and well outside the AFL many decades before the dominance of craft unionism
gave way to the rise of mass industrial organizing in the 1930s.
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Labor's first "Great Upheaval" during the 1880s-when the
Knights o£Labor swelled from 60,000 to 700,000 between 1884 and
1886-was, as historian John R. Commons described, a movement
that "bore in every way the aspect of a social war. A frenzied hatred of
labor for capital was shown in every important strike.""
Labor party efforts surged around the country during this period, including the union-backed 1886 New York mayoral campaign of Henry George, running on an independent ticket. Election
Day in New York City was marked by massive voting fraud. According to historian Eric Chester, "At certain polling places, gangs of
toughs, with the complicity of police, made sure that only Democratic voters could cast their ballots .... Ballot boxes were stuffed
with spurious ballots, while other containers holding votes for
Henry George were cast into the East River." Even so, George received 68,000 votes, one-third of the total."
Chicago anarchists August Spies and Albert Parsons, two
founders of the International Working People's Association, helped
lead the 1886 strike for the eight-hour day and ultimately paid with
their lives for their leading role. The organization's founding manifesto, issued in 1883, set as its key objectives, according to historian
Paul Avrich:
FIRST-Destruction of the existing class rule, by all means, i.e., by energetic, relentless, revolutionary, and international action.
SECOND-Establishment of a free society based upon cooperative organization of production.
1HIRD-Free exchange of equivalent products by and between
the productive organizations without commerce and profit-mongery.
FOURTH-Organization of education on a secular, scientific and
equal basis for both sexes.
FIFTH-Equal rights for all without distinction of sex or race.
SIXTii-Regulation of all public affairs by free contracts between
the autonomous (independent) communes and associations, resting on
a federalistic basis.zo

The anarchist manifesto described above concluded with Marx's
famous phrase, "Workmen of all countries unite! You have nothing to
lose but your chains, you have a world to win!"" Elements of Marxism, reform socialism, and the "revolutionary socialism" of anarchist
trade unionists often overlapped during this formative period, reflecting the political fluidity and debates among labor radicals in the late
nineteenth century.
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The twentieth century brought the consolidation of the AFLbut also witnessed yet another upsurge in class struggle, accompanied by the rise of the anarcho-syndicalist IWW and the founding of
the Socialist Party. By the early twentieth century, as labor historian
David Montgomery argues in The Fall of the House of Labor,
"[s]ocialists, Democrats, and independents were all competing effectively for the votes of workers in search of a new political regime." A
1910 voting survey of three Pennsylvania mining towns, for example, found that socialist votes were nearly double those for Democrats and almost equal to those for Republicans."
1 The working-class upsurge of 1917-20 involved a broad reaction against an unpopular war coupled with the global inspiration
provided by the victory of a working-class government in the 1917
Russian Revolution. Montgomery noted, "The appearance of workers' councils in Russia and Germany, and even in the creameries of
Limerick in Ireland" deeply impacted U.S. workers' consciousness:
"By 1919, 'council' and 'delegate' were words with revolutionary
resonance similar to what 'convention' and 'citizen' had carried in
1789. ""
The radicalization that followed the Russian Revolution involved a generation of workers, many of them veterans of the Socialist Party and the IWW. Many of these radicals went on, as
communists, socialists, or Trotskyists, to play a leading role in the
most important era of class struggle in U.S. history-the Great Depression.
The labor insurgency of the 1930s was a revolt against mass unemployment and poverty caused by economic depression. The Depression decade is unparalleled in the size and scope of working-class
radicalization that grew out of a wave of unprecedented victories for
organized labor. Membership in the Communist Party swelled to tens
of thousands, while socialists, communists, and other radicals
emerged as rank-and-file leaders in key strikes. This high point of
class struggle offers invaluable lessons about the dynamic between
struggle and radicalization, and directly challenges the notion that
U.S. workers are inherently too conservative to embrace radical
ideas.
The final period of union growth noted by Cochran, between
1940 and 1943, took place during and immediately following the
Second World War. While the war was followed by a massive strike
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wave, this period was significantly different in political character
from previous advances for unions. Left-wing opposition to the war
was dwarfed by the Communist Party's enthusiastic support for the
U.S. war effort and the strike ban. This period cemented union leaders' alliance with the global aims of U.S. imperialism for more than
six decades, and set the stage for the success of McCarthyism in persecuting left-wing unionists in the postwar era.
Since Cochran's analysis in 1959, the class struggle saw another
major spike--in the years between 1967 and 1974, in the context of
a social upheaval against war, racism, and other injustice, which reverberated inside the working class. This upsurge witnessed a wave
of wildcat strikes, major advances for public sector unionization,
and the rise of significant rank-and-file union movements in major
industries. But unions were nevertheless unable to prevent the onset
of an employers' offensive that has continued without interruption
since the mid-1970s.
For those interested in the potential for revitalizing the labor
movement today, past political debates and struggles are as important as the outcome at any given point in labor history. In essence, the
outcome is rarely a foregone conclusion and involves a battle over
strategies, often shaped by competing sets of politics. The interests of
the working-class movement are best served not when these debates
are avoided, as they have been since McCarthyism, but when radical
viewpoints are welcomed and discussed inside the labor movement.
The arguments that follow-admittedly and unapologetically
informed by Marxism-are offered in this spirit.
Sharon Smith
January 2006

PART!

Class Struggle in the "Land of
Opportunity," 1865-1930

•
CHAPTER ONE

Are American Workers
Different?
n 1886, the first May Day of the world working-class movement
was marked in the United Srates by a massive political strike wave
of more than three hundred thousand workers-forty thousand
in Chicago alone-demanding the eight-hour day. The anarchist-led
Chicago Labor Union, called "upon all wage workers the necessity of
procuring arms before the inauguration of the proposed eight-hour
strike, in order to be in a position of meeting our foe with his own argument, force."' During this tumultuous period, newspaper headlines nationwide expressed the alarm of business leaders, asking,
"The Revolution?"' The struggle culminated in a police massacre in
Chicago's Haymarket Square, and the trial and execution of four of
the movement's leaders, including August Spies and Albert Parsons.
The scope and violence of the 1886 strike wave convinced Karl
Marx's collaborator Frederick Engels that class consciousness was
rising on a mass scale amid rapid industrialization. As he wrote to
Florence Kelley Wischnewetsky, "the American working class is
moving, and no mistake. And after a few false starts, they will get
into the right track soon enough. This appearance of the Americans
upon the scene I consider one of the greatest events of the year."' To
be sure, Engels recognized that the road to an independent workers'
party would not be a smooth one. In 1893, Engels wrote, in a letter
to German socialist Adolph Sorge, "[I]t cannot be denied that American conditions involve very great and peculiar difficulties for a
steady development of a workers' party." 4 But Engels remained optimistic until the end of his life that workers in the United States
would, as elsewhere, eventually form an independent political parry.
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More than a century later, however, workers in the U.S. still have
no political party independent of the corporare-backed Democrats
and Republicans. In this important way, the U.S. working class
hasn't followed the same path as workers' movements in most other
industrialized countries, which have developed and sustained labor
or social democratic parties. At the same time, U.S. workers have historically shown an enormous capacity to battle their employers. The
labor movement's formative period, in the fifty years after the Civil
War, took place amid sharp economic booms and slumps matched
by dramatic ups and downs in class struggle.
Between 1881 (the first year for which reliable figures are available) and 1905, 7.5 million workers took patt in a total of 38,303
strikes across the United States. In that same time period, 198 strikers
or sympathizers were killed, 1,966 were wounded, and 6,114 arrested.' For more than a century, the class struggle iri the United States
fit a pattern of (sometimes long) periods of calm, punctuated by huge
explosions of struggle. Most often those periods of calm, far from
representing class harmony, witnessed dramatic setbacks for the labor
movement. Then years of pent-up bitterness and class anger gave way
to massive eruptions of struggle, in an American parallel to British
historian E.]. Hobsbawm's apt description of "collective bargaining
by riot. " 6
Historian Jeremy Brecher described the Southwestern Railroad
strike in 1886: "The characteristic response of the workers to [management's] attempts to break the strike was the 'killing' of the engines. This was done by putting out the engine's fire, letting out
the water, displacing engine connections, and destroying part of the
machinery."' The Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky noted the
extraordinary militancy of U.S. workers in his 1934 article, "If
America Should Go Communist":
The American temperament is energetic and violent, and it will insist on
breaking a good many dishes and upsetting a good many apple carts before Communism is firmly established. Americans are enthusiasts and
sportsmen before they are specialists and statesmen, and it would be
contrary to the American tradition to make a major change without
choosing sides and cracking heads. 1

But American workers' breathtaking combativeness has coexisted alongside a weak political tradition. Although the Chicago
Haymarket massacre helped to establish May Day as a holiday for
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workers worldwide, this holiday is still not celebrated in the United
States. Indeed, many active unionists have never heard of May Day
hor are they aware of its origins in American workers' struggle for
the' eight-hour day. Likewise, the 1909 New York City garment
w<;>rkers' strike inspired another socialist holiday, International
Women's Day-celebrated on March 8 each year around the world.'
But like May Day, International Women's Day remains part of the
hidden history of the labor movement, unknown to the vast majority
of American workers.

The Myth of "American ExceptionaUsm"
U.S. employers have always been keenly aware that the promise of
prosperity could be a useful weapon in the class struggle-a corresponding carrot to the stick of repression they so often wielded. As
Julius Rosenwald, founder of the Shefferman union-busting firm,
remarked in 1926, "Don't imagine, however, that anything we do
for our people in the way of profit sharing, or enabling them to acquire stock, or providing meals at low rates, medical attention,
recreation grounds, vacations, and so forth is done from philanthropic motives-not in the least. Whatever we do for our employees we do because we think it pays, because it is good business." 10
Yet a range of theories have long asserted that the promise of upward mobility has rendered the American working class uniquely incapable of sustaining class consciousness, much less a class-wide
movement for socialism. Broadly grouped, these theories fall into the
category of what has become known as "American exceptionalism."
Theories of American exceptionalism have been around since
the days when immigrants were first lured to America with tales that
the streets were paved with gold and claims that anyone could strike
it rich in the "land of opportunity." In 1831, French historian and
sociologist Alexis de Tocqueville marveled at the "democracy" he
found in the U.S., especially as compared to the continued existence
of a landed nobility throughout Europe. "The position of the Americans is quite exceptional," he commented, "and it may be believed
that no democratic people will ever be placed in a similar one." 11 De
Tocqueville's enthusiastic comments are often cited by proponents of
American exceptionalism.
De Tocqueville's enthusiasm, however, was tempered by the gap-
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ing class inequality he also observed in the United States, where there
are "some men who are very opulent and a multitude who are
wretchedly poor." De Tocqueville expressed reservations that
America's "manufacturing aristocracy which is growing up under
our eyes is one of the harshest that ever existed in the world.""
Those seeking to prove that American society has successfully contained working-class consciousness rarely acknowledge
de Tocqueville's lack of enthusiasm for the rising manufacturing
class." Yet this offers insight into the limits of "democracy" and class
mobility in U.S. society, even in the early nineteenth century.
As editors Rick Halpern and Jonathan Morris argued in Ameri-

can Exceptionalism? U.S. Working-Class Formation in an International Context, the approach guiding most theories of American
exceptionalism is problematic because "absence rather than presence
is seen to hold the key to American distinctiveness." As they explain,
The lack of a sufficient degree of "class consciousness," characterized
by the failure to establish a labour party, renders intelligible both the
relative weakness of early twentieth-century trade unionism in the U.S.
as well as the uncontested dominance of the two major parties. Of
course, this framework precludes all sorts of interesting and important
investigations into actual working-class politics, radicalism, organization, and activity. ... Hthe proponents of exceptionalism found no evidence of class conflict, then the labour historians would uncover a
history of struggle that rivaled that of any European proletariat. 1 ~

Indeed, the massive struggles that shook U.S. society in the latter
half of the nineteenth century exposed the brutal underbelly of
America's "unique" democracy and the explosive nature of class conflict. As historian Neville Kirk argues, "The immediate post-bellum
years [following the Civil War] in the North saw a revived labour
movement commit itself to the principle of independent labour politics. In the South, the desires of free Black people ... for control over
their labour and ownership of land flatly contradicted bourgeois expectations that freedom for Black people would equal the freedom to
earn a wage and sell their labour power to capitalist employers.""
The violent battles of this period, Kirk writes, showed "the far less
consensual, neutral and pluralistic sides of the American liberal state
and ruling bloc: capital accumulation and the employer's 'right' to absolute mastery in the workplace were to be guaranteed at all costs.""
Some exceptionalism themes nevertheless deserve consideration
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and can aid in understanding the character of class consciousness
during the labor movement's formative years."
First, as de Tocqueville argued, the character of American society
was different than that found in Europe because the United States
had no feudal past, and therefore no landed aristocracy. In contrast
to the development of European bourgeois democracy, the American
Revolution granted universal suffrage (for white males) from the
outset. All women were denied the vote, and America's Black population lacked any rights of citizenship, but U.S. workers had no
immediate class-wide impetus to form independent workers' movements to struggle for democratic rights.
Second, upward class mobility was a possibility for a significant
minority of workers. U.S. industry expanded rapidly in the decades
following the Civil War. In 1860, American iron and steel production amounted to one-fifth of British output. By the turn of the century, the United States was the largest steel manufacturer in the
world. 18 Despite brutal working conditions, workers could aspire toward management and even entrepreneurial pursuits. In addition,
the U.S. government opened the door to massive Western migration
after the Civil War by granting ownership to anyone who settled on
land owned by the government. Migration to the Western frontier
contributed to a turnover among workers who might otherwise have
stayed and fought for better conditions.
Third, immigrants made up a sizeable proportion of the U.S.
working class, and they were separated by language and cultural differences in an already racially and ethnically divided society. Moreave~ many immigrants were only a "temporary proletariat," who
could move to the West, aspire to rise up the socialladde~ or return
home. Thus immigrants alone could not constitute the basis for the
development of a permanent working-class movement.
Taken as a whole, the themes described above can help to explain why a substantial layer of workers would seek individual,
rather than collective, solutions during the second half of the nineteenth century. But the importance of these factors should not be exaggerated. These theories describe temporary, not permanent,
features of American society. These factors made it more difficult for
U.S. workers to develop class-wide organizations, but only until the
first decades of the twentieth century. By 1886, Engels already foresaw these factors fading as obstacles to class-wide consciousness:
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There were two circumstances which for a long time prevented the unavoidable consequences of the Capitalist system from showing themselves in the full glare of day in America. These were the easy access to
the ownership of cheap land and the influx of immigration. They allowed, for many years, the great mass of\ the native American population to "retire" in early manhood from wage-labour and to become
farmers, dealers, or employers of labour, while the hard work for
wages, the position of a proletarian for life, mostly fell to the lot of immigrants. But America has outgrown this early stage. The boundless
backwoods have disappeared, and the still more boundless prairies are
faster and faster passing from the hands of the Nation and the States
into those of\ private owners. The great safety-valve against the formation of a permanent proletarian class has practically ceased to act. A
class of life-long and even hereditary proletarians exists at this hour in
America. 19

By the dawn of the twentieth century, no Western frontier remained to be conquered. And though U.S. capitalism continued to
expand in the twentieth century, employers turned toward raising
the productivity of labor rather than relying on an ever-growing
labor force. By the 1920s, immigration was severely curbed for several decades, and upward mobility ceased to be a possibility for the
vast majority of workers.
If the potential to develop mass working-class organization
hadn't existed in the nineteenth century, it certainly did by the twentieth. As British socialist Duncan Hallas argued, "All the special factors which can be shown to have operated in the United States until
1900 or 1920 were now of steadily diminishing importance. So the
presence or absence of a political labour movement has to be judged
in terms of certain specific events and struggles." 20

Prosperity and Class Consdousness
The most persistent claim of exceptionalism theorists, however, is
that prosperity alone has permanently thwarted class consciousness
in the United States. The most influential proponents of this claim
have not been the gleeful defenders of the class status quo, but most
often academic "experts" in the field of sociology.
As early as 1906, sociologist Warner Sombart had already declared that the U.S. working class was too enamored by capitalism to
build a socialist movement. In his book, Why Is There No Socialism
in the United States? Sombart asserted that the United States was
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"the promised land of capitalism" where "on the reefs of roast beef
and apple pie socialistic Utopias ... are sent to their doom."" Scmbart drew this conclusion at a time when millions of workers crowding city slums and shantytowns across the United States rarely got a
decent meal, and class war had long been raging in the "land of opportunity." Indeed, in 1903, David M. Parry, president of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), railed against "the
present program of violence, boycotting, and tyranny now being carried out by the majority of labor unions," as he called for combating
"legislation of a socialistic nature."" Moreover, while average wages
were higher in the United States than in Europe, the gap between the
wages of skilled and unskilled workers was greater."
'theories of American exceptionalism became popular once
again during the long economic boom following World War II, when
more than two decades of unprecedented prosperity temporarily
blunted working-class consciousness in the shadow of the "American Dream." Sociologist Daniel Bell famously proclaimed "the end
of ideology" in 1960, adding later, "Abundance ... was the American surrogate for socialism."" In 1973, sociologist Benjamin S.
Kleinberg argued that American workers' interests coincided with
those of American capitalism: [R]esolving the tensions between different social classes requires no fundamental redistribution of the social product, only its continued growth. Growth of the national
product is viewed as a good in itself.... To the extent that individuals can satisfy their desires for a material improvement of living standards, they lose interest in ideology and even in politics itself."
Decades of falling wages and living standards since Kleinberg
made this statement have exposed the shortsightedness of this view.
"Four out of five households take home a thinner slice of the economic pie than they did a quarter century before," labor historian
Lichtenstein noted in 2002. Today, CEOs earn more than a thousand
times the average worker's wage." Young male workers have experienced the steepest decline in real wages-25 percent between the
early 1970s and the early 1990s."
American exceptionalism nevertheless experienced a reincarnation during the 1990s, albeit on shakier grounds. As Halpern and
Morris commented, "Books and articles dealing with exceptionalism form a small growth industry in academic publishing on both
sides of the Atlantic.""
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Political analyst Seymour Martin Lipset's particular variation on
American exceptionalism rests not on promises of prosperity, but on
ideology alone. In his 1997 book, American Exceptionalism: A
Double-Edged Sword, Lipset acknowledges,
The United States continues to be exceptional among developed nations
in the low level of support it provides for the poor through welfare,
housing, and medical care policies. As a result, though the wealthiest
country, it has the highest proportion of people living in poverty among
developed nations, according to the detailed statistical analyses of the
Luxembourg Income Study data, the most comprehensive available.
The United States also ranks last among ten countries (six in Europe,
plus Australia, Canada, and Israel) as the most unequal in comparisons

of income distribution.v

Lipset furtber admits tbat Americans have grown increasingly
distrustful of political leaders and institutions for the last three
decades. "This erosion of trust in American government is troubling," he writes. But U.S. society is permanently cushioned from the
threat of a left-wing revolt, Lipset argues, due to popular acceptance
of a unique set of "American values," including a strong sense of
morality and an American work ethic that ensures "tbe survival of
the American Dream." 30
Traditional theories of American exceptionalism would be easy
to dismiss as either obsolete or unproven. But left academics often
echo tbe same arguments as tbeir more mainstream counterparts,
particularly during longer periods of labor calm. More tban one
left-wing writer has dismissed tbe potential for mass working-class
struggle--only to be proven wrong by tbe next labor upsurge.

Are American Workers usought Offu?
During tbe 1960s in particulru; many leftists regarded tbe working
class living in the heart of U.S. imperialism as part of tbe problem,
rather tban as a potentially powerful part oftbe struggle against capitalism and tbe war in Vietnam. A host of left-wing theorists argued
tbat tbe promise of owning a house in tbe suburbs and a color TV had
permanently diverted the class interests of U.S. workers. In 1967, the
German-American philosopher Herbert Marcuse, a guru of tbe
1960s counterculture, argued that tbe system provided a "comfortable, smootb, reasonable, democratic unfreedom .... Under the con-
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ditions of a rising standard of living, non-conformity with the system
itself appears to be socially useless."" Marcuse's observation was
proven wrong by the end of the 1960s by a series of working-class revolts and the rise of a working-class majority opposed to the war in
Vietnam. The number of unauthorized strikes across all industries
doubled between 1960 and 1969, from 1,000 to 2,000. The year
1970 witnessed a veritable strike wave-including a 67-day strike
against General Motors-which was part of a rise in class struggle
that subsided only in 1974."
Some of these struggles were political as well as economic. In
1969,95 percent of West Virginia's coal miners went out on a wildcat strike demanding government legislation covering Black Lung, a
disease that kills so many miners. Other struggles were led by groups
of workers influenced by the antiwar and Black Power movements.
The most significant of these struggles led to the formation of the
Dqdge Revolutionary Union Movement (DRUM) in 1968. After
slwtting down production at the Dodge Main assembly plant in a
wildcat strike, Black workers formed DRUM to combat both compa~y and union racism. 33
Many of the strikes during this period involved some of the most
highly paid workers in the U.S.-including autoworkers and Teamsters. Theorists like Marcuse, who had dismissed these workers as
overpaid and part of the bulwark of the system, were proved wrong.
The labor upsurge berween 1967 and 1974 validated once more the
hi~toric role of the working class in Marxist theory.

EXploitation and Class Struggle
Karl Marx understood the revolutionary potential of the working
class as an objective consequence of exploitation. The Marxist definition of the working class, therefore, has little in common with
those of sociologists. Although income levels obviously bear some
relationship to class, neither income level nor degree of class consciousness determines social class. Some workers earn the same as or
more than some people who fall into the category of middle class.
And many people who consider themselves "middle class" are in fact
workers. Nor is class defined by categories such as "blue collar" versus "white collar." For Marxists, the working class is defined by its
relationship to production. Broadly speaking, workers are those
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who do not control production but rather are controlled from above,
and are forced to sell their labor power to employers. This definition
includes the vast majority of employees in the United States.
Exploitation reduces individual workers to mere cogs in the
wheels of mass production, thus depriving, or alienating, workers
from the fruits of their labor. As Marx wrote in Capital, "All means
for the development of production transform themselves into means
o£ domination oveJ; and exploitation of, the producers; they mutilate
the laborer into a fragment of a man, degrade him to the level of an
appendage of a machine, destroy every remnant of charm in his work
and turn it into a hated toil."" Elsewhere in Capital, Marx added, "It
fullows therefore, that in proportion as capital accumulates, the lot of
the laboreJ; be his payment high or low, must grow worse.""
"Scientific management" techniques were first championed by
corporate consultant Frederick Winslow Taylor in the early twenti·
eth century and have been steadily refined ever since. But Taylor's
operating principles-tightly timed production quotas and a strict
division of labor-have been universally adopted by mass produc·
tion industries, robbing workers of any control over the production
process. Today, for example, workers at the Toyota NUMMI plant
in California are in "motion" on the assembly line for 57 seconds out
of every minute."
In the 1960s, American workers were the highest paid in the
world, but they paid a steep price through a drastic rise in their
rate of exploitation. Output per worker more than doubled be·
tween 194 7 and 1972. While the number of manufacturing work·
ers grew by 28.8 percent berween 1950 and 1968, manufacturing
output grew by 91 percent. In 1950, U.S. steel mills produced half
the world's steel; U.S. auto companies were responsible for 76 per·
cent of world vehicle production." The real beneficiaries sat on
the boards of directors of the biggest U.S. corporations.

The Labor Upsurge of 1967-74
In 1972, eight thousand workers voted by a margin of 97 percent to
strike General Motors' Lordstown, Ohio, plant. Led by young
workers and Vietnam veterans, the Lordstown strike was a collective
response to rising exploitation. Through a combination of automa·
tion and assembly line speedup, the Lordstown plant raised its out·
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put from 66 cars per hour in 1966 to over 100 per hour in 1971."
The 29-year-old president of the United Auto Workers (UAW) local
told author Studs Terkel, "If the guys didn't stand up and fight,
they'd become robots too. They're interested in being able to smoke
a cigarette, bullshit a little bit with the guy next to 'em, open a book,
look at something, just daydream if nothing else. You can't do that if
y6u become a machine." 39
It was this understanding of class struggle being shaped by material conditions that led socialist historian Hal Draper to argue:
To engage in class struggle it is not necessary to 11 helieve in" the class
struggle any more than it is necessary to believe in Newton in order to
fall from an airplane . ... The working class moves toward class struggle
insofar as capitalism fails to satisfy its economic and social needs and as~
pirations, not insofar as it is told about struggle by Marxists. There is no
evidence that workers like to struggle any more than anyone else; the ev·
idence is that capitalism compels and accustoms them to do so.40

Though Marcuse's pessimistic conclusion was wrong, his and
similar theories continued to influence the generation of 1960s student radicals, perpetuating the belief that American workers were
"bought off" by the system. Indeed, even in the twenty-first century,
many who oppose global injustice frequently mistake the prosperity
of U.S. capitalism for the prosperity of its population, despite the
gaping inequality within the U.S. population.
Like Sombart's, most left-wing theories of American exceptionalism hold partial truths, but none o£ the factors they describe has
been decisive. There is nothing fundamentally different about the
American working class that makes it incapable of acting as a class,
or which can explain why workers in the United States have not yet
developed an independent political tradition. This was certainly the
conclusion drawn by leading Marxists who studied the conditions of
the U.S. working class before and after the dawn of the twentieth
century. As Mike Davis wrote, "At one time or another, Marx, Engels, Kautsky, Lenin, and Trotsky all became fascinated with the
prospects for the development of a revolutionary movement in the
United States. Although each emphasized different aspects of contemporary social dynamics, they shared the optimistic belief that 'in
the long run' the differences between European and American levels
of class-consciousness and political organization would be evened
out by objective laws of historical development." 41
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Most Marxists held a balanced view of the strengths and weaknesses of the U.S. working class. Leon Trotsky, who gained a great
deal of familiarity with the Depression-era class struggle in the
United States during his final exile in Mexico, reiterated this theme.
When asked about the "backwardness" of U.S. workers, he responded, "The backwardness of the United States working class is a
relative term .... The American worker is very combative-as we
have seen during the strikes. They have had the most rebellious
strikes in the world. What the American worker misses is a spirit of
generalization, or analysis, of his class position in society as a

whole." 42
As Kirk argued, "As seen in the pre-1914 fortunes of the Socialist Party, there did exist considerable popular support for socialism
in America, both inside and (especially) outside the AFL .... [I]t is
not the absence of moves to independent labor and/or socialism
which demand explanation, as suggested by proponents of 'exceptionalism,' but rather both the frequency and short-lived character of

such moves." 43

'
CHAPTER TWO

The Peculiarities of
American Capitalism
ost theories of American exceptionalism emphasize the
income advancement opportunities in the United States
as it developed into the world's richest economy, and the
real and perceived effects on working-class consciousness. But that
focus misses the point, because the enormous wealth produced by
American capitalism has never been distributed remotely equally.
Engels remarked in an 1892letter to German-American socialist
Hermann Schluter, "[Y]our bourgeoisie knows much better even
than the Austrian Government how to play off one nationality
against the other: Jews, Italians, Bohemians, etc., against Germans
and Irish, and each one against the other, so that differences in the
standard of life of different workers exist, I believe, in New York to

M

an extent unheard of elsewhere." 1

Already in 1881, Marx observed that capitalism in the United
States was developing "more rapidly and more shamelessly than in
any other countty." 2 American rulers have traditionally used every
means at their disposal to divide and weaken the working class
movement-and made every attempt to crush it when it rises up.
Nineteenth-century railroad baron Jay Gould once boasted that he
could "hire one half of the working class to kill the other." 3
The U.S. ruling class is not fundamentally different in narure
when compared with its European counterparts-all seek to advance their class interests, politically and economically. The United
States is distinctive, however, in the aggressiveness of its rulers to-

ward threats from below. Socialist historian Leo Huberman observed, "It took American workers a century and a half of militant
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battling before they succeeded in having written into law their right
to organize into unions and bargain collectively without interference
from the employers." 4
As labor historian Stephen H. Norwood notes:
The United States during the early twentieth century was the only ad~
vanced industrial country where corporations wielded coercive military
power. In Europe, employers did not hire armed mercenaries.... Para-

doxically, the nation that never experienced feudalism and that
pioneered in introducing civil liberties allowed corporations to develop
powerful private armies that often operated outside the law, denying
workers basic constitutional rights .... During the 1930s, Ford Motor
Company's Service Department, directed by ex-pugilist Harry Bennett,
formed to suppress union organizing and strikes, constituted the world's

largest private army, numbering between 3,500 and 6,000 men.S

Kirk makes the same comparison, describing the post-Civil War
era: "Labour relations in the United States were increasingly characterized by degrees of violence and official repression and coercion
generally urunatched in the 'Peaceable Kingdom' of Britain."'
Furthermore, Kirk argues,
The more inflanunatory nature of class and social relations in the
United States, as compared with Britain, was intimately related to the
stages of development and characteristics of capitalism in the two countries. The more acute nature of the crisis of competitive capitalism in the
late nineteenth century U.S .... and that country's more rapid, uncontrolled and disruptive transition from competitive to monopoly capitalism; the relative weakness of the cushion of formal empire and
"gentlemanly" practices for American capital; the far more aggressively
individualistic and transforming strategies (centrally embracing the
"open shop" and Taylorism) of hegemonic U.S. employers and their
powerful, "unrepublican" allies in the judiciary and other parts of the
state machinery ... [all] combined to generate higher levels of conflict
and turbulence in the United States. 7

The lawlessness of nineteenth century magnates such as Cornelius Vanderbilt and Andrew Carnegie was not limited to labor re"
lations. Cutthroat competition meant that capitalists facing frequent
booms and savage slumps were equally at odds with one another,
using bribery, raiding tactics, and blackmail to gain dominance.
Shipping owner Vanderbilt famously declared on one occasion,
"Law? What do I care about law? Hain 't I got the power?" 8 After an
attempt by associates to seize control of one of his properties, Vanderbilt responded with this crisp piece of correspondence:

'
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Gentlemen:
You have undertaken to cheat me. I will not sue you, for law takes
f

too long. I will ruin you.

Sincerely yours,
Cornelius Vanderbilt 9

.Historian Sidney Lens argued that nineteenth century economic
growth "was accompanied by an orgy of corruption and thievery
such as the nation had never seen before." During the Civil War, financier J. P. Morgan "bought defective rifles, already condemned,
from the government, for $17,500 one day, and resold them to the
government the next day for $110,000." In May 1901, a fierce
stock market war between Morgan and E. H. Harriman led to a financial crash, throwing thousands of investors into financial ruin.
Yet when a reporter asked Morgan whether he should offer an explanation to the public, Morgan responded, "I owe the public nothing., lo
U.S. manufacturers abandoned their individual rivalries, however, to unite as a class against labor early on, adopting a nnmber of
ruthless methods to enforce corporate rule that set them apart from
their European counterparts. These methods combined contributed
both to the explosiveness of the class struggle and the failure of repeated attempts by workers to form a political alternative to the rule
of the dominant capitalist parties.
The following factors will be explored:
• A degree of racism and racial segregation exceeding that of every

other industrial society, with the exception of South African
apartheid
• a political system based upon the shared rule of two corporate parties,
the Democrats and the Republicans, in which one of those partiesmore recently the Democrats-successfully masquerades as an ally of
the downtrodden
• reliance on extraordinary levels of political repression, including a
combination of armed violence, high levels of incarceration, execution, and legal and ideological warfare to suppress oppositional
movements

"Divide and Conquer"-the Role of Racism
In the late 1960s, President Lyndon Johnson appointed a government-sponsored study on the causes of Black ghetto rebellions then
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sweeping U.S. cities. The Kerner Commission report, issued in 1968,
concluded that the United States was "moving toward two separate
societies, one Black, one white-separate and unequal." The report
continued, "What white Americans have never fully understoodbut what the Negro can never forget-is that white society is deeply
implicated in the ghetto. White institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and white society condones it." 11

To coincide with the thirtieth anniversary of the Kerner Commission report in 1998, the privately funded Milton S. Eisenhower
Foundation released its own study, "The Millennium Breach,"
which echoed the conclusions of the Kerner Commission. The Eisenhower Foundation found that, even with the nation's unemployment
rate below 5 percent, unemployment rates for young AfricanAmerican men in urban areas such as South-Centtal Los Angeles
were more than 30 percent. The U.S. incarceration rate of Black men
was four times higher than that in South Africa under apartheid. The
U.S. child poverty rate was four times the average of Western European countries. More than half of the 43 percent of the children of
African Americans and other racially oppressed groups attending
public schools were living in poverty. 12
Indeed, by 2003-nearly sixty years after the U.S. Supreme
Court issued its 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka decision striking down school segregation and more than thirty years
after Court-ordered school desegregation-U.S. schools have resegregated to the same level as before busing began."
White students today attend schools that are, on average, 80 percent white. The most racially segregated schools are in the North-in
New York, Illinois, Michigan, and California. Many rich suburban
schools tend to be all white and many of the poorest inner city
schools are exclusively Black or Latino." In 2000, according to the
Education Trust, New York school districts with the highest concentration of white students received $2,034 more per student in state
and local funding than those with the highest concentration of racial
minorities .15

School segregation is not isolated from other aspects of racism,
like housing, because government policies have historically restricted
Blacks from settling in more prosperous white areas. Federal housing programs that helped millions of white families buy homes from
the 1940s through the 1960s excluded most African Americans by
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catering to local racist ordinances. Even when Blacks managed to get
mortgages, racist mobs often terrorized their families to drive them
out, firmly establishing all-white enclaves across the country.
As social scieutists Douglas S. Massey and Nancy A. Denton
wrote in 1993, "No group in the history of the United States has ever
experienced the sustained high level of residential segregation that
has been imposed on Blacks in large American cities for the past fifty
years." 16
The Chicago Urban League's Paul Street asked rhetorically in
2002,
Why are African Americans twice as likely to be unemployed as whites?
Why is the poverty rate for Blacks more than twice the rate for whites?

... Why do African Americans make up roughly half of the United
States' massive population of prisoners (two million) and why are one
in three young Black male adults in prison or on parole or otherwise
under the supervision of the American criminal justice system? Why do
African Americans continue in severe geographic separation from
mainstream society, still largely cordoned off into the nation's most disadvantaged communities thirty years after the passage of civil rights fair
housing legislation? Why do Blacks suffer disproportionately from ir~
regularities in the American electoral process, from problems with voter
registration to the functioning of voting machinery? Why does Black
America effectively constitute a Third World enclave of sub-citizens
within the world's richest and most powerful state? 17

Capitalism and Slavery
The system of slavery engraved racism at the very core of the global
capitalist system. As Marx argued, "Without slavery there would be
no cotton, without cotton there would be no modern industry. It is
slavery which has given value to the colonies, it is the colonies which
have created world trade, and world trade is the necessary condition
for large-scale machine industry." 18 Nowhere was this truer than in
the United States, where slave labor on Southern plantations laid the
basis for the development of the Northern industrial economy.
But Marx also argued that the existence of slave labor allowed
industrial capital to expand rapidly by increasing the rate of exploitation of wage workers: "In fact the veiled slavery of the wage laborers in Europe needed the unqualified slavery of the New World as
its pedestal. ... Capital comes dripping from head to toe, from every
pore, with blood and dirt.""
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As historian Theodore Allen argued,
Why was it that ... in the United States the industrial bourgeoisie was
barred by law from meeting its growing labor needs by employing
Mrican Americans fleeing from racial oppression in the South? The answer is that in the United States the government was constituted on the
strict condition of giving full faith and credit recognition to slavery, and
the sixty percent [sic] electoral bonus to slaveholding states. It was as a
consequence of this fact that the country was dominated by the Southern
slaveholders from the American Revolution until the Civil War, and white
supremacism was established as a sort of American supeNeligion, with
appropriate penalties for "backsliders." Under the circumstances,
"white" identity was made to appear to be an unrefusable offe1:. But it
would prove to be as unhelpful to the class interests of EuropeanAmerican workers as "salvation," or reliance on an imminent Judgment
Day was to the class interests of the workers in England.20

Slavery was abolished, but white supremacy flourished in its aftermath, used first to defeat Reconstruction in the South and thereafter to systematically combat the potential, for multiracial class
unity that threatened the onward march of industrialization. Racism
has been the centerpiece of ruling-class strategy ever since, intended
to keep different sections of the working class permanently divided.
At the end of the Civil War, however, which system would replace the rule of slave-owners was an open question-resolved only
after a lengthy struggle for Reconstruction, aiming to rebuild Southern society on a different basis.

The Battle for Reconstruction
With federal troops occupying the South to enforce national law,
freed African Americans and Northern radicals seized the moment
to transform the postwar South. Congress ratified the Thirteenth
Amendment in 1865, banning slavery anywhere in the United States.
The Fourteenth Amendment followed in 1868, guaranteeing citizenship to African Americans and prohibiting former Confederate secessionists from holding federal or state office. The Fifteenth
Amendment, passed in 1870, declared that no citizen could be deprived of the right to vote because of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. When Congress granted Blacks the right to vote, it
also disfranchised 100,000 white Confederates."
Between 1867 and 1868, Congress passed a series of Recon-
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struction Acts, dividing the former Confederacy (except Tennessee) into five districts under military commanders authorized
to force Southern states to write new constitutions and to ratify
the Fourteenth Amendment. Congress passed the Reconstruction
Acts over the veto of President Andrew Johnson-Abraham
Lincoln's Democratic, racist vice president-who assumed the
pieSidency after Lincoln's assassination.
During the first years after the Reconstruction Acts, poor
whites began, for the first time, signing up with the Republican
Party alongside Blacks in Southern states, on the basis of common" class interests. Radical Republicans advanced policies of
debtor relief, the eight-hour day and other workers' rights, and
many states adopted free public education for all citizens for the
first'time. In addition, small farmers were given tax relief while
large plantation owners found their taxes raised."
As W. E. B. Du Bois argued, "The lawlessness in the South
since the Civil War ... became a labor wru; an attempt by impoverished capitalists and landholders to force laborers to work on
the capitalist's terms."" The outcome of the struggle for Reconstruction was impossible to predict beforehand. Before "racist
oppression was made into the glue that held the whole system together," argued historian Jack Bloom,
Virtually all possible combinations came into being at one or another point. Upper-class whites developed a paternalistic relationship with Blacks, which they used to hold back the class aspirations
of lower-class whites. Upper- and lower-class whites allied to sup-

press Blacks whenever Blacks sought to challenge the economic and
social arrangements that were the basis of the oppressive conditions
of their lives. Lower-class whites and Blacks united against the class
prerogatives of the upper class. But the main dynamic in this
process was provided by upper-class whites' successful effort toretain their economic and political domination of the region. 24

Newly freed African Americans made clear their intention to
transform Southern plantation society into a participatory democracy. Fourteen Blacks were elected to Congress from six
southern states, and two African Americans from Mississippi
were elected to the U.S. Senate." In contrast, the first Northern
Black congressman was not elected until the 1920s, and the first
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Northern Black U.S. senator was elected only in the 1960s." South
Carolina voters elected an African-American governm; and Blacks
held a majority in several Southern state legislatures, tipping the balance in favor of ReconstructionY
Florida's agent from the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and
Abandoned Lands, Jacob A. Remley, was astonished to find that
"the freed people exhibit a knowledge of their political situation and
their relations to it, which could scarcely be expected from a people
heretofore prohibited from acquiring a knowledge of such matters."'" As a group, African Americans articulated the desire for the
right to vote and for "fair labor contracts with growers and to purchase land," historian Paul Ortiz described."
African Americans embraced political activism and posed an articulate challenge to corporate rule. Florida's Black legislators, for
example, collectively stated their opposition to a pro-corporate bill
in 1872:
Capital needs no legislation in order to provide for its use. Capital is
strong enough to rake care and-provide for itseli, but corporations are a
dangerous power, especially large or consolidated corporations, and the
American people fear them with distrust. We want no Tom Scotts, Jim
Fisks, or Vanderbilts in this State to govern us, by means of which they
would influence legislation tending to advance personal interests. The
great curse of Florida has been dishonest corporations, with an eye sin~
gle to their central interest. 30

At the same time, however, former slaveholders were determined
to approximate as closely as possible the conditions of slavery in its
aftermath. White supremacists' slogan for the defeat of Reconstruction was "Redemption." The Redeemers did not attempt to overturn
Reconstruction at the federal level, but by defeating Republicans at
state polls using violence and voting fraud.
As historian C. Vann Woodward argued, the Redeemers "frankly
constituted themselves champions of the property owner against the
propertyless and allegedly untaxed masses."" 1n the Black-majority
Nachitoches Parish in Louisiana, "not a single Republican vote was
counted in 1878, more than ftfty Negroes were killed and others
driven from their homes during the campaign, according to a report by the United States District Attorney." 32 Jack Bloom described
the situation in Alabama: "ln one county, the polling place was
stormed as the ballots were being counted; the judge who was
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counting was fired upon, his son was killed, and the ballot box was
stolen." 33
The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was the Redeemers' primary vehicle
for lynching, home burnings, and other forms of racial violence used
to defeat Reconstruction. Leading members of the Democratic Parry
used the KKK to drive out radical Republicans, both Black and
white, after the Civil War:
The one really new ingredient of regular [Klan) activity after 1867 was
opposition to the radicals. And so far as the Klan loomed larger than the
earlier vigilante groups, this was undoubtedly the reason. Only now did
upper class elements and Conservative political leaders take much interest in the idea. In many places some took over Klan leadership, at
least temporarily. The Klan became in effect a terrorist arm of the Democratic Party, whether the Party leaders as a whole liked it or not. 34

The Republican Parry, committed to securing the dominance of
free (or wage) labor over the system of chattel slavery, opposed the
Confederacy in the Civil War. But the Republicans shared common
class interests with Democrats, including a strong allegiance to manufacturers' right to make their profits with workers "free" from
labor unions. The Republican Party establishment ultimately defeated its own radical wing, uniting with Democrats to enact the
Compromise of 1877, withdrawing federal troops from the Southdealing Reconstruction its final blow.
In so doing, the Republican Party, once the party of abolition,
turned its back on the democratic demands of African Americans
and enabled the victory of white supremacy. Radical Republicans
were removed from office in every Southern state by the late 1870s,
and the programs and rights ensured by Reconstruction legislators
were immediately dismantled. Southern legislators reinstated Black
Codes first imposed by slaveholders during the first two years after
the Civil War---criminalizing African Americans under "vagrancy"
and other laws."
The Black Codes thus ensured a large supply of Black prisoners,
who were leased out as convict labor in conditions closely approximating those of slavery. As Mississippi plantation records in the
1880s documented, "the prisoners ate and slept on bare ground,
without blankets or mattresses, and often without clothes. They
were punished for 'slow hoeing' (ten lashes), 'sorry planting' (five
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lashes) and 'being light with cotton' (five lashes). Some who attempted to escape were whipped 'til the blood ran down their
legs.'" 36
White racists went on the rampage after the defeat of Reconstruction, using lynching, castration, and other mob violence to im-

pose a reign of terror on the African-American population.
"Between 1882 and 1903, 285 people were lynched in Louisiana,
232 of them Black, and many of the rest immigrant workers."" The
perpetrators were rarely "found" by local police, who generally
made no pretense of hunting for them. In fact, police often joined
groups of whites in cheering on the vigilantes. Lynching continued
as a means of terrorizing the Black population well into the twentieth century. 38

Segregation Imposed from Above
Southern lawmakers passed segregation laws (nicknamed "Jim
Crow" laws) and voting restrictions disfranchising African Americans across the South as the century drew to a close. Jim Crow
banned all forms of racial integration, forbidding poor whites and
poor Blacks from having any social contact. It is well known that Jim
Crow made it illegal for Blacks and whites to eat at the same restaurants, use the same toilets, or drink from the same water fountains.

Each locality, however, could-and did-add its own refinement of
segregation laws. By the early twentieth century, the city of Atlanta
required that Black and white court witnesses swear on different
bibles, and the city of New Orleans set up segregated prostitution
districts. In Birmingham, Alabama, in the 1930s, arrest was the
punishment for the "crime" of "advocating social equality between
whites and Negroes." 39

Moreover, a series of decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court between 1873 and 1898 upheld the "constitutionality" of racial segregation. In its infamous 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision, the
Court upheld a Louisiana law mandating separate railway cars for
whites and Blacks, ruling that sweeping segregation ordinances violated neither the Thirteenth nor Fourteenth Amendments to the
U.S. Constitution. The Court's sanction paved the way for the absurd segregationist slogan "separate but equal" that would remain

in place for almost sixty years, until1954.
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.Northern states did not pass sweeping segregation laws, but
practiced racial segregation nonetheless. In the early rwentieth century, the city of Topeka, Kansas, formally segregated its high school
system. Many of Boston's hotels and restaurants refused to serve
Blacks. Most Northern employers refused to hire African Americans
until the massive labor shortages produced by World War !-but deliberately recruited Blacks as strikebreakers during major strikes, to
stir up racial hatred that undercut un;ons. Black and white soldiers
were segregated throughout the U.S. Army rhrough World War II."
Nor was racist violence limited to the Southern strongholds of
white supremacy. As Norwood described,
Blacks' increasing insecurity and vulnerability in the North was dramatically illustrated in violent white attacks on African-American communities in towns previously considered hospitable to Blacks, and
where they had long resided. Bloody, anti-Black riots occurred in
Springfield, Ohio, in 1906, which had been on the line of the Underground Railroad, and in Springfield, Illinois, "'within the pale of influence of the tomb and home of Lincoln the Emancipator." 41

But white Southern workers and poor sharecroppers did not
benefit even slightly from the extreme level of racism. In fact, the
higher the level of racism, the more they lost. Wben the racist poll tax
was passed in the South, imposing property and other requirements
designed to shut out Black voters, many poor whites also lost the
riglit to vote. After Mississippi passed its poll tax law, the number of
qualified white voters fell from 130,000 to 68,000.42
Civil rights leader W. E. B. Du Bois argued that Black disfranchisement strengthened the Southern vote in relation to the North
because "the White Southerner marches to the polls with many times
as much voting power in his hand as a voter in the North.""
Due to the system of white supremacy, he added, "The South
does and must vote for reaction. There can be, therefore, neither in

the South nor in the nation a successful third party movement .... A
solid bloc of reaction in the South can always be depended upon to
unite with Northern conservatism to elect a president." 44
The effects of segregation extended well beyond the electoral
arena. Jim Crow empowered only the rule of capital. Whenever employers have been able to use racism to divide Black from white workers, preventing unionization, both Black and white workers earn
lower wages. This is just as true in recent decades as it was 100 years
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ago. Indeed, as socialist Ahmed Shawki argued of the 1970s, "In a
study of major metropolitan areas Michael Reich found a correlation
between the degree of income inequality between whites and Blacks
and the degree of income inequality between whites. " 45 One 1970s
study concluded:
But what is most dramatic-in each of these blue~collar groups, the
Southern white workers earned less than Northern Black workers. Despite the continued gross discrimination against Black skilled craftsmen

in the North, the "privileged" Southern whites earned 4 percent less
than they did. Southern male white operatives averaged ... 18 percent
less than Northern Black male operatives. And Southern white service
workers earned ... 14 percent less than Northern Black male service

workers. " 46

After the Redeemers' victory, the history of Reconstruction was
quickly rewritten in major texts, assigning key roles to greedy Northern "carpetbaggers" while falsely charging Reconstruction regimes
as rampant in their corruption. No attempt was made to hide the
racist aspect of this assessment. DuBois described submitting a (solicited) manuscript to the Encydopedia Britannica's foutteenth edition-only to discover that the editor removed all references to
Reconstruction from the manuscript. Instead of DuBois' description
of Reconstruction, the following replacement appeared: "Reconstruction was a disgraceful attempt to subject white people to igno:ant Negro rule; and that, according to a Harvard professor of
history (the italics are ours), 'Legislative expenses were grotesquely
extravagant; the colored members in some states engaging in a saturnalia of corrupt expenditure.'""
U.S. rulers claimed "science" was on their side as they promoted
racist ideology against African Americans. The definition of the
word "Negro" in the 1903 edition of Encyclopedia Britannica, included the following pseudo-scientific phrases:
Weight of brain, as indicating cranial capacity, 35 ounces (highest gorilla 20, average European 45; ... thick epidermis ... emitting a peculiar rancid odour, compared ... to that of a buck goat; ... the inherent
mental inferiority of the blacks, an inferiority which is even more
marked than their physical differences .... No full-blood Negro has
ever been distinguished as a man of science, a poet or an artist. 48
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Sodat Darwinism: "Survival of the Richest"
The poisonous and sustained racism directed against African Americans has been unparalleled in U.S. society. But since the first wave of
Irish immigration in the late 1820s, America's wealthy elite has also
aggressively cultivated racist ideas against nearly evety group of foreignrrs arriving on U.S. shores. Hostility greeted each successive
wave of European immigrants, especially from Eastern and Southern
Europe, who were viewed as lesser breeds by nineteenth and early
twentieth century employers."
Even during the many periods when employers have encouraged
massive immigration to fulfill their need for laboJ; they stoked antiimmigrant hysteria from above. Racist ideology serves the convenient purpose of justifying harsh and degrading treatment of
immigrant laboJ; while driving a wedge between white and foreign
workers.
The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 placed a ban on Chinese immigration; even though railroad companies had brutally exploited
Chinese workers to build the nation's railroads in the 1860s and
1870s. In 1867, ten thousand Chinese railroad workers staged one
of the most important strikes of the century. They demanded higher
pay, shorter working hours (including an eight-hour day for tunneling workers) a ban on whipping and the right of workers to quit
their jobs. But no one else in the labor movement came to their support, and within a week the strike was crushed.'"
Mexican workers have traditionally filled a unique role for U.S.
agriculture. In the 1920s, while curtailing immigration overall, U.S.
law allowed unlimited immigration from Mexico. This, Montgomery argued, "institutionalized a revolving door for migrant field
workers from Mexico, who numbered at harvest time as many as all
immigrants from the rest of the world combined but could be, and
Were, returned to Mexico en masse when large growers did not need
their labor." 51
Immigration laws have undergone a variety of changes since
then, but this employment pattern for Mexican workers has remained. Even when federal law bans Mexican migration, immigration officials typically look the other way while employers openly
flout the law-reserving occasional punishment for undocumented
workers, arrested and deported in showcase immigration "raids."
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Agricultural firms have thus permanently enjoyed a virtually unlim-·
ited supply of temporary Mexican labor-a low-wage workforce
made up of entire families without legal rights who toil long hours at
backbreaking work.
But if the rapid expansion of capitalism brought misery to the
vast majority of workers, America's rulers developed a "scientific"
explanation as the twentieth century dawned. The massive inequality between the wealthy corporate elite and the nation's laborers was
explained away by a school of academia known as "eugenics," a
bizarre twist on Darwin's theory of evolution. In a reactionary interpretation of "the survival of the fittest" (something Darwin surely
never intended), the dominant wing of the eugenics movement regarded the wealthy portion of society as genetically superior to the
poOJ; and whites overall as superior to other races and ethnic groups.
Eugenics, the "science" of "improving heredity," (in the image of
wealthy white Anglo-Saxons) counterposed the "aristogenic" population (those with good genes) with the "cacogenic" majority (those
with bad genes). The eugenics movement was initiated and funded
by corporate powerbrokers, backed by willing teams of biologists,
psychologists, and anthropologists, who provided a plethora of"evidence" that social inequality was merely the result of some people
possessing much better genes than others. Those at the top of the social ladder had proven their racial superiority, while those at the bottom were biologically incapable of success, according to these
scientists.52
This theory rose to national prominence in the immediate aftermath of Jim Crow segregation and Black disfranchisement in the
South. The eugenics movement doubtless provided considerable
comfort to segregationists who enacted color bars on AfricanAmerican labor and to the majority of Northern employers whorefused to hire Blacks except as strikebreakers. In addition, many
employers justified mistreating foreign-born workers on the basis
that immigrants were genetically inferior. During the 1902 coal
strike, Reading Railroad president George Bayer responded to reports that 145,000 strikers and their families were starving with
the following retort: "They don't suffer. Why, they can't even speak

English." 53
Corporate leaders such as Alexander Graham Bell and Mrs. E. H.
Harriman (married to the president of Union Pacific Railroad)
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helped to spearhead the eugenics movement through the Eugenics
Section of the American Breeder's Association, founded in 1906.
John D. Rockefeller donated $21,432 to this organization between
1910 and 1917. A different organization, the Race Betterment Foundation, founded by the Kellogg (cereal) family, enjoyed the support
of the Rockefellers and the Carnegies, in addition to the Ford Motor
Company, the U.S. Steel Company, and other leading corporate interests. 54
As historian David Gersh argued, the eugenics movement was
funded by corporate money, supported by charitable and political
groups, and legitimized by ac~demics. Harvard psychologist Robert
Yerkes of the Organization on Prisons and Prison LabOJ; for example, advocated "[b]oth positive eugenics (superior people should
marry one another and have lots of children) and negative eugenics
(sterilization, segregation, marriage restriction, and immigrant restriction for those declared inferior).""
The rise of U.S. imperialism gave further impetus to the eugenics
movement in the early twentieth century. It was much easier to justify the colonization of other nations by the U.S. military if the conquered were regarded as inferior beings. Rudyard Kipling's poem,
"The White Man's Burden," was used to justify the U.S. takeover of
the Philippines after the Spanish-American War, and was greeted by
popular acclaim, enjoying broad publication in 1899 ."
Hiring policies based on eugenics were quickly incorporated into
the scientific management techniques that guided corporate policies
by the early 1920s. As Montgomery described, managers sought
to select workers of the right nationality, race, and sex for each position.

All managers seem to have agreed with International Harvester's H. A.
Worman that "each race has aptitude for certain kinds of work," even
though they often disagreed as to just which "race" was best for what .
. . . At Pittsburgh's Central Tube Company, the personnel manager analyzed the "racial adaptability" of thirty-six different ethnic groups to
twenty-four different kinds of work under twelve sets of conditions and
plotted them all on a chart to guide his hiring practice.s7

Those "Fit" and "Unfit" to Bear Children
Socialist Margaret Sanger was an early pioneer in the fight for birth
control during the early years of the twentieth century. Sanger's early
projects enjoyed the support of radicals from the IWW and the So-
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cialist Party, driven by a desire to help working-class women gain access to contraception as a means of bettering their lives. In March
1914, Sanger began producing a newspapeJ; the Woman Rebel, espousing birth control and women's rights more generally. The U.S.
Postal Service immediately pronounced the newspaper "obscene"
and banned it from the nation's mail system."
Over the next few years, howeveJ> Sanger's radicalism faded. She
became swayed by eugenics arguments as she sought allies in the
propertied olass to fund more ambitious projects-including the
eventual founding of Planned Parenthood. By 1919, Sanger's publication, Birth Control Review, demanded, "More children from the
fit and less from the unfit-that is the chief issue of birth control.""
Those "unfit" to bear children, according to the Eugenicists, included the mentally and physically disabled, prisoners, and the nonwhite poor. They acted on this conclusion, spearheading laws
enacted in 2 7 states by 1932 calling for compulsory sterilization for
the "feeble-minded, insane, criminal, and physically defective." 60
In 1939, the Birth Control Federation of America, as historian
Dorothy E. Roberts describes, "planned a 'Negro Project' designed
to limit reproduction by Blacks who 'still breed carelessly and disastrously, with the result that the increase among Negroes, even more
than among whites, is from that portion of the population least intelligent and fit, and least able to rear children properly.'""
Population control programs left large numbers of Black
women, Latinas, and Native American women sterilized against
their will or without their knowledge through much of the twentieth
century. In 1974, an Alabama court found that between 100,000
and 150,000 poor Black teenagers had been sterilized each year in
Alabama during this time period. A 1970s study showed 25 percent
of Native American women had been sterilized under federally
funded programs, and that Black and Latina married women had
been sterilized in much greater proportions than married women in
the population at large." By 1968, one-third of women of childbearing age in Puerto Rico--still a U.S. colony-had been permanently
sterilized. Many of these women were sterilized without their clear
consent, or without telling them the operation was permanent. 63
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Racism and the Labor Movement
This extreme level of racism left a permanent stamp on the labor
movement. The South remains a nonunion stronghold today, largely
because the legacy of white supremacy has not yet been destroyed.
The existence of a nonunion, low-wage Southern workforce has hung
like a noose around the neck of the U.S. labor movement historically.
But until the 1930s, instead of championing working-class interests
by challenging racist segregation and bigotry, all too often the labor
movement tolerated it-and sometimes actively supported it.
In the debate over slavery itself, the early American labor movement failed to ally with the cause of abolition. While a minority of
Northern workers became actively committed to ending slavery, the
main labor organizations linked themselves to the pro-slavery Democratic Party. As Davis argues, the consequences were far-reaching:
"In the absence of a working-class anti-slavery current, labor lost the
chance to forge its own links of unity with the Black masses of the
~outh or to create its own revolutionary-democratic tradition. 64

To be sure, this alliance was based partly on the Democrats' ability to convince white workers that the Republicans were a party of
big business. The Democrats argued that Republican policies would
gjve "bounties to particular interests to the detriment of the great industrial classes of the Country ... and sought to aggrandize the few
at the expense of the many." In addition, Democrats warned white
workers that the abolition of slavery would "bring the Negroes into
the Northern states to take the place of white laborers." 65
The New York City antidraft race riot in 1863 was an explosion
of racist violence by Irish immigrants-who were also targets of vicious bigotry at that time. The rioting was directed both against the
class-based conscription system, which exempted the rich from
fighting, and against Blacks. Davis argued that it "exhibited the
sChizophrenic consciousness of the immigrant poor: their hatred of
the silk-stocking rich and their equal resentment against Blacks."
After the Civil War, some sections of the labor movement opened
their doors to Black workers. The National Labor Union, formed in
1866, invited Blacks to join. But when some member craft unions
protested the idea of racial integration, they were not challenged.
More significant was the rise of the Knights of Labor in the 1880s,
organizing Blacks, women, and most immigrants into the first mass
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industrial union in U.S. history. The Knights also introduced the
slogan "an injury to one is the concern of all," a guiding principle of
class struggle ever since." At the height of the Knights' strength in
1886, it claimed roughly 60,000 Black workers as members. By
1887, an estimated 65,000 women were enrolled in the order."
Montgomery described the Knights' role in the bitter 1886 strike
against Jay Gould's Southwestern Railroad line:
They supported rallies, press campaigns, and boycotts that brought
men and women, Black and white workers of many occupations into

the railroad towns' various local assemblies, to the increasing anxiety of
the local elites. The Knights' gospel of "universal brotherhood" assumed an especially militant aspect when District Assembly 101 was

formed, demanded recognition from the southwest lines as agent for all
railwaymen, and presented wage demands for yard and section hands. 6 ~

The Knights of Labor was politically backward, howeve~; on the
issue of Chinese immigration. While the Knights welcomed many
immigrants into the order, it also joined other unions to campaign
for an end to Chinese inunigration." This contradiction weakened
the Knights' otherwise path-breaking steps toward uniting the labor
movement across racial lines.
The Knights of Labor was also confused on other key issues. The
order's eccentric leade~; Terence Powderly, opposed the strike
weapon as a "relic of barbarism" that provided only "temporary relief" to workers. In addition, while emphasizing class solidarity, the
Knights explicitly rejected radical politics, refusing to march behind
red banners or contingents of armed workers in mass demonstrations for the eight-hour day in 1886. Nevertheless, over Powderly's
opposition, general assemblies of the Knights responded to the call
for a national strike on May 1, 1886, and "embraced it jubilantly.""
Despite its weaknesses, the Knights' defining feature was its
commitment to industrial unionism, thus for the first time laying the
basis for united working-class action. As Engels argued at the time,
the Knights provided a model for future generations of American
workers:
The Knights of Labor are the first national organization created by the
American working class as a whole; whatever be their origin and history, whatever their shortcomings and little absurdities, whatever their
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platform and their constitution, here they are, the work of practically
the whole class of American wage-workers ... here is the raw material
out of which the future of the American working~class movement, and
along with it, the future of American society at large, has to be shaped. n

But by the 1890s, the Knights began fading in influence alongside the rising dominance of the AFL as a craft federation, and the
course of the American labor movement made a sharp shift rightward. The AFL not only refused to organize the unskilled, but also
refused to force its member unions to organize Blacks into the same
unions with whites.
The AFL technically opposed a color bar on Black workers. But
in the 1890s, the Federation admitted the International Association
of Machinists (lAM), which in practice refused to allow Blacks as
members. In 1899, two unions with formal color bars-the Order of
Railroad Telegraphers and the Brotherhood of Railway Trackmenjoined the Federation." The following year, the AFL amended its
constitution to permit the chartering of segregated unions for Blacks
who were excluded from whites-only unions. By the turn of the century the precedent had been set: the AFL was a segregated union federation, in deed if not in word. Its membership was only 3 percent
Black, with the vast majority of its Black members organized into
segregated union locals, even when they worked side by side with
whites for the same employer."
"the AFI:s exclusionary policies were not limited to African
Americans, but extended to inunigrants and women who filled the
ranks of unskilled labor and were categorically shut out of most craft
unions. In contrast to industrial unions, which united skilled and unskilled workers into common organizations, craft unionism first
arose as a means of protecting tradesmen from the deskilling of their
crafts that accompanied the rise of factory production. This strategy
was largely unsuccessful in this aim and failed to prevent the decline
or even disappearance of most dominant nineteenth-century trades,
such as iron rollers, puddlers, and finishers." Moreover, this sectional craft strategy undermined class-wide solidarity, often pitting
craft unions against the unskilled seeking to join unions.
AFL president Samuel Gompers was an unapologetic racist who
shared the ideology of the eugenics movement. Although Gompers
was a socialist as a young cigar maker in New York, he embraced
conservatism as he advanced within the leadership of the AFL. In his
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autobiography, Gompers defended "the principle that the maintenance of the nation depended 'on the maintenance of racial purity
and strength." When he advocated literacy tests as a means to exdude immigrants, he said these "would exclude hardly any natives
of Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, France or Scandinavia. It will
shut out a considerable number of South Italians and of Slavs and
other[s] each or more undesirable and injurious.""
Gompers routinely referred to Blacks as "darkies," who he described as lazy, ignorant, and immoraJ.n Although most AFL unions
excluded African Americans, Gompers refused to admit that the
labor movement bore any responsibility for Black workers who then
became strikebreakers. He vowed to unleash upon Black strikebreakers, "a race hatred far worse than any ever known." ?B
His threat was realized in East St. Louis in 1917, when local AFL
leaders, having refused to organize Blacks into unions, turned
around and declared war on them. When large numbers of Blacks
began to migrate North during World War I, AFL leaders in East
St. Louis claimed that the "growing menace" they posed to organized labor was so great that "drastic action must be taken ... to get
rid of a certain portion of those who are already here.""
Within a week, the East St. Louis riot began. As Philip Foner described,
[EJnraged mobs of white residents took to the streets and began shooting, lynching, and burning Blacks whenever they found them, killing
men, women, and children. For almost two days the rioting raged until
order was finally restored. At least thirty-nine Blacks and eight whites
lost their lives in the riot, with a hundred or more injured ... making it
one of the worst anti-Negro riots, in terms of lives lost, of the twentieth
century. so

Although AFL leaders had incited the East St. Louis riot, the Federation refused to denounce racial segregation and violence a few
months later, at its 1917 convention. The AFL majority rejected a
resolution proposed by its left wing, denouncing discrimination
against Blacks. The resolution, against disfranchisement, segregation, lynching, and other aspects of racial discrimination, called on
the AFL to use its influence "to the end that all the political, civic,
and economic disabilities so offensive and destructive to the rights of
Negroes as human beings and American citizens be removed." The
resolution was roundly denounced before it was voted down."
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The Multiradal UMWA
The United Mine Workers of America (\JMWA) was an important
exception to the AFL's racist record. Because mining is so hazardous,
miners' safety has traditionally depended on trust between skilled
and unskilled workers, whose lives literally depend on each other. In
addition, a large number of miners were African American while immigrant workers also entered the mining industry in substantial
numbers.
Furthermore, most mining companies forced their workers' families to live on company property in company housing and to shop at
expensive company stores. The company was therefore not only an
employer, but also a landlord and retailer to whom the miners were
constantly in debt. This instilled an intense hatred of the company
within mining communities, boosting loyalty to the union among entire mining families. Miners' children went on strike at fourteen
Pennsylvania schools to protest scabbing by their teachers' fathers
and brothers during the 1902 coal strike."'
As Montgomery noted, miners' "bulwark-almost their secular

church-was the union. No other AFL union of the 1910s evoked
such loyalty from members, such fervent responses to strike calls
from miners who were not members, such rank-and-file fury at leaders' misdeeds ... as did the UMWA." "'
The miners' union was part of the AFL but was industrial in
structure. By 1900, earlier segregation policies had been overturned, and the vast majority of UMWA locals were "mixed,"
bringing immigrants, Blacks, and whites into the same locals. This
was true even in the segregated South. In Alabama, where by 1904
half of the union's 12,000 miners were Black, one observer wrote,
"Some camps whose living conditions were almost completely segregated met at union halls, heard reports from Black officers, and
elected Black men as local committeemen and as convention delegates." 84

All told, by 1902, the UMWA could claim 20,000 Black miners
as union members, between 10 percent and 15 percent of the total
membership. Fines and other disciplinary actions were taken against
miners' locals that discriminated on the basis of race. In 1912, the
UMWA insisted that a regional contract covering Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania include a clause "that no worker shall be
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discriminated against in any way on account of race, creed, nationality, or color."" In 1919, tne UMWA staff included organizers of
many races and nationalities, including a sprinkling of Cninese and
Japanese staffers."
Tne UMWA provides tb.e earliest and most important example
of a multiracial industrial union tnat tb.rived even in tne segregated
South.. Tnis union was tb.e exception, ratner tnan tne rule, nowever,
until tb.e rise of tne CIO in tne 1930s finally cnallenged tne dominance of craft unionism-and tb.e labor movement finally began to
break down racial barriers on a national scale.
The miners' principled tradition therefore only highlights the terrible deficiencies of the AFL.
While tb.e UMWA leadership was not radical, many of its members were drawn to socialism, as Lens describes:
The UMWA under [President John] Mitchell-and subsequently under
John L. Lewis-was a strange combination of militancy and radicalism
at its base and moderation at its ~pex. During [the 1902 coal strike], for
instance, the Socialist Party was able to form as many as three or four
locals per day in the colliery _regions. "The Coal strike," reported one of
the party's organizers, "has done more for the cause of Socialism than
all of the events that ever happened in the United Stares before." 87

Multiracial Unity in the Segregated South
Southern employers relied upon-and viciously fougnt to maintain-the system of white supremacy. Their motivations included a
strong desire to keep tb.e working class divided by race. But Black
and white timber workers in Louisiana, separated into "biracial"

unions (Black and white locals within tb.e same union), fought hard
to overcome the many obstacles to class unity workers faced in tb.e
early twentieth century. Their attempts to organize were defeatedhut by company violence, not by racial animosity.
Louisiana lumber companies used private armies to crush the

biracial Brotherhood of Timber Workers (BTW) after it formed in
1911. The company's army broke up union meetings, beating and
flogging tb.e workers, and drove entire union families out of tb.eir
homes. BTW members carried their own guns for protection when
tb.ey went on strike. Ultimately, the company prevailed. Norwood
noted, "Although tb.e companies proved unable to exploit racial di-
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visions among the strikers, they prevailed because of superior firepower., 83
A few years late~; the Great Southern Lumber Company added
«cold-blooded murder" to the methods it used to defeat a biracial
AFL organizing drive in Bogalusa, Louisiana. The company ordered
its troops to hunt down and capture the leader of the Black sawmill
and loggers' union. He hid at union headquarters, protected by
white unionists. The company's private army surrounded the building, massacring four of the white workers, while the AfricanAmerican unionist escaped. It is again worth noting that the
company violence did not weaken the racial solidarity of the workers, even in defeat. 89
The government's role in backing employers' efforts to combat
racial solidarity should not be underestimated. As Montgomery argued,
Working-class efforts did circumvent the barriers of racial separation
during the 1880s in many parts of the South--and even after disen{ran~
chisement and legal segregation of Afro~ Americans had been fully accomplished-in the coal mines of Alabama and West Virginia, on the
New Orleans docks, and in the timber camps of Louisiana. All such efforts, however, had to confront not only the economic power of the employers and the mutual suspicion of white and Black workers but also
the ultimate bulwark of white supremacy and segregation: the state.91l

Nevertheless, at certain key points, workers and sharecroppers
managed to successfully forge solidarity in the segregated South. The
1890s witnessed two noteworthy examples: the Populist movement,
of which some Southern populists were the most radical, and the
New Orleans general strike of 1892. Neither of these attempts to
forge multiracial unity survived over the long term. But both provide
insight into the volatile dynamics of race and class.

The Populist Movement
The People's Party, launched in 1892 as a third-party alternative,
gave expression to the widespread hostility toward the industrial
barons who dominated both the Democratic and the Republican
Parties. The Populists aimed to represent "the common people" and
denied merchants and landowners the right to membership. Among
its other planks, the Populist movement called for "collective owner-
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ship by the people of the means of production and distribution."" Its
platform also declared, "the interests of rural and civil labor are the
same," and demanded shorter working hours and a ban on the
Pinkerton strikebreaking agency."
The Populists' other demands included, as noted by Lens, "'free
and unlimited coinage of silver and gold at the present legal ratio of
sixteen to one,' government ownership and operation of the railroads, telephones, and telegraphs, a progressive income tax, andreclaiming land owned by railroads and other corporations 'in excess
o£ their actual needs.' " 93
Some Populist leaders aimed to win poor whites to a common
class program with poor African Americans. But Populism rose at
the historic moment when the system of white supremacy was poised
to triumph throughout the South. The Party platform did not offer a
broad challenge to segregation laws or Black Codes, and its constituencies varied from one locality to the next.
The People's Party did, howeve~; articulate a program of racial
solidarity based upon class interests. Populist leader Tom Watson,
for example, argued for racial unity in terms echoing those of abolitionist Frederick Douglass: "You are made to hate each other because upon that hatred is rested the keystone of the arch of financial
despotism which enslaves you both. You are deceived and blinded
that you may not see how this race antagonism perpetuates a monetary system which beggars you both." 94
Although the movement's leaders were overwhelmingly white,
many Populists directly challenged the system of white supremacy. In
Georgia, which led all states in the number of lynchings, Populists
organized to defend African Americans against racial violence. In
one instance, two thousand white sharecroppers came together to
defend a Black Populist from a threatened lynching. In Mississippi,
Texas, and North Carolina, Populists pledged to set up free public
schools for African-American and white children. In North Carolina, Populist legislators changed voting district boundaries in order
to elect a Black congressman."
The party held mass meetings frequently numbering in the thousands. At its height, the People's Party succeeded in winning the votes
of millions of poor Blacks and whites, in a grand coalition against the
wealthy and powerful in the face of worsening conditions for small
and tenant farmers.
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As Bloom noted,
In 1894, the People's Party polled 44.5 percent of the vote despite mas~
si'Ve fraud and vote manipulation. They took two Congressional and
many legislative seats in Alabama, and in Mississippi they won one
third of the vote. In 1896 they won control of the senate in North Carolina and shared control of the House with the Republican Party. In
that year, the Populist candidate for governor of Louisiana :won 44 percent of the vote. 96

In response to the widespread success of the Populist movement,
Southern states passed laws intensifying the system of white supremacy-voting restrictions, including the poll tax disfranchising
Blacks, and Jim Crow segregation laws. In addition, as Bloom argued, "The Populist movement, to which the Southern elite had responded by driving Blacks out of politics, may have caused a similar
reaction in the North. The movement was, after all, directed against
Northern business interests, and it sought to unite the South and the
Wt;,st against them." 97

The New Orleans Genera/Strike of 1892
Black and white workers labored side by side on New Orleans
docks, and Black workers formed a large segment of the city's labor
force-described as the most integrated in the United States in 1911.
New Orleans workers had established a strong biracial union tradition well before the 1892 strike." But New Orleans was also a bastion of white supremacy. Each step forward for the labor movement
was a setback for white supremacy, and vice versa, in a shifting balance of forces from the end of the Civil War through the early twentieth century.
The New Orleans general strike of 1892 took place in the midst
of the Populist upsurge. In the 1892 election, Louisiana's Democratic
and Republican Parties were both split by the Populist vote. The
platform of the Louisiana People's Party read in part, "You Colored
Men ... you must now realize that there is no hope of any further
material benefit to you in the Republican Party, and that if you remain in it you will continue to be hewers of wood and drawers of
water in the future as you have been in the past ... Democrats ....
The specter of Negro supremacy has been used to keep you in the
toils of the scheming machlne politicians." 99
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In a stunning show of solidarity, 25,000 workers-nearly the entire New Orleans workforce, Black and white-went on strike. The
vast majority of the strikers belonged to biracial unions. But one of
the five strike leaders was an African American, and the striking
unions held together in solidarity throughout the strike. One sympathetic unionist described, "There are fully 25,000 men idle. There is
no newspaper to be printed, no gas or electric light in this city, no
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wagons, no carpenters, painters or in fact any business doing . ... It
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is a strike that will go down in history." ' 00
Faced with Populist strength at the polls and racial unity within
its local working class, New Orleans employers fought back with a
vengeance. The strike ended in defeat after eleven days, following the
threat of military force, in a monumental blow to working-class
unity.
In the years that followed, Louisiana's state legislature instituted
stringent Jim Crow laws, adding a property requirement for voting
in 1900. Within several years, the Black vote in Louisiana dropped
by 90 percent, and the white vote dropped by 60 percent, leading to
the collapse of the Populists."' The defeat of the strike and the collapse of the People's Party left white supremacy unchallenged in New
Orleans-in a period of accelerating racist violence across the South.
Racial tension was such that, during an incident of police brutality in
1900, a Black man shot 27 whites, including seven police. The incident touched off a massive race riot against African Americans in
New Orleans, in which the Black shooter was lynched and five other
Blacks were killed."'
But the riot was followed by anothe~ equally rapid, reverse shift
in consciousness, as biracial solidarity revived in concert with the
labor movement. In 1907, Black and white workers again united to
completely shut down the city's port for three weeks-this time, winning their demands. Afterward, a Port Inquiry Commission made up
of local politicians identified the port's greatest problem as its lack of
racial segregation. "One of the greatest drawbacks to New Orleans
is the working of the white and negro races on terms of equality," it
concluded, recommending that in the future Blacks and whites be
separated "for sociological reasons. " 103
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Race, Class, and "Whiteness Theory"
Given the depths of racism in U.S. society, it is not surprising that
Black separatism is an important political current historically. Black
nationalism is a legitimate response to the colossal and sustained
level of racism directed against African Americans since slavery.
Black nationalism has risen in influence among African Americans
particularly when the level of class struggle is low and the possibility
for.multiracial class unity appears hopeless. As Ahmed Shawki argues in Black Liberation and Socialism, "Above all, the main factor
that gives rise to Black nationalism is white racism." 104
The notion of "white skin privilege," that all whites share a
common interest in upholding a system of white supremacy, has provided the unifying core for Black nationalism-from the conservative nationalism of Marcus Garvey's "Back to Africa" movement in
the 1920s to the revolutionary nationalism of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers that launched DRUM in the 1960s.
But who is responsible for the perpetuation of racism-both ideologically and structurally-in U.S. society? And who stands to benefit? In recent years, the notion that all whites gain from racism and are
equally responsible for Black oppression has gained acceptance, especially in academic circles. "Whiteness theory,, now in vogue among
many current labor historians, also strikes the theme of white skin
privilege. But the theoretical framework of whiteness theory has more
it: common with postrnodernism than with the ideas or politics of
Black nationalism. Historian David Roediger helped launch this academic trend with the publication of his 1991 book, The Wages of
Whiteness. Despite the legally sanctioned and violently enforced
system of white supremacy, backed by both political parties after
Reconstruction, Roediger asserts, "working class 'whiteness' and
white supremacy [are] creations, in part, of the white working class
itself." 105
Roediger accuses Marxists of reducing racism to something
that merely "trickles down" from on high, and criticizes Marxists'
tendency "to concentrate on the ruling class's role in perpetuating
racial oppression and cast white workers as dupes, even if virtuous
ones. n 106

To be sure, Roediger pays homage to revered civil rights leader
W. E. B. Du Bois. Indeed, the phrase "wages of whiteness" harks
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back to Du Bois' classic work, Black Reconstruction in America,
noting the effects of racism on Southern white workers: "[T]he white
group of laborers, while they receive a low wage, were compensated
in part by a sort of public and psychological wage. They were given
public deference aud titles of courtesy because they were white. They
were admitted freely with all classes of white people to public functions, public parks, aud the best schools."'"
But DuBois' quote, taken out of context, is misleading. DuBois
positions the above comment between two others that clearly show
his intention to explain how the ideology of white supremacy prevented Black and white workers from uniting as a class, to the detriment of both. First, Du Bois argues, racism "drove such a wedge
between the white and Black workers that there probably are not
today in the world two groups of workers with practically identical
interests who hate and fear each other so deeply and persistently and
who are kept so far apart that neither sees anything of common interest." 108
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A few paragraphs later DuBois adds, "The result of this was that
the wages of both classes could be kept low, the whites fearing to be
supplanted by Negro labor, the Negroes always being threatened by
the substitution of white labor." 109
For Roediger, in contrast, the "psychological wage"-and psychology generally-is paramount. Roediger argues, "working
class whiteness reflects, even in the form of the minstrel show,
hatreds that were profoundly mixed with a longing for values attributed to Blacks."'" Labor historian Brian Kelly remarked that
this emphasis by the whiteness wing of labor historians "leaves
one wondering whether white supremacy served any function
other than defending the material and psychological interests of
working-class whites." tu
But the important instances of racial uuity even during the era of
segregation merit explanation. Roediger himself admits, "The popular working class consciousness that emerged during the later stages
of the Civil War, especially in the North, saw the liberation of Black
slaves as a model, and not just as a threat. Like freedpeople, white
workers came to see the Civil War as a 'Jubilee' and, in the words of
Detroit labor leader Richard Treve!lick, to hope that 'we are about to
be emancipated.'" m
Nevertheless, Roediger concludes, "The meager record of bira-
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cia! organization does not allow us to fall back on tbe generalization
that Black-white unity automatically places labor in a better tactical
position from which to attack capital." 113
Although Roediger claims otherwise,'" the political framework
for whiteness theory appears deeply indebted to an offshoot of postmodernism known as "identity politics," popular among much of
the post-1970s academic left."'

Whiteness Theory and the Politics of "Difference"
Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouff~elf-described post-Marxistsfirst articulated the theoretical framework for identity politics in
their 1985 book Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics.'" Laclau and Mouffe's (extremely) abstract
theory divorces every form of oppression not only from society generally, but also from each other. As they put it, society is a field "crisscrossed with antagonisms" in which each form of oppression exists
as an entirely autonomous system.

According to this schema, social class is just another form of oppression, separate from all others, leaving tbe system of exploitation
equally adrift. Furthermore, each separate system of oppression has
its own unique set of beneficiaries: all whites benefit from racism, all
men benefit from sexism and all heterosexuals benefit from homophobia-each in a free-floating system of "subordination."
Not surprisingly, Laclau and Mouffe argue," '[T]he possibility
of a unified discourse of tbe left is also erased. If the various subject
positions and the diverse antagonisms and points of rupture constitute a diversity and not a diversification, it is clear they cannot be led
back to a point from which they could all be embraced and explained
by a single discourse." "' So identity politics, tbe politics of "difference," seeks to refute tbe unifying potential of working-class interests.

Significandy, Laclau and Mouffe insist that the state itself is autonomous, and take great pains to refute the Marxist assumption
that the state consistendy acts on behalf of society's ruling class.'"
This theory, if it were grounded in reality, would have enormous implications for the origin of white supremacy. White supremacy then
could be a creation "in part, of the white working class itself," as
Roediger asserts.
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But, as historian Gregory Meyerson responded to this analysis,
1!1·...
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[W]hile it is true that the various identity categories intersect-class is
lived through race and gender etc.-and while I am also willing to accept that no experience of oppression should be privileged over anothet;
it does not follow that multiple oppressions require multiple structural
causes ... [Roediger's) working class appears too autonomous, at
times nearly sealed off from ongoing processes of class rule. This autonomy, inconsistently maintained ... requires Roediger to supplant dass
analysis with psychocultural analysis. 119

Who Benefits from Radsm?
Central to Roediger's critique is the notion that Marxism minimizes
the importance of race:
The point that race is created wholly ideologically and historically,
while class is not wholly so created, has often been boiled down to the
notion that class (or "the economic") is more real, more fundamental,
more basic or more important than race, both in political terms and in
terms of historical analysis .... In a quite meaningless way, the "race
problem" is consistently reduced to one of class. 120

But Roediger's analysis is flawed, on several counts. First, he appears to assume that working-class interests have been defined historically only by the actions of white males, as if women and African
Americans--not to mention other oppressed populations-have not
played an active role in defming working-class identity. Second,
Roediger falsely assumes that by designating class as the primary antagonism in capitalist society, Marxism discounts the importance of
race. Most significantly, Roediger's entire thesis rests on the assumption that white workers benefit from the existence of racism.
Meyerson counters this set of assumptions, proposing that
Marx's emphasis on the centrality of class relations brings oppression to the forefront, as a precondition for working-class unity:
Marxism properly interpreted emphasizes the primacy of class in a
number of senses. One, of course, is the primacy of the working class as
a revolutionary agent-a primacy which does not, as often thought,
render women and people of color "secondary." Such an equation of
white male and working class, as well as a corresponding division be~
tween a "white" male working class identity and all the others, whose
identity is thereby viewed as either primarily one of gender and race or
hybrid, is a view this essay contests all along the way. The primacy of
class means that building a multiracial, multi-gendered international
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working-class organization or organizations should be the goal of any
revolutionary movement: the primacy of class puts the fight against
racism and sexism at the center. The intelligibility of this position is
rooted in the explanatory primacy of class analysis for understanding
the structural determinants of race, gender, and class oppression. Oppression is multiple and intersecting but its causes are not. 121

Designating class as the primary antagonism in capitalist society
bears no inference on the "importance" of racism, as Roediger
claims. Marxism merely assumes a causal relationship-that white
supremacy as a system was instituted by capital, to the detriment of
labor as a whole. Marxist theory rests on the assumption that white
workers do not benefit from a system of white supremacy. Indeed,
Marx argued of slavery, the most oppressive of all systems of exploitation, "In the United States of America, every independent
workers' movement was paralyzed as long as slavery disfigured part
of the republic. Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white skin
where in the black it is branded." "' Marx was not alone in assuming
that racism, by dividing the working class along ideological lines,
harmed the class interests of both white and Black workers. Frederick Douglass stated unambiguously of slaveholders, "They divided
both to conquer each." 123

Douglass elaborated, "Both are plundered and by the same plunderers. The slave is robbed by his master, of all his earnings above
what is required for his physical necessities; and the white man is
robbed by the slave system, because he is flung into competition with
a class of laborers who work without wages." 124

Capitalism forces workers to compete with each other. The unremitting pressure from a layer of workers-be they low-wage or
unemployed-is a constant reminder that workers compete for limited jobs that afford a decent standard of living. The working class
has no interest in maintaining a system that thrives upon inequality
and oppression. All empirical evidence shows quite the opposite.
Racism against Blacks and other racially oppressed groups serves
both to lower the living standards of the entire working class and to
weaken workers' ability to fight back. Whenever capitalists can
threaten to replace one group of workers with another-poorly
paid-group of workers, neither group benefits.
The historically nonunion South has not only depressed the
wages of Black workers, but also lowered the wages of Southern
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white workers overall, as noted previously--<1nd prevented the labor
movement from achieving victory at important junctures. So even in
the short term the working class as a whole has nothing to gain from
oppression.

A Question of Consdousness
But Marxist theory is careful to distinguish between material benefits and the psychology, or consciousness, regarding race. Whereas
material (i.e., class) interests are fixed and objective, consciousness is
fluid and subjective.
When Marx identified the working class as the agent for revolutionary change, he was describing its historical potential, rather than
its actuality or as a foregone conclusion. Without the counterweight
of the class struggle, competition between groups of workers can act
as an obstacle to the development of class consciousness, and encourage the growth of what Marx called "false consciousness."
Marx did not regard white workers as "dupes" as Roediger claims in
his caricature of Marxism. ' 25 Rather, Marx merely understood, as he
argued in the Communist Manifesto, "The ruling ideas of each age
have ever been the ideas of its ruling class." 126
Ruling-class ideology in its various forms serves to justify the
class status quo, pitting workers against each other, and impeding
workers' ability to unite in struggle against their employers. Racist
ideology, so strongly asserted by Southern segregationists and the eugenics movement, did exercise a strong deterrent to class unity at its
height. And racism remains the key division within the working
class.
But ~onsciousness is a changing, not static, phenomenon. The
dynamic is such that workers' objective circumstances are always in
conflict with bourgeois ideology, as evidenced by the exceptional instances of multiracial unity even in the South during Jim Crow.
Roediger's analysis misses this active dynamic of class struggle
central to Marxist theory-in which workers' objective class interests collide with "the ideas of its ruling class." New Orleans workers
demonstrated the volatility of this dynamic, in a racially united general strike in 1892, followed by murderous race riots in 1900, and
then a successful union struggle of white and Black workers in 1907.
Marx described in the Communist Manifesto: "This organization of
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proletarians into a class ... is continually being upset again by tbe
competition between the workers themselves. But it ever rises up
again, stronger, firmer, mightier." 127
Much as the Knights of Labor contradicted itself by campaigning against Chinese immigration while admitting women, Blacks,
and most immigrant workers, individual workers also hold contradictory ideas inside tbeir own heads. Workers are neither dupes nor
romantic heroes, but active agents in a process of determining tbeir
genuine class interests.
Because consciousness is subjective, no segment of the working
class can be expected to behave in a predetermined way. Marx dis,
tinguished between a class "in itself" and a class '~for itself,, which
has reached broad class consciousness. The political intervention of
radicals within tbe working-class movement has frequently played a
crpcial role in advancing class consciousness.
As Marx wrote, "The revolution is necessary, therefore, not only

because the ruling class cannot be overthrown any other way, but beqmse the class overthrowing it can only in a revolution succeed in
ridding itself of all the old crap and become fitted to found society
anew.""' Racism and segregation have historically been the key ob~tacles to working-class unity in the United States-tbe worst of the
"old crap" tbat must be conquered if the labor movement is to
succeed.

The Corporate Duopoly
The Democratic Party was a pro-slavery party in the Civil War, while
the Republicans represented both radical reformers and the Northern industrial capitalist class. After the Northern victory in the Civil
War established tbe dominance of industrial capital, the old Southern plantation owners provided the segregationist backbone for the
Democratic Party until the Reagan era of tbe 1980s, when many
Southern "Dixiecrats" began shifting toward the more conservative
Republican Party.
The Democrats and Republicans, as two wings of tbe capitalist
class, have shared political power between them for 150 years. Historian Matthew Josephson described the relationship between the
"captains of industry" from railroads, mining, and banking and the
two main parties during the late nineteenth century:
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The masters of business who sat in the upper chambers of Congress (or
"Millionaires' Club,,. as it was humorously called), or their close associates who became Representatives or governors of states, make up a

long and distinguished roll call [of Republicans] . ... Furthermore, the
opposing party (the Democrats], the "outs," were like the Republicans,
who were usually the "ins," also led by masters of business or corporation lawyers. 129

Even in the era of slavery, the Democrats' appeal was doubleedged: Democratic Party politicians appealed to workers on the
basis of class, by promising pro-working class reforms,'30 and also
stirred up race resentments. On this basis, the Democratic Party
managed to gain a considerable following among white workers,
mainly among Irish and other immigrants, even before the Civil War.
At least part of the Democratic Party's appeal for inunigrant
workers, as David Brody argued, was that "immigrant workers, always at the receiving end of nativist hostility, now had in the Black
man a suitable target on whom to discharge their own rage." m
The Democratic Party has always been every bit as much a
ruling-class party as the Republicans. Yet, for well over a hundred
years it has consistently ponrayed itself, with considerable success,
as more responsive to the needs of workers and the poor. At each
point when workers have put their faith in the Democrats, however,
their hopes have been betrayed.
The consistently bourgeois base of the Democratic Party should
be a central concern for the labor movement, yet the Democrats' professed class loyalties (most notable during election campaigns) have
traditionally confused labor activists and even much of the political
left.

The Graveyard of Social Movements
Setting a lasting pattern, the Democrats managed to absoriJ.......<!nd
thereby destroy-the Populist movement of the 1890s. The Populists' success at the polls posed a direct threat to the Southern dominance of the Democratic Party. For this reason, William Jennings
Bryan, the Democrats' 1896 presidential candidate, set his sights on
winning votes away from the People's Party.
Although Bryan lost the 1896 election to the Republican candidate, William McKinley, he won most of the Populist vote. The
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People's Party collapsed in the wake of this spectacular defeat. Populist leader Tom Watson defected to the Democratic Party, abandoning the struggle for racial unity and embracing the Democrats'
message of white supremacy. The Populist debacle thus marked the
Democratic Party's first foray as the "graveyard of social movements."
Bryan, for his part, went on to become Secretary of State in 1913
under Democrat Woodrow Wilson. In his new role as imperialist enforcer, Bryan led the U.S. invasions of Haiti, Nicaragua, Mexico, and
the Dominican Republic. Baring his racist Democratic Party roots,
he·exclaimed upon learning that rich Haitians educated their children in France, "Dear me. Think of it! Niggers speaking French!" "'
While the Populist movement debated whether to break with the
two-party system, a parallel struggle was taking place within the
AFL. Like the Populists, socialist delegates to the 1893 AFL convention won a majority to endorse the principle of "collective ownership
of the means of production." Gompers and other conservatives
banded together to overturn the collective ownership demand a year
later. The socialists in the AFL retaliated by removing Gompers by
majority vote as AFL president."'
But by 1895 Gompers regained office, this time permanently.
Under his leadership, the AFL became more integrated into the
two-party system. This move was encouraged by many local union
leaders who found it personally useful to ingratiate themselves to
local politicians in cities such as New York and Boston, where
Democratic mayors ran developed patronage machines. Although
socialists remained a thorn in Gompers' side (up to 40 percent of
AFL delegates continued to support socialist resolutions until
World War I), the conservatives carried the day.
The AFL finally cemented its alliance with the Democrats by
supporting Woodrow Wilson for president in 1912. Gompers rejected the idea of a labor party on rhe grounds that labor would lose
its bargaining power with borh Democrats and Republicans unless
the AFL supported one or the orher. "' On this basis, trade union
leaders have been tied to rhe coattails of the Democratic Party ever
since.
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The Great Pretender

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt secured the loyalty of workingclass Americans to the Democrats during the Great Depression of the
1930s. For many generations since, Roosevelt has held legendary
stature as a friend and ally to unions and the poor.
Roosevelt frequently voiced compassion for the pom; and his administration instituted major policy changes from those of his
haughty predecessor, Republican Herbert Hoover. Roosevelt declared in 1933, "No business which depends for its existence on paying less than living wages to its workers has any right to continue in
this country." 135 Roosevelt granted some important reforms to
workers-including the National Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act)
in 1935, finally granting the legal right to join unions.
But Roosevelt granted these reforms because he recognized that
working-class discontent was reaching a boiling point in the early
1930s, and hoped to prevent working-class rebellion. Although he is
widely remembered as a social reformer, he summed up his own philosophy this way; "A true conservative corrects injustices to preserve
social peace." 136
Roosevelt's policies were aimed at restoring stability to U.S. capitalism after the 1929 stock market crash and the onset of the Great
Depression. As Lens argued,
lf America was not close to revolution in 1932 it was only because it still
had considerable resources to ease the plight of the hungry and desti~
tute. But the situation was not one to be regarded lightly, and the New
Deal, when President Roosevelt took office in March 1933 could not
risk the kind of frontal assault against labor, which included the poor,
that other administrations had conducted in the past. ... Some historians have claimed that it was Roosevelt who gave unions their impetus
in the 1930s, but the actual facts do not reflect this conclusion. Though
there was an interplay of cause and effect, it was the irresistible pres~
sores of millions of people, flailing out of frustration, that drove the
New Deal to the appeasement of unionism. 137

But even at the height of working-class discontent in 1937, Roosevelt asserted, "I am the best friend the profit system ever had." m
Indeed, Roosevelt aimed for nothing less than "the salvation of
American capitalism." 139
Roosevelt won a section of capital to back the Democratic Party
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program-state intervention at home and internationalism abroadto pull the U.S. economy out of crisis. Although these capitalists made
up only a minority of business leaders, they were among the most
powerful. Roosevelt's backers included top executives from some of
the biggest corporate interests, including General Electric, IBM, R. J.
Reynolds, and Standard Oil of New Jersey and California.
These corporate giants joined forces with leading international
financiers to back the Democratic program. All told, Roosevelt received roughly 25 percent of all his campaign contributions of over
$1,000 from rich bankers and stockbrokers in the 1932 election.'"
As historians Joel Rogers and Thomas Ferguson described,
At the center of [the New Deal coalition] were not millions of farmers,
Blacks and poor that have preoccupied liberal commentators, nor even
the masses of employed or striking workers who pressured the government from below (and later helped implement some of the New Deal's
achievements) but something else-a new power bloc of capitalintensive industries, investment banks, and internationally oriented
commercial banks.H 1

Many militant workers sought to break with the Democrats during the Depression decade, but union leaders prevailed on this decisive issue. The labor movement's loyalty to the Democratic Party has
been unswerving ever since, on the grounds that the Democrats represent the "lesser evil" compared with the Republicans. But the
union movement's long-standing commitment to the corporatebased Democrats has severely weakened labor's bargaining power
with capital. The Democrats have been able to take the workingclass vote for granted while pursuing pro-corporate policies, generation after generation, since Roosevelt-without fear that unions will
pursue an independent political course.

Violence and Class Conflict
Frederick Engels once wrote of the American ruling class, "nowhere
else in the whole world do they operate in such an impudent and
tyrannical way as over there." 142
In Hammer and Hoe, describing communists' experiences organizing among Black Alabama sharecroppers in the 1930s, Robin
Kelley wrote, "\Wlen we ponder Warner Sombart's question, '\Wly
is there no socialism in the United States?' in light of the South, vio-
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lence and lawlessness loom large." Communists and unionists in Alabama at that time faced "the possibility of imprisonment, beatings,
kidnapping, even death.""' Ruling-class violence alone could not
prevent workers from organizing-the Alabama Share Croppers'
Union (SCU) swelled to 10,000 members by 1935. But violence and
repression were the reasons why the SCU was an armed, underground organization.
Ruling-class violence and repression were ongoing features of
the segregated South. But U.S. rulers, North and South, have routinely responded violently during high points of struggle. When
George H. W. Bush sent in federal troops to crush the Los Angeles rebellion in April1992, he was upholding a long-standing tradition.
This tradition was established early on, in the strike waves during the last decades of the nineteenth century. The largest corporations, especially in railroads and steel, wielded enormous financial
resources. They could afford to hire private armies of strikebreakers, such as the well-known Pinkertons, while their close allies in
government provided them with favorable court rulings and contributed government troops to attack strikers.
Davis describes "the exceptional violence of the battle for union
recognition in the United States":
To make a comparison with the British case: if American workmen possessed an unrestricted vote over half a century earlier than their English
counterparts, they also had to struggle a generation longer in the face of
hostile couns and intransigent employers to consolidate their first craft
unions. American labor may never have had to face the carnage of a
Paris Commune or defeated revolution, but it has been bled in countless
"Pinkerloos" at the hands of Pinkerrons or the militia.''"

l
I

The Homestead Strike
The violence of employers has doubtless contributed to the explosive
character of the class struggle in the United States historically. The
Homestead Steel strike of 1892 is one example of the scale of class
war in the late nineteenth cenrury. Henry Clay Frick, a notorious
union-buster, deliberately provoked a strike by slashing wages at his
steel mills in Pittsburgh. Frick then hired three hundred Pinkerton
detectives and brought them by boat to the Homestead factories, located next to a river. A mob of armed workers initially kept the
Pinkertons from reaching the riverbank. As Brecher described,
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The strikers, joined by large numbers of armed supporters from other
towns, now tried to find a way to drive the Pinkertons out of the barges.
First they built barricades of steel and pig iron from which they could
fire with safety on the barges, firing at point-blank range. Half-pound
sticks of dynamite were hurled onto the barges, blowing holes in the
sides but failing to sink them .... Workers flooded the river around
them with oil, but were unable to set them afire. A flaming raft was
floated toward them, but the current carried it past. A natural gas main
was directed toward the barges and the gas ignited with Fourth of July
firecrackers, but only a small explosion was triggered .... By the end of
the day the Pinkertons were faced with a mutiny of their own men. 145

By the end of this battle, forty workers had been shot and nine
killed. But twenty Pinkertons were shot, seven died-and scores
more were injured. Although other workers struck in solidarity, the
Homestead strikers were defeated in the end. Pennsylvania militia
occupied the town, and after several months the strikers remrned to
work, their union crushed. 146

"{he Ludlow Massacre
"No strikes in American history ... were so naked an expression of
the class war, so akin to actual war, as those in the hard-rock mining
communities of the West," Lens argued. As he described,
Though fought by small numbers-a few hundred, a few thousand, and
though their effect on the nation's economy was marginal, they embodied the extreme in labor-capital confrontation .... Employers called on
county sheriffs, hired guards, state and federal troops repeatedly; while
miners grabbed instinctively for their Winchesters or sticks of dynamite. Shoot-outs, dynamitings, outdoor bullpens, injunctions, deportations were widespread and commonplace. 147

The infamous Ludlow massacre illustrates the level of wanton
violence corporations inflicted upon striking workers in this era. On
the morning of April20, 1914, the private army of John D. Rockefeller's Colorado Fuel & Iron Company, along with state troops,
opened fire upon striking mining families sleeping inside their tent
colony. The miners fired back for hours, but eventually ran out of
ammunition. The guards then went on the rampage, drenching the
tents with oil and setting them on fire, beating and shooting the nowunarmed miners while smashing up their personal belongings. Thirteen women and children burned to death, and three strikers were
executed on the spot.
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The strike did not end there-rather; it turned into an all-out
war. The UMWA, the Colorado Federation of Labor; and the Western Federation of Miners issued a joint call for their members to take
up arms, distributing weapons and ammunition. On April 29, the
miners defeated both state and private troops. President Wilson responded by sending the U.S. Army to occupy the region, which they
did until delegates to a UMWA conference finally surrendered in December, after more than a year on strike. 148

The Court Injunction and the 1894 Pullman Strike
As the examples above show clearly, corporate repression has traditionally enjoyed the active support of government. Court injunctions
criminalizing large pickets and even entire strikes have provided employers with the legal sanction to attack strikers for well over one
hundred years. The experience of the American Railway Union's
(ARA) 1894 Pullman strike demonstrates how the courts established
legal precedent early on-imposing injunctions not because of a
breakdown of law al)d order but in defense of corporations' unbridled rights to make profits.
The Pullman strike was initially notable for its lack of picketline
violence relative to the times. The union's president, Eugene Debs,
called on strikers to "respecr law and order;" and most did in the
early weeks of the strike."' But the strike generated an immense
show of solidarity because of universal working-class hostility toward the railroad magnates-known as the" robber barons" in popular culture. Hundreds of thousands of strike supporters across the
country wore the ARNs white ribbon to express their solidarity. California militias called in to attack the strikers refused their orders. A
reporter from Battle Creek, Michigan, commented, "The Company
has no men here that it can use to pull the trains if there were
1,000,000 soldiers here, and it is esteemed unwarranted." 150

Working hand in glove with Pullman management, U.S. Attorney General Richard Olney applied within weeks for an injunction
against the strike, arguing that the striking union was involved in a
conspiracy "in restraint of trade." The government ruled that the
Pullman strike violated both the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and the Interstate Commerce Act, although both pieces of legislation were intended to curb corporate monopolies, not to aid them. Federal
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judges quickly granted an injunction against the strike, immediately
putting the 150,000 striking workers in violation of the "law.""'
Within a matter of days after the injunction, 6,000 federal and
state troops were occupying the city of Chicago, alongside 3,100 police and 5,000 deputy marshals. The troops moved in even as the
company rejected Debs' repeated offer to end the strike if management would agree to arbitration. The troops attacked first with bayonets, then with guns.
Mob violence was the only effective counterweight to troop
strength, meeting with some initial success. Thousands of men,
women, and children surrounded---and often successfully stoppedtrains manned by strikebreaking soldiers on the railroad tracks. The
strikers and their supporters learned that just thirty to forty people
could push over a railroad car by rocking it back and forth, as they
demonstrated repeatedly.
A week later, President Grover Cleveland banned any assembly
of people throughout Illinois, extending the ban to other strike hot
spots such as Wyoming, North Dakota, Idaho, Colorado, Washington, and California.
But solidarity was so strong that even a group of Army officers,
meeting in Chicago, declared their support for the strike and objected to using the Army as a strikebreaking force. (They were courtmartialed for their protest.) Authorities went on the offensive,
arresting Debs and three other strike leaders, ransacking their union
offices, and charging them with criminal conspiracy. Two sympathetic saloonkeepers bailed them out, since the union had no
money. 152
The Chicago Trades and Labor Council called a citywide sympathy strike, but only 25,000 workers turned out because of the military occupation of the city. Debs wisely asked the AFL to call a
national sympathy strike. As Lens argues, such a national call
"would undoubtedly have brought to the streets several million
working men, and might have forced President Cleveland to a more
neutral position." 153

Once again, however, Gompers squandered the opportunity for
a class-wide fight-back. The AFL declared, "a general strike at this
time is inexpedient, unwise, and contrary to the best interests of
working people." 154 More likely, Gompers was watching out for his
own "best interests," sensing in Debs and the American Railway
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Union (ARU)-an industrial union-a threat to the AFI:s dominance within the labor movement. 155
Within weeks, the strike ended in spectacular defeat, the ARU
destroyed. Southern Pacific Railroad introduced a "yellow dog contract" forcing its workers to sign a pledge that they would never join
a union. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Pullman strike injunction in its entirety a few months later. Indeed, the Court added that
such a preemptive action was deemed necessary because the strike
amounted to a "malicious conspiracy" to damage the "probable expectancies" of management for its profits. 156

Red Scares and the Penal System
The U.S. employers' arsenal, aided by a' complicit government and a
compliant media, has always included a strong ideological component. During the 1894 Pullman strike, a Chicago Tribune headline
screamed, "Mob Is in Control," despite picket lines being at that
point orderly and law-abiding. Based on information "leaked" to
the press by the publicity bureau of the employers' General Managers Association, newspaper headlines across the country raised the
following charges against the Pullman strikers: "Anarchists on Way
to America from Europe''; "From a Strike to a Revolution"; "Anarchists and Socialists Said to Be Planning the Destruction and the
Looting of the Treasury." 157
Two decades before the Pullman strike, hysteria against communists and anarchists was already in full bloom. By the late 1870s, in
the wake of the 18 77 railroad strike, Chicago entrepreneur Marshall
Field initiated a "Citizens' Association''-its stated purpose, "to
fight communists." 158

The Haymarket Martyrs
U.S. rulers have generated full-throttled anti-red hysteria whenever
radical movements have gained a foothold among large numbers of
workers. The first national "red scare" greeted the 1886 eight-hour
movement, led by anarchists, culminating in the Haymarket incident
in Chicago on May 3.
The Haymarket incident has been described as a "riot," a "mas-
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sacre," or a "bombing," depending on the writer's class viewpoint.
The chronology of events is straightforward, taking place during an
enormously successful national movement demanding the eighthour workday-involving 300,000 workers, with 190,000 on strike
by the second week of May 1886. The strike's momentum grew despite opposition to participation by the leadership of the thenpowerful Knights of Labor."'
So great was the influence of Chicago anarchists Albert Parsons
and August Spies within Chicago's labor movement that the Chicago
Mail named them in an ominous editorial on May 1: "There are two
dangerous ruffians at large in this city; two skulking cowards who
are trying to create trouble. One of them is named Parsons; the other
is named Spies.... Mark them for today.... Make an example of
them if trouble does occur.'' 160
Forty thousand workers struck for the eight-hour day in
Chicago, cuhninating in an altercation with strikebreakers on May 3
outside the McCormick Harvester Works, where police killed four
workers, injuring many more. A rally called for the next day at Haymarket Square to protest the police brutality attracted a relatively
small crowd of twelve hundred, dwindling to three hundred when
rain began to fall. Just as the speeches were concluding, a line of police entered the square and ordered the rally to disperse. As the
speakers were leaving, a bomb was thrown into the crowd of police,
killing eight and injuring 67 police. In response to the bomb, the police opened fire on the crowd, killing and wounding civilians and police alike.'"
Without evidence, eight Chicago anarchists were tried and
convicted-not of actual murder, but of "conspiracy to commit
murder" -for "inciting," rather than committing, violence in Haymarket Square. On November 11, 1887, after the U.S. Supreme
Court rejected their appeals, four were executed by hanging (a fifth
had been sentenced to death but committed suicide in his cell). The
other three received lengthy prison terms.
In 1893, lllinois governor John Peter Altgeld finally issued a pardon, acknowledging that no evidence incriminated any of those convicted in the bombing.'" The actual bomb-thrower was never
caught. Parsons blamed the bombing on a police agent intent on inciting violence. Labor historian Samuel Yellen commented, "The
possibility of an agent provocateur must not be dismissed out of
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hand. The police officials in Chicago were at this time equal to such
a scheme." 163
Nonetheless, the Haymarket incident unleashed a wave of antiradical hysteria by all the "leading molders of public opinion," as
Avrich described. Newspaper headlines blamed "Dynamarchists"
and "Red Ruffians" for the bombing, screaming for revenge.
"There are no good anarchists except dead anarchists," bellowed
the St. Louis G/obe-Democrat. 164
Because German immigrants provided the largest base for anarchism at the time, the press vilified Enropean-born workers. The
Chicago Ttmes described America's "enemy forces" as "rag-tag and
bob-tail cutthroats from the Rhine, the Danube, the Vuistukla and
II
'

I

the Elbe." 165
Chicago's wealthiest citizenry, including Marshall Field, donated
more than $100,000 to aid the police in stamping out radical "subversion," in a pattern that continued through 1891. Chicago police
seized the opportunity to raid radical newspaper offices, wrecking
equipment and seizing mailing lists, invading meeting halls and entering the homes of radicals in order to beat and arrest them. "Make
the raids first and look up the law afrerward," instructed State's Attorney Julius S. Grinnel. "'

<;acco and Vanzetti
The s:'lle fate of the Haymarket martyrs would await two Italian
anarchists, Nicola Sacco and Bartholomeo Vanzetti, in 1927. After
their friend and fellow anarchist, Andrea Salsedo, mysteriously
"jumped" to his death from the fourteenth floor in 1920 while
being detained by the FBI, Sacco and Vanzetti armed themselves,
and were soon arrested for robbery and murder. An international
campaign failed to save their lives during the red scare of the 1920s
that followed the 1917 Russian Revolution.'"
The red scare provided a useful ideological rationale for cracking
down on the working-class movement that surged in the aftermath
of the revolution. Immediately after the Bolshevik Revolution began,
the U.S. government went on the rampage against socialist, anarchist, and immigrant union militants. The Espionage Act of 1917,
passed under Democrat Woodrow Wilson, made it illegal to make
any public statement against U.S. participation in World War I or to
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take any action that might interfere with the war effort. By the end of
1917, nearly all mail was subject to government approval-all "unacceptable" mail was banned from the U.S. postal system.
Socialist Party offices were raided, and government agents occupied the party's Chicago offices for three days. In South Dakota,
Q:oops broke up a Socialist Party convention. In the West, activists
from the Industrial Workers of the World suffered mass arrest under
the Espionage Act, and were "tarred and feathered, beaten, jailed,
[and] dumped without food or water in the desert."'"
Presaging the anticommuqist witch-hunt that would begin in the
1940s, the government formed the American Protection League,
with 250,000 volunteers whose job it was to uncover any disloyal
activities in their factories and neighborhoods. Meanwhile, all those
who were foreign-born were forced to register with the government,
which then decided to "detain" 6,000 immigrants in jails. All told,
1,532 people were arrested for disloyalty under the Espionage Act.'"

Ethel and Julius Rosenberg
History would repeat itself yet again when Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were executed in 1953, at the height of the anticommunist hysteria known as McCartbyism. Both Ethel and Julius Rosenberg had
been long-standing Communist Party members. She had led a strike
of shipping workers in 1935 at the age of nineteen, and the two of
them had been active in the fight against fascism."'
The Rosenbergs were convicted on hearsay evidence of having
passed atomic secrets to Russia during World War II. FBI communiques admitted that the government had no evidence that Ethel
Rosenberg was involved in espionage, but would keep her on death
row as a bargaining chip to pressure her husband to confess. Even if
government accusations against Julius Rosenberg were rrue-that he
tried to share atomic information with Russia so that no nation could
ever again use the atomic bomb against another-his motives were admirable."' This was especially the case so soon after the massive death
and destruction caused there when the. United States dropped atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end of World War II.
An enormous outpouring of protest emerged internationally on
behalf of the Rosenbergs. Even the Pope, himself an anticommunist,
called for clemency. But the U.S. Supreme Court refused to stop the
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execution at the last minute, and President Eisenhower refused to
grant clemency."' On June 19, 1953, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg
were executed, leaving behind two young sons.
Throughout their three years in prison awaiting execution, the
Rosenbergs insisted they were innocent, and they refused to plea
bargain. A letter from Julius to Ethel while they were imprisoned at
Sing Sing showed that he understood how the government was
using their pending execution to terrify others on the left. "Our
case is being used as a camouflage to paralyze outspoken progressives and stifle criticism of the drive to atomic war." Jean Paul
Sartre described the execution of the Rosenbergs as "a legal lynching that has covered a whole nation in blood." m
The United States remains one of the few nations in the developed world that still routinely uses the death penalty. But its massive
prison system has also played a central role historically in enforcing
class rule in the United States, including the system of white supremacy in the South. The Thirteenth Amendment banning chattel
slavery allowed an exception for those convicted of a crime to be
held in involuntary servitude or slavery while serving their sentences.
African-American scholar Joy James described the role of Black
prison labor in the post-Civil War Deep South:

I'

I

A hundred years ago, more Mrican Americans died in the convict leasing system than they did during slavery, worked to death by a business
venture coordinated by both state and private industry that replaced
plantation labor with prison Jabot; a commodity that could always be

replenished by sweeps arresting Blacks because they were Black. 174

II
I

"The U.S. has the highest incarceration rate in the industrialized
world," James added. Of the over two million people currently serving time in U.S. jails, the vast majority is poor. Seventy percent are
Black or from another racially oppressed population. In June 1997,
the number of women serving time in U.S. prisons was ten times that
of Spain, England, Scotland, Germany, and Italy combined."'

PART II

The Battle for Industrial UnionsThe View from Below

CHAPTER THREE

The Rise of the Labor Left,
1900-1930

T

he anticommunist witch-hunt that enveloped U.S. society in
the 1940s and 1950s is typically remembered as an attack on
Hollywood movie actors, directors, and screenwriters, mer-

cilessly interrogated by Senator Joseph McCarthy during the showcase hearings of the House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC). But McCarthyism vilified the entire left, from communists
to pacifists, in every arena of activism. Thousands of socialists and
union militants were driven out of their jobs and their unions or
thrown in prison for expressing their political beliefs at the height of
the anticommunist hysteria in the early 1950s.
McCarthyism physically removed radicals from the American
labor movement---<md with them, any memory of the role groups of
socialists and other radicals so often played in advancing the class
struggle during the first three decades of the twentieth century. The
long-term effect of McCarthyism has been to erase this history-of
the mass struggles that built the union movement-replaced by the
myth that radicalism has always been alien to the American working
class.
The reality is quite different. Anarchists played a leading role in
the eight-hour-day movement in the 1880s. The Populist movement
grew into an electoral threat to the Democratic Party in the 1890s
South. Anarcho-syndicalists from the Industrial Workers of the
World (IWWi) led some of labor's most important strikes during the
fmt two decades of the twentieth century.
In addition, two political organizations, the Socialist Party and
later the Communist Party, showed the potential to grow into mass
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working-class organizations at crucial junctures of the class struggle.
In the end, neither party was successful. Understanding why this was
the case is key to explaining the subsequent conservative course of
the U.S. labor movement.

The Dawn of U.S. Empire

II
I

I

The United States emerged as a world power as the twentieth century
dawned, having defeated Spain in the 1898 Spanish-American War.
The U.S. military, after invading the Spanish colonies of Guam,
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines in 1898, acquired three of
those colonies-Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Philippines-and established a permanent U.S. military base, Guantanamo Bay, on the
fourth, Cuba. As it turned out, the population of the Philippines
wanted independen~having already endured Spanish colonial
rule since the sixteenth century. When the United States began the occupation of their counrty, Philippine leaders launched a war for independence that lasted until1913. Between 1900 and 1903, the U.S.
forces killed more than one million people in the Philippines-all for
the cause of "civilizing" its native population. U.S. Army General
Shefter explained, "It may be necessary to kill half of the Filipinos in
order that the remaining half of the population rna}' be advanced to
a higher plane of life than their present semi-barbarous state affords." 1

The United States-itself a former British colony-thus acquired
colonies of its own. From this point forward, the themes of American patriotism combined the expansionist aims of U.S. imperialism
with traditional pride in its anti-colonialist victory against Britain in
1776. The Spanish-American War's impact on U.S. domestic politics
is evidenced by the popularity of Theodore Roosevelt, president between 1901 and 1909-a Spanish-American War hero who led the
1898 "battle of SanJuan Hill" in Cuba. Roosevelt, in turn, was succeeded by William Taft, who served as the U.S. occupation's first
civilian Governor-General of the Philippines between 1901 and
1903.
The rise of U.S. imperialism brought with it a surge of patriotism
from America's rulers, who trumpeted the spread of America's
uniquely "democratic" values as a justification for war abroad. The

Democratic and Republican Parties henceforth stood united in
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merging the aims of the U.S. empire with domestic policy. The promotion of "American" values, reaching a fever pitch during major
wars, provided an added ideological advantage when cracking down
on "un-American" radicals at home.
Meanwhile, white supremacy reigned unchallenged in the "land
of the free and home of the brave" throughout this period. The mass
disfranchisement of African Americans rendered their interests irrelevant as far as the politicians of either party were concerned. TheRepublican Party, chasing after the votes of the Democrats' Southern
segregationist base, severed any remaining connection to its antiConfederate past. President William Howard Taft remarked in 1908
that African Americans were "political children, not having the mental status of manhood." 2 He easily paved the way for his success01;
Democrat Woodrow Wilson, whose election, according to historian
Harvard Sitkoff, "led to the most Southern-dominated, anti-Negro,
national administration since 1850." 3
White supremacy reached increasingly sordid extremes in the
twentieth century-regardless of which Party occupied the White
House. In 1911, the city of New Orleans barred African Americans
from attending the city's annual Mardi Gras festival.' That same year
a Livermore, Kentucky, theater sold tickets for a lynching of an
African American. Those in orchestra seats paid top dollar to fire as
many shots at the hanging body as they wished; those in cheaper seats
were limited to a single shot. In 1916, a mob often thousand gathered
in the Waco, Texas, town square to cheer on "the stabbing, mutilation, and burning alive" of a mentally handicapped Black youth.'
Most employers, who continued fighting tooth and nail to
prevent their own workers from unionizing, joined in the fit of
patriotism-claiming they were fulfilling their patriotic duty to confront unions' "un-Arnetican" threat to freedom and individual liberty. The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), founded
in 1895, lobbied vigorously against any and all pro-labor legislation.
In 1903, the Association launched its fight for the "open shop"
under the guise of "protecting" workers' rights to refuse to join
unions. 6
But even the most recalcitrant companies felt under considerable
pressure to find some solution to the frequent disruption of production caused by strikes. And this required some degree of rational negotiation, or at least the appearance thereof. To this end, a group of
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manufacturers formed the National Civic Federation (NCF) in
1900. Many of the NCF's prominent leaders were also active in the
NAM, but represented a wing of capital hoping to establish a more
stable relationship with those union leaders considered "responsible," while undermining union radicals and militants.'
The NCF attempted to project itself as an objective third-party
mediator in industrial disputes, promoting an image of labormanagement collaboration. But the Federation's invitation-only
membership ensured industrialists a favorable outcome on all strike
settlements. Two-thirds of its membership was reserved for business
leaders and their allies in government; labor representatives were
never allowed to exceed one-third. Former President Grover Cleveland, who had sent in federal troops to crush the 1894 Pullman
strike, accepted the NCF's invitation to join as a representative of
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Invitations to join the NCF were extended only to AFL leaders
who shared the manufacturers' hostility to radicals. Gompers was
"delighted" to join the NCF and served as its first vice-president.
Historian Philip Yale Nicholson noted, "Gompers always loved the
praise and flattery he received from businessmen." UMWA president
John Mitchell and an assortment of officials from the AFI:s railroad
brotherhoods added to labor's willing presence on the NCF.'
The NCF mediated strikes in twenty-two states in 1901. But it
proved largely unsuccessful at achieving any genuine collaboration
between labor and capital. Mitchell's membership in the NCF did
not prevent class war from continuing to rage in the nation's mines.

This was evidenced during the 1902 coal strike, when 14 miners
were killed, 42 were injured, and 67 were charged with aggravated
assault. In addition, 22 buildings were set on fire, and 69 separate
"riots" took place.' Nevertheless, business leaders awarded Mitchell
with a $1,000 diamond ring to express their gratitude for the settlement of the 1902 strike.
Few in the labor movement were favorably impressed by the
NCF, or Gompers' participation. As socialist Morris Hillquit ridiculed, "The game played by the Civic Federation is the shrewdest yet
devised by the employers of any country. It takes nothing from capital, it gives nothing to labor and does it all with such an appearance
of generosity, that some of the guileless diplomats of the labor movement are actually overwhelmed by it." 10
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Although the NCF faded from influence by 1905, it had set a
precedent that would guide labor's future collaboration with government and business during the First and Second World Wars. In 1903,
Mitchell declared confidently, "The trade union movement in this
country can make progress only by identifying itself with the
state." 11

The labor movement began to strengthen as an effective force
during a sharp rise in struggle that began in the late 1890s and continued through 1904. The number of strikes in the mid-1890s averaged 1,000 to 1,300 per year. By 1904, the number rose to nearly
4,000. The AFI:s membership grew from 350,000 to 1,650,000,
while union membership overall quadrupled between 1899 and
1904-from 447,000 to 2,072,000. Although the American Railway Union (ARU) had been destroyed by the 1894 Pullman defeat,
railroad craft brotherhoods represented 200,000 workers by 1904.
The bitter struggles of the nineteenth century had not been fought in
vain. 12

As radical historian Sidney Lens argued, "No union gained its
objectives without some duty on the picket line, some violence, arrests, killings. But in certain fields, mainly the decentralized industries, management recognized that it could not destroy its nemesis,
and concluded that some sort of collaboration was preferable to war.
Indeed, under some circumstances, collaboration could be profitable." Unions in the building trades, Lens continued, achieved an
"arms length accommodation with management," While the
UMWA was able to "establish an armed truce" with the mineowners.13

But the character of the U.S. labor force was also changing. The
advance of factory production relied upon progressively deskilling
the manufacturing workforce, relying increasingly on semi-skilled
and unskilled workers--the very workers disparaged by the AFL.
Although the AFL grew, many important nineteenth-century craft
unions faded into insignificance by the early twentieth century, including the once-powerful Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel,
and Tin Workers. And the vast majority of unskilled workers remained unorganized.
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The 1909 uprising of New York City garment workers marked
the earliest and most important struggle of women working in a
female-dominated industry. It began with a strike at the Triangle
Shirtwaist factory. The company locked out all its workers and
began advertising for strikebreakers on September 28, 1909, after
its workers started joining Local 25 of the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union (ILGWU). Although the ILGWU was an
AFL craft union, Local25 was set up to organize the garment industry on an industrial basis, uniting skilled and unskilled workers
in one union.
Thugs broke up picket lines on the first day of the Triangle strike,
touching off a thirteen-week general strike throughout the garment
district, with workers walking off their jobs in droves and literally
swarming union offices. Within a few weeks, an estimated twenty
thousand to thirty thousand garment workers-75 percent of the
city's garment workforce--had joined the strike. Three-quarters of
these striking workers were women, many of them Jewish teenagers.
Their main demand was union recognition-a closed shop, requiring all workers to join the union.
Despite this militant demand, the plight of these young workers
attracted the support not only of Socialists and committed suffragists, but also some wealthy socialites, who helped raise money and
publicize the strike.
The Women's Trade Union League (WTUL), an organization led
by middle-class women, devoted itself to organizing on behalf of the
garment workers. Picketers endured regular beatings and arrests at
the hands of the police, and on December 3, the WTUL led ten thousand strikers to the Mayor's office with a petition against police brutality. As feminist historian Meredith Tax described,
The solidarity the strikers built was their greatest achievement, and it is
this that makes their strike memorable. They showed the world that the
slow entry of millions of women into the U.S. industrial workforce had
set new conditions for women's struggle and had liberated women from
the privacy o£ household drudgery in sufficient numbers for them to be
able to act together. A number of observers saw them as a working-class
analogue to the suffragists, showing what the women's movement
could be like when the issues included survival. H
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At a meeting on December 27, union leaders announced they
had reacbed a compromise with the garment manufacturers that
failed to grant union recognition. The two thousand workers at the
meeting shouted them down, yelling, "Send it back, we will not consider i~!" and "We want recognition of the union!" This was the beginning of the end, however. After the strikers rejected the union's
compromise, Tax noted, many suffragists and even the AFL "deserted the strike because it was becoming too radical."
The strike dragged on until February 15, 1910, when the union officially declared it over-although thirteen shops were still on strike.
Just over a year later, on March 25, 1911, the Triangle shirtwaist factory went up in flames. The strikers had failed to win their demand for
an end to the company's policy of locking its workers inside the building. Trapped inside as the fire raged, 146 of the five hundred Triangle
workers were killed and many more were seriously injured.

The Socialist Party of America
The Socialist Party (SP) was founded in 1901, in the midst of a sharp
rise in class struggle. Its membership peaked at more than one hundred thousand members in 1912-the same year the party's presidential candidate, Eugene Debs, received nine hundred thousand votes,
neatly 6 percent of all votes cast. In 1912, twelve thousand socialists
were elected across the country, mainly to local office-including as
mayors of seventy-nine cities. The Party's newspaper, Appeal to Reason, reached a circulation of 250,000 in 1908, rising to more than five
hundred thousand by 1912. The Jungle, Upton Sinclair's vivid expose
of conditions in the meatpacking industry, made its first appearance
as a serialized story in the pages of Appeal to Reason."
Socialists also made up a significant minority of the AFL, regularly challenging Gompers' conservatism at annual conventions. In
1n2, the Socialist Party's candidate for AFL president won a third
of the vote against Gompers." In response to this burgeoning threat,
Gompers began helping to build the Militia of Christ, formed in
1912 as a conscious attempt to counter socialist influence among
Catholic workers." The Militia seems to have succeeded in at least irritating socialist unionists, as the partis Latvian federation reported
to the 1912 Socialist Party convention:
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The church tries to organize strikers according to their creeds, as was

I·

I~

I

seen in the recent lllinois Central Railroad strike. Thus the class solidar~
ity of the workern is impaired and their enemies uiumph. The dragging in
of the Carpenter of Nazareth into discussions at trade union conventions
is a silly attempt to distract the worker's attention from the main issues.
The "Militia of Christ" has become an active enemy of the workers and
is helping the state militia to crush the strikers. The role of the church as
a strike-breaking agency should be made plain to the workers. 1 ~

II;;
I

Sodalists, Democrats, and Imperial,ist War
The Socialist Party managed to bring together representatives from
nearly every left-wing current, from died-in-the-wool reformists to
militant union leaders and fiery revolutionaries. Thousands of leftwing Populists who had abandoned the People's Party after it folded
into the Democrats quickly signed up with the Socialist Party. Some
of labor's most militant leaders were also founding members of
the SP-including the charismatic Debs, who soon became the
party's most popular spokesperson, "Big Bill" Haywood from the
Western Federation of Miners, and mining legend Mother Jones.
But the far more conservative labor lawyer Morris Hillquit and
Milwaukee newspaper editor Victor Berger permanently seized the
party's leadership apparatus. Hillquit had led a "constitutionalist"
split from the radical Socialist Labor Party (SLP) in 1899. Berger was
a former populist. Both were committed to building the Socialist
Party as an electoral force, and both ran for office numerous times.
Milwaukee voters elected Berger five times to serve in the House of
Representatives between 1910 and 1929."
The Socialist Party quickly affiliated with the Second lntemationa!, a global federation of socialist and labor parties." The party's
diverse membership united around an uncompromising rejection of
the Democratic Party, its constitution pledging complete independence from either capitalist party. The Socialists never bent on this
issue. The party stood firm even when Democratic President
Woodrow Wilson gained broad liberal support for reelection in
1916. His campaign slogan, "He kept us out of war," led most voters to believe Wilson would continue to keep the United States out of
World War I. Once reelected, however, ~ilson adopted a new slogan: war would "make the world safe for democracy." He declared
war against Germany in Apri\1917."
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The socialists opposed the United States's entry into World War I
and maintained a principled opposition throughout, despite enormbus pressure. "Gompers dropped the AFVs earlier objection to the
war in the fall of 1916, just in time to be named by President Wilson
as a civilian advisor to the newly formed Council of National Defense," commented Philip Nicholson. Gompers "was eager to assist
the government in the suppression of the Socialist Party and the outright destruction of the IWW, his two main rivals for the leadership
of labor." Indeed, Nicholson added, "When the question of whatever happened to Ia bor militancy and socialism in the United States is
asked, the beginning of the answer can be found in the entry of the
nation into the Great War. With the declaration of war, President
Wilson made Gompers the official spokesman for all labor, and the
two set out to break or destroy opposition to the goals of capital at
borne and abroad." "
But the war remained unpopular among large segments of industrial workers, including the large number of immigrant workers
who felt no deep loyalty to the U.S. government. The IWW proposed
turning the imperialist war into a "class war," and thousands of socialists dedicated themselves to building grassroots opposition to the

war. 13
In December 1914, for example, the Oklahoma Socialist Party
adopted a resolution, "If War is declared, the Socialists of Oklahoma shall refuse to enlist; but if forced to enter military service to
murder fellow workers, we shall choose to die fighting the enemies of
humanity in our ranks rather than to perish fighting our fellow

workers." 24
After the United States entered the war, several thousand poor
Oklahoma farmers formed secret antiwar societie<-with names
such as the "Working Class Union," linking their opposition to war
with their opposition to capitalism. In August 1917, one Oklahoma
antiwar society armed its one thousand members and rose up, declaring, "We decided we wasn't gonna fight somebody else's war for
'em and we refused to go." Oklahoma troops were quickly called in
to put down the uprising. In the battle that followed, known as the
Green Corn Rebellion, several socialists were killed, and many more

were wounded.25
Socialist Party leaders were easy targets of the government
repression that accompanied the onset of war. By the end of World
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War !, nearly every leading member of the Socialist Party, including
Debs and Berger, was in prison for "disloyalty" under the Federal
Wartime Espionage and Sedition Acts of 1917-18. Marxist sociologist Rhonda Levine commented of this period,
Whereas the use of private repression was used during the nineteenth
century to quell labor militancy, state and local repression came to the
forefront during the early years of the twentieth century and was fol~

lowed by federal repression on a massive scale during World War I and

··I
,,. 1
~

the immediate postwar years. The tremendous amount of political re·
pression severely weakened rhe leftist opposition in the United States
during the 1920s. 26

Debs went to prison for delivering a fiery antiwar speech to an
audience of twelve hundred at the Socialist Party's Ohio state convention in Canton, Ohio, on June 16, 1918. He was convicted for
"uttering words intended to cause insubordination and disloyalty
within the armed forces of the United States, to incite resistance to
the war, and to promote the cause of Germany." 27 Debs ran for president in 1920 from his prison cell and won nearly a million votes.
Debs' speech, recorded by a government stenographer, read in part:
Every solitary one of these aristocratic conspirators and would-be murderers claims to be an arch-patriot; every one of them insists that rhe
war is being waged to make the world safe for democracy. What humbug! What rot! What false pretense! These autocrats, these tyrants,
these red-handed robbers and murderers, the "patriots," while the men
who have the courage to stand face to face with them, speak the truth,
and fight for their exploited victims-they are the disloyalists and traitors. If this be true, I want to take my p}ace side by side with the traitors
in this fight. [Great applause.] ...
And here let me emphasize the fact-and it cannot be repeated too
often-that the working class who fight all the battles, the working
class who make the supreme sacrifices, the working class who freely;
shed their blood and furnish the corpses, have never yet had a voice in
either declaring war or making peace. It is the ruling class that invariably does both. They alone declare war and they alone make peace....
In passing I suggest that we stop a moment to think about the term
.. landlord." "LANDLORD!" Lord of the Land! The lord of the land is
indeed a super~patriot. This lord who practically owns the earth tells
you that we are fighting this war to make the world safe for democracy-he who shuts out all humanity from his private domain; he who
profiteers at the expense of the people who have been slain and mutilated by multiplied thousands, under pretense of being the great American patriot. It is he, this identical patriot who is in fact the archenemy of
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the people; it is he that you need to wipe from power. It is he who is a far
greate( menace to your liberty and your well being than the Prussian
Junkers on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean. [Applause.)21
In 1918, while still under indictment under the Espionage Act,
Berger was elected to the House of Representatives by Milwaukee
voters. But Congress refused to seat him on the grounds that he was
a convicted felon and against the war. Berger was again elected in
1919 in a special election, and again Congress refused to seat him.
Berger was elected a third time in 1921, and this time he was seated
without Congressional opposition."

Reform versus Revolution
Thus, the socialists stood firmly united on the class nature of the
Democratic Party, opposing its entry into imperialist wa~: The SP
maintained its staunch opposition to the war even after almost every
other affiliate of the Second International collapsed into patriotism,
with each national party supporting victory for its own country's
rulers. Despite the enormity of this crisis, however, the socialists did
not break with the politics of the Second International.
In contrast, a group of prominent European revolutionariesincluding V. I. Lenin in Russia and Rosa Luxemburg in Germanyabandoned the Second International at the start of the First World
War. This revolutionary wing of the socialist movement went on to
found the Third International (also known as the Communist International, or Cornintern) after the Russian Revolution of 1917. The
disagreement over the war had been symptomatic of a much larger
difference--whether socialism could be won simply through electoral reform or required a revolution. Lenin, in particular, argued for
the creation of explicitly revolutionary organizations inside each
country, to build a mass working-class movement for socialism."
The Socialist Party of America refused to join the Third lnternationa~ remaining firmly committed to a strategy of gradual reform.
Indeed, socialist leaders were thoroughly hostile to the revolutionary
wing of their own party. The parry's right and left factions were in
constant conflict over a range of crucial political questions, acceler-

ating with the passage of time. The right wing oriented only to the
AFL, while the left wing helped found the anarcho-syndicalist
The right wing spouted racist dogma while the left wing opposed

rww.
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racial segregation. The right wing denounced the Russiau Revolution of 1917, while the left wing embraced it.
But time and again, the right wing carried the day. The reason
was simple: the right wing controlled the leadership apparatus, while
the left wing generally remained aloof from party organization in its
formative years. Some of the party's most important working-dass
leaders thus played no direct role in shaping its policies. In Debs'
twenty-five years as a member of the Socialist Party, he attended only
one convention after it was founded. This arrangement allowed for a
relatively peaceful, if mutually disdainful, coexistence.
In another example of the left wing's abstention from party organizing, Big Bill Haywood refused to run for a party leadership position for many years. When he finally changed his mind, he was
elected to the party's national executive committee on his first try, in
January 1912. By then, however, the right wing had long been iu firm
control of the party machinery. Faced with the rising influence of
Haywood and other revolutionaries inside their own party, the right
wing forced a showdown with Haywood. This they did, however,
from a position of organizational strength.
Until that point, the party's right wing was allowed to lead the
organization virtually unchallenged. The strategy embraced by
Hillquit and Berger presumed the United States could simply
"evolve" toward socialism by electing ever-greater numbers of party
members into government office. Hillquit stated bluntly, "so far as
we Socialists are concerned, the age of physical revolution ... has
passed."" As the years passed, the right wing increasingly viewed
success strictly in terms of how many SP votes came in on election day.
Moreover, the party's electoral strategy tended to limit socialist
leaders to advocating social change during political campaign
speeches, rather than building dass-based struggles to fight for reforms on the ground. The party's influence was broad but its base of
support did not come mainly from the labor movement. As Duncan
Hallas noted, the Socialist Party's voting base was not "at all dosely
associated with trade union organization. This is confirmed by the
pattern of its electoral success. By 1912 the American Socialist Party
had one hundred thousand members. Its strongest vote, however,
was not in the Eastern seaboard, which was still the major industrial
area, but in the West-an area only recently settled.,, 32
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In the eyes of the party leadership, the class struggle could and
did get in the way of electoral success. The SP's right wing stood
adamantly opposed to class confrontation, including most strikeson the grounds that these often involved "illegal" activity. While
campaigning for Congress in Milwaukee in 1906, Berger assured
local industrialists not to fear a Socialist Party victory because, "]can
say from actual experience that the Social-Democrats in this city
have opposed almost every strike that has ever been declared here." 33
Later, Trotsky reminisced about this stodgy band of Socialist
Party leaders in his autobiography:
To this day I smile as I recall the leaders of American Socialism . ... In
the United States there is a large class of successful and semi-successful
doctors, lawyers, dentists, engineers, and the like, who divide their precious hours of rest between concerts by European celebrities and the
American Socialist Pany. ... [f.] hey are simply variants of "Babbitt,"
who supplements his commercial activities with dull Sunday medita-

tions on the future ofhumanity.34

In contrast, Eugene Debs personified the Socialist Party's left
wing. Debs was radicalized when Democratic President Grover
Cleveland broke the Pullman strike in 1894. Debs never voted Democrat again and was already a committed revolutionary socialist by
the time he joined the Socialist Party. For the rest of his life, Debs remained dedicated to building a revolutionary working-class movement. After the 1917 Russian Revolution, he declared, "From the
crown of my head to the soles of my feet I am Bolshevik, and proud
of it. The Day of the People has arrived!" 35
Although Debs ran for president on the Socialist Party ticket five
times, he held no illusions that voting alone could win a socialist society. For Debs, a presidential campaign was simply another excuse to
embark on a national speaking tour. He spent most of his time on the
road, drawing large crowds and mesmerizing his audiences with a
sense of optimism, using plain language and humor to explain the
ideas of socialism. "Voting for socialism is not socialism any more
than a menu is a meal," Debs argued in a 1911 speech. "The working
class must get rid of the whole brood of masters and exploiters, and
put themselves in possession and control of the means of production .
. . . It is therefore not a question of 'reform,' the mask of fraud, but of
revolution. The capitalist system must be overthrown, class rule abolished and wage slavery supplanted by cooperative industry.""
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Segregated Sodalism?
Because the Socialist Party's left wing did not effectively fight for its
positions within the party, even the most reactionary policies could
carry the day. The party's right wing contained within it open racists
and segregationists, who saw no contradiction between socialist
principles and the ideology of white supremacy. In fact, influential
leaders of this grouping believed that the victory of socialism would
solve the "race question" once and for all-with complete segregation of the races. Berger was among them. Berger summarized his
views in 1902:
There can be no doubt that the Negroes and Mulattoes constitute a
lower race--that the Caucasian and indeed the Mongolian have the

IJl

start of them in civilization by many thousand years-so that Negroes
will find it difficult ever to overtake them. The many cases of rape

I

I
i.

which occur whenever Negroes are settled in large numbers, prove
I,

,. ·~

moreover, that the free contact with the whites has led to the further degeneration of the Negroes, as of all other inferior races. 37

Berger predicted that segregation would end racial "degeneration" in a socialist society, echoing the philosophy of the eugenics
movement. Most Southern branches of the Socialist Party refused to
allow African Americans to join. A 1904 article in the Social Democratic Herald declared that Blacks were inferior and depraved
scoundrels wbo went "around raping women and children."" Its substantial nurnber of segregationists prevented the Socialist Party from
ever taking a formal position against the lynching and disenfranchisement of African Americans, or even Jim Crow segregation laws.
Fortunately, the Party's left wing contained an equally large
nurnber of antiracists. Black socialist Hubert Henry Harrison argued
in a 1912 speech,

'I
II
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It pays the capitalist to keep the workers divided. So he creates and keeps
alive these prejudices. He gets them to believe their interests are different.
Then he uses one half of, them to dub the other half with. In Russia when
the working men demanded reform, the capitalists sick them on the
Jews. In America they sick them on the Negroes. That makes them forger
their own condition; as long as they can be made to look down upon another dass. 39

Debs was also a committed opponent of racism. He argued,
"The whole world is under obligation to the Negro, and that the
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white heel is still upon the Black neck is simply proof that the world
is not yet civilized. The history of the Negro in the United States is a
history of crime without a parallel." "'
Debs fought racism wherever he encountered it. He consistently
refused to speak before segregated audiences when touring the
Sout\1, and he denounced Jim Crow laws. When the film Birth of a
Nation was released in 1915, glorifying the Ku Klux Klan and degraqing African Americans, Debs called on socialists to picket the
film-joining a picket against the film in his hometown of Terre
Haute, Indiana.
Eugene Debs was far in advance of most socialists of his time.
But Debs did not understand that the extreme racism of the U.S. ruling class required the socialist movement to forge a principled opposition to racism in all its forms. Debs rejected the idea that the
Socialist Party should fight explicitly against racial oppression. He
stated, "We have nothing special to offer the Negro, and we cannot
make separate appeals to all races. The Socialist Party is the Party of
the working class, regardless of color-the whole working class of
the whole world."" Thus, Debs' opposition to racism was politically
inadequate in a society dominated by racial segregation.
Still, on the issue of segregation, the right and left wings of the
SP were miles apart. "the two wings were also divided on the desirability of women's suffrage. In 1910, Berger declared, "Now it is
clear, and no one will deny that the great majority of women of the
present day-and that is the only point we can view now-are illiberal, unprogressive, and reactionary to a greater extent than the

men of the same strata of society.... Now if all this is correct, female suffrage, for generations to come, will simply mean the deliberate doubling of a certain church-will mean an addition to the
forces of ignorance and reaction." 42

In addition, the party was sharply polarized over the issue of immigration. Berger argued that socialism would only come to the
United States and Canada if they remained "white countries." He
warned that unless immigration was severely restricted, especially
against the "Jap" and the "Chinaman," "this country is sure to be-

come a black-and-yellow country within a few generations." He
chastised his critics in one debate, reminding them that socialists'
first duty is to their class and families, as if this perverse logic was
self-evident.43
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The immigration issue was debated bitterly at the 1908 and
1910 Socialist Party conventions, without decidiog on a position.
The left wing did not put forward its own proposal, so the debate involved varying degrees of support for restricting immigration to the
United States_ Although Debs was not a delegate to either convention, he angrily condemned the SP for its reactionary stand agaiost
foreign-born workers: "[I]f socialism, international, revolutionary
socialism, does not stand staunchly, unflinchingly, and uncompromisingly for the working class and for the exploited and oppressed
masses of all lands, then it stands for none and its claim is a false pretense and its profession a delusion and a snare." 44
The SP finally decided its position on immigration at its 1912
convention. The right wing presented a resolution on immigration
which, according to historian Ira Kipnis,
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made the 1910 majority report seem pro-Asiatic in comparison. It
called for strengthening and strict enforcement of existing exclusion

laws. It said race feeling was a product of biology and therefore could
not be eradicated. Racial antagonism would persist under socialism and
play an important part in economic life. "Hit should not assert itself in
open warfare in a socialist form of society, it will nevenheless lead to a
rivalry of races for expansion over the globe as a result of the play of
natural and sexual selection." 45

Although this resolution did not pass, its replacement was not
much better. Proposed by Hillquit, it read, "The Socialist Party of the
United States favors all legislative measures tending to prevent the
immigration of strike-breakers and contract laborers, and the mass
immigration of workers from foreign countries brought about by the
employing classes for the purpose of weakeniog American labor, and
of lowering the standard of life of American workers.""

The IWW's Revolutionary Unionism
In June 1905, Debs and Bill Haywood joined others from the Socialist Party's left wing to help found the IWW-its members popularly
known as the "Wobblies." Besides Debs, the 203 delegates to the
founding meeting io Chicago included some of labor's most legendary figures: Haywood, secretary-treasurer of the Western Federation of Miners; Lucy Parsons (widow of Haymarket martyr Albert
Parsons); Mother Jones; labor firebrand Elizabeth Gurley Flynn;
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Charles 0. Sherman, leader of the United Metal Workers (an industrial union that split off from the AFI:s International Association of
'
Machinists).
The Socialist Party's right wing chose to boycott the IWW's
founding convention, however. Party leaders rationalized this decision on the grounds that Socialist Party delegates had just won an
AFL convention resolution calling for "the overthrow of the wage
system,l' which they presumably believed made the need for revolutionary organization unnecessary.47
Haywood declared from the podium:
Fellow workers, this is the Continental Congress of the working class.
We are here to confederate the workers of this country into a working
class movement that shall have for its purpose the emancipation of the
working class from the slave bondage of capitalism. ... The aims and
objects of this organization should be to put the working class in possession of the economic power, the means of life, in control of production and distribution, without regard to capitalist masters.~ 8

Convention delegates paid tribute to the Haymarket martyrs
and passed a resolution in support of the 1905 Revolution then underway in Russia. The IWW constitution stated that class "struggle
must go on until all the toilers come together ... and take and hold
that which they produce by their labor." The delegates explicitly rejected the organizing model of craft unionism, instead forming thirteen industrial unions based in agriculture, mining, transportation,
construction, railroad, and other major industries.
The IWW's founders sought a firm break with the conservative
craft unionism of the AFL. Haywood established the Wobblies' negative view of AFL leaders, calling UMWA's Mitchell a "jackass" and
labeling the entire AFL leadership "labor fakers." IWW spokespeople frequently referred to the American Federation of Labor as the
"American Separation of Labor." 49
The IWW aimed to organize a mass industrial union, enthusiastically welcoming all unskilled workers, and committed itself to organizing among occupations dominated by African Americans,
women, and immigrants. The Wobblies consciously built strikes
from the bottom up, through mass pickets and solidarity actions.
This strategy foretold the class solidarity that built the Congress of
Industrial Organizations (CIO) decades later during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Hundreds of thousands of workers were
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schooled in class struggle during the heyday of the IWW in the first
two decades of the twentieth century. Indeed, many labor radicals
who helped lead the rank-and-flie battles of the 1930s had gotten
their initial training as Wobblies.
From its beginning, the IWW also pledged it would not settle for
advancing workers' rights under capitalism, but rather build "one
great industrial union" that would form "the structure of the new
sociery ... within the shell of the old." 50 The politics of anarchosyndicalism, or revolutionary unionism, dominated among the
IWW's founders. Anarcho-syndicalists conceived of their organization not just as an industrial union, but also as a revolutionary organization. Anarcho-syndicalists shunned the idea of political
organization in principle, insisting that workers' strike action alone
could lead to the revolutionary transformation of sociery, in one
mass strike that could paralyze capitalism and give birth to a new
sociery. So even within the revolutionary IWW, there was little agreement between Socialists and anarcho-syndicalists on what a revolution might mean, or how it might come about.

Haywood on Trial

ll

I
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The Wobblies had little time to savor the success of their founding
meeting, since IWW leaders were immediately targeted for government repression. Just seven months after the IWW was formed, Haywood was arrested on trumped-up murder charges. Authorities
accused Haywood, along with Western Federation of Miners' president Charles Moyer and Federation sympathizer George A. Pertibone, of assassinating the notoriously antiunion former governor of
Idaho, Frank Steunenberg. In addition, Haywood was charged with
ordering the murders of another twenry-five mining bosses over the
years. Pinkertons hired by the governor of Colorado kidnapped all
three men and immediately transported them to Idaho. "They will
never leave Idaho alive," Denver Pinkerton James McPharlan told
the Chicago Tribune in February 1906.51
An outraged Debs, drawing the obvious parallel with the persecution of the Haymarket martyrs, wrote in Appeal to Reason,
"Nearly 20 years ago the capitalist tyrants put some innocent men to
death for standing up for labor. They are not going to try it again. Let
them dare! There have been 20 years of revolutionary education, ag-
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itation, and organization since the Haymarket tragedy, and if an attempt is made to repeat it, there will be a revolution." 52
Haywood's cause resonated far beyond Wobblies and left-wing
socialists. Hillquit himself spoke to a rally of twenty thousand Haywood supporters at New York City's Grand Central Palace. The
Socialist Party produced a special edition of Appeal to Reason, printing a rnillion copies as part of Haywood's defense campaign. Even
Gompers denounced the kidnapping at the 1906 AFL convention,
and the AFL joined unions from all over the United States to raise
money for Haywood's defense.''
In Boston, fifty thousand unionists demonstrated on Moyer and
Haywood's behalf, chanting: "If Moyer and Haywood die; If Moyer
and Haywood die; twenty million unionists will know the reason
why."" When President Theodore Roosevelt publicly labeled the
three accused men "undesirable citizens," thousands of defiant college students expressed their solidarity with Haywood, donning buttons declaring, "I am an undesirable citizen." 55
Radical attorney Clarence Darrow-who had defended Debs
during the Pullman strike-represented Haywood at his murder
trial in 1907. Before the trial even started, however, the government's case began to fall apart when one of the prosecution's two
main witnesses recanted. Haywood's defense showed the remaining
witness had a history of perjury and confessing to crimes he had not
committed. The jury voted to acquit Haywood on July 29, 1907.
Pettibone was acquitted soon after, and the charges against Moyer
were dropped.''
But Haywood had languished in prison for fifteen months, battling for his life. During his prolonged absence, a bitter struggle was
dragging on inside the IWW. On one side were those who believed
the IWW should focus its efforts on the day-to-day union struggle;
on the other was a group insisting the emphasis should be on revolutionary activity. Daniel DeLeon, the doctrinaire leader of the Socialist Labor Party, threw his weight behind the "revolutionary" side,
undoubtedly adding to the level of animosity during the debate. In
1906, IWW president Charles 0. Sherman quit the organization. In
1907, the 27,000 members of the Western Federation of Miners
voted to disaffiliate in a two-to-one vote. 57
Internal strife continued to plague the young organization after
Haywood's return. By its 1908 convention, the IWW was again di-
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vided, this time between Socialists and anarcho-syndicalists. As Lens
described,
In part this was a matter of temperament, in part, philosophy. The western migratory workers who poured into Chicago in blue denim overalls, black shirts, and red ties, singing, "Hallelujah, I'm a burn" were
not particularly enamored of the ballot box. They accepted Marx's doctrine of the class struggle, and many carried joint membership in the
IWW and the Socialist Party. But they considered electoral action an effete trap, and wanted to confine the IWW's work to the economic front.
Vincent St. John, the metal miner from Telluride, expressed their misgivings, as did Haywood, who had been converted to syndicalism on a
trip to France. Daniel DeLeon, on the other hand, insisted on both efforts on the part of the union, economic and electoral. ... Eugene
Debs, caught between the two factions, alienated by the apolitical trend
of his brain child, but nonetheless warmly sympathetic to its industrial
and revolutionary approach, refused to attack the IWW publicly, but he
did permit his membership to lapse.$ 6

Debs' vision of industrial unionism proved more akin to what
eventually became the CIO in the 1930s. Debs remained a loyal,
though often critical, member of the Socialist Party until his death in
1926.
DeLeon, who disparaged his opponents in the 1908 debate as
"slum proletarians" and a "bummery," quit the IWW at its 1908

convention." Though DeLeon's departure was no loss, it would be
wrong to dismiss the content of these debates as merely sectarian
squabbles. These disagreements inside the IWW involved crucial issues of strategy that determined the course of the radical wing of the
union movement for more than a generation.

By the end of 1908-just three years after its founding-the
IWW was much weakei; having lost Debs and a number of other
union leaders, and without a strong base in existing unions. The
Wobblies' strength, howeve~; continued to lie in its members' dedication to rank-and-file solidarity. In December 1906, a group of three
thousand Wobblies at General Electric's Schenectady, New York,
plant led the first sit-down strike in U.S. history. When management
fired three IWW members, their comrades shut down production
and sat down for sixty-five hours----<:ompletely idling the plant's seventeen thousand workers." In the years after 1908 the Wobblies experienced rapid growth and influence. The IWW enthusiastically
organized support for farm laborers, mill workers, lumber workers,
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and any other group of workers on strike in every region of the
country.
Many of the Wobblies' greatest successes took place under the
sole leadership of anarcho-syndicalists. And some key IWW leaders,
including Haywood and Gurley Flynn, continued to maintain 'their
membership in the Socialist Party. Gurley Flynn, known as the
"Rebel Girl," helped to lead some of the IWW's most important
strikes-most notably the 1912 strike of Lawrence, Massachusetts,
textile workers. The Lawrence strike illustrates the IWW's most important strength-its unparalleled commitment to workers' selforganization.

The 1912 Lawrence Strike
The textile operators in Lawrence, Massachusetts, deliberately recruited immigrant workers from "as many different language groups
as possible in order to prevent them uniting to make trouble; if they
competed rather than combined, wages could be kept down," wrote
Meredith Tax. She added:
By 1912 there were twenty-five different ethnic groups in Lawrence
mills. ... Immigrants were drawn to Lawrence by posters placed in
towns throughout the Balkans and the Mediterranean showing happy
workers carrying bags full of money from the factory gate to the bank.
In many workers' tenement rooms, these posters were the only decoration. Their dead hopes stared down from the wall. 61

Half the workforce was made up of women and children who
were literally starving to death. As Tax noted, "The average spinner
died at the age of thirty-six-twenty-nine years less than the average
lawyer or clergyman," while "the infant mortality rate in Lawrence
was 172 out of 1,000.""
In January 1912, neither the AFL nor the IWW had more than a
few hnndred members in this New England textile center. Yet, after
management cut workers' pay by more than thirty cents per week,
thousands of Lawrence workers went on strike. IWW organizers had
begun agitating in Lawrence months earlie~ when weavers at the Atlantic Cotton Mill went on strike for four months after management
annonnced piece rates would drop from seven looms at 79 cents to
twelve looms at 49 cents. The Wobblies sent in organizers Gurley
Flynn and J. P. Thompson, printed up thousands ofleaflets and stick-
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ers calling the speedup "murder on the installment plan," and began holding meetings at the factory gates. AI; Gurley Flynn described
their speeches, "We talked Marxism as we understood it-the class
struggle, the exploitation of laboJ; the use of the state and armed
forces of government against the workers. It was all there in
Lawrence before our eyes. We did not need to go far for the lessons." 63
The strike itself began spontaneously when management handed
out the smaller pay packets on January 11, 1912, and outraged
workers began shutting down their machines from one mill to the
next by the following day. Squads offlying pickets marched through
the town with the rallying cry, "Better to starve fighting than to
starve working." By the end of the first day, ten thousand workers
were out on strike. As Lens noted, "In a single day four times as
many people had been unionized as in the previous six years.""
When informed that the sidewalks outside the mills were legally
considered private property, the Lawrence strikers created a moving
mass picket, in which thousands of workers simply "walked"
around the plant, booing "boisterously" when someone crossed the
picket line. The workers, carrying signs that read, "Don't be a scab,''
picketed the plants en masse rwenty-fonr hours a day and held frequent demonstrations of up to ten thousand, marching through
town singing "Solidarity Forever" and other IWW tunes. 65
The AFL, for its pan, wanted nothing to do with these unruly
strikers. Gompers later dismissed the Lawrence strike as "a passing
event," while local AFL leaders ordered their skilled craftsmen to
cross picket lines in the hopes that the mill-owners would return the
favor to the AFL with union recognition."
When labor hero Big Bill Haywood arrived in Lawrence on January 24, fifteen thousand strikers turned out to greet him in a festival
with three marching bands. Haywood explicitly enjoined the strikers
to avoid violence, despite the Wobblies' media reputation for instigating bloodshed and industrial "sabotage." A group of Lawrence's leading citizens, howeve~; were arrested for planting three caches of
dynamite around town, in the hopes of blaming it on the IWW:" Apan
from a few minor skirmishes, the strikers were largely peaceful-yet
the local Commission of Public Safety soon declared there would be
"no more toying with these lawless strikers," ordering police and militia henceforth to "shoot to kill." 68
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When mill owners announced they would open the factories on
January 29, thousands of strikers filled Lawrence's streets. Police
used the mass demonstration as an excuse to fire into the peaceful
crowd, killing a young striker. Although police bullets killed the
striker, they nevertheless blamed it on a mysterious "man in a brown
overcoat" and arrested striker Joseph Caruso as an accessory to
murder; They also arrested IWW leaders Joe Ettor and Arturo Giovannini (who were two miles away during the incident) for having
implicitly caused the murder by "inciting a mob to riot.""
The three-all Italian nationals-spent the rest of the strike in
jail. One Boston newspaper praised the arrests, declaring, "The passing of Ettor means the ascendancy of the white-skinned races at
Lawrence." 70
Losing two of their union leaders did not, however, paralyze the
strikers' organization. A befuddled police captain reported, "I will
tell you-there were no leaders in the streets.... The crowds on the
street were usually led by women and children."" The IWW made a
special effort to encourage the women strikers to take leadership, as
they did in all strikes, and women made up a significant part of the
Lawrence strike committee. As Gurley Flynn explained, "The IWW
has been accused of putting the women in the front. The truth is, the
IWW does not keep them in the back, and they go to the front.""
The strike's turning point came when the Italian Socialist Federation of New York offered to place the children of strikers in the
homes of supporters for the rest of the strike. Margaret Sanger traveled to Lawrence to escort the first 119 children to Grand Central
Station in New York City-where they were greeted by a ceremonious gathering of five thousand socialists and Wobblies singing the Internationale. 73
A week later, another 126 children were sent out of Lawrence.
But Lawrence police began arresting the children and on February
24 attacked a group of parents and children arriving at the railroad
station-beating them with clubs and arresting thirty parents and
children on charges of "congregation." The incident was so shocking that many prominent citizens, including First Lady Helen Herron Taft, traveled to Lawrence to view the strike situation. They
were followed by a bevy of reporters who finally began telling the
strikers' side of the story."
Backed by unions across the country, socialist Congressman Vic-
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tor Berger demanded a congressional investigation into the children's
undernourished condition. Although Gompers reserved his testimony at the preliminary hearings to make "his usual charges against
the lWW and its anarchy and revolution," according to Lens, the testimony of the children themselves focused national attention on the
starvation wages paid to Lawrence textile workers. One fourteenyear-old girl, who had been severely injured when her hair got caught
in a machine, said simply that she went on strike "because I didn't get
enough to eat at home." n

Within a week, the textile operators capitulated, and the twenty
thousand strikers voted unanimously to accept their offer at a mass
meeting on March 14. The IWW's ability to forge solidarity between
immigrant workers was vividly illustrated at the strikers' victory celebration, when the Lawrence workers sang the Internationa/e in
more than a dozen different languages.

The Limits of Anarcho-Syndicalism
The IWW's opposition to capitalism as a system and its dedication to
bring all workers together in "one big union," marked some of
labor's highest points of struggle. At the same time, howeve.; the
Wobblies' commitment to anarcbo-syndicalism hampered their ability to create an organizational alternative to either the Socialist
Party's conservative leadership or to the dominance of AFL craft
unionism.IWW leaders' aversion to "politics" prevented them from
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providing an effective revolutionary challenge to Socialist Party
policy-even though the left wing often claimed more numbers than
the right.
Furthermore, the IWW refused to sign union contracts with employers, limiting its impact even as a labor union over the long term.
The Wobblies strongly preferred to rely on the strike weapon rather
than sign contracts to enforce agreements with employers. This proved
especially problematic at the time, when most strikes were waged
primarily for union recognition, and employers often reneged on verbal agreements. For this reason, the IWW's impact in most localities
was short-lived, despite its frequendy spectacular role in advancing
the class struggle. The Lawrence strike illustrates this shortcoming.
Immediately after the strike, the lWW had fourteen thousand members in Lawrence. A year late.; membership there had fallen to just a
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few hundred. Although the Wobblies organized an estimated million
workers, its membership never numbered more than 100,000 to
120,000 members."
The!WW's goal of revolutionary unionism proved unattainable.
By definition, unions are reform organizations, necessary to
strengthen the bargaining power of workers in relation to capital in
the ongoing class struggle. Revolutionary organizations are formed
to challenge and ultimately overthrow the rule of capital. Anarchosyndicalism attempts to combine these two goals---<Jne based on
reforming the system, the other on overthrowing it-in a single
class-wide organization.
' Yet reform is a necessary precondition to revolution. Stable union
organization makes possible the growth and strengthening of working-class confidence, crucial to taking the offensive in the class snuggle. MoreoveJ; while a mass strike can paralyze the capitalist system,
it leaves the state untouched. An elaborate government apparatus enforces corporate rule, so an effective revolutionary challenge must
recognize the importance of explicitly political organization.
Still, most socialists, including those with dual membership in
the IWW; regarded "political" action as campaigning for Socialist
Party candidates, rather than building a political party dedicated to
winning workers to the project of revolution. For many revolutionaries, ~igidly separating "politics" from class struggle proved inadequate as a strategy. By the early 1920s, as Lens noted, "The fWW
had been decimated by the conversion of innumerable adherents to
communism." n

The Socialist Party Shifts Right, and the
Workers' Movement Shifts Left
By 1912, the Socialist Party leadership had paved the way for the
elimination of most IWW revolutionaries from its ranks. Haywood,
newly elected to the party's national executive committee and fresh
from the Lawrence strike victory, was finally ready to challenge the
right wing's dominance. Part of this challenge, which gained considerable support, was his effort to democratize the party. As Kipnis described, "The executive committee, wrote Haywood, must abandon

its practice of acting as a supreme court on all local matters. It must
also cease appropriating to legislate in all party affairs.""
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Party leaders had begun to prepare months earlier to keep Haywood off the executive committee, orchestrating a smear campaign
based on his IWW affiliation. But at the heart of the debate was a
principled difference between a strategy of reform and revolution:
whether elections or the class struggle would ultimately win a socialist society. Hillquit launched the attack, falsely accusing Haywood of
having renounced voting in favor of labor "lawlessness." 79
Iu reality, Haywood-who ran for Colorado governor while jailed
there in 1906-was a loyal party member who had continued to advocate voting socialist. He did, howevei; argue that capitalist law functioned on behalf of U.S. rulers, allowing them to kill strikers and their
children. "Do you blame me when I say that I despise the law?" he
asked a cheering audience at New York City's Cooper Union in january 1912. "And I am not a law-abiding citizen," he continued. "We
should say that it is our purpose to overthrow the capitalist system by
forcible means if necessary." 80 Hillquit countered that the party
worked for change only "by the regular and lawful methods established for that purpose." Iu his reply, Haywood asked whether Hill quit
planned "to stand behind a barricade of law books firing a series of
well-written briefs at the advancing army of capitalistic minions?""
At the convention, having manipulated local votes to elect a
"great majority" of "professionals, businessmen, and leaders in the
craft unions" as delegates, according to Kipnis, the right wing passed
the following amendment: "Any member of the party who opposes
political action or advocates crime, sabotage, or other methods of violence as a weapon of the working class to aid in its emancipation,
shall be expelled from membership in the party.""' Debs, while refusing to attend the convention, made his opinions known. He took
a middle-road position, opposing "anarchistic tactics" while arguing
that expulsion was too severe a penalty. 83
The Party leadership used this amendment to push Haywood off
the national executive committee in February 1913, Haywood declined to renew his party membership that yeai; and thousands of
revolutionary socialists followed suit.
The campaign against Haywood coincided with a related development in the Socialist Party-a decisive turn away from union
struggle. Iu 1912, the party contributed more than $21,000 in strike
support and labor defense cases. That figure dropped to $400 in
1913, and to zero in 1914."
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A< few years after the party expelled the bulk of its rww revolutionaries, the labor movement experienced massive growth, accompanied by a growing radicalization among workers. But the Socialist
Party's right wing, united in opposition to labor militancy, was unable to identify with this radicalization. After the victory of the 1917
Russian Revolution, tens of thousands of immigrant workers joined
tbe Socialist Party's foreign language federations, only to discover
that the party's leadership opposed the Bolsheviks. A<nd the party's
own conservatism prevented it ftom fighting effectively against tbe
crackdown on its own members in the years that followed.
During the First World War, Gompers agreed to ban all AFL
strikes and to allow the government to set wages for tbe duration of
the war. In exchange, the AFL was assured tbe right to unionize
workers under government jurisdiction. But as soon as the war
ended on November 11, 1918, the class struggle exploded once
again. Between 1914 and 1920 the organized labor movement doubled in size. Four million workers took part in strikes in 1919. Mine
workers demanded tbat mines be nationalized and called for a sixhour workday. In 1918-19, labor parties grew up in more than forty
U.S. cities." In 1920, as labor historian David Montgomery notes,
253 strikes were unauthorized by unions-involving "850,837
workers, or 58 percent of all the year's strikers." 86
The victory of a workers' revolution in Russia in 1917 boosted
the confidence of workers around the world. U.S. workers were no
exception. A 1920 study by the Interchurch World Movement reported, "the Russian government is a laboring man's government
and it has not fallen down yet. Two years of newspaper reports that
the Russian republic is about to fall seem to have given workingmen,
even here, a sort of class pride that it hasn't fallen." 87 The radical upsurge infected the AFL itself-when convention delegates, over
Gompers' objection, passed a resolution for "public ownership and
democratic management" of the nation's railroads. 88

The 1919 Seattle General Strike
The high point of this rise in struggle was undoubtedly the Seattle
General Strike, when 65,000 striking workers took over the city between February 6 and February 11, 1919. The strike was remarkable
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not only for its immense showing of class solidarity, but also for its
conscious identification with the Russian Revolution."'
From its beginning, the struggle incorporated both political and
labor demands. As historian Jeremy Brecher described, "When a socialist and former president of the Seattle AFL, Hulet Wells, was convicted for opposing the draft during the war and then tortured in
prison, the Seattle labor movement erupted with giant street rallies."
He added, "Even the more conservative members of the Seattle labor
movement supported the Bolshevik revolution and opposed U.S. intervention against it." 90
On January 21,35,000 Seattle shipyard workers went on strike
for higher pay. But the strike quickly took on a political dimension
when a representative of the government's United States Shipping
Board Emergency Fleet Corporation telegrammed the shipyard
owners to demand they grant no wage increases. The telegram, addressed to the employers' Metal Trades Association, was accidentally delivered to the workers' Metal Trades Council. The outraged
strikers asked the city's Central Labor Council to poll their unions'
members on authorization for a general strike. Within two weeks,
110 local unions had granted authorization and formed a three
hundred-member general strike committee, with a fifteen-member
executive committee, charged with running the strike. As Brecher described, the strike committee formed "virtually a countergovernment for the city." He continued,
Workers in various trades organized themselves to provide essential
services with the approval of subcommittees of the executive committee, which granted them exemptions from the strike. Garbage wagon
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drivers agreed to collect wet garbage that would create a health hazard,
but not paper and ashes. Firemen agreed to stay on the job. The laundry
drivers and laundry workers developed a plan to keep one shop open to
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handle hospital laundry; before the strike they instructed employers to
accept no more laundry, then worked a few hours after the strike deadline to finish clothes in process so they would not mildew. Vehicles authorized to operate bore signs reading, "Exempted by: the General
Strike Committee. ... Employers and government officials as well as
strikers came before the Strike Committee to request exemptions.~ 1
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Uniformed war veterans provided security for the city throughout the strike." The workers organized twenty-one dining halls
around Seattle that served workers and their families more than
30,000 meals per day." There was no violence during the Seattle
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General Strike, and arrests declined by nearly half for its duration.
The lack of violence did not prevent Seattle Mayor Ole Hanson from
calling for federal troops, who, along with National Guard, local police, and 2,400 hurriedly sworn-in special deputies, occupied the city
on February 7. Hanson later credited himself with having prevented
an insurrection: "The intent, openly and covertly announced, was
for the overthrow of the industrial system; here first, then everywhere .... True, there were no flashing guns, no bombs, no killings.
Revolution, I repeat, doesn't need violence." 94
The troop presence alone, however, did not force Seattle's workers into submission. The strike committee finally ended the strike
on February 11, citing "[p]ressure from international officers of
unions, from executive committees of unions, from the 'leaders' in
the labor movement, even from those very leaders who are called
'Bolsheviki' by the undiscriminating press.""
Seattle workers' support for the Russian Revolution continued,
however-evidenced in the fall of 1919, when longshoremen refused
to load arms destined for an anti-Bolshevik general (fighting to overthrow the workers' government) and "beat up strikebreakers who
tried to load them., 96

The Socialist Party grew throughout this period, though not exceeding its 1912 record. In 1917 local elections, SP candidates in
New York received 22 percent of the vote; in Chicago and Toledo,
each 34 percent, and in Dayton, 44 percent." By 1919, the Socialist
Party's membership approached one hundred thousand for the second time. 98

The Birth of American Communism
It was inevitable, however, that the Socialist Party's long-standing internal divisions would lead to a final split between reformists and
revolutionaries. That split took place at the 1919 Socialist Party convention, when its leaders faced a majority in support of the Russian
Revolution, intent on affiliating with the Comintern. To regain its
own majority, the SP leadership simply expelled two-thirds of its
membership, including six foreign language federations.
The Socialist Party never recovered. By 1929, its membership
had plummeted to a mere six thousand on paper-and far fewer in
reality. As Howe described,
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Hillquit was frank about the Party's condition, admitting that, at best, it
came to fitful life in a few cities during electoral campaigns and then
lapsed back into slumber. Somewhat later he said to [another Party
leader]: "You'll have to remember that the comrades in New York have
elevated inaction into a theory." Competing leftists often called the Socialist Party "a retirement home." 9!1

Although the Socialist Party would revive in the 1930s, most of
that generation's militant workers looked elsewhere for political
leadership.
The immediate prospects for a new revolutionary party, however, did not look promising in 1919. The expelled socialists, numbering perhaps fifty thousand, were unable to agree on a common
strategy and quickly split into two competing camps: the Englishspeaking group planned to crash an emergency convention called
by party leaders, to demand their reinstatement. The other, somewhat larger, group, representing the foreign language federations,
wanted to split to form its own organization. The first group's plans
proved entirely unsuccessful: upon entering the convention hal~ police immediately tossed them out.
In the end, the two competing factions founded two separate
parties with indistinguishable political principles. The Communist
Labor Party was formed on September 1, 1919, in Chicago, while
the Communist Party of America was formed one day later, on September 2, 1919, also in Chicago. Both parties immediately affiliated
with the Comintem. At the insistence of the Comintern, the two
groups came together to form the United Communist Party in 1921,
but they continued to squabble incessantly.""
American communism was thus born in the context of two competing factions. Not surprisingly, factionalism continued to characterize its existence for the next eight years. As Hallas described the
Communist Party of the early 1920s:
The Communist Party, on the other hand-the product of a fusion in
1919-20---was essentially a federation of factions. It must have been
one of the very worst parties in the Comintern-and that's really: saying
something. It was internalized, fraught with problems, and ineffective
until two events coincided. One was the onset of the world slump. The
impact of the slump in the U.S. was enormous. In the years 1929-32
there was a catastrophic drop in industrial output of 40 percent. Secondly, by 1929 the American Conununist Party had been effectively
Stalinized-all the warring factions were done away with. 101
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Maintaining a strong allegiance to the IWW-and incorporating
the Wobblies' hostility to the AFL---the American communists initially refused to work within the AFL. On this issue, they quickly
found themselves in conflict with the Cornintern's emphasis on
working within all existing trade unions. In July 1921, the Comintern, comparing the U.S. situation with the rise of revolutionary
workers' movements in Europe, issued an explicit rebuttal to the
American communists' refusal to work within the AFL:
The same revolutionary process is occurring in America, though more
slowly. Communists must on no account leave the ranks of the reac-

tionary Federation of Labor. On the contrary, they should seek to gain a

foothold in the old trade unions with the aim of revolutionizing them. It
is vital that they work with the IWW members most sympathetic to the
Party; this does not, however, preclude arguing against the IWW's po-

'Iitical positions. hu

Won over, the competing factions permanently united to form
the Workers' Party (the Communist Party), its purpose "to coordinate the entire left wing of the American labor movement within the
existing unions." William Z. Foster, who joined the communist
movement in 1921, greatly contributed to this aim. Foster was already an established union activist who had formed the Trade Union
Education League (TUEL) in 1920 as a broad labor formation that
quickly established a base in a number of AFL unions. As Montgomery described, "The TUEL was most influential in unions that
had shown a progressive orientation by 1921, especially the miners,
ladies' garment workers, amalgamated clothing workers, carpenters, and machinists., 103
But by 1923 in the atmosphere of anticommunist hysteria that
pervaded U.S. society, the TUEL found itself increasingly isolated,
even by Foster's AFL allies. By that time, the AFL itself was devoting
its efforts to a campaign to curb immigration. Once Foster's communist affiliation became publicly known, he was shunned even in his
home base of Chicago, where he had enjoyed a collaborative relationship with AFL leaders for years.
In 1924, the TUEL joined forces with the Chicago Federation of
Labor in an ill-fated attempt to support the independent presidential
campaign of maverick Republican Senator Robert M. LaFollette. As
Montgomery noted, "So intense was the pressure from the AFL ...
againsr that move, however, that few prominent progressives at-
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tended. As a result, the convention was easily dominated by the communists, who captured the determination of those people who had
come for immediate action and brushed aside the hesitant leaders of
rhe Chicago Federation of Labor. The latter abruptly abandoned the
movement." 104

By the mid-1920s, it would have been difficult to predict that the
Communist Party would achieve mass influence in the labor movement just a decade later.

The 1920s Red Scare
American communism was born in the midst of the wave of political
repression that accompanied the U.S. entry into war. The repression
accelerated in response to the radicalization that followed the Russian Revolution. The red scare of this period, like the McCarthy era
that followed in the 1940s and 1950s, had the dual purpose of bolstering U.S. rulers' foreign policy aims while stamping our workingclass opposition ar home.
Socialisrs and Wobblies alike were sent to prison or deponed for
"betraying" America under the Espionage Act. The U.S. Postal Service
suspended or banned all antiwar publications from delivery by U.S.
mail. The employers who crushed strikes during this era justified their
actions in the language of patriotism. The fWW was singled out with a
vengeance. In Jerome, Ariwna, copper mine owners formed the
"Jerome Loyalry League" to destroy an fWW-Ied miners' srrike in
1917. In Bisbee, Arizona, an army of two thousand "deputies" attacked another miners' strike, and as Nicholson described, "The
workers, and every local labor advocate, fWW member and sympathizer (including several local businessmen), were packed into railroad
carrie cars with minimal provisions and stranded in the midst of the
New Mexico desen." "' In Butte, Montana, mine owners arranged the
murder of fWW organizer Frank Little, whose "tortured and mutilated body was found hanging from a railroad trestle bridge" in August 1917.'"
The wanime repression long outlasted the war itself. In September 1919, Congress created the American Legion as an arm of
the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), as Nicholson
wrote, "for the stared purpose of combating radicalism, especially as
it manifested irself in the labor goal of the closed or union shop":
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Before 1919 was over, Legionnaires had helped break a streetcar
workers• strike in Denver, Colorado (August}, and attacked the
"fW\'V; meeting hall in Centralia, Washington (November). When
they were met with armed Wobbly resisrance in Centralia, Legionnaires captured, castrated, and lynched the lWW leader. Wesley
Everett, a decorated World War I vereran. The patriotic vigilantes of
the American Legion made no secret of their political ideals. The
featured guest speaker at the American Legion Convention in San
Francisco in 1923 was one of their heroes, the Italian Fascist dicta~
tor, Benito Mussolini. ~'~'~
1

In 1920, thirty-two stares banned the flying of a red flag, and
New York Stare declared the Socialist Party an illegal organization.'" By 1921, Montgomery noted, only eleven of eighty-eight
major cities had removed their wartime bans on street meetings."
The U.S. Justice Department worked hand in glove with the
Labor Department, including irs Immigration Bureau, to persecute "dangerous radicals," while immigration laws were used to
arrest and deport foreign-born radicals and union activists.'"'
Between 1917 and 1920, many stares passed laws effectively
outlawing the IWW for the crime of "criminal syndicalism." On
November 19, 1919, Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer (then
seeking the Democratic Party presidential nomination), with the
aid of a young J. Edgar Hoover, directed Justice Department
agents ro raid radical offices in more than twelve cities, arresting
two thousand alleged radicals in New York alone. On January 2,
1920, the Palmer raids resumed, as agents staged simultaneous
attacks on communists and IWW members in thirty-three
cities-deporting between five thousand and ten thousand immigrants for allegedly belonging to a radical organization. As Lens
described, "Seldom had America witnessed such police stare raetics. Five hundred men and women were arrested in Boston,
shackled, and driven through the streets."'" Levine noted, "The
raids virtually destroyed local Communist organizations."'"
Meanwhile, Congress set its sights on excluding immigrants
" ... 'of undesirable' nationalities, without closing the doors to
Northern Europeans or depriving western farm operators of migrant hands," according to Montgomery.'" Merging eugenics
with anticommunism, Washington's activist senator Albert Johnson opposed allowing rhe entry of those who were "filthy,
un-Arnerican, and often dangerous in their habits. n Ill
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The red scare was closely tied to government efforts to curb the
class struggle, evidenced by Congress' attempt to make it a crime to
"advocate a railway sttike" in 1919. "'But its efforts did not always
succeed. Although the Senate incorporated a strike ban in a railroad
postwar reprivatization bill, the ban was removed in committeeafter the International Association of Machinists (lAM) threatened a
nationwide strike if it passed.
AFL unions joined in the anticommunist hysteria. In 1923, the
UMWA ordered the expulsion of all communists from membership.
In 1924 and 1925, the carpenters' and machinists' unions followed
suit. The AITs October 1923 convention expelled its only known
communist delegate, union member William Dunne.ns
The repression culminated in the 1927 execution of Sacco and
Vanzetti. The two Italian anarchists became symbols of persecution
against foreign-born workers, and as their execution date drew nea~;
proteSts and strikes spread from New York City's garment workers to
called for sttikes on the anarMidwestern coal miners. Wben the
chists' behalf, miners as far away as Colorado walked out."' By the late
1920s, the number of annual deportations rose to more than 38,000."'
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The "Roaring Twenties": A Bosses' Paradise
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By 1920, a majority of the U.S. population was concentrated in industrial cities for the first time."" The decade saw the growing con·
centration of capital and wealth, with more than twelve hundred
mergers in manufacturing between 1918 and 1928."' Income tax
rates for the wealthiest Americans fell from 77 percent during World
War I to just 25 percent in its aftermath. As Levine notes, "By the end
of 1929 the two hundred largest business corporations possessed
nearly half the corporate wealth of the United States, 38 percent of
the business wealth, and 20 percent of the total national wealth."""
With good reason, the 1920s became known as the "Roaring Twen·
ties" for its soaring profits and unbridled ruling-class opulence.
The rise of mass-production industries that followed World War I
greatly accelerated labor productivity: between 1914 and 1927, pro·
ductivity increased by 55 percent in iron and steel, 178 percent in
auto, and 292 percent in rubber.'" During the long boom of the
1920s, leading economists proclaimed capitalism's booms and slumps
to be a thing of the past, declaring that the U.S. economy could look
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forward to "permanent prosperity." The banking magnate Melvin A.
Traylor declared confidently, "We need not fear a recurrence of the
conditions that will plunge the nation into the depths of the more violent financial panics such as have occurred in the past."'"
Corporate leaders spent the decade slashing wages and breaking
unions, with widespread success, while promoting their own toothless company unions. The Supreme Court's 1923 Adkins v. Children's
Hospital ruling pronounced minimum wage laws as violations of the
Constitution's "protection of liberty of contract." During the 1920s,
corporations used twice as many court injunctions against strikes
than "in any comparable period," according to Nicholson.'"
Employers were further aided in their efforts by the government's
red scare that lasted well into the 1920s. The National Association of
Manufacturers went on an antiunion offensive. Dovetailing with the
red scare, the Association organized a mass literature campaign to
discredit unionism as linked to "Communist activities." 114 Corporations across the country enrolled in a campaign calling itself "the
American Plan," in a patriotic challenge to the tyranny of "unAmerican" unionism. As Lens described, "From a thousand different
but coordinated forums, the disciples of 'Americanism' shouted that
unions desecrated the worker's right to 'free choice.' " 125
Many employers took the opportunity to force workers to sign
pledges that they would never join a labor union-widely derided as
"yellow dog contracts" in the union movement. Bethlehem Steel refused to sell its steel to contractors "who were so unpatriotic as to
hire union labor." 126
Although 688,538 workers took part in more than eleven hundred strikes between 1922 and 1926, most went down in defeat.
"Victory" was relative, and usually involved a wage cut-but one
lower than employers initially demanded. By 1929, the AFL had lost
a million members, dropping from four million in 1920, to three million at the end of 1929."' The UMW represented just 80,000 miners
by 1928, its membership falling to 40,000 by 1932.'"

Heading South to Escape Unions
One of the worst labor defeats of this era was reserved for Southern
textile workers, by an employing class intent on preserving the
South's status as a nonunion haven for employers.
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In the late 1920s, many textile manufacturers had already begun
escaping unionization in the North by relocating to the Deep South.
By 1927, cotton textile production was concentrated in the South,
67 percent as measured by yards produced and 56 percent by
value."' The North-South wage differential was enormous. In 1928,
the Bureau of Labor estimated that hourly wages were 43.6 percent
lower in the South in a survey of seventeen occupations. That same
year, wages in Southern textile mills stood at 29.1 cents per hour,
compared with 41.4 cents in New England.'" Business Week described this significant wage differential as "the lure dangled before
the noses of harassed New England mill owners.""'
Plagued with problems of chronic overproduction due to seasonal fashion fluctuations, textile companies fought ruthlessly to
guard their interests against labor reform of any kind.'" As one
South Carolina mill owner declared candidly: "We govern like the
Czar of Russia., 133 Historian Irving Bernstein noted of this period,
On issues that affected their interests the mill owners exercised firm
control over the machinery o£ state and local government. Nearly all
representatives and senators from the Southern textile states in Washington felt it was their sacred duty to protect the industry against outside encroachment in such matters as foreign competition, the child
labor amendment, and federal investigation of working conditions.
When an occasional critical voice was raised in protest ... the mill

owners' hostility guaranteed that it would not be heard.u•

Southern mill owners controlled all institutions in company
towns-including the clergy. As one manager put it: "We had a young
fellow from an Eastern seminary down here as pastor ... and the
young fool went around saying that we helped pay the preachers'
salaries in order to control them. That was a damn lie-and we got rid

of him., 135
Hiring policies virtually barred Black workers from jobs in the
Southern textile industry: of a hundred thousand North Carolina textile
workers in 1930, fewer than tbree thousand were African American, all
employed in the worst and most dangerous jobs."' But Southern textile
manufacturers paid poverty wages to their largely white workforces. In
1919, a Senate investigation showed textile wages were the lowest in
manufacturing, with the possible exception of tobacco.
Southern 1920s-era laws upheld the sixty-hour week and ten- to
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twelve-hour days that were typical io the textile industry. Alabama
law placed no limit on work hours. North Carolioa and Georgia
allowed up to a sixty-hour workweek. Children under the age of
fourteen were common in the textile workforce. South Carolina provided no workmen's compensation for those injured on the job.
Those labor laws that did exist went largely unenforced. A 1929
investigation by the South Carolina House of Representatives found
the office of the state's Commissioner of Agriculture, Commerce,
and Industry "in a state of inertia and lethargy." The investigation
concluded, however, that the commissioner himself was "quite
wakeful" in making sure "to suppress and excuse practically every

violation of labor laws. " 137
The United Textile Workers (UTW), an AFL union, was singularly unsuccessful in organizing in the 1920s, although it was unclear
how hard it had tried. The UTW's membership shrank during the
course of the decade, by 1929 representing less than 3 percent of the
nation's 1.1 million textile workers---<1ll in the North. Labor scholar
Robert R. R. Brooks observed, "The union appeared to consist almost entirely of a suite of offices, a complement of officers, and a
splendid array of filing cabioets.""'
The UTW was ill-prepared to face the wrath of Southern textile
manufacturers when members of its Local 1630 io Elizabethtown,
Tennessee-facing widespread speedups (called "stretch-outs" io textiles) and wage cuts-went out on strike in April 1929. The towns'
leading citizens responded by organiziog vigilante mobs who were
"determined that the strike menace be nipped io the bud." "' Armed
gangs, led by Elizabethtown businessmen and police, drove two union
organizers over the state border and warned them never to return. One
organizer reported that the local president of the First National Bank
led the armed gang that seized him, telling him at gunpoint that he
would "fill me full of holes if I returned." Another union member was
beaten by a mob-headed by a local leader of the Presbyterian
Church---<1fter they entered his home io the middle of the night. His
sister arrived with a rifle, and after exchanging gunfire, the thugs left.'""'
AFL President William Green (who succeeded Gompers) traveled to Elizabethtown to pledge the federation's support to a gathering of four thousand strikers. The company subsequently fired all
members of Local 1630. The union called a second strike in response, shutting down two Elizabethtown mills. This time, the strik-
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ers were met by eight hundred state police and sheriff's deputiespaid for by management: $1,000 per day to the state of Tennessee for
the service of its police force and $50,000 to the county in a "goodwill" gesture for the use of its deputies. The troops reported directly
to plant managers-arresting 1,25 0 striking workers from the picket
line. The violence that ensued culminated in the firebombing of the
town's main water line. 141
On May 25, union officials and management finally reached an
agreement, one that did not recognize the union but mandated management to meet with an employee committee to discuss grievances.
But on September 19, the company posted a notice stating, "The
management does not intend at any time to discuss any matters ...
with outside individuals or organizations." Those workers who objected were told they should not "remain in our employ." 142
The defeat of the UTW highlighted the enormous odds that
would confront labor in the South-<md especially in the textile industry. There were more defeats to follow, but also the potential for
some very significant advances _in the years to come.

The Triumph of Stalinism and
"Third Period" Communism
The Russian Revolution of 1917 was an inspiration to most radicals
and revolutionaries, even if they were not 100 percent behind the
policies of the new Bolshevik regime. The situation changed dramatically over the next decade. By 1928, the year Stalin exiled Trotsky,
the Russian regime oversaw the complete reversal of every gain won
by the working class in the 1917 revolution. 143 From then on, Communist Parties internationally were required to uncritically adopt
each twist and tum in Stalin's foreign and domestic policy as their
own. While this rid the American Communist Party of its perpetual
factionalism, the organization became a caricature of the machine
that Stalin built to rule Russia. As American Communist Party leader
Earl Browder argued in the mid-1930s, "If one is not interested in directives from Moscow, that only means he is not interested in building socialism at all." 144
In 1928, when Stalin frrst secured control overthe Russian Communist Party, he announced that capitalism was entering a new period of economic crisis and revolution would soon be on the global
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agenda. Soon the only alternatives would be communism or fascism,
he pronounced. The duty of communists the world over was therefore to prepare for the upcoming revolutionary crisis-by declaring
war on all liberal and social democratic leaders, whom Stalin labeled
"social fascists," or secret supporters of fascism masquerading as social reformers.
Thus, at Stalin's behest, Communist Parties around the world entered their wildly sectarian Third Period era in 1928, seeking to enhance their own revolutionary image by denouncing all other forces
on the left as traitors to the "Bolshevik tradition." The Third Period
had nothing to do with world politics, however, but was the product
of Stalin's "revolutionary" justification for the forced collectivization of agriculture underway inside the USSR.'"
During the Third Period, lasting from 1928 until 1934, American communists dutifully denounced members of the Socialist Party
and other reformers as "social fascists." In the midst of the 1929
stock market crash that ushered in the Great Depression, the October 28 issue of the communist newspaper, the Daily Worker, reserved
its main editorial for an attack on Socialist Party leader "Norman
Thomas, Candidate of the Third Capitalist Party.""'
But the Stalinists reserved their fiercest hostility for the tiny Trotskyist movement, then attempting in very difficult circumstances to
build an alternative to Stalinism. Following Stalin's lead, the American CP expelled its own Trotskyist faction in 1928. From that point
on, communists engaged in a relendess campaign against Trotsky
and his political allies, (falsely) accusing them of being in league with
Hider himself. The persecution against Trotsky culminated in his
murder at the hands of Stalin's assassin in Mexico in 1940.'" The
American Communist Party's campaign against Trotskyists also periodically included physical assaults, from the late 1920s and continuing into the 1940s.'"
In its Third Period, communists managed to also alienate organized labor when it formed rival "red" unions to compete with the
AFL. In 1929, the CP replaced its broadly oriented Trade Union Education League (TUEL) with the "revolutionary" Trade Union Unity
League (TUUL), completing its shift to red unionism. The TUUL
was, by all accounts, unsuccessful in all its aims. 149

CHAPTER FOUR

Depression Decade:
The Turning Point

T

he 1920s-era economists who declared a "permanent end"
to booms and slumps had spoken much too soon. Before the
decade was over, the U.S. economy plunged into its worst depression in history. The October 1929 stock market crash that
marked the beginning of the Great Depression ushered in an extended period of misery for the entire working class. By 1932, fully
23.6 percent of the population was unemployed. But certain sectors
of industrial workers were hit even hardet; particularly in textiles
and auto. Employment at the Ford Motor Company, for example,
dropped from 128,142 in 1929 to just 37,000 in 1931. 1
As Nicholson noted,
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For every publicized suicide of a failed businessman or stock speculator,
thousands of innocent workers, women, and children died of starva-

tion, malnutrition, or exposure. No one will ever know how many
working-class women died of botched abortions, or how many infants
were killed or died because of the effects of the Depression. No laboring
family was untouched .... By the terribly cold winter ofl932-33 a full
third of the labor force was unemployed and without regular income. In
large cities and industrial centers the unemployment rate was 40 to 50
percent.2

But there was little sympathy for the starving masses among U.S.
rulers. Indeed, employers used the threat of unemployment to force
down the wages of those who still had jobs. By 1930, real weekly
earnings had fallen by 20 percent across all industries, and by 15 to
30 percent in manufacturing and mining.'
Republican President Herbert Hoover opposed every measure to
10?
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grant federal assistance to feed the hungry or help the homeless.
Hoover refused even to acknowledge rhe existence of mass unemployment and did nothing to provide relief, besides appointing a
government commission to "investigate" rhe problem. With good
reason, shantytowns of impoverished workers were widely known
as "Hoovervilles." Even "Mickey Mouse" could have defeated
Hoover in 1932, as was frequently noted at the time.'
Hoover did, howevet; grant some important labor reforms. Perhaps sensing the threat of a coming upturn in class struggle, he signed
legislation outlawing yellow dog contracts and restricting the use of
court injunctions against strikes. Nicholson commented, "The concept of the federal protection for rhe right of workers to form collective organizations for representation, however, would soon become

one of the foundations of the rapid expansion of unions during the
New Deal. That right is usually credited to the new president,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, but actually began in its advance in the
administration of Herbert Hoover." 5
Most employers nevertheless flatly refused to bargain with any
union in rhe early 1930s.

The Limits of the New Deol
When Roosevelt campaigned for president in 1932, his platform differed little from rhe Republicans, orher rhan a vaguely worded promise for a "new deal for Americans" and a promise of limited
unemployment benefits. But neither Roosevelt and the Democrats,
nor rhe Republicans, objected when the U.S. Army attacked a protest
of 15,000 unemployed workers "using tanks and tear gas" in Washington, D.C., in the summer of 1932.'
As Nicholson argued, "Until the banking crisis of 1933, and the
first hundred days of the New Deal, the government did not intervene on behalf of the people in the same way as it responded to demands for help on behalf of business. Helping to relieve the distress
of business was accepted as a legitimate course of government action, whereas helping impoverished people was not." 7
Police repeatedly fired upon hunger marchers in the early 1930s.
In 1932, the Detroit police used machine guns to mow down a
hunger demonstration of several thousand. Four demonstrators
were killed and more than sixty were injured. Yet afterward a city
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prosecutor commented, "I say I wish they'd killed a few more of
those damn rioters." • When faced with opposition from its impoverished population, U.S. rulers systematically responded with violence.
But in so doing, they unleashed an unparalleled era of working-class
upheaval.
Even before Roosevelt's inauguration in March 1933, tbe union
movement was already rising, particularly among young workers.
Auto manufacturers, for example, generally refused to hire anyone
over the age of forty, preferring young workers who could keep up
with the rapidly moving assembly line.' But these young workers
also proved to be energetic fighters on picket lines. In January 1933,
fifteen thousand autoworkers went out on strike, demanding the
right to organize. That same year, Harmel meatpackers in Austin,
Minnesota, went on the first sit-down strike of the decade, and
won. 10

In May 1933, Roosevelt granted workers the right to organize
into unions in Section 7(a) of tbe National Industrial Recovery Act
(NIRA), and workers rushed to organize unions. Section 7(a) provided a minimum wage and maximum hours. But its most important
passage read, "employees shall have tbe right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and
shall be free from the interference, restraint, or coercion of employers."" In 1933, tbere were 1,695 work stoppages, double the figure
for 1932, and tbey involved 1,117,000 workers-nearly four times
tbe number for tbe previous year. In 1934, the figures rose a bit
higher: 1,856 strikes, involving 1,470,000 workers." But everywhere employers put up violent resistance.

The Bloody Textile Strike of i934
Like workers across the country, textile workers interpreted tbe
NIRA as an invitation to organize. The AFI.:s United Textile Workers
of America (UTW), with just fifty tbousand members in 1933, ballooned to four hundred thousand by mid-1934. But as a group, textile manufacturers had no intention of surrendering to collective
bargaining, and summarily fired these new union members whenever tbey protested tbe flagrant violations of wage and hour laws
that characterized tbe industry.
A meeting of UTW delegates on August 31, 1934, called ana-
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tiona! strik~emanding union recognition, reinstatement of all
workers fired for union activity, and a thirty-hour workweek at the
forty-eight-hour week pay scale established by the N1RA. Nearly
four hundred thousand East Coast textile workers responded to the
call, from New England to the Deep South. The workers formed flying pickets, traveling from one mill town to the next, calling other
workers out on strike.
The New York Times sounded the alarm at the flying pickets,
warning that women were "taking an increasingly active part in the
picketing, egging on the men" and were "apparently prepared to
stop at nothing to obtain their objectives." The Times added, "The
growing mass character of the picketing operations is rapidly assuming the appearance of military efficiency and precision and is something entirely new in the history of American labor struggles." 13
The manufacturers retaliated with a reign of terror in one of the
bloodiest labor defeats in U.S. history. Brooks observed, "The thousands of militiamen, sheriffs, and armed strikebreakers which were
thrown into strike territories and the numerous deaths at the hands
of drunken deputies and nervous guardsmen linked the forces of law
and order so clearly with the interests of the textile employers that
northern newspaper reporters repeatedly referred to the situation as
'the employers' offensive.'" 14
In the South, the employers justified the armed mobs attacking
strikers with a torrent of racism, combined with anticommunism.
The Gastonia Daily Gazette ran "Communism in the South. Kill it!"
as a front-page headline. Employers distributed antiunion leaflets to
white workers asking, "Would you belong to a union which opposes
white supremacy?" 15
In Gastonia, North Carolina, National Guardsmen, joined by
armed strikebreakers, were ordered to "shoot to kill" unarmed strikers: "Without warning came the first shots, followed by many others, and for a few minutes there was bedlam. Striker afrer striker fell
to the ground, with the cries of wounded men sounding over the field
and men and women running shrieking from the scene." 16 In
Burlington, North Carolina, troops bayoneted five picketers in a
group of four hundred, all wearing "peaceful picket" badges. Georgia Governor Eugene Talmadge declared martial law and threw
strikers into prison camps. 17
National Guard troops occupied mill towns throughout New En-
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gland. Rhode Island's Democratic governor declared the strikers were
leading "a communist uprising and not a textile strike in Rhode Island," and declared a state of insurrection. In Sayles, Rhode Island,
state troopers fired at pickets with machine guns. In Woonsocket,
troops used teargas on a crowd of two thousand strikers and fired
into the crowd, killing one and injuring four."
Once again, the AFL failed to provide the leadership needed to
win the strike. Rhode Island UTW leader Frank Gorman refused to
sanction the flying pickets and blamed the violence on communists."
Lens wrote, "Leftists who offered the union help were rebuffed or
even castigated. No effort was made by the UTW to call city or state
strikes, or to involve the garment industry unions, beyond securing
financial help from them."" The union declared the strike a "victory" and called it off after three weeks, with nothing gained. Thousands of strikers lost their jobs; others were forced to sign yellow dog
pledges to leave the union.
But in the strike's aftermath, textile workers began to clamor for
a labor party. As Eric Leif Davin argued,

.,

In both the South and New England, the United Textile Workers' strike
taught mill workers to distrust the Democratic Party, whose representatives had fought the strike. The Massachusetts Committee for a Labor
Party declared in March 1936, "The New Deal was supposed to give us
the right to organize. Yet when the textile workers went on strike in
1934 for recognition of their union and to stop speed-up, Democratic

governors in 12 states called out the militia to drive the workers back to
work and break the strike. In fact, 14 workers were killed by: militia
called out by Democratic governors.'' 21
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Even Gorman, who had helped to lead the textile strike to defeat,
was convinced of the need for a labor party by his experience.
"Many of us did not understand what we do now,'' Gorman acknowledged. "We know now that we are naive to depend on the
forces of government to protect us."" Gorman brought the fight to
the 1935 AFL convention, where he proposed one of a total of thirteen labor party resolutions. Despite considerable bureaucratic
stonewalling by AFL leaders, his resolution lost by just four votes,
with a total of 108 to 104."
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The Tide Begins to Turn
As the NIRA strengthened more workers' resolve to unionize, the
center of struggle shifted away from hunger and unemployed
marches toward strikes for union recognition in key industries. The
left also began to grow again in this period. The Communist Party
grew from eight thousand to twenty-four thousand members, and
even the Socialist Party experienced an increase in membership.
These two developments were related since, as Lens argued,
"One or two leftists among a thousand workers was enough to give
the group direction and stimulus, and there were plenty of young
leftists around. A new generation, active at first in the battles of the
unemployed, and then in the plants, talked openly of revolution as if
it were the first order of business on the historical agenda.""'
In 1934, the tide began to turn. Although the textile workers
were defeated that year, three other strikes, in San Francisco, Toledo,
and Minneapolis-fought almost simultaneously in the spring and
summer of 1934--began to shift the momentum in favor of workers.
Each strike proved in practice that working-class solidarity could
win, however well-armed and -funded the employers' side. Labor
radicals played a key role in leading all three strikes to victory, relying on the strength of class solidarity alone and rejecting any collaboration with the employers.
The Toledo Auto-Lite Strike
Local 18384 of the AFL first called a strike at Toledo's Auto-Lite
parts plants and two affiliated companies on February 23, 1934. But
the union was designated a "federal" affiliate of the AFL, allowing it
no autonomy from national control, and AFL president William
Green quickly ordered the strikers back to work. A month and a half
later; under continuing duress, four thousand Auto-Lite workers
again went out on strike. But the strikers represented fewer than half
the workers employed at Auto-Lite, making it relatively easy for the
company to keep the plant running. To further demoralize the workers, a court soon issued an injunction limiting the number of pickets
to twenty-five. The AFL decided to accommodate the court ruling,
allowing strikebreakers to enter the plant freely."
In April1934, no one could have expected that this strike would
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end in victory. But the American Workers Party, a small organization
led by A. J. Muste, built a solidarity movement that united employed
and unemployed in a common struggle. Muste was a unique type of
1930s radical, a religious pacifist wary of Stalinism but sympathetic
to socialism-and dedicated to building the union movement."
With one-third of Toledo's residents out of work, the company
could have quickly assembled a large army of strikebreakers. Thus,
the most immediate threat to the strike came from the city's large
number of unemployed. But the unemployed proved key to winning
the strike. Through Muste's Lucas County Unemployed League, the
strikers managed to convince thousands of unemployed workers
that their own interests lay not in stealing the strikers' jobs but in
helping the union to win its strike.
Lens described,
The league, like the federal [AFL]local, had been enjoined from picket·
ing, but its officers had less respect for the sanctity of the courts. Unity
of the jobless with strikers was a cardinal principle, almost a religious
dogma, with the revolutionaries _of the American Workers Party. ...
True to their word, they mobilized 1,000 unemployed before the AutoLite gates on the first day, 4,000 on the next, and 6,000 on the third.

Pickets were generally peaceful until May 23, when a strikebreaker threw a bolt at a woman striker, and some strikers responded in kind. The Associated Press reported, "Suddenly, a
barrage of tear gas bombs was hurled from upper factory windows.
At the same time, company employees armed with iron bars and
clubs dragged a fire hose into the street and played water on the
crowd. The strike sympathizers replied with bricks, as they choked
from gas fumes and fell back."" Although police went in swinging,
they had to give up, also choking from tear gas. A fifteen-hour battle ensued, after which nine hundred National Guard troops finally
rescued the strikebreakers trapped inside.
The troops opened fire on the strikers, killing two and injuring
dozens, but the workers did not back down. They fought the National Guard for a total of six days, with numerous injuries on both
sides. Finally, on May 31, the company agreed to close the plant to
strikebreakers and the troops were removed. The next day, forty
thousand workers protested outside the Lucas County Courthouse
against the arrests of two hundred strikers-and ninety-eight of the
city's ninety-nine local unions pledged to call a general strike in sym-
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pathy. The company finally backed down on June 4, granting union
recognition to Local 183 84 and agreeing to rebire all strikers."

The San Frandsco General Strike
Like the Toledo strike, San Francisco longshoremen defied their
own union leaders when they called a West Coast strike in May
1934. The International Longshoremen's Association (!LA) had already negotiated a secret agreement with the employers that would
have weeded out young union militants from the docks when the
San Francisco longshoremen voted unanimously to call a strike for
May 9. Despite frantic telegrams urging a postponement from both
the U.S. Department of Labor and !LA officials, the strike went on
as scbeduled.
By May 11, fourteen thousand longshoremen were on strike
from San Diego to Seattle. The strikers demanded a closed union
shop and a thirty-hour workweek to replace the forty-eight-hour
week then in place. One of their most important demands was for a
union-controlled hiring hall to replace· the system by which foremen
could pick out those they wanted to work each day-in a long tradition of favoritism, by whicb payoffs and bribes to supervisors were
necessary to get hired.
Rank-and-file union members elected communist Harry Bridges
as chairman of the San Francisco strike committee." From the beginning, the strike was remarkable for its immense solidarity, with daily
mass meetings and round-the-clock pickets. The thousand burly San
Francisco pickets were extremely successful at keeping scabs away:
only five union members successfully crossed the picket line. As Lens
commented, "No sensible person would have tried to cross that
picket line without a few squads of police to shepherd him through,
and even then he might not have made it. The pickets did not have to
resort to violence often, for their mere presence was a discouragementto those who had designs on their jobs.""
"It is a different strike from any the Coast has ever known," remarked the liberal Nation." Squads of longshoremen at the docks
personally appealed to rank-and-file truck drivers and merchant
marines to support their strike--and those rank-and-filers, in turn,
pressured their own union leaders to call a sympathy strike. Within a
week, the Teamsters' union refused to haul cargo to or from the
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docks and twenty-five thousand maritime workers were on strike in
solidarity up and down the West Coast."
AFL president William Green, meanwhile, denounced the strikers as "communists." But !LA leaders who tried to push through an
agreement without the union hiring hall demand in mid-June were
booed down by a mass meeting of strikers. Two months into the
strike, the city's business community pulled together to open the
port. On the morning of July 5, the city sent in its entire police force,
which opened fire on the crowd, launching a daylong pitched battle,
known as "Bloody Thursday." The pickets dispersed, only to reassemble hours later-this time joined by substantial numbers of
workers from other unions. In the melee that followed, four workers
were killed and hundreds more wounded. Later the workers placed
flowers at the site where two workers were killed, with the words,
"Two men killed here, murdered by police." 33
U the longshoremen had surrendered, the defeat would have reverberated through all unions, reaching up and down the West
Coast. Instead, the San Francisco strike committee decided to expand the strike to other unions. By July 14, representatives of 115
local unions voted to go out on a general strike in their support."
Although a citywide general strike was the last thing AFL leaders wanted, there was nothing they could do to head it off. So they
immediately assumed leadership of the strike in order to quickly
bring it to a close. The Central Labor Council called a general
strike, bringing 130,000 workers out, paralyzing the entire city for
four days-but effectively seizing leadership from the strike committee.
Police and National Guard Troops (now numbering forty-five
hundred) unleashed a wave of repression on strikers all over San
Francisco, while vigilante squads raided union offices and attacked
workers wherever they gathered. As Art Preis noted, "Thirty-five
gangs of vigilantes, heavily armed, raided headquarters of the Communist, 1WW and Socialist groups .... In some instances, the police
who arrived after the vigilantes left completed the work of destruction. They jailed more than 300 persons." 35
lnstead of leading the strike forward, the AFL leadership deliberately wound it down. By the third day of the strike, they began to demand the strikers should end it. By the fourth day, the strike was
over:
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[Immediately] President Green of the AFL disowned the strike. The second day of the strike the General Strike Conunittee called for arbitration of all issues, thus giving up the basic demand which the strike was
all about, the union hiring hall. The third day it reopened all union
restaurants and butcher shops and ended embargoes on gasoline and

fuel oil. ... By the fourth day the General Strike Committee voted 191
to 174 to end the general strike. 36

The longshoremen won union recognition but were forced to
compromise on the demand for a union hiring hall-a partial victory, but far short of what would have been possible had the general
strike continued. In the strike's aftermath, Nicholson noted, "the entire area seethed with class hatred." 37

Minneapolis Teamsters Strike
The 1934 Minneapolis Teamsters strike occurred in three waves of
struggle: as a truck drivers' strike in February that expanded to include warehouse workers in May and ended in victory in July. Rankand-file leaders of Minneapolis Teamsters Local 574 were able to
maintain control from start to finish. The national Teamsters' union,
then numbering just ninety-five thousand, was much too weak to
impose its will on the upstart local, although the union's president,
Daniel Tobin, remained hostile through every phase of the strike.
Local574 wrote to Tobin in February, requesting permission to
go on strike. The local finally received a reply from Tobin, refusing to
give the unions permission to strike--but not until two days after the
first phase of the strike ended in February. "By that time we'd won
and had signed a contract with increased pay," explained Local574
president Bill Brown."
For emphasis, Tobin denounced the Minneapolis strike leaders
as "radicals and Communists, in the Teamsters magazine.39 AFL officials thus played no role in winning the victory in Minneapolis. The
strike's leaders were rank-and-file truck drivers. In particulai; a
group of Minneapolis Trotskyists-Karl Skoglund and brothers Vinoent, Miles, and Grant Dunne--played a decisive role in shaping the
character of the strike. Another strike leadei; coal driver Farrell
Dobbs, joined the Trotskyists as a result of his experience in 1934.
Dobbs, a young worker who had voted for Hoover in 1926, hardly
fit the stereotype of an "outside agitator" so commonly associated
with radicals.
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As in Toledo and San Francisco, the Minneapolis strike "displayed radical leadership's reliance on the rank and file, advance
planning as meticulous as that of an army and a defiance of what is
commonly called 'law and order' when law and order was specifically directed at crushing their union," Lens observed.
By May, five thousand Teamsters were on strike, but the union's
various operations involved thousands of Minneapolis workers beyond Local 574. The strike itself expanded dramatically when thirtyfive thousand building workers walked off the job in solidarity, and
the city's taxi workers followed suit. Even the city's Central Labor
Council endorsed the strike."'
Each step of the way, the union's seventy-five-member strike
committee-made up of rank-and-file truck drivers-ran the struggle democratically, through nightly mass meetings with all striking
workers and publishing a daily strike newspaper with a circulation
that reached ten thousand. The strikers organized their own hospital
and kitchen out of the garage that served as strike headquarters,
treating the injured and feeding up to ten thousand workers per day.
Teams of strikers constantly patrolled the streets of Minneapolis
in "cruising picket squads"-trucks filled with picketers who could
be immediately dispatched to confront scab trucks moving anywhere in the city. The trucks phoned into union headquarters every
ten minutes with progress reports, such as "Truck attempting to

move load of produce from Berman Fruit, under police convoy.
Have only ten pickets, send help.""
Two thousand Minneapolis businessmen, organized under the
neutral title of the "Citizens' Alliance," organized an antiunion

movement to counter the strikers. The Alliance organized its own
"mass movement of citizens" including a "citizens' army"-which

city authorities inunediately deputized as a "special police force."
Like Local 574, the Alliance organized its own "strike headquarters" to feed its thousands of supporters and provide medical care to
injured strikebreakers."
The police and their "deputies" attacked the Minneapolis strikers time and again, with high casualties on both sides. But as Dobbs
argued in his eyewitness account of the strike, Teamster Rebellion,
"Contrary to bosses' hopes and expectations, the strikers were not
exactly paralyzed with fear at the prospect of facing an army of cops
and deputies."" In one such confronration on May 22, fifteen hun-
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dred police and armed strikebreakers, who had been quickly sworn
in as deputies, atracked a gathering of twenty thousand strikers. But
as Preis described, the police were the losers in what was later called
"the Battle of Deputies' Run":
The pickets charged the deputies first and noticed that many uniformed
cops were tending to hang back . ... Sensing this mood among some of
the cops, the pickets continued to concentrate mainly on the deputies.
Soon even the bystanders were getting their licks in support of the strikers. Finding themselves mousetrapped, many deputies dropped their
clubs and ripped off their badges, trying with little success to seek
anonymity in the hostile crowd. By this time the pickets were also zeroing in on uniformed cops who had gotten into the thick of the fight. The
scene of the battle spread as cops and deputies alike were driven from
the market. The deputies were chased clear back to headquarters, the
strikers mopping up on stragglers along the way. In less than an hour
after the battle started, there wasn't a cop to be seen in the market, and
pickets were directing traffic. 44

Minnesota Governor Floyd B. Olson, representing Minnesota's
Farmer-Labor Party, initially supported the strike. Declaring, "[am
not a liberal ... I am a radical," he even donated $500 to the strike
fund." But as the strike wore on in May, involving increasingly
bloody confrontations between police and strikers, Olson apparently
changed his mind and put thirty-seven hundred National Guard
troops on alert. Olson retreated only when the employers agreed to
settle the strike on May 25.
But the strike resumed again on July 16 after the employers reneged on the settlement. Local newspapers warned of "Reds" and
"Bloody Revolution," as the strike entered its bloodiest phase.
Meanwhile, city police carried out a murderous attack on unarmed
pickets, killing two strikers and injuring fifty-five on July 20, in an incident known as "Bloody Friday."" A government investigation of
the incident reported late~; "Police took direct aim at the pickets and
fired to kill. Physical safety of the police was at no time endangered .
. . . At no time did pickets attack the police." 47
Nevertheless, the "radical" Governor Olsen responded to
"Bloody Friday" by declaring martial law and finally calling in the
National Guard, making no pretense that the troops would defend
the strikers." The Guard immediately raided the union's headquarters, arresting the Dunne brothers in a roundup of one hundred
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strike leaders. But all union taxis, ice, bee~; and gasoline trucks responded by going out on strike. Forty thousand people marched in
the funeral procession for striker Harry Ness, killed on "Bloody Friday." Authorities released the strike leaders after a demonstration of
forty thousand angry workers demanded it.
Eventually the number of troops nearly matched the number of
strikers. In a face-off that lasted five weeks, the strikers continued
using cruising picket squads to stop scab trucks while Roosevelt's
labor board mediators worked to negotiate a settlement. The employers finally caved in on August 22, granting the union's main demands. The "radicals and communists" so despised by Tobin had
won the International Brotherhood of Teamsters its first major victory of the 1930s."

The CIO Opens Its Doors
'II!

'II
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Conditions were overripe for mass industrial unionism in the United
States by the 1930s. Industrial productivity had risen by less than 10
percent between 1899 and 1914, but between 1920 and 1930 it had
increased by 7 percent each year. Unskilled and semi-skilled workers
moved to the forefront of manufacturing. In 1926, the Ford Motor
Company announced that 43 percent of its jobs required only one
day's training. 5°
Most importantly, the working class was no longer completely
segregated along racial lines. The slowdown in immigration after
1914 brought with it a corresponding increase in internal migration.
A half-million Southern Blacks moved North during Worltl War I to
fill widespread labor shortages. By 1930, more than 25 percent of
African-American men were employed in industrial jobs, compared
with just 7 percent in 1890. By the mid-1930s, Black workers made
up 20 percent of laborers and 6 percent of operatives in the steel industry nationally. One-fifth of the workforce in Chicago's slaughterhouses was African American. White workers could not hope to win
unless they united with Black workers, and that could not happen
unless unions organized on the basis of at least formal equality."
Yet despite the sharp rise in industrial struggle by the mid-1930s,
most AFL leaders continued to cling to the exclusivity of craft unionism. In 1932, the AFL still opposed federal unemployment compen-
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sation." At the 1934 AFL convention, during a debate about organizing the unskilled, Tobin repeated Gompers earlier insults, calling
unskilled workers "garbage."
In the early 1930s, unskilled workers who wanted to unionize
had no choice but to apply for membership in the AFL, but soon became disillusioned by the indifference-and hostility-directed toward them by union leaders. Unskilled and semiskilled workers who
joined the AFL were quickly shuffled off into "federal locals" -subsidiaries with fewer rights than the brotherhoods of skilled workers.
'thousands of rubber- and autoworkers rushed into the AFL after the
NIRA granted the right to unionize-but many rushed out again just
as quickly in frustration.
Furthermore, while the AFL began to admit larger numbers of
Black workers into its unions, it made no attempt to break with its
own racist tradition. In 1924, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) issued an open letter to the
AFL, which read:
For years and years, the American Negro has been requesting his admission into the ranks of the organized labor movement. The Negro
movement as a whole is outside the ranks of the organized labor movement. The white labor movement will not have the Negro movement
within it. If we come to allow the formation in America of a powerful
bloc of non-unionized Black workers, workers who would be entitled

to hate the trade union idea, all workers, Black and white, will suffer the
consequences.53

The NAACP proposed to the AFL "the formation of an interracial workers' commission to promote systematic propaganda against
racial discrimination in the unions." In 1929, the NAACP again appealed to the AFL to fight racial discrimination. In both instances,
the AFL did not even bother to respond."
But a section of the AFI:s top leadership, led by UMWA president John L. Lewis, broke with craft unionism, forming the CIO (the
Committee for Industrial Organization, later changing its name to
the Congress of Industrial Organizations) as a wing of the AFL in
1935. The CIO leaders at the 1935 AFL convention included Lewis;
Charles Howard, president of the International Typographical
Union; Sidney Hillman, president of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers; and David Dubinsky, president of the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union. 5 5
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Lewis was no left-winger. In fact, Lewis supported Republican
Herbert Hoover in the 1932 presidential election." In 1922, Lewis
expelled hundreds of rank-and-file oppositionists from the UMWA
after they criticized his leadership in a strike. During the 1920s, he
systematically drove communists and socialists out of the miners'
union. At one miners' convention, Lewis halted the proceedings and
pointed to a group of known communists sitting in the balcony, ordering them to leave. Then, at Lewis' behest, a group of loyalists beat
the communists senseless in public.5 7
Lewis ran the UMWA as an exceedingly bureaucratic, top-down
machine. He was woven of the same cloth as the rest of the AFL leadership. But unlike the others, Lewis recognized that if the AFL did
not open its doors to the unskilled, another rival union organization
would grow out of the mass organizing drives already taking place.
As Saul Alinsky, Lewis' biographeJ; concluded, Lewis merely "read
the revolutionary handwriting on the walls of American industry,"
when he pushed to organize an industrial union federation."
Lewis and other AFL leaders, including Hillman, tried to convince their more conservative c-,lleagues that the future lay with industrial unionism. But they got nowhere. At the 1935 AFL
convention; this division finally brought a formal split between the
two sides. The break was dramatized by an actual scuffle on the convention flam; when "Big Bill" Hutcheson, the conservative president
of the carpenters' union, called Lewis a "bastard"-and Lewis
scrambled over a row of chairs to punch him in the jaw." The split
was official.
Lewis had been right. When the CIO formally opened its doors
as a section of the AFL in 1935, industrial workers flooded in. Autoand rubber workers, already at the forefront of the class struggle,
quickly affiliated their unions with the CIO.In 1938, when the AFL
finally expelled the CIO and its million members, the CIO emerged
as a rival union federation to the AFL.
John L. Lewis and other union leaders who formed the CIO
hoped to model it after the United Mine Workers: a highly bureaucratic union machine, but one willing to organize any and all workers, Black and white, skilled and unskilled, on an equal basis. The
severity of racism and its divisive effect on the labor movement required the CIO to take a stand against lynching and segregation, and
to condemn racial discrimination.
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The CIO issued special outreach publications for AfricanAmerican workers, making clear that the CIO represented a new
breed of unionism that no longer barred the participation of Black
workers. A CIO brochure, The CIO and the Negro WorkerTogether for Victory, stated, "Negro Workers, join the CIO union in
your industry. The CIO welcomes you. It gives you strength to win
justice and fair play. The CIO unites you with fellow workers of all
races and all creeds in a common struggle for freedom, for democracy, for a better life." 60
The CIO's concrete commitment to ending racial discrimination
often proved no more than symbolic, but even this represented a
sharp break with past AFL practice-making it possible, for the first
time, to build a multiracial labor movement in the United States. By
the end of the 1930s, a half-million Black workers had joined a CIO
union. 61

Roosevelt's Balancing Act
When Roosevelt signed the National Industrial Recovery Act in
1933, he hoped that granting some reforms could placate workers
enough so that he could get on with the business of stabilizing the
U.S. economy. NIRA created a National Recovery Administration
(NRA) that would promote compliance with the act's provisions. In
a 1933 radio address, he specifically urged workers not to struggle to
win the right to unionize: "The workers of this country have rights
under this law which cannot be taken from them, and nobody will be
permitted to whittle them away but, on the other hand, no aggression is necessary now to attain these rights .... The principle that applies to the employer applies to workers as well and I ask you
workers to cooperate in the same spirit." 62
These words undoubtedly began to ring hollow to workers
whose governors called out the National Guard when they tried to
exercise their legal right to unionize. It soon became clear that Roosevelt had ouly grudgingly consented to grant workers the right to
unionize, and he deliberately wrote Section 7(a) of the NIRA so
vaguely that it could easily be interpreted as ensuring the "rights" of
employers to form company unions. Many employers found it convenient to interpret the NIRA in just this way in order to crush gen-
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uine union drives. Soon, many workers were referring to the NRA as
the "National Run Around.""
Until1935, Roosevelt was caught in a delicate balancing act. As
Mike Davis notes, Roosevelt managed to successfully

li
i

draw support both from the majority of the unions and from the
so~called "progressive" wing of capital (advocates of greater corporatism, including the management of GE, U.S. Steel, the Rockefeller oil

I'

interests, and even the President of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce). He
balanced this conflictual alliance by offering the AFL a more or less prounion interpretation of NRA codes in lighter (and Northern) industries,
as well as energetic relief measures; to big business, on the other hand, he
ceded an interpretation of the NRA code in heavy industry which . ..

I'

buttressed the "company unions" that had been thrown up as road-

blocks to genuine organization. 64
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African Americans had an additional reason to be angered by the
NRA-it institutionalized racist wage scales. Conditions for many
Black workers actually worsened after tbe NRA came into being. In
order to appease the Southern SJ'gregationist wing of the Democrats'
New Deal coalition, Roosevelt allowed tbe NRA to legalize racial
discrimination practiced in the South, and to generalize it to all U.S.
industry.
Blacks were effectively excluded from receiving minimum wages
established in particular industries because tbe NRA allowed employers to exempt predominantly Black job categories from coverage. In tbe Soutb, where tbe majority of Black workers remained
concentrated, workers were routinely paid less tban Northern workers for tbe same jobs in tbe same industries. And in industries in
which Black and white workers' wages were made equal, it was common practice for racist employers to simply fire all their Black workers and replace tbem witb whites, arguing tbat the NRA wage
minimums were "too much money for Negroes." With good reason,

within a matter of montbs, the NRA was known among Black workers as tbe "Negro Removal Act" and tbe "Negro Robbed Again.""
But as tbe level of working-class struggle grew and tbe economy
began to stabilize in 1935, corporate interests started to abandon the
Roosevelt administration. As Davis points out, "It was this mass de-

sertion of business from the administration in 1935 tbat drove areluctant Roosevelt temporarily into tbe arms of Lewis and tbe CIO
insurgents." 66 Roosevelt needed the working-class vote in order to
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win reelection in 1936, and he shrewdly tailored his campaign to win
the hearts and minds of workers. He put on quite a convincing show,
declaring during the campaign that if big business hated him, "] welcome their hatred," and promising, if given the chance to serve a second term, they will have "met their master." 67
It was toward this end that Roosevelt made several farreaching concessions to workers in 1935. He pushed through the
National Labor Relations Act (the Wagner Act), finally making it
illegal for employers to refuse to bargain with unions. He also secured passage of the Social Security Act, by which the u.S":government agreed to provide a minimal standard of living for the poorest
families and for the elderly. Finally, he established the Works
Progress Administration (WPA), later renamed the Works Projects
Administration, offering government jobs to unemployed workers,
primarily in construction projects.
These concessions earned Roosevelt his legendary status as an
ally of the working class. But these reforms, while important, were a
calculated move to capture the loyalty of the ascending labor movement for the Democratic Party. Although Roosevelt promised workers during his 1936 reelection campaign, "we have only begun to
fight," he granted no more significant reforms during the remainder
of the Depression decade. 68

Mass Radicalization
Labor leaders were all too happy to deliver the working-class vote to
Roosevelt in 1936. Raising the slogan, "The President wants you to
join the union," at picketlines across the country, the CIO leadership
virtually guaranteed Roosevelt's continued popularity among the
mass of workers. 1n 1936, the CIO created Labor's Nonpartisan
League, portrayed by its founders as a bold step in the direction of
forming a labor party. But it was nothing of the kind. On the contrary, it placed labor securely in the pocket of the Democratic Party.
In fact, it was specifically organized to campaign for Roosevelt's reelection.
Historian Davin argued, "[A]t the grassroots level among labor's
rank and file, Labor's NonPartisan League was crucial to securing
and hammering home labor's loyalty to Roosevelt and the Democrats." 69 He added,
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[Historians] ''have tended to ignore the additional reason Labor's NonPartisan League was formed: to wean organized labor, especially the
new CIO unions in the mass-production industries, away from independent politics, away from a labor party for which so many were then
clamoring. ... It is this resulting civil war within "labor's civil war"
that has remained unchronided . ... The loyalty of organized labor and

,~ i

the new urban, working-class voter to FDR and the Democrats was
therefore not a foregone conclusion and had to be won after intense,
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continuing, and delicate internal struggle. In this struggle the labor
party idea lost. 70

Through the Nonpartisan League, the CIO raised $750,000 for
Roosevelt, which helped make up for Roosevelt's loss of corporate
campaign dollars. During the fmal weeks of the presidential campaign in 1936, the CIO also suspended its organizing drives in order
to devote its full organizational resources to Roosevelt's reelection."
Although Roosevelt remained popula~; many workers also became frustrated with the Democratic Party. Once the union movement began to challenge the class status quo, compassionate New
Deal rhetoric went out the window as most Democratic politicians
proved in practice that they stood firmly on the side of the employers. In 1934, twelve Democratic governors called in the National
Guard to break strikes in their states."
A 1937 Gallup poll showed that at least 21 percent of the population supported the formation of a national farmer-labor party as
an alternative to the Democrats and Republicans. Gallup polls between December 1936 and January 1938 showed between 14 and
18 percent of respondents saying they "would join" a labor party."
Inside the labor movement, this sentiment was even stronger than in
the population at large, particularly among workers at the forefront
of strnggle. The "young workers in auto, rubber, textiles, and steel
who poured into the 00 and supported the concept of industrial
unionism were the same people who so vocally demanded labor's
move toward independent political action," Davin commented.
"[T]he two movements-industrial unionism and independent political action-appeared as inverse sides of the same coin." 74 At both

the AFLand various CIO conventions in 1935 and 1936, resolutions
in support of forming a labor party gained considerable support.
By 1936, "the UAW, the ILGWU, the Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers, the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, [A. Philip] Randolph's Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, the United Textile
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Workers, and the American Newspaper Guild" had endorsed resolutions in support of a national farmer-labor party. 75
The 1936 United Auto Workers convention voted unanimously
to actively support the formation of a national farmer-labor party.
Even more significantly, after a heated debate, UAW delegates voted
down a resolution supporting Roosevelt for president. 76
00 leaders faced a serious dilemma: having promised to deliver
union support to Roosevelt, they now faced the possibility of a
mutiny within the ranks of one of the fastest -growing unions in a key
industry. That the UAW delegates had already voted, however, did
not stop CIO leaders from taking quick action to ensure the union's
support for Roosevelt.
Union officials were willing to use any means necessary, including blackmail, to convince the UAW delegates to reverse the vote.
Adolph Germer, John L. Lewis' personal representative to the convention, simply pulled the UAW leaders aside and explained that either the convention would agree to support Roosevelt or the CIO
would revoke the UAW's funding to organize the auto industry.
Once UAW president Homer Martin explained to the delegates that
the vote would have to be reversed "because of the effect it may have
on the future of our Organization," the convention quickly passed a
new motion in support of Roosevelt."
Other union leaders were equally devious in gaining workingclass votes for Roosevelt's reelection. Worried that socialist traditions
among New York's garment workers would prevent them from voting Democrat, Hillman spearheaded the formation of a pseudo-labor
party in 1936. Its name, the American Labor Party, implied it was
both national in scope and nonpartisan. In reality, it was neither. The
American Labor Party existed as an electoral force almost exclusively
in New York; while running its own local candidates, the party endorsed Roosevelt for president in 1936. As Preis explained,
For Hillman the first and most important task was to "sell" the idea to
his own union people . ... Many of the union members, especially in
New York and Chicago, had grown up in the tradition of supporting

the Socialist Party, at least locally, and shunning our Tammany Halls.
The new league ... was to function mainly through one of the two
major parties, and particularly the Democratic Party, in order to ensure

Roosevelt's re-election . ... The thought was to channel "regular" so-

cialists into Roosevelt's camp. 7B
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When Hillman "sold" the idea to the board of his union, the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers (ACW), he introduced rhetoric that
cast the Democratic Party as a lesser evil compared with the danger of
a Republican administration-rhetoric that would be repeated by
labor leaders in every election year since. Hillman told the ACW
board in April1936, "[say to you that the defeat of Roosevelt and the
introduction of a real Fascist administration such as we will have is
going to make the work of building a labor movement impossible.""
The pressure to support Roosevelt was enormous, even
among many socialists. By the time the ACW convention took
place in May, its board had been convinced by Hillman and "stifled the anticipated resolutions by militant rank-and-file advocates of a national farmer-labor party.""' Even the Minnesota
Farmer-Labor Party fell into step behind the New Deal coalition,
its politics virtually indistinguishable from Roosevelt's by that
time. Many long-standing members of the Socialist Parry also
succumbed to the pressure to campaign for Roosevelt in 1936.
Long-time socialist David Dubinsky left the SP to help form the
American Labor Party in 1936.
Roosevelt's reelection was one issue on which the AFL and CIO
rivals saw eye to eye. Preis argued, "It should be noted that AFL leaders who could not stomach the CIO as organizer of the unorganized
industrial workers could join with it in a 'non-partisan' body to harness the workers to capitalist politics for the reelection of the 'New
Deal' President." 81
The CIO's loyalty to the New Deal coalition effectively prevented the rise of a labor party in the pivotal election of 1936. As
Preis explained,
The history of the CIO was to constantly appear as an admixture ofrwo
elements. On the one hand, mass organization of the industrial workers
was to lead to titanic strike battles, most often initiated by the militant
ranks despite the leadership. On the other, the workers were to be
cheated of many gains they might have won because of the intervention
of the government, which had the backing of the CIO leaders themselves. Unwilling to "embarrass" the Democratic administrations ...
the CIO leaders kept one arm of the CIO-its political arm-tied behind its back.82

But Roosevelt's reelection did not reverse the working-class radicalization by then well underway. Roosevelt's concessions to work-
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ers continued to fuel both confidence and anger. For a very short period of time, between 1936 and the end of 1937, the level of radicalization was such that the workers at the forefront of CIO organizing
drives-autoworkers in particular-took the offensive. They did so
from a position of strength, demonstrated vividly by the Flint sitdown strike during the winter of 1936-37, touching off a sit-down
strike wave that swept the nation in the months that followed.
Thus, the Depression decade marked the historic turning point
for the U.S.labor movement. All the elements existed to finally confront U.S. employers' traditional attempts to divide and weaken the
labor movement: breaking down racial barriers to build genuine
unity; preparing to confront the violence of the bosses; challenging
anti-communism; breaking with the Democrats and the Republicans
to form an independent working-class party.
As Levine explained, "The shift in the balance of class forces
engendered a chaotic situation in which capitalists-who themselves were increasingly being fragmented both economically and
politically-were gradually losing the iron grip that during the 1920s
boom period they had enjoyed over the working class in general and
the increasingly restive industrial working class in particular.... By
the middle 1930s, the growing round of strikes was the most visible
sign that the industrial working class had actively intervened to detennine the course of industrial production." 83

For the first time, the potential existed to build an independent
working-class party. Such a party could have developed into a political alternative to the Democrats, even after Roosevelt's reelection in

1936. But this would have required an effective political leadership
inside the working-class movement. Instead, there was the Communist Party.

The Communist Party
The Communist Party was by no means the only socialist organization contending for leadership inside the working-class movement
during the Depression era. The three 1934 strikes that helped tip the
balance of class forces were led by three different groups of radicals.
The Trotskyists, in particula~; showed through their brilliant execution of the 1934 Minneapolis Teamsters strike that they were up to
the task of providing organizational and political leadership for a
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democratic labor movement. But rbey were far too small to play rbis
role nationally.
The Communist Party quickly moved ahead of all other leftwing organizations, winning rbe allegiance of hundreds of thousands of workers who became radicalized during the 1930s-some
who joined, others who remained wirbin its broader periphery.
The Communist Party was the only organization to play a crucial role in the labor movement nationally during this decisive era,
for several reasons. First, the CP was comparatively larger. Even at
the start of rbe Depression, the Communist Party claimed a membership of seventy-five hundred, compared wirb the Trotskyists' meager
131 members in 1931. At rbe end of 1938, rbe CP had grown to
eighty-two rbousand, while rbe number of Trotskyists, by rben in rbe
Socialist Workers Party (SWP), peaked at twenty-five hundred.
Meanwhile, the Socialist Party continued its long process of decline,
still consumed by internal turmoil as its right and left wings continued to battle. SP membership actually fell in 1935-a pivotal year of
growth in class struggle."
Moreover, the Communist Party built a genuine base among industrial workers, containing within its membership many of rbe
same shop-floor leaders who led the strikes rbat built rbe CIO
unions. In 1935, communist membership among autoworkers numbered 630,nearlydoubling to eleven hundred in 1939-wirb a much
larger periphery of sympathizers. In 1937, the CP had twenty-eight
shop nuclei in the Detroit auto industry, while CP members were active in nearly every major autoworkers union local."
Likewise, rank-and-file communists played a leading role in some
of rbe most important rubber workers' strikes rbat swept rbrough
Akron, Ohio, in 1936. Communists were part of rbe Firestone strike
committee, while rbe chief picket captain of rbe Goodyear strike was
a party leader. That same year, the CP's Akron organizer was asked to
address a meeting of all the strike's picket captains."'
Furthermore, communists still successfully claimed they were
the inheritors of the 1917 Russian revolutionary tradition. The extent of Stalin's atrocities was not well known outside of Russia until
the 1950s. In the 1930s, the memory of the 1917 Russian Revolution
continued to provide inspiration to working-class people struggling
the world over. In the face of victorious fascism in Germany, Italy,
and Spain, Stalin could pose as a sincere defender against fascism in
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international politics for the better part of the 1930s. These factors
undoubtedly contributed to the Communist Party's widespread influence among workers in this era.
No matter what its size or how deep its roots among militant
workers, however, Stalinism led the Communist Party down a path
that ultimately proved disastrous for the working-class movement in
the 1930s.

Building a Multiradal Movement
For all the weaknesses of the American Communist Party, howeve~;
its commitment to fighting racism was exemplary. As Nicholson
noted, the CP was "the only organization among the working class
to combat racism actively. They forced the issue to the foreground of
the labor movement and the nation when no other group outside of
the Black community would take it up."" In fact, the CP in the
1930s provides a model for building a working-class movement that
puts fighting racism at its center.
This was true despite the CP's bizarre "Black Belt" theory, a
product of the party's ultra-sectarian Third Period between 1928
and 1932. Stalin instructed American communists to advocate "selfdetermination for the Black Belt" in the United $rates. He told them
to call for a separate Black republic in the Southern srates, where a
majority of Blacks still lived-even though no demand for such a
racially separate republic had ever been raised by African Americans
themselves.
Perhaps for this reason, the Black Belt theory had virtually no influence on the Communist Party's practice and was rarely even mentioned in its literatnre. The communists did adopt the following
perspective on combating racism on October 26, 1928, which
proved to be of much greater consequence. The party pledged toregard "the struggle on behalf of the Negro masses ... as one of its
major tasks .... [T]he Negro problem must be part and parcel of
each and every campaign conducted by the Party."'"
The communists consistendy made a priority of antiracist activity throughout the Depression decade. Moreover, they understood
that the labor movement's success depended upon systematic confrontation with the system of white supremacy in the South and
racism in the North. Although these efforts did not overcome the
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problems of Stalinism, the party's commitment to fighting racism
marked an enormous step forward from the indifference of earlier
socialist organizations, the Socialist Party in particulaL

Communists in Alabama
Even in Alabama, where the communist movement made its earliest
inroads in recruiting African Americans, the party did not organize
around the demand for a Black republic. But communists did incorporate the fight against racism into the day-to-day class struggle. Indeed, they had no choice, given the high level of racism in Alabama
society. Three white CP organizers traveled to Birmingham, Alabama, in 1929 to build a union among Black sharecroppers. As
they began to gain a hearing among African Americans over the following years, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) responded by directing most
of its energy toward fighting communism.
In 1934, the KKK organized forty-four new klavems in northern
Alabama, while a group of affiliated fascists began publishing the Alabama Black Shirt. They distributed leaflets warning, "Negroes Beware. Do not attend Communist meetings .... The Ku Klux Klan is
watching you."" In 1934, as Robin D. G. Kelley described, "[white
Communist] Clyde Johnson survived at least three assassination attempts. Black Communist Steve Sinunons suffered a near-fatal beating at the hands of Klansmen in North Birmingham, and a few
months later his Black comrade in BessemeJ; Saul Davis, was kidnapped by a gang of white TO employees, stripped bare, and flogged
for several hours. These examples represent just a fraction of the antiradical terror that pervaded the Birmingham district in 1934.""
In the pursuit of local communists, the KKK enjoyed the full support of the Birmingham police department's "Red Squad," which
beat up and arrested communists on a regular basis. With any number of local ordinances at its disposal for use against communists, the
Birmingham city council nevertheless pushed through an ordinance
aimed specifically at radicals. The "Downs Literature Ordinance,"
passed in 1934, made it illegal to possess one or more copies of "radical" literature-broadly defined to include antiwar or antifascist
materials and pro-labor and liberal publications."
Birmingham newspapers regularly ran headlines such as, "Communists Tell Negroes to Force Social Equality throughout the
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South." The local Birmingham Trades and Labor Council echoed
this theme. The Labor Advocate warned against communists who
"openly preach social equality for the Black race ... Any man who
seeks to disturb the relations between the races is a dangerous character, and should be squelched NOW!""
Both the Communist Party and the Share Croppers' Union
(SCU) were forced to arm themselves in self-defense, and most meetings and activities were conducted underground. CP leader Harry
Haywood described "a small arsenal" of weapons at a union meeting he attended: "Sharecroppers were coming to the meeting armed
and left their guns with their coats when they came in." 93
Whether communist or union, all literature was secretly distributed. As Kelley described,
[M]any Black Alabama Communists expressed great pride in their abilby the ingenious ways activists
distributed leaflets in direct violation of seditious literature ordinances
q.nd constant police surveillance. In Birmingham, Black women posing
as laundresses picked up bundles of leaflets, stencils, and paper from the
homes of white Communists and smuggled the materials out in baskets
of laundry.~ 4
ity to outsmart the bosses, as revealed

In Montgomery, Black communist leaders "produced SCU
leaflets with a mimeograph machine they kept hidden in their home
and surreptitiously left packages at Al Jackson's barbetShop (another Black Montgomery Communist) for organizers who regularly
came by for a 'trim.' " 95
Birmingham communists issued their own leaflet in response to
the Ku Klux Klan, which read, "KKK! The workers are watching
you!"" In the spring and sununer of 1935, the SCU organized successive strikes of cotton choppers and cotton pickers in the area. In
the second strike, most local WPA workers refused to act as strikebreakers, and the majority joined the strike. Although solidarity was
enormous, both strikes met with a bloodbath against union activists;
police and mobs of local vigilantes beat, arrested, murdered, and
lynched strike leaders throughout the area in a rampage of terror."
Given this scale o6 repression, both the communists' and the
SCU's inroads in Alabama were stunning. After three members of the
Share Croppers' Union were shot and killed by police in 1932, three
thousand people marched in a funeral procession for six miles, following caskets that were draped in banners with the communist
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hammer and sickle, while a thousand stood along the route in tribute." By 1934, the Communist Party claimed a thousand members in
Birmingham, mostly Black. During the bloody strikes of 1935, SCU
membership approached ten thousand."

Fighting Radsm in the North
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In the North as well, communists made a priority of fighting racism
in evety arena of struggle. Their job was made easier because the Depression had already raised the level of class consciousness among
many workers. White as well as Black workers faced unemployment, evictions, and hunger-and many workers were receptive to
the communists' calls for multiracial unity.
In the early 1930s, Harlem communists divided their time equally
between organizing against unemployment, demonstrating against
racist hiring policies, and protesting against lynching. In 1933, when
communists and their allies traveled to Washington for a demonstration to free the Scottsboro Boys, they stopped off on the way to hold
sit-ins at restaurants that refused to serve blacks-a tactic popularized
decades later by the civil rights movement. Black communist Cyril
Briggs described the effects of the march on the self-confidence of the
Harlem contingent as a breakthrough: "The march marks a new
stage in the struggle of the Negro people, with the Negro workers
emerging as the leaders of these struggles ... and supplanting businessmen, preachers, and professional self-elected leaders who have
consistently betrayed our struggle in the past." Within weeks after the
march on Washington, the party-sponsored International Labor Defense claimed nineteen chapters, with seventeen hundred members in
Harlem alone."'"
In 1935, New York City communists organized a traveling
squad of working-class women, starting in Jewish neighborhoods
and spreading to Harlem. In Harlem, hundreds of women, mainly
African American, marched to demand that local butchers lower
their prices by 25 percent. As the Daily Worker reported June 3,
1935,
More than a thousand consumers formed a flying squad and moved
down Lenox Avenue holding meetings in front of all open stores . ... So
great was the sense of the power of the workers that when butchers
agreed to cut prices, housewives jumped up on tables in front of stores
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and tore down old price signs and put up new ones. ... No store held

out for more than five minutes after they arrived. 101

In 1936, across the United States, young communists circulated
petitions against segregation in baseball, in a campaign featuring
white and Black ball players calling for integration in professional
sports. As Daily Worker sports editor Lester Rodney later recalled, the
idea came from "some kids in the YCL (Young Communist League)"
who suggested, "'why don't we go to the ballparks-to Yankee stadium, Ebbers Field, the Polo Grounds-with petitions?' ... We
wound up with at least a million and a half signatures that we delivered straight to the desk of [baseball commissioner] Judge Landis." 102

The Scottsboro Boys
The Communist Party developed its first national campaign against
racism through its years-long effort to free the Scottsboro Boys. The
Scottsboro Boys case began in 1931 and dragged on for nearly
twenty years, making it one of the most important antiracist struggles in U.S. history. But it was also important because it marked the
first time in the United States that Black and white workers joined together in large numbers in a campaign explicitly against racism.
The Scottsboro Boys were nine Black youths, aged thirteen to
twenty-one, indicted in Alabama on March 30, 1931, on a ttumpedup charge of gang-raping two white women on a freight train. There
was no evidence to support a charge of rape, but that did not matter,
since it was common practice throughout the South to convict Black
men on unsubstantiated charges of raping white women. Within two
weeks of the incident, the Scottsboro Boys had been tried, convicted,
and sentenced to death by an all-white jury-all while a large lynch
mob of white racists stood inside and outside the courtroom.
Although the Scottsboro Boys case was a clear-cut issue of
racism, it nevertheless divided the Black population along class lines.
The middle class-oriented NAACP refused to touch the case in the
first instance. As Mark Naison described, "[T]he last thing they
wanted was to identify the Association with a gang of mass rapists
unless they were reasonably certain the boys were innocent or their
constitutional rights had been abridged." 103 But the Communist
Party had no such reservations. It immediately sent a legal delegation
from the ILD to offer to defend the Scottsboro Boys in court.
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When the NAACP finally got involved in the case, it aimed to
limit the defense to ensuring that the youths were given a "fair" trial.
But the Communists correctly responded in the Party's Black newspaper, the Liberator, "There can be no such thing as a 'fair trial' of a
Negro boy accused of rape in an Alabama court." The ILD's strategy
was to "give the boys the best available legal defense in the capitalist
cpurts, but at the same time to emphasize ... that the boys can be
saved only by the pressure of millions, colored and white, behind the
defense in the courts." 104
The party developed a national campaign against the "Scottsboro legal lynching" through the ILD and the National Scottsboro
Action Committee, with a strategy relying on mass mobilization and
protest."' The campaign, in its first phase, organized hundreds of
Black and white workers, marching side by side, in Scottsboro
demonstrations that grew into thousands as the campaign built
strength. Communists organized local street meetings and toured the
parents of the Scottsboro Boys, who spoke to packed meeting halls
in the early 1930s. Ruby Bates, one of the white plaintiffs, joined the
speaking tour after she came forward to state that the police had
made her lie-she hadn't been raped after all.
As the Scottsboro campaign dragged on, the Communist Party
gained new respect among African Americans, while the NAACP's
reputation took a nosedive among Harlem's Black residents. As one
NAACP leader described the consequences of the Scottsboro campaign, "on every corner up here now, the NAACP is catching hell,
and anyone who lifts his voice in the interest of the organization also
catches hell." 106
The Scottsboro Boys case was not fully resolved until 1950,
when the last defendant was finally released from prison. But
through its campaign in the 1930s, the Communist Party proved in
practice that Black and white workers could unite to fight racism.
This experience strengthened the working-class movement in the
1930s and also impacted the racial composition of the party. At the
time of the stock market crash in 1929, the Party had only fifty black
members. By the mid-1930s, the Communist Party's Black membership had grown to roughly 9 percent nationally. 107 This represented a
small, but significant, step toward a achieving a multiracial socialist
movement in the United States.
The Party's first real success at recruiting among Blacks took
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place in the context of the 1934-35 upsurge in strikes that led to the
founding of the CIO. Conununists' reputation as sincere antiracists
no doubt helped them to convince larger numbers of African Americans to join the union movement. For the first time in the history of
the U.S. labor movement, Black workers began joining unions in
much larger numbers, often playing a leading role in the strikes for
union recognition that built the CIO in 1936 and 1937.
Indeed, one of the most effective sit-down strikes of the Depression era took place in Birmingham, Alabama. On December 24,
1936, Black steel workers, led by two members of the Communist
Patry, went on strike against the American Casting Company.
Within a few days, the strikers won a major victory when the company granted a 20 percent wage increase and overtime pay."'
From Third Period to Popular Front

In 1935,Joseph Stalin made a complete about-face in foreign policy,
which lasted until 1939. After Hitler came to power in Germany,
Stalin began to worry that Hitler represented a potential military
threat to the Soviet Union. He therefore started seeking allies among
other world powers, including President Roosevelt in the United
States. To this end, the Soviet Union joined the League of Nations in
September 1934, and Stalin unveiled a new policy called the "Popular Front," a sharp departure from Third Period communism. In the
United States and other countries where Stalin sought to ingratiate
himself to ruling parties, communists would have to do likewise.
Thus, after spending the previous seven years denouncing as social fascists not just Roosevelt and the Democrats, but also liberals
and reform socialists, American communists were instructed to be-

come virtually indistinguishable from them. As the 1936 presidential
election approached, the Popular Front required the Communist
Patry to help ensure Roosevelt's victory. Communists were to become loyal, if uninvited, members of Roosevelt's New Deal coalition.
By this time, Communist Patry leaders were quite used to reversing policies on a moment's notice when the word came from
Moscow. The transformation from Third Period to Popular Front
took place gradually between 1935 and 1936, without formal acknowledgment of a change in position.
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As late as January 1935, the Daily Worker described Roosevelt
as "the leading organizer and inspirer of fascism in this country." But
by the end of 1936, the Communist Party had changed its tune.
While the party did not formally support Roosevelt in the election
(voicing fear that open communist support might hurt his campaign), the CP made it clear that it hoped he would win. By 1938,
Party leader Eugene Dennis abandoned the idea of forming a third
political party in the U.S., arguing that the Popular Front could "take
the form of a political federation, operating insofar as electoral activity is concerned, chiefly through the Democratic Party." 109
In 1937, Roosevelt delivered a speech arguing that the United
States should join the "peace-loving" nations o£ the world to "quarantine" aggressor countries. Despite Roosevelt's talk of "peace," his

speech actually brought the United States a step closer to going to
war. But the Communist Party stood behind the president, issuing a
statement using the same double-speak: "Everyone must line up on
one side or the other. Whoever is opposed to collective action for
ll!
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peace is an enemy of peace, an agent of the international bandits~" 110

A similar transformation occurred in the CP's attitude toward
liberals and labor leaders. During the Third Period, these were
lumped together as social fascists, on the basis that fascism "must
find indirect support. This it finds in the Socialist Party and the reformist trade union officialdom." But by the time the Popular Front
was in full swing in 1937, CP leader Earl Browder issued this gushing
praise ofJohn L. Lewis and the CIO: "Democracy today is destroyed
in much of the capitalist world. It is fighting for its life in the remainder.lt can survive under capitalism only to the degree to which there
are successfully carried out programs such as those of John L. Lewis
and the Committee for Industrial Organization and the economic reforms and the peace program of President Roosevelt.""'
The communists' stance toward liberal Black organizations also
shifted markedly. Naison commented that the CP, organizing in
Harlem in the early 1930s, "devoted as much attention to attacking
other Harlem organizations as to publicizing its own activities." In
1930, for example, communists disrupted a Harlem conference on
unemployment, chaired by A. Philip Randolph, civil rights activist
and president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters. The conference's demands included a call for a five-day workweek, an eighthour day, and public works programs for the unemployed. But Black
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communists who attended (and were evenrually thrown out for
disrupting the meeting) called the participants "traitors," "scab
herders," and "sky pilots." 112
In the early 1930s, communists' hostility to the NAACP was so
great that they would not allow NAACP lawyers to participate in the
legal defense of the Scottsboro Boys, even though NAACP participation would have helped to broaden support for the campaign. When
renowned lawyer Clarence Darrow offered to help defend the Scottsboro Boys in 1931, ILD attorneys said they would accept his help
only if he renounced the NAACP. Darrow refused and withdrew
from the case. 113
But the Popular Front ushered in an entirely new posrure. In
1936, the CP joined forces with a cross-section of Black professionals and reformists to launch the National Negro Congress-which
elected former nemesis A. Philip Randolph as its first president. The
NAACP withheld its formal support, but not for lack of effort on the
part of the communists. In 1935, Browder submitted an article to
the NAACP magazine, Crisis, pleading for reconciliation between
the two groups. Browder asked, "Would it not be better if instead of
attacking us, you would combine forces with us in fighting for Negro
rights, for Angelo Herndon, for the Scottsboro Boys, and for the defense of Ethiopia. We would welcome cooperation with you for these
things, in place of having to answer your attacks, which is indeed an
unpleasant duty." 114
Naison described how, at the founding conference of the National Negro Congress, "Communists filled their speeches with references to American history and proclaimed respect for the
American political tradition. 'It was not Marx, Lenin, and Stalin
whom Communists cited in their addresses,' the Amsterdam News
reported. 'Rather it was Douglass, Lincoln, and the heroes of the
American Revolution from whom they drew their inspiration.'" ns

"Communism Is Twentieth Century Americanism"
The American Communist Party went far beyond the call of duty in
carrying out the Popular Front policy. Communist leaders' stated
aim to remold the party's image as a "responsible American organization" soon emerged as unadulterated patriotism. As Chester de-

scribes,
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Patriotic appeals became the mainstay of Communist rhetoric. The
Parry insisted that it was "carrying on the work of Jefferson, Paine,
Jackson and Lincoln." During the 1938 eJection, the Communist

Party's chief slogan was "Communism is Twentieth Century Americanism." Browder even upheld the CP as "the most consistent fighter ...
for the defense of our flag and [theJrevival of its glorious revolutionary
tradition." 116

Between 1937 and 1939, the party retreated yet further from the
notiou of an independent working-class party, as the Popular Front
gave way to an even broader class alliance called the "Democratic
Front." Defined as a coalition "of the forces opposed to the fascists,,
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the Democratic Front included workers, farmers, the middle class,
and "important sections of the upper middle class and certain liberal

I

Browder's attempt to incorporate the Communist Party into the
mainstream of U.S. politics led him to instruct party members to
court the Catholic Church in order to "help influence the integration
of the Catholic community into the Democratic Front." Toward this
end, the party hailed St. Patrick as "a People's saint," and Browder
asserted, "[Q]uestions of family and social morality furnish no practical division between Catholics and Communists.... Communists
are staunch upholders of the family. We consider sexual immorality,
looseness and aberrations as the harmful product of bad social organization.... We combat them as we combat all other harmful social manifestations." 118

The Communist Party more than tripled in size during the Popular Front period, from twenty-six thousand members in 1934 to
eighty-two thousand members in 1938. But it would be wrong to
credit Popular Front policies for this growth as a step forward from
the Communists' self-imposed isolation of its Third Period. The
party's membership also tripled in size between 1930 and 1934,
when it grew from seventy-five hundred to twenty-eight thousandwhile still in its Third Period phase."'
From 1928 on, the CP never decided its strategy based upon
what was needed to move the labor movement forward in the United
States. As long as it received its directives from Moscow, based on the
changing goals of Stalin's domestic or foreign policy, the American
Communist Party could not aim to build an independent workers'
movement inside the working class-<luring either the Third Period
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or the Popular Front. In shifting from the Third Period to the Popular Front, the Party merely traded one disastrous policy for another,
shifting from outlandish sectarianism to the adoption of equally outlandish patriotism.
MoreoveJ; the Communist Party's growth and influence among
workers during the 1930s only made the consequences of its misguided policies more tragic. The onset of the Popular Front period
coincided with the height of the CIO strike wave in 1936-37. Thus,
at the very same time that workers were becoming radicalized on a
fairly large scale, creating the potential for the creation of a revolutionary workers' party, the Communist Party did everything it could
to halt that process.
In the pivotal year of 1936, communist shop-floor leaders were
instructed to help the CIO leadership in delivering the working-class
vote to the Democrats. Despite the fact that many militant workers
were already willing to break with the Democratic Party, Roosevelt
was reelected in 1936 in one of the biggest landslides in U.S. history.
But the consequences of the Popular Front spread far beyond the
electoral arena. Many African-American parry members resigned in
protest in 1935 when they discovered that, while the Communist
Party was campaigning for Ethiopian independence after Mussolini's invasion, the Soviet Union continued to trade with Italy. 120

1936-37: The Class Struggle Peaks
By 1936, working-class confidence was already surging, especially
among workers in the tire and auto industries. An economic upturn
that began in 19 35 and lasted until the fall of19 3 7 boosted militancy
still further. A wave of sit-down strikes spread through the center
of rubber production, Akron, Ohio, beginning in early 1936. As
Brecher described,
·
A week seldom passed without one or more

sit~downs . ...

The

Goodyear management, for instance, assigned twu non-union inspectors to a department with instructions to disqualify tires produced by

known union men. After pelting them with milk bottles for a while, the
men sat down and refused to work

till the inspectors were removed.

The company rushed in forty factory guards with clubs, but a 65-yearold union gum miner met the army at the entrance and told them to
"beat it." They went-and the non-union inspectors were replaced. 121
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A:lthough the leadership of the United Rubber Workers did not
approve of these strikes, the Akron sit-down successfully won most
of the workers' immediate demands, though not URW recognition.
Most sit-downs were fought over wage and work issues, but
Goodyear rubber workers also sat down for a full day in the fall of
1936 after company goons beat up a local union leader. The next
night, the same group of workers sat down again-this time, to
protest a KKK cross-burning in view of their Akron plant. 122
Neither top CIO officials nor Roosevelt's emissaries could
dampen the Akron rubber workers' defiant mood. In late February
1936, Roosevelt sent his own mediator to convince Goodyear workers to end a two-week, company-wide sit-down. Four thousand
workers assembled at a mass meeting responded to the mediator's
suggestion that they return to work with the chant, "No, no, a thousand times no, I'd rather be dead than a scab!" After a month on
strike, the Goodyear workers went back to work with some gains,
but no union contract. Rubber workers did not win union recognition from Firestone, Goodyeai; Goodrich, or U.S. Rubber until a
year later--after the UAWs victorious Flint sit-down strike."'

The Flint Sit-Down: Strike of the Century
In November 1936, the sit-downs spread to the auto industry, reaching Detroit in late Novembei; when twelve hundred steelworkers occupied the Midland Steel auto-body plant, setting off an organizing
frenzy. A:s Cochran describes:
After the Midland victory, Detroit went into a fever of union agitation
and organization. Workers would repeatedly call up union offices demanding that an organizer be sent to their shop to sign them up, or take
care of their grievance, or call a strike. Delegations would descend on

union headquarters for union books and equipment. There were sitdowns at Gordon Baking, Alcoa, National Automotive Fibers, Bohn

Aluminum, and Kelsey Hayes. 114

The legendary Flint sit-down strike turned the tide more dramatically than any other 1930s strike. During the course of the Flint
struggle, which began on December 28, 1936, and lasted until February 11, 1937, 140,000 General Motors (GM) autoworkers---out
of the company's workforce of 150,000-either sat down or went
out on strike. But the strike's importance reached far beyond the
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auto industry. The attention of the entire nation was riveted on the
Flint autoworkers as they took matters into their own hands----confronting the company and, at various points, the CIO leadership, the
police, the company's hired thugs, and even Roosevelt-and won. 125
By the time the Flint sit-down began, auto manufacturers had developed an elaborate apparatus to undermine unions. GM contracted with the Pinkerton Agency to develop an elaborate spy
network against union organizers. "Those whom spies identified as
unionists were often beaten up or had 'accidents' happen to them,"

according to Norwood."' He explained,
Fiercely determined to prevent unionization, the auto manufacturers
and their parts suppliers developed sophisticated and extensive espionage systems and assembled formidable arsenals of tear gas and
firearms, which they shared with municipal police departments in the
Detroit area and Flint, active agents in the anti-union campaign. Management's commitment to use violence to derail the union effort, its
ability to employ the police as an anti-union instrument, and GM's mobilization of vigilante armies in Flint and Anderson, Indiana, precipi~
tated a seemingly endless series of physical confrontations with those
attempting to organize the industry. 127

Flint was the center of the General Motors manufacturing empire.
GM employed roughly 47,000 Flint workers in 1936. UAW membership in Flint grew from 150 at the end of October to 4,500 by the end
of December that year."' UAWi leaders had hoped to delay the start of
the GM strike until Michigan's New Deal Governor Frank Murphy
took office on January 1, 1937, but they were unable to hold back the
workers. The sit-down started at the Fisher Body plant in Cleveland
on December 27, spreading the next day to the Fisher Body and
Chevrolet plants in Flint. The targeting of these plants was strategic.
They were key to production for roughly 75 percent of GM production nationally. Within a week, autoworkers were on strike in Anderson, Indiana, Norwood, Ohio, Janesville, Wci.sconsin, and Detroit. 129
GM management-while itself refusing to abide by the :Wagner
Act-responded by declaring the sit-down strikes illegal: "Such
strikers are clearly trespassers and violators of the law of the land.
We caunot have bona fide collective bargaining with sit-down strikers in illegal possession of the plants. Collective bargaining cannot be
justified if one party, having seized the plant, holds a gun at the other
party's head." 130
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GM won a court injunction on January 2, 1937, restraining the
strikers from remaining inside the plant and from picketing and confronting strikebreakers. But when the sheriff read the injunction
aloud to the sit-down strikers, they laughed him "out of the plant."
Judge Edward Black, who issued the injunction, as it turned out,
owned $219,900 worth of GM stock."'
Alfred P. Sloan, president of the automaker; informed strikers
that GM would "not recognize any union as the sole bargaining
agency for its workers, to the exclusion of all others." 132 On January
11, management cut off all heat inside Flint's Fisher Body Plant
No. 2, and company guards stopped all food from entering the plant.
The strikers and their supporters confronted the guards at the plant
gates-battling the police, who used dubs, tear gas, and riot guns
against them. The strikers replied with door hinges and fire hoses.
Thousands of supporters streamed in to defend the strikers, who finally succeeded in defeating the police, in what unionists later called
"The Battle of the Running Bulls." m
But General Motors conti1med to refuse to negotiate with the
UAW Lewis issued this scathing rebuttal, using labor's electoral support as a direct challenge to Roosevelt:
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For six months during the presidential campaign the economic royalists, represented by General Motors and the DuPonts, contributed their
money and used their energy to drive this administration from power.
The administration asked labor to help repel this attack and labor gave
it. The same economic royalists now have their fangs in labor. The
workers of this country expect the administration to help the strikers in
every reasonable way. 1'"

Frances Perkins, Roosevelt's Labor Secretary, spoke defiantly:
"There was a time when picketing was considered illegal. The legality of the sit-down strike has yet to be determined.""' The UAW reacted to Sloan's refusal to negotiate by extending the sit-down strike
to GM's motor assembly plant, Chevrolet No.4, in Flint. Outsmarting police, the union pretended to target Chevrolet Plant No. 9while quietly seizing No. 4."'
Wben the company secured a second injunction against the
strike in early February, the workers met and voted to hold the plants
at all costs, even as Governor Murphy threatened to call in troops to
break the stalemate. The strikers from Fisher Body No. 1 responded
to Murphy in writing:
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We have decided to stay in the plant. We have no illusions about the sacrifices which this decision will entail. We fully expect that if a violent effort is made to oust us many of us will be killed, and we take this means
of making it known to our wives, to our children, to the people of the

state of Michigan and the country that if this result follows from an attempt to eject us, you [Governor Murphyl are the one who must be held
responsible for our deaths. m

By the next morning, Preis wrote, "all the roads into Flint were
jammed with unionists from Detroit, Lansing, Pontiac, and Toledo."
The solidarity contingent, including more than a thousand veterans
of the 1934 Toledo Auto-Lite strike, rubber workers from Akron,
and coal miners from Pittsburgh, formed a ring around Fisher Body
No. 1-ready to do battle. The sheriff refused to enforce the injunction.
GM again turned off all the heat to try and freeze out the strikers.
In response, the sit-downers opened all the plant windows to let in
the frigid January air-fully aware that if the plant's firefighting
equipment froze, GM's insurance contract would not cover any

damage that ensued.
Flint city officials, meanwhile, began arming antiunion vigilantes. The chief of police stated, "Unless John L. Lewis wants a repetition of the Herrin, Illinois, massacres he had better call off his
union men. The good citizens of Flint are getting pretty nearly out of
hand. We are organizing fast and will have between 500 and 1,000
men ready for any emergency." 138
Lewis responded, "I do not doubt your ability to call out your
soldiers and shoot the members of our union out of those plants, but
let me say that when you issue that order I shall leave this conference
and I shall enter one of those plants with my own people. And the
militia will have the pleasure of shooting me out of the plants with
them."'" The police emergency order was pulled, and the Governor
abruptly changed his mind about sending in the National Guard.
GM management, fearing for the safety of their plants and
equipment, finally backed down, and on February 11, 1936, signed
a six-month contract with the UAW. The strikers' willingness to disobey the "law"-in defense of workers' legal right to organizeproved the key to success. Indeed, roughly half of all sit-down strikes
in this period demanded basic union recognition, granted by the
1935 Wagner Act yet denied by their employers.'" As historian Walter Galenson commented,
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The strikes were dearly illegal, and there was little disposition on the
part of anyone to take an opposite poinr of view. Although they would
be unthinkable today, they were tolerated in 1937, and even received
substantial public support, mainly because farge segments of American
industry. refused ro accept collective bargaining. Trade unions were the
underdogs, and they were widely represented as merdy artempring to
secure in practice the rights that Congress had bestowed upon them as
a matter of law.... Jr is not at aU unlikely that General Motors and
other manufacturers could have resisted the UAW more successfully if
the union had confmed irsdf to more orthodox weapons." 1•'

The strikers' ingenious tactical maneuveJ; occupying Chevrolet
Plant No.4, had been critical to winning the strike. In addition, during the strike the strikers organized a system of self-defense, food distribution, exercise, and even entertairunent, with all decisions made
at daily mass meetings. Strike leader and socialist Kermit Johnson
described the immense satisfaction felr by the workers when, "herding the foremen our of the plant, we sent them on their way with the
same advice that most of us had been given year after year during
layoffs: 'We'll let you know when to come back!'"'"
Women also played a decisive role in the Flint sit-down strike.
Some 350 strikers' wives came together to form the Flint Women's
Emergency Brigade after taking part in the Battle of the Running
Bulls. Like the strike itself, the Emergency Brigade was organized
along military lines, conunanded by socialist and striker's wife
GenoraJohnson and staff captains overseeing individual squads. Far
from a rypical "women's auxiliary," the Brigade organized a
women's speakers' bureau, day care centers for women on picket
dury, and a line of defense, ready to battle the police at a moment's

notice.
Their courage was every bit as great as the men's inside the plant.
On January 20, Johnson instructed members, "We will form a line
around the men, and if the police want to fire then they'll just have to
fire into us. • The Flint women's experience in the class struggle
changed their lives forever, as this remark by one Brigade member
shows clearly: "A new rype of woman was born in the strike. Women
who only yesterday were horrified at unionism, who felt inferior to
the task of organizing, speaking, leading have, as if overnight, become the spearhead in the battle of unionism."'"
The Flint victory impacted the class struggle nationally, raising
working-class confidence still higher. The New York Times reported,
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"By entirely stopping production of all General Motors cars in January and February and obtaining recognition in the first written and
signed agreement on a national scale which that great citadel of the
open shop had ever granted to a labor union, the ao ... opened the
way for the remarkable upsurge in sentiment for union organization
which is now going on in many sections of the country."'"
Labor historian Sidney Fine commented, "the GM strike, as a
spectacular and successful example of the sit-down, greatly increased the popularity of the tactic." He added, "The sit-downs involved every conceivable type of worker-kitchen and laundry
workers in the Israel-Zion Hospital in Brooklyn, pencil makers, janitors, dog carchers, newspaper pressmen, sailors, tobacco workers,
Woolworth girls, rug weavers, hotel and restaurant employees, pie
bakers, watchmakers, garbage collectors, Western Union messengers, opticians, and lumbermen." H~
The sit-down tactic also gained popularity as a form of protest in
other arenas of struggle. As Nicholson commented, "People sat down
in protest at relief offices, in employment agencies, against police in
eviction demonstrations. Prisoners adopted the tactic in jails in Joliet,
Illinois, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Children did the same in
movie theaters to protest program cuts." 146
By the end of 1937, nearly a half-million workers all over the
United States had taken part in a sit-down strike. The number of all
strikes more than doubled between 1936 and 1937, from 2,172 to
4, 740, involving nearly two million workers overall.'"
In the auto industry, there were 170 sit-down strikes against General Motors alone between March and june 1937. As the New York
Times observed, the sit-downs were due at least in part to "dissatisfaction on the part of the workers with the union itself," and the auto
workers "are as willing in some cases to defy their own leaders as their
bosses."'" The Flint victory also helped the CIO organize other massproduction industries in its aftermath. On March 2, the giant United
States Steel Corporation signed a C!O contract without a strike.'"
The sit-down strike wave earned massive sympathy in the population at large. A Fortune magazine poll in July 1937 showed only
20.1 percent of respondents thought sit-downs should be stopped if
the price was bloodshed. Even among corporate executives, just 32.9
percent thought this was a price worth paying to stop the illegal sitdowns.150
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By September 1937, the CIO claimed a membership of
3,718,000. But the CIO's success also benefited the AFL, and both
organizations grew significantly during the strike wave of the
1930s. The AFL garnered a million new members, bringing its
total to 3.6 million. After its intransigence against industrial organizing that caused the CIO split, the AFL subsequently proved
willing to organize unskilled workers into its ranks.
President Green reported to the AFL executive council in April
1937:

~~:

At the present time it is almost impossible for me here, working 24
hours a day, to meet the requests that come in for our organization.

(
II 1
11!
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Many of these requests are coming from employers suggesting they are
ready to bow to the decision of the Supreme Court on the Wagner Act
and they are ready to become organized. We are going forward in a
wonderful way organizing, and I know most of our National and International Unions are meeting with the same situation, particularly those
having jurisdiction in manufacturing and industry." Ul

The Communist Party Helps John L. Lewis
Assert Control
When the Flint sit-down began, John L. Lewis was quick to issue a
statement of support: "The CIO stands squarely behind these sitdowns.""' He did so not because he approved of the tactic, but because the occupation was already under way, and he knew there was
nothing he could do to talk the workers into leaving the plant. Above
all, Lewis wanted to put the CIO at the head of the strike wave in
auto in order to organize the industry under its banner.
But once the Flint sit-down strike ended, Lewis made clear that
the CIO would not tolerate unauthorized strikes on any kind of permanent basis. "A CIO contract is adequate protection against sitdowns, lie-downs, or any other kind of strike," he announced
afterward. Lewis' words fell on deaf ears, however. Autoworkers engaged in at least two hundred "quickie" strikes in the.four months
after the UAW and General Motors signed their first agreement. By
mid-1937, the UAW leadership issued a formal statement that the
"union will not support or tolerate" wildcat strikes, or strikes without union authorization. 153

Although the union became more heavy-handed, autoworkers
continued to try to take matters into their own hands. On March 8,
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Chrysler workers sat down in nine plants when the company refused
to recognize the UAW as the workers' sole bargaining agent, in a strike
that lasted fifteen days. Lewis personally negotiated an agreementone that did not grant the workers' key demand, sole representation
by the UAW. Five votes had to be taken before workers occupying
the Detroit Dodge plant finally agreed to end the sit-down. m
Lewis also shrewdly reversed his posture toward the Communist
Barty during the CIO strike wave. With the Popular Front well under
way, the CP leadership made clear its willingness to uncritically serve
top CIO officials. The communist membership represented an army of
organizers, ready to work long hours for little or no pay. Lewis decided
to use the communists to help reign in union militants and to help organize the CIO. In 1936, the CIO launched the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (SWOC), its campaign to unionize steel industry
holdouts. In that yeaJ; sixty of SWOC's two hundred full-time organizers were members of the Communist Party. In Chicago, thirty-two of
the thirty-three steel organizers were part of the communist caucus.'"
Publicly, Lewis defended the communists from conservatives
within the CIO. "!do not turn my organizers or CIO members upside down and shake them to see what kind of literature fulls out of
their pockets," he told red-baiters. But privately, Lewis made it quite
clear that he was merely using the communists. He argued, "Who
gets the bird, the hunter or the dog?" After SWOC finished unionizing the steel industry, and Lewis no longer needed them, he fired all
the communists from the union's payroll. 156
Communists strongly felt the need to prove their loyalty to Lewis
in 1937. Some CIO leaders tried to blame the 1936-37 wildcat strike
wave on communist agitation-but the party leadership vehemently
denied this charge. "The Communist Party is not stirring up strikes,"
Browder protested. Meanwhile, B. K. Herbert, the party leader overseeing the work of communists in the auto industry, issued a directive
that "unauthorized actions must not be tolerated." UAW vicepresidents Wyndham Mortimer, a party member, and Ed Hall, a
communist sympathizeJ; also announced, "[W]e wish to emphatically deny that we are in any way responsible, or in any way encouraged, unauthorized sit-downs." 157
Supporting Roosevelt's New Deal coalition had a devastating
impact on the class struggle, as communists offered CIO officials, including John L. Lewis, their uncritical support. As a result, the Com-
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munist Party used its enormous influence inside the unions to lead
the most militant sections of workers away from militancy as it
peaked in late 1937.
Communist Party leaders bent over backwards to make clear
that their allegiance was to the New Deal coalition, not to rank-andfile workers outside its control. The Daily Worker ran a statement by
William :Weinstone, the party's Michigan state secretary, declaring,
"unequivocally and emphatically that the Communists and the
Communist Party had never in the past and do not now in any shape;
manner, or form advocate or support unauthorized and wildcat action and regard such strikes as gravely injurious to the union's welfare." He continued, if party members were to initiate such strike
action, it would be "gravely injurious ... to the cause of cooperative
action between labor and middle-class groups." 158
But the CP leaders' newfound aversion to wildcat strikes did not
immediately filter down to rank-and-file communists on the shop
floor-many of whom continued to lead the wildcats and sit-downs
that erupted during the course of-1937. Not only was confidence still
rising among the rank and file, but that confidence also allowed
workers to begin to try and assert some control over the pace of production and other working conditions.
In January 1937, soon after the Flint sit-down began, two hundred UAW delegates met and created a "board of strategy" that
served General Motors a set of eight demands, including a demand
for a thirty-hour workweek, a six-hour day, and union participation
in regulating the pace of the assembly lines. After the Flint strike was
won, union activists tried to incorporate a strong shop steward sys-

tem into the first contract agreement with GM. Under their proposal,
each work group of fifteen to a hundred workers would elect its own
steward. Some GM plants already had a steward system in place."'
But it soon became clear that the UAW leadership was all too
willing to bargain away this crucial control over working conditions.
In the first contract, negotiated in March, GM management refused
to recognize shop stewards, replacing them with a new structure of
"committeemen"-who were far fewer in number and held less authority than stewards. The second GM settlement, negotiated in
April, explicitly stated that shop stewards would not be authorized
to handle grievances. The union implemented the April agreement
without ratification by UAW members.
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In April, after a month-long sit-down paralyzing nearly all
Chrysler plants, the UAW< secured an agreement that angered many
Chrysler workers. As one union member said later, "It was not surprising that the Chrysler sit-down strikers balked at leaving the
plants when this agreement was brought to them. They had been
told that the union would insist on obtaining sole recognition in a
contract, as well as in practice." 160
As Chester argued, the March and April settlements were a setback for autoworkers: "Committeemen who had to service 400
workers could not possibly remain in direct contact with all of their
constituents. Unlike shop stewards, who were themselves members
of the work departtnent whose grievances they sought to uphold,
committeemen would often have to act as another outsider adjudicating the disputes of those direcdy involved."'"
In May 1937, the United Automobile Worker warned, "nothing
is to be gained and everything is to be lost by bleeding a union to
death through a constant stteam of wildcat strikes .... If the United
Automobile Workers of America is to protect its right to strike it
must strike when it is right to sttike." [Emphasis in original.] The
union's executive board voted to impose disciplinary action against
workers engaging in unauthorized strikes. 162
Meanwhile, General Motors demanded permission from the
union to fire any worker who took part in unauthorized strikeswhich the union granted in September 1937. Fear of discipline
temporarily curtailed the number of wildcat strikes. But when
GM negotiated an agreement with the UAW in November that
was worse than the first contract-and included the new disciplinary provision-workers once more took matters into their
own hands.

The Turbulent UAW
By 1937, the UAW was divided into two caucuses: the Unity Caucus
and the Progressive Caucus. The leadership of the Unity Caucus included Flint organizer and communist Wyndham Mortimer and
rank-and-file leader Walter Reuther, representing the socialist faction (although he had not been an SP member since 1933). The Progressive Caucus, in contrast, was an anticommunist formation led by
UAW president Homer Martin."'
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Martin demoted and dispersed leading members of the Unity
Caucus, sending Mortimer to St. Louis and leaders Roy Reuthet;
Ralph Daly, and William Cody to other cities. Communist Henry
Kraus was replaced as editor of the union's newspapet; the United Automobile Worker. The newspaper soon began carrying thinly veiled
anticommunist editorials, such as this one in June, decrying the role
played by radicals in wildcat strikes: "Its active opposition to the policy of the organization is of itself a menace to the continued effective
functioning of the union." 164
Nevertheless, the 1937 UAW convention "was one of the most
disorderly conventions ever held by an American labor union," according to Galenson.'" When the Unity Caucus claimed the union
apparatus had failed to seat some its members, mayhem broke out,
made clear by the record of the proceedings appearing in the United
Automobile Worker:

I.

President Martin: The next order of business before this convention ...
(President Martin was interrupted by loud and continued shouts of
protest.)
President Martin: The next or:der of business before this convention ...
(The shouting continued.)
I will recognize this brother.
Delegate Steinhardt, 156: ... I would like to ask, at this time, with
your permission, that you call the house to order and take another vote.
President Martin: Just a moment. Now, let me say this to you ...
(Renewed shouting occurred, and there was a great deal of confusion.)
President Martin: I know you don't want me to speak. Where will
the convention be next year?
(There were cries of "No, no," and the noise increased.)
President Martin: Where will the convention be next year?
(A number of delegates were standing on tables, and tables and
floors were pounded with sticks, and there was a general condition of
disorder.) ...
President Martin: Where will the convention be next year?
(Disorder broke out again among the delegation.)
President Martin: Everybody take your seats, please. Just a moment ...
(The noise and disorder was resumed.)
President Martin: I think all of you realize ...
(President Martin was interrupted by cries of "Point of Order,"
and "We want Reuther. We want Reuther.")
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The convention defeated the union president's right to remove
union officers, as well as Martin's attempt to eliminate local newspapers, including Walter Reuther's West Side Conveyor."'

The Communist Party Leads the Movement-Backward
The conflict between the UAW's central leadership and rank-and-file
militants finally reached a showdown during a five-day struggle in
November 1937 at the Pontiac, Michigan, Fisher Body plant. After
the company fired four union activists for leading a wildcat strike, five
hundred workers occupied the plant of fourteen thousand workers
on November 17 and vowed to stay until all four were reinstated. CP
members and supporters played a key role in the strike. One of the
fired workers was a communist sympathizer, George Method, and he
was the unofficial leader of the sit-down strike. Mortimer himself
backed the strike and, as a UAW vice president, tried (unsuccessfully)
to convince the UAW executive board to grant strike authorization.
The Daily Worker quickly ran a story supporting the strike, arguing
that the four fired workers "had been unjustly treated.""'
But UAW leaders were under enormous pressure to crack down
on union militants. First, GM President William Knudsen (who succeeded Sloan) threatened to end all negotiations with the UAW unless it proved that it could control its members. New Deal governor
Frank Murphy announced plans to send in the state militia to
forcibly evacuate the plant. John L. Lewis instructed Martin to end
the wildcat immediately. The UAW executive board condemned the
strike, although both Mortimer and Reuther argued to sanction it.
Soon thereafter, the UAW board voted to ban all local union newspapers.168
Martin's opposition to the Pontiac strike broke out into open accusations against the Communist Party when he declared, "there is
every reason to believe that professional provocateurs were mixed

up in the calling of the Pontiac strike and its continuation.""'
But the Pontiac workers had no intention of ending the strike.
UAW officials twice attended mass meetings and pleaded with workers to vacate the plant, and twice the workers voted to continue the
strike. Instead of leaving the plant, they organized a large dance
parry, inviting autoworkers from all over the Detroit area to come
and show their solidariry.
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The Communist Party finally broke the stalemate-by condemning a strike led by its own members, which it had publicly supported only days earlier. After an article appeared in the New York
Times blaming the strike on the Communist Party, the CP leadership
immediately switched sides, fearing it might alienate its New Deal allies. Browder personally ordered the party's Pontiac autoworkers
fraction to end the occupation.
Under orders, George Method used his role as strike leader to
convince workers to leave the plant after just five days. He said, "We
are all wrong. Let's go out of the plant and show we are behind the
international union." Within an hoUJ; the strikers had vacated the
plant. The strike was lost. Afterward, a Daily Worker editorial argued that wildcats "only play into the hands of the bosses." Not long
after the strike ended, communist leaders told UAW officials that the
party supported their attempt to shut down all local rank-and-file
newspapers. 170
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The Class Struggle Subsides
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The Pontiac strike effectively marked the end of the CIO strike wave
of the 1930s. The dynamic of class struggle is such that, if it does not
continue to move forward, it very quickly begins to backslide. The
monthly average of strikes fell by more than half between 193 7 and
1939, while the CIO added only four hundred thousand new members--compared with nearly four million in its first two years."'
By late 1937, recession once again set in. Between August and
November 1937, the industrial production index dropped by 27 percent, once again throwing millions of workers into unemployment.
Between November 1937 and January 1938, U.S. auto production
fell from 295,000 to 155,000. Employment in the auto industry
dropped from 517,000 in 1937 to 305,000 in 1938."'
With the 1936 presidential election out of the way and world
war on the horizon, Roosevelt quickly shifted gears. As Mike Davis
argued, "FDR's overriding desire to win support for an increasingly
interventionist foreign policy, preempted further reform initiatives or
new concessions to labor." 173 As Roosevelt began his war buildup, he
looked to reestablish his ties with big business.
Thus, Roosevelt slashed relief and works programs for the poor
and unemployed in 1938 and again in 1939, although unemploy-
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ment was rising sharply. Courts ruled in 1938 that sit-down strikes
for union recognition were illegal, while the rival AFL and CIO leaders battled each other over jurisdiction.'"
But Roosevelt made a decisive turn against the labor movement
in 1937. Although U.S. Steel had granted union recognition just two
months earlie~ a group of virulently antiunion steel manufacturers,
known as "Little Steel," decided to use every means at their disposal
to prevent the CIO from organizing their companies. Before the
strike even began, they had already stockpiled millions of dollars'
worth of arms and ammunition and had begun organizing squads of
armed strikebreakers.
But the CIO leadership did nothing to prepare the strikers for
the onset of violence. Union leaders told strikers they should "welcome" the National Guard when it was called in by New Deal governors--telling workers the Guard was there to protect their right
to unionize. The communists echoed this advice. Instead, the National Guard traveled from one steel town to another to force the
mills open, smashing up picket lines and escorting scabs through,
beating and arresting strikers, and raiding and ransacking workers'
homes. The most violent attack took place at a strikers' Memorial
Day meeting outside the Republic Steel plant in South Chicago on
May 30, 1937:
Union leaders, including Stalinists, told [the workers] that Roosevelt,
the Wagner Act and Chicago's own "New Deal" Democratic Mayor

Kelly had "guaranteed" the right to peaceful picketing.... The police
then charged with swinging clubs and blazing guns, beating down or
shooting every laggard. In a couple of minutes, ten lay dead or fatally
wounded-every one shot in the back. Another 40 bore gunshot
wounds-in the back. One hundred and one others were injured by

dubs-including an eight-year-old child. 175

All told, eighteen workers were killed during the Little Steel
strike, which ended in defeat soon after the Chicago Memorial Day
massacre. Yet Roosevelt refused to intervene in the face of this vicious-and obviously illegal-assault on workers' right to unionize.
His only statement came after the strike was over, when he condemned both sides, quoting Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet: "A
plague on both your houses!" 176

Although a Paramount News cameraman captured the Republic
Steel massacre on film, the news agency refused to make it public.
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When Life magazine published photos of the shootings, the captain
claimed the police were acting in self-defense. That same year, the
National Association of Manufacturers published more than two
million copies of a pamphlet, "Join the CIO and Help Build a Soviet
America."m

'I
'

In 1938, Congress formed the Special Committee on Un-American Activities (later known as HUAC) to investigate so-called radical
subversives. As Nicholson pointed out, "the first HUAC victim was
Governor Murphy of Michigan, who was publicly pilloried for his failure to use force to break the Flint strike the previous year." '"
It was to be expected that Roosevelt would turn his back on the
labor movement-and that the CIO leadership would not lead a
fight against Roosevelt. But by the time workers learned this bitter
lesson, the greatest working-class upsurge in U.S. history was over.
The Communist Party had played a crucial role. The CP had an impact inside the labor movement that reached far beyond its own
membership: not only did the Communist Party maintain a substantial base among industrial workers, but by 1937, CP members held
top leadership posts in 40 percent of CIO unions."'
The working-class movement of the 1930s lacked a decisive ele- ·
ment: an organization of revolutionaries that was large enough to influence the course of the struggle. The Communist Party was large
enough, but whatever its claims to the contrary, it had long ceased to
function as a revolutionary organization. So instead of leading workers forward, the CP left thousands of workers defenseless against the
employers. Most workers who had joined the CP during the course
of the 1930s left by the end of the decade, undoubtedly confused and
demoralized by the experience, with a grossly distorted vision of socialism. In the eyes of the many militant workers, the Communist
Party discredited itself when it turned its back on the class struggle at
its turning point in 1937.
The Communist Party experienced yet a third about-face in policy before the decade ended, when Stalin signed a short-lived truce
with Adolph Hitler in 1939. Suddenly, five years of alliances with liberals and support for Roosevelt went out the window. The war
buildup that the party had enthusiastically supported was condemned as a war between "rival imperialisms for world domina-

tion." The Stalin-Hitler pact resulted in an exodus of members from
the CP, including a large number of African Americans, who could
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not stomach the idea of defending a Soviet alliance with the world's
most renowned fascist. 180

One of the most important lessons to be learned from the 1930s,
is ho;v it might have ended differently. If sections of the
labor movement had broken with the Democrats, and if the sit-down
strikes had escalated instead of subsiding in 1937-both of which
were possible-the potential existed to build a revolutionary workers' party. Instead, the 1930s era ended in a series of defeats, followed by World War IT.
Nevertheless, the working-class upheavals of the 1930s succeeded in shifting the balance of class forces in favor of the labor
movement. The New Deal recognized this fact and could not easily
be dismantled without provoking another rise in struggle. While employers would begin to consolidate their efforts to reverse labor's
gains by the end of World War!!, they could not succeed without uprooting the radicals and militants who had built the CIO. Indeed, the
top income tax rate rose to 91 percent during World War II, and
stayed there untill964.
howeve~

Would a Labor Party Have Made a Difference?
Revolutionary organization might have been possible if a mass
working-class party had been built in the 1930s. But that did not
happen. Yet, the question remains whether American workers
would have been better off if a labor or social democratic party had
developed during this tumultuous period. Trotsky, who was closely
acquainted with the U.S. working-class movement, offered a number
of useful insights in his discussions with American revolutionaries
during this period.
Trotsky argued that it was "commonplace for a Marxist" to un-

derstand that the working class in the United States needed to develop its own political tradition independent of the two capitalist
parties."' The question remained, however, whether a labor party
would help or hinder this process, given the conditions that existed
in the United States at the time. Trotsky changed his own position on
this question during the course of the 1930s.
In 1932, Trotsky opposed socialist support for forming a labor
party in the United States. He argued that the trade union leadership
was so conservative and tied to the two-party system that "the ere-
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ation of a labor parry could be provoked only by a mighty revolutionary pressure from the working masses and by the growing threat
of communism." But if there were a revolutionary alternative,
"under these conditions the labor party would signify not a progressive step but a hindrance to the progressive evolution of the working
class." ' 82
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By 1938, Trotsky had shifted from this position. He said that in
1930, "!personally didn't see that this sharp crisis or series of crises
would begin in the next period, and become deeper and deeper." '"
Moreover, "No one in our own ranks foresaw during that period
the appearance of the CIO with this rapidity and power.""' Given
the weakness of the revolutionary socialist movement, combined
with the potential the CIO created for the working-class movement,
Trotsky argued that a labor party would have been a step forwardif only because it would have meant a break with the Democrats.
Trotsky concluded, "economic action is not enough. We need
political action.""' Given the historic weakness plaguing the U.S.
working-class movement-the absence of its own political tradition--.;uch a development could only have been positive. While it is
unlikely that a labor party alone would have changed the overall outcome of the 1930s, it could have prevented the repeated derailment
of the working-class movement behind the Democrats in the decades
that followed.
A labor party could have exposed the corporate base of the Democratic Party and given workers the opportunity to develop a greater
sense of independent class politics. This would have made a difference not only during the Depression but also in its aftermath.
But this history has been largely forgotten, even by many labor
historians. As Davin observed,
The collapse of the "popular collective movement" for a labor party

after "Roosevelt's Revolution" caused a similar washing out of historical consciousness. So complete is the amnesia that neither labor and political historians nor even the children of the militants recall that it ever
commanded the imagination, loyalty, and dedicated energy of so many
working people for so long. The oblivion has been so total that it is as if
it had never been. Not only did labor's future belong to the Democrats,
but the Democratic tide even claimed labor's past. tu

PART III

The Employers Strike Back
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CHAPTER FIVE

From World War to Cold War

n October 30, 1940, on the eve of his third-term election,
Roosevelt promised voters that he would not lead the
United States to war: "And while I am talking to you, fathers and mothers, I give you once more assurance. I have said this
before, but I shall say it again, and again, and again: Your boys are
not going to be sent into any foreign wars." 1
By the time of that impassioned speech, however, Roosevelt had
already set the U.S. war machine in motion. In June 1940, he created
the National Defense Advisory Commission, appointing CIO leader
Sidney Hillman to serve alongside an assortment of business and
government leaders. The Commission quickly condemned any strike
in defense industries that might interfere with war preparedness.
Indeed, U.S. rulers had long anticipated another Great War
against their imperialist rivals. Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson
noted in his diary on November 25, 1941, "The question [at a White
House conference] was how we should maneuver them [the Japanese] into the position of firing the first shot without allowing danger
to ourselves." 2 Less than two weeks later, on December 7, 1941, the
Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor provided the immediate justification for the United States to enter into the war. World War II, as
Nicholson commented, proved "the most destructive and horrific
conflagration of human violence ever carried out." He added,

0

Most of the estimated 55 million people killed by military power were
civilians, and most of those were workers with very limited or no polit-
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ical capability to influence the war's causation. That number does not
include the workers who were killed in industrial accidents, but when
predictably caused by wartime speedups and safety lapses, should better be known as collateral losses. In the United States, there were over
88,000 workers killed in various industries, more than 11 million seriously maimed or injured from 1941 to 1945, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 3

The No-Strike Pledge
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On December 8, 1941, the day after the Pearl Harbor bombing, CIO
leader Philip Murray declared that CIO members were "ready and
eager to do their utmost to defend our country against the outrageous aggression of Japanese imperialism, and to secure the final defeat of the forces of Hitler."' The next day, the AFL Executive
Committee followed suit, issuing the following statement: "Labor
knows its duty. It will do its duty, and more. No new laws are necessary to prevent strikes. Labor will see to that. American workers will
now produce as the workers of no other country have ever produced."5
On December 15, the AFL banned its members from striking in
defense industries, and extended the ban to cover the AFI:s entire
membership the following day. Not to be outdone by his AFL rivals,
in 1942 Murray demanded a government ban on overtime pay scales
for Saturdays and Sundays. To enforce the no-strike pledge, Roosevelt assembled the National Defense Mediation Board, closely
modeled after :wilson's Council of National Defense during the First ·
World War. The Board's twelve representatives-four each from
labor, business, and "public" leaders-were entrusted to "prevent
the interruption of production by labor disputes during the period of
the war. " 6
UMWA leader John L. Lewis, who had left the CIO leadership in
1940, further estranged himself from the New Deal coalition when
he refused to surrender his union's right to strike in the lead-up to
war. Lewis voiced support for the war effort, but nonetheless led
UMWA members out on strike numerous times throughout 1941winning union recognition and significant wage hikes for miners.
When the National Defense Mediation Board refused to grant the
union shop to the miners, Lewis still wielded enough influence to
force the CIO representatives to resign from the board in protest.
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Lewis' days in the CIO, however, were numbered. He led the UMWA
out of the CIO in 1942, and back into the AFL in 1944.
Just two months after leaving the Defense Mediation Board, CIO
leaders eagerly joined Roosevelt's new War Labor Board in January
1941--empowered with binding government authority. Most business interests were pleased to enter into a pact with the labor movement, ostensibly united by love for their country. w:hen the CIO's
Sidney Hillman proposed the unity slogan, "No strikes as usual, no
business as usual," corporate representatives agreed enthusiastically,
adding their own slogan: "Equality of Sacrifice." 7 Behind all the patriotic posturing, business leaders had a compelling motive to pursue
the no-strike pledge. They aimed to use it as a weapon to curb the
confidence that still characterized the working-class movement. The
CIO doubled its membership in.1941, finally organizing the last auto
holdout, the Ford Motor Company, and the antiunion Bethlehem
Steel under conditions of full employment.' The number of strikes
also rose sharply in 1941. "One out of every twelve workers took
part in a strike at some time during they ear," Cochran noted, adding,
"this was the identical proportion as in 1916, the Preparedness year
preceding United States entry into the First World War." 9
Corporations were anxious to prevent a repeat of the class warfare of the mid-1930s-and the cause of war provided an easy justification. Some corporate leaders, emboldened by the favorable
atmosphere, ventured to admit their "war aims" at home. Admiral
Emory S. Land of the U.S. Maritime Commission in October 1942,
declared, "[Union] organizers ought to be shot at sunrise.""

The Rise of the "Labor Statesmen"
The no-strike pledge was unconditional. Most union leaders agreed
to it without polling their own members. But UAW leaders who proposed an "Equality of Sacrifice" program to the union's April1942
convention met such strong opposition from delegates that Vice
President Richard Frankensteen retorted, "Are you going to tell the
President of the United States to go to hell?" One delegate from Flint
argued,
I was certainly going to represent the local union that sent me down

here and that was for the purpose of defeating the Equality of Sacrifice
Program because we figured there would be no such thing as equality of
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sacrifice . ... The only ones that were going to sacrifice would be the
workers themselves . ... That was our first no-strike pledge. ... The
only effective weapon the worker has and we gave it away. 11

In 1942, the government froze wages-although workers were
offered the opportunity of plenty of extra work hours to raise their
incomes. Union leaders were granted two major government concessions in return for their assistance in implementing the no-strike
pledge. ~ "maintenance of membership" provision made it illegal
for union members in defense industries to quit their jobs for the duration of the war-but also required workers in these industries to
join unions. In addition, unions were granted dues check-off, enabling the deduction of members' dues automatically from their paychecks. While the provisions gave management a stable workforce,
union membership increased by 40 percent during World War II."
The character of labor negotiations shifted markedly during the
war. As Nicholson commented,
An extensive body of law and precedent setting standards built up.
Court and NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) rulings set standards and precedents for thousands of other settlements, and unions
became administrative agencies that were quasi-governmental themselves. The need for expertise in these matters created specialists, and
more elaborate administration organization by business and unions.
Negotiations took on fixed stylistic practices, becoming almost ritualistic. A bargaining table decorum set in as the law increasingly set the parameters for collective bargaining.u

Rapid union dues growth-without the expense of depleted
strike funds-allowed the CIO to buy an enormous office building in
Washington, D.C., in 1942, at the cost of $300,000, and to hire a
staff to fill it. In 1943, the CIO set up a Political Action Committee
(PAC) to campaign for Democrats."
This coincidence of interests between business and labor leaders
undoubtedly fueled the patriotic fervor of both, however reluctant
many rank-and-file workers were to relinquish the strike weapon.
With wartime production, not the threat of strikes, providing the key
to union growth, the UAW executive board proposed to the CIO in
November 1942, "Labor organizations should place greater emphasis on participation in the national war problem than on organizing
efforts." UAW leaders Walter Reuther, W~ndham Mortime~; and
Homer Martin-all on the same side when it came to the war-
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negotiated an agreement allowing the union's legendary opponent,
General Motors, to fire wildcat strikers."
To amplify its commitment to uninterrupted wartime production, the CIO announced it would "redouble its energies to promote
and plan for ever-increasing production." CIO leader Philip Murray
told workers in a radio message they should "Work! Work! Work!
Produce! Produce! Produce!" 16

Communists as Super-Patriots
The Stalin-Hider Pact was shattered when Germany invaded Russia
in June 1941, abrupdy ending the communist Party's opposition to
the Second World War. The party innnediately resumed the proRoosevelt stance it had abandoned two years earliei; as if there had
been no interruption. Party leader Earl Browder argned that i6 the
war was tq be won, "the main sacrifice" must come from workers. 17
This support was significant, as communists made up roughly
one-third of the CIO's executive board by the Second World Warand they led unions representing over a million members." Communist leaders not only embraced the no-strike pledge, but also took it
much further than other CIO officials were willing-pushing for incentive pay (piece rates) and even proposing drafting workers into
the military."
The communists also enthusiastically supported speedups in
production. As Harry Bridges, leader of the CIO's International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union (ILWU), stated, "To
put it bluntly, I mean your unions today must become instruments of
speed-up of the working-class of America."" Bridges also ordered
the members of his union to confront and physically break a 1944
strike by Chicago warehouse workers against the Montgomery
Ward Company. The Daily Worker justified Bridges' action with this
no-nonsense statement: "Those who violate the no-strike pledge are
scabs and should be so treated. Scabs were never handled with kid
gloves." 21
The management magazine Business Week heaped these words
of praise on communist-led unions in 1944:
Since Russia's involvement in the war, the leadership in these unions has
moved from the extreme left-wing to the extreme right-wing position in
the tmerican labor movement. Today they have perhaps the best
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no-strike record of any section of organized labor; they are the most vigorous proponents of labor-management cooperation; they are the only
serious labor advocates of incentive wages . ... In general, the employers with whom they deal now have the most peaceful labor relations in
industry. 22
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As the Communist Party carried the theme of Ia bar-management
cooperation to its furthest extreme, the patriotic themes of the Popular Front reemerged, in a yet more exaggerated form. The communists even supported Roosevelt's "evacuation" order in 1942, which
forcibly "relocated" one hundred and twenty thousand JapaneseAmericans to West Coast concentration camps. Two-thirds of those
relocated were U.S. citizens-most lost their homes and jobs while
they were detained for the duration of the war.'-'
Indeed, the war against Japan was justified through virulent
racism. Mississippi Representative John Rankin declared on the
floor of Congress, "This is a race war. ... The white man's civilization has come into conflict with Japanese barbarism.... I say it is of
vital importance that we get rid of every Japanese, whether in
Hawaii or on the mainland .... Damn them; let's get rid of them
now." 24 Time magazine echoed this sentiment, commenting, "the ordinary unreasoning Jap is ignorant. Perhaps he is human. Nothing
... indicates it." 25
In this context, Browder declared in 1943, "the prevailing
'American way of life,' which is dominated by its capitalist foundation in many and most decisive ways, determines that our national
unity cannot find expression in the forms and modes followed by the
Soviet peoples." He continued,
In the United States, national unity can be achieved only through compromise between the conflicting interests, demands, and aspirations of
various class groupings (primarily between those usually spoken of as
"capital and labor"), a compromise which agrees to reach at least provisional settlement of all disputes through arbitration. The motive
power behind such a compromise can only be something which all parties hold in common-that is, patriotism. ... The Communist Party of
the United States foresees that out of victory for the United Nations will
come a peace which will be guaranteed by the cooperation of the United
States, the Soviet Union, Britain, and China . ... This will make possible the solution of reconstruction problems with a minimum of social
disorder and civil disobedience. ... We offer our cooperation to all
like-minded persons and groups. 26
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Browder extended this offer to even the biggest capitalists: "If
J.P. Morgan supports this coalition, I as a Communist am prepared to
clasp his hand and join with him in realizing it. Class divisions or political groupings have no significance now." Since even the barest elements of class struggle appeared no longer necessary, Browder
temporarily dissolved the Communist Parry in January 1944, reorganizing it as the Communist Political Association. 27
Not surprisingly, the Communist Parry's credibiliry was further
diminished in the eyes of workers who refused to sacrifice the right
to strike during the _war. The effect was to leave a vacuum of left
leadership inside the unions-which was quickly filled by anticommunists. This would have far-reaching consequences after the war,
when the anticommunist witch-hunt reached fruition. As Davis
argued,
The Communists' abdication of leadership opened the way for antiCommunist forces within the 00 to manipulate rank-and-file unrest
to their own factional advantage . ... Within the important United

Electrical Workers [UE], for example, anti-Communist dissident James
Carey and his Jesuit-led allies from the American Catholic Trade
Unionists (AGIU) (who modeled their organization on CP factory
cells) profited from grassroots dissatisfaction with the Communistdominated international leadership. In the UAW, the explosive issues of

incentive pay and speedup-both of which were defended by Communists and their allies in the Addes-Frankensteen leadership-provoked a
deep split in the leadership. The Reuther faction alone reoriented itself
to the rebellion of the locals and outflanked the Communists and their
central allies by appearing as the most militant wing of the national
leadership.18

Anticommunism strengthened within the CIO as early as 1940
and continued to grow throughout the war. Yet, the CP refused to
confront red-baiting as a matter of policy, believing it was better to
avoid conflict with its New Deal allies. In so doing, the Parry allowed
anticommunism to grow inside the union movement unchallenged.
In 1940, the CIO passed a resolution at its convention stating,
"[W]e firmly reject consideration of any policies emanating from totalitarianism, dictatorships, and foreign ideologies such as Nazism,
Communism, and Fascism." CIO attorney Lee Pressman, a close
sympathizer of the Communist Parry, presented the resolution. Parry
leaders considered it a "smart move" that "avoided an ugly show-
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down." But it only laid the groundwork for a much more ugly showdown in the years to come."

The Smith Act
Anticommunism, howeve~; was directed against all socialists, not
merely those who uncritically followed the directives of Joseph
Stalin. The government's first crackdown targeted not communists,
but Trotskyists from the Socialist Workers Party (S\W'). Congress
passed the Alien Registration Act JO (Smith Act) in 1940, making it a
crime to "knowingly or willfully advocate, abet, advise, or teach the
duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing the Government of the United States or of any State by force or violence, or
for anyone to organize any association which teaches, advises, or encourages such an overthrow, or for anyone to become a member of
or to affiliate with any such association."
In June 1940, International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT)
president Daniel Tobin alerted Roosevelt to a "subversive" conspiracy afoot in Minneapolis-immediately after the Trotskyist-led
Local544 voted to sever relations with the IBT-AFL and affiliate instead with the CIO's Motor Transport and Allied Workers Industrial
Union. Tobin held considerable sway with the Roosevelt administration, since he was then chair of the Democratic Party's National
Labor Committee."
Within a matter of weeks, the government took action. On June
30, the FBI raided the SWP's Minneapolis headquarters. Although
the evidence gathered consisted of widely available Marxist publications, including the Communist Manifesto, twenty-nine leaders of
the Socialist Workers Party were indicted in August 1941 for "seditious conspiracy" and violating the Smith Act. All but three of those
indicted were "present or former members of Minneapolis unions,"
Preis noted. Farrell Dobbs, Karl Skoglund, and the Dunne brothers,
who had led the 1934 Minneapolis strike to victory, were among
them."
On June 28, the CIO issued a statement in Local 544's defense,
calling its leaders' pending indictment "nothing bur a smear campaign against the CIO." The statement also acknowledged Tobin's
role in instigating the attack: "Unable to bend the workers to his will
by the other vicious tactics which he has employed, Dan Tobin has
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persuaded Roosevelt to carry out this action in payment of his political debt to Tobin .... It is deplorable that the functions of the U.S.
Department of Justice have been perverted in this reprehensible
manner." 33
Yet the Communist Party did nothing to defend Local544, both
because communists preferred to avoid the issue of red-baiting and
because the Party remained highly antagonistic toward Trotskyists.
Indeed, the August 16 edition of the communist Daily Worker enthused, "The Communist Paey has always exposed, fought against
and today joins in the fight to exterminate the Trotskyite Fifth Column from the life of our Nation." "
In December 1941, eighteen Trotskyists were acquitted on sedition charges but found guilty of violating the provisions of the Smith
Act. Over the next two years, the U.S. Supreme Court declined toreview the case three times, and the eighteen were finally sent to federal
prisons in December 1943, to serve sentences of twelve to eighteen
months." With its leaders in prison, Local544 was easily destroyed.
Meanwhile, the infamously corrupt Jinuny Hoffa used the .opportunity to expand his own control over the Teamsters union, with
Tobin's blessing."
Within a decade, the Smith Act took aim with a vengeance
against the Communist Party itself. Twelve communist leaders were
indicted in 1948 as the anticommunist witch-hunt reached its full
fury. In 1958, when McCarthyism was already receding, a United
States Court of Appeals finally ruled that teaching or advocating the
overthrow of government does not constitute "a call to action" and

is therefore not a felony." But by then the damage had already been
done.

Wartime Strike Wave
Although the U.S. enjoyed enormous domestic support for the war
after Pearl Harbor, rank-and-file workers were quick to show their
widespread hostility to the no-strike pledge. As an interviewer described of Chrysler workers who struck five plants in May 1943,
"Without exception, so far as I was able to discover, they maintain

that they have never agreed to any such thing."" In fact, many more
workers went out on strike during the four years of U.S. involvement
in the Second World War than in the first four years of the CIO's for-
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mation. All told, 6,774,000 workers took part in a total of 14,471
strikes during the war-the vast majority wildcat strikes-that grew
in frequency as the war years dragged on."
John L. Lewis was the only leader of a major union to openly
defy the no-strike pledge during the war. Lewis led 530,000 miners
out on strike three times in 1943. The rebellious mood of the miners
was such that, when the War Labor Board ordered the UMWA not
to strike on April22, as historian Martin Glaberman wrote, "[t]he
miners responded by beginning walkouts in Alabama and Western
Pennsylvania." On May 1, 1943, Roosevelt ordered "government
seizure" of the mines and the War Labor Board ordered the miners to
return to work, on the grounds that miners were working "for the
government." The miners refused. Even after Lewis declared a
"truce" beginning on May 3, UMWA locals voted to wait until May
4 to return to work."'
The War Labor Board's tough stance against the miners met with
the approval of both its AFL and CIO representatives. UAW president R.]. Thomas was quick to condemn the miners' strike as a "political strike against the President." But rank-and-file autoworkers
sided overwhelmingly with the miners:
[AJ thousand delegates representing 350,000 members of the United
Auto Workers in Michigan overrode their national officers and adopted
by overwhelming vote a resolution to support not only the UMW's de·
mands but the strike as well. The UAW national leaders, which included
President Thomas and Vice-President Reuther; introduced and backed
a minority resolution opposing the strike . ... But the delegates would
not be swayed. Only a half dozen or so ... openly voted against the

majority resolution to back the coal strike.~~
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In June, mine operators quietly began negotiating wage increases
directly with the UMWA. This did not sit well with the War Labor
Board, which refused to sanction the agreement. Miners again responded by walking out. After yet another round of strikes in October, the government finally backed down. The miners had defied the
no-strike pledge and won.
Their victory opened the floodgates for other workers to take
strike action. As labor historian Nelson Lichtenstein described,
"Wildcat strikes were centered in the highly integrated massproduction rubber and converted automobile factories, where half
or more of all workers took part in wartime strikes in 1944 and
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1945. Of the 16 strikes involving over 10,000 workers each in 1944,
11 took place in the auto-aircraft industry.'"'
Union officials took disciplinary action against strike leadersincluding blacklisting known militants. But fear of reprisal appar·
ently had little impact, as momentum only continued to grow. The
vast majoriry of the wildcats were "quickie" work stoppages disputing immediate working conditions, often involving just one or two
departments within a plant.
The following examples are typical of the disputes at the center
of most wildcat strikes during this period. The incident leading to a
December 1, 1944, strike by GM's sand-blast workers was explained
as follows: "Sand-blast employees demanded ten minutes to clean up
at end of shift; walked out when not granted." On December 5, a
strike at Ford's Rouge plant was explained this way: "Protest against
suspension of two committeemen for countermanding orders of supervision and reading newspapers on the job." On December 15,
workers struck at the Chicago Chrysler Dodge plant, claiming
"band-saw blades not sharp." Later in the day, the same workers
struck again "in protest when notified that they would not be paid
for time not worked during above stoppage.""
The examples above illustrate the degree to which rank-and-file
workers in key industries were intent on exercising control over the
shop floor, using methods learned during the 1930s, with a fair
amount of success. Testimony presented at Senate hearings on the
defense industry in March 1945 demonstrates the impact of this success. Below, M. F. McCauley, a manager at the Packard Motor Company, explained why Packard management was unable to conduct
time-motion studies to improve the efficiency of its aircraft engine:
Mr. McCauley: "'We weren't allowed in there for two years to timestudy the job."
Senator Ferguson: "Wait a minute. You say you weren't allowed
in?"
Mr. McCauley: "No, sir."
Senator Ferguson: "Who kept you out?"
Mr. McCauley: "The stewards of the plant objected every time we
went in to study them . ... [A] number of times they told the time-study
man to get out of the department. So, as to avoid trouble, he got out."
Senator Ferguson: "Well, now, I am just unable to ... understand
it, if a steward tells an employee of the company to get out of the factory,
that he gets out. I am not able to understand it. Will you explain it?"
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Mr. McCauley: .. You would either have that or trouble or a walkout on you or bodily throw him our ... .,
Senator Ferguson: .. So, one of two things happens: That if the
:.reward tells an emplorce of the company to get out of the factory, and
he doesn't go our voluntarily, theywiH do one of two things-walk out
themselves or throw him our bodily.,.
Mr. McCauley: "That is correct.,.
Senacor Ferguson: "\Vel!, have you ever had anybody thrown
out" ..•

Mr. McCauley: "No; l haven't on time study because they just got
our before they got into trouble."
Senaror Ferguson: .. Have you ever had anybody thrown out by the
stewards on any other study of any other work?"
Mr. McCauley: .. Well, I think Mr. Patzkowsky can tell you some

foremen who were walked our of the plant...
Senator Ferguson: "'You mean the stewards took the foreman out
of the plant?"
Mr. McCauley: ''That is correcr. ''+l

The wartime strike wave was accompanied by a concerted attempt to rescind the no-strike pledge within the still turbulent UAW.
During the summer of 1944, a small group of radicals, led by Trotskyists from the Socialist Workers Party, joined forces with local
union officials to form the Rank and File Caucus in the UAW--organized for the express purpose of voting down the no-strike pledge
at the union's September convention. 45 At the convention, the caucus
was surprised by its own success: nearly 40 percent of delegates supported the caucus' resolution against the no-strike pledge. When the
UAW held a referendum a few months later, 35 percent voted against
continuing the no-strike pledge."

Segregation in the
"World's Greatest Democracy"
The widespread sentiment against the no-strike pledge clearly
demonstrated the mood of defiance that carried over from the 1930s
among many thousands of rank-and-file workers. In addition, Black
workers took advantage of wartime full employment to escalate the
batde against segregation in the military and at the workplace.
Roughly half a million African-American soldiers served in the
Second World War. Yet the military fighting on behalf of the "world's
greatest democracy" remained segregated throughout the war, while
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not a single Black soldier was awarded a Medal of Honor. Back at
home, Black workers were systematically denied access to higherpaying defense industry jobs during the initial phase of wartime production.
These contradictions were too great to ignore. A. Philip Randolph organized the March on Washingron movement in 1941,
threatening to bring fifty thousand African Americans to the U.S.
Capitol to march against segregation. In response to this call, tens of
thousands of African Americans joined demonstrations in New
York, Chicago, and St. Louis, demanding that Roosevelt establish a
Fair Employment Practices Committee to open defense industry jobs
to Black workers. As Randolph argued,
The Negro's stake in national defense is big. lt consists of jobs, thousands of jobs. lt may represent millions, yes, hundreds of millions of

dollars in wages. It consists of new industrial opportunities and hope.
This is worth fighting for. Most important and vital of all, Negroes by
the mobilization and coordination of their mass power, can cause

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TO ISSUE AN EXECUTIVE ORDER
ABOLISHING DISCRIMINATION IN ALL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, ARMY, NAVY AIR CORPS, AND NATIONAL DEFENSE jOBS."

Under pressure, Roosevelt was indeed forced to sign an executive order abolishing discrimination in all government departments
and defense jobs, and finally establishing a Fair Employment Practices Committee."' In 1943, the War Labor Board issued a specific
appeal to African Americans: "Whether as vigorous fighting men or
for production of food and munitions, America needs the Negro; the
Negro needs the equal opporruniry to work and fight. The Negro is
necessary for winning the war, and at the same time, is a rest of our
sinceriry in the cause for which we are fighting.""
Roosevelt's order did not, however, come close to ending discrimination against African Americans. Indeed, the U.S. Army remained segregated until 1948 (as did major league baseball until
1947). The Fair Employment Practices Committee, while forcing defense employers to hire Black workers, did nothing to defend those
Black workers who then faced workplace segregation and were offered only the worst job assignments. Tens of thousands of Black
workers joined in demonstrations and strikes against workplace dis-
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crimination in the following years. The biggest was a wildcat strike
at Ford's Rouge plant in April 1943, when twelve thousand Black
workers walked out to demand the hiring of more African Americans. 50
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The Black struggle significantly impacted the racial composition
of the industrial workforce. Between 1940 and 1945, the number of
Black men employed in agriculture fell from 41 percent to 28 percent, and the number of Black workers employed in industry nearly
doubled (from 5.9 percent to 10.1 percent). African-American
women did not fare as well. While Black women's overall employment increased during the wa~; most were denied access to higherpaying industrial jobs and remained concentrated as domestic
servants and in other service occupations.
White women, on the contrary, made up a large proportion of
workers in defense industries. Between three hundred thousand and
four hundred thousand women joined the UAW during the Second
World Wa~; forming a third of the union's membership. Most
women in World War II defense industries were not new to the labor
force. As Glaberman noted, "It is clear that the picture of housewives
rushing to become Rosie the Riveter and rushing back to the home
after the end of the war is inaccurate. Most of the women working in
war plants had had earlier [work] experience."
All told, two in five Black women and one in three white women
were in the workforce by 1944."

Radicalization Averted

I

Thus, the war years witnessed a sharp rise in class struggle, broad
sentiment against the no-strike pledge, a militant movement against
racial discrimination and a significant influx of women into industrial unions. These should have been the ingredients for the renewed
growth of radicalism inside the working-class movement.
But the Communist Party, still by far the largest organization on
the left, made d1at possibility much more unlikely. The communists'
uncritical support of Roosevelt and the no-strike pledge only succeeded in alienating militant workers who went on strike during the
war. The much smaller groups of genuine radicals held virtually no
influence over the direction of the class struggle, with the notable ex-
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ception of the UAW's Rank and File Caucus. As a result, while World
War IT ranks among the most militant periods of class struggle in
history, this was not a period when radicalism developed on any significant scale. In fact, the political climate significantly shifted rightward from the previous decade.
This was evidenced by a rise in racism among white workers that
peaked in 1943. Mobs of white workers often forcibly blocked
African Americans migrating North from settling in previously allwhite industrial areas. These confrontations frequently turned violent. The June 1943 Detroit race riot, one of the worst incidents of
racist violence during this period, left thirty-four people dead." As
Bert Cochran pointed out, overcrowding provided the backdrop for
this explosion of racist bigotry:
As soon as Michigan became a major war production center, there was
an ingathering of masses of new workers, many from the South. By
mid~1941 in Detroit alone there were over 350,000 new workers,
50,000 of them Blacks. No provisions worth talking about had been
made to accommodate the newcomers. All facilities were monstrously

overcrowded; there was an acute housing shortage; the Blacks ... were
forced into decaying, infested ghetto slums and were hemmed in

by

walls of hatred.·13

This rise in racism among white workers spilled over into a spate
of racist "hate strikes" during the same period. The hate strikes were
a temporary development, peaking in June 1943 and subsiding soon
thereafter. Nevertheless, their significance should not be underestimated, for they mark a sharp backslide from the racial unity that had
grown inside the labor movement throughout the 1930s.
In general, the hate strikes were protests against the hiring or
promotion of Black workers, or the transfer of a Black worker into a
previously all-white department. Like other wildcats during the war,
most were "quickie" actions of workers. But for a short period of
time they were quite frequent. At their height, between March and
June 1943, over a hundred thousand work hours were lost to hate
strikes. And larger hate strikes did take place. Twenty-five thousand
white workers struck Detroit's Packard Works in April 1943 to
protest an earlier sit-down of Blacks demanding job promotions."
Howeve~; even at their height, the hate strikes represented only a
minority of the wartime work stoppages taking place. In many more
instances, Black and white workers struck together in genuine soli-
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clarity. But the hate strikes demonstrate how, without significant
pressure from labor radicals to challenge the right-wing climate that
grew throughout the Second World Wa~; white unionists could
quickly begin venting their frustrations not at those in power-but
by turning on African-American workers. Wildcat strikes could thus
display remarkable solidarity one day, only to foment racist hatred
the next.

Postwar Upsurge
Even before the war finally ended in August 1945, union officials
proudly declared a postwar era of continued labor-management cooperation. Togethe~; the AFL and CIO signed a "Charter of Iodustrial Peace" with the Chamber of Commerce in March. The CIO
News ran a banner headline that month announcing, "It's Industrial·
Peace for the Post-War Period!" And the Communist Party once
again outflanked the CIO, declaring bluntly soon after the war was
ave~; "The no-strike pledge was not declared only for the duration of
the war." 55

But these predictions were nothing more than wishful thinking.
The end of the war brought with it an explosion of class struggle that
continued through the end of 1946. Workers who had risked their
lives fighting in the war returned home to a recession economy and,
in many cases, to find they'd lost their jobs. Those who still had
jobs faced sharply lower wages. During the war years, productivity
had risen by 11 percent, but average hourly raises had totaled only
0.6 percent. In addition, four million women workers who had
landed industrial jobs during the war years were thrown out of work
immediately afterward. Within a week after "Victory over Japan
Day" (known as V-J Day) in August 1945, the unemployed were organizing mass demonstrations, drawing fifty thousand in New York
City and thirty thousand in San Francisco."
The first six months of 1946 marked "the most concentrated period of labor-management strife in the country's history," according
to the U.S. Bureau of, Labor Statistics. Io January of that yea~; auto,
steel, electrical, and packinghouse workers were all on strike at the
same time, paralyzing the industrial base of the economy. During the
twelve months after V-J Day, more than five million workers were involved in strikes, which lasted on average four times longer than
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those during the war. 57 By 1946, 69 percent of all production workers in manufacturing were union members. 58 Total union member, ship continued rising during the immediate postwar period, peaking
at roughly 35 percent of the U.S. labor force by 1954.
Meanwhile, those soldiers remaining overseas after the war organized a ".Bring us home now!" movement in late 1945 and 1946,
involving troops abroad and their family members at home. Trains
carrying troops through Minneapolis were adorned with signs complaining, "We're being sold down the river while Congress vacations."" Thousands of U.S. soldiers demonstrated in Seoul, Manila,
Guam, Frankfurt, and Paris--often using tactics learned in the
1930s labor movement. One commander told a rowdy demonstration of four thousand U.S. soldiers in Manila, "You men forget
you're not working for General Motors. You're still in the Army."
Thousands of troops marched through the streets of Paris, chanting
"Get us home!" Troops in Seoul adopted the following resolution:
"We cannot understand the War Department's insistence on keeping
an oversized peacetime army overseas under present conditions." 60
Sentiment was widespread among Black soldiers that "we know
our fight for democracy will really begin when we reach San Francisco on our way home." By January 1946, Black veterans were already demonstrating for voting rights in the South. In 1947, A. Philip
Randolph again began to organize a movement against segregation
in the U.S. Army. He declared, "I personally will advise Negroes to
refuse to fight as slaves for a democracy they cannot possess and cannot enjoy."" Randolph organized a picket outside the 1948 Democratic Parry convention, demanding an end to segregation in the
military. An opinion poll at the time showed 71 percent of Black
youth in Harlem would refuse to be drafted into a segregated army.
The government finally gave in, formally ending segregation in the
U.S. Army that year."

Truman's Assault on Labor
However determined workers were to regain lost ground after the
waJ; the employers were just as determined to prevent them from
doing so. As GM president Alfred Sloan declared at the end of World
War II, "It is going to take a good while to rid the country of the New
Deal, but sooner or later the ax falls and we get a change." 63 They
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found a capable ally in President Harry Truman, who succeeded
Roosevelt after his death in April 1945. Truman's first significant
presidential act was to order two atomic bombs dropped on the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Augnst 1945, killing
an estimated two hundred thousand Japanese, the vast majority
civilians. Truman did not have a liberal reputation to protect.
Truman quickly joined forces with antiunion employers. For
more than a year after the war ended, the War Powers Act entitled
the government to continue to seize entire industries in order to
break strikes. Truman made good use of this powei; successfully
breaking strikes by oil workers, packinghouse workers, railroad
workers, and miners by the end of 1946. Explaining his numerous
interventions in the 1946 strikes, he said, "[l]t was clear to me that
the time had come for action on the part of the government." 64 By
1947, 90 percent of union contracts contained clauses pledging no
strikes during the course of the agreement. As Brecher remarked,
"Indeed, by May 1947--a year after the big strikes-the average
worker had less purchasing power than he had had in January 1941;
in March 1947, auto and basic steelworkers were making almost
twenty-five cents less than two years before.""
Workers expressed their disillusionment with the Democrat in
the White House through mass abstention from the 1946 Congressional election, which drew only three-eighths of eligible voters and
elected a Republican majority." The new Congress wasted no time in
launching a frontal assault on labOJ; passing the Taft-Hartley Act in
194 7-which imposed a multitude of restrictions on organized labor
and working-class solidarity."

Taft-Hartley
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The Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, officially titled the Labor-Management
Relations Act, outlawed wildcat strikes, solidarity strikes, secondary
boycotts, and mass picketing. It required all union officials to sign affidavits stating that they were not members of the Communist Party
and had no relationship with any organization seeking the· "overthrow of the United States government by force or by any illegal or
unconstitutional means." Taft-Hartley allowed states to pass laws
banning the closed union shop, in a goodwill gesture to Southern
employers. The president of the United States was given authority to
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impose an eighty-day "cooling-off period" on strikes that threatened the "national interest." Moreover, Taft-Hartley held union organizations and their leaders legally responsible-that is, subject to
lawsuits-for damages incurred by wildcat strikes or any other
~'breach of contract." 68

Truman vetoed the Taft-Hartley Act in June 1947, knowing that
Congress had more than enough votes ro override his veto. As
Nicholson wrote, "More Democrats joined Republicans in voring
for the bill and the override than voted against it."" Truman's
claimed opposition to Taft-Hartley was also belied by his own actions. By the middle of 1948, Truman had used it twelve times to
break strikes."
"Although both the AFL and the CIO initially favored a boycott
of Taft-Hartley," Lichtenstein commented, "such a nullification
would also deprive them of access to the NLRB [National Labor Relations Board], to bargaining unit election procedures, and to what
protections the labor law still afforded them against anti-union employers." 71 CIO leaders continued to support the Democrats and vigorously campaigned for Truman in the 1948 election-based upon
his (never fulfilled) campaign promise to repeal Taft-Hartley. But
union officials were also enjoying their status as "labor statesmen"

and wished to continue the collaborative relationships they had established with government representatives during the war. Unions'
support for Truman proved decisive in the 1948 election. After Truman won a surprise victory against his Republican opponent,
Thomas E. Dewey, he declared, "Labor did it!"" Labor's continued
backing for the Democrats had further implications, as Mike Davis
argued:
[T]hey chose to reconsolidate their shaken alliance with Truman and
the national Democratic Party, allowing the CIO in the process to become an integral component of the administration's escalating anticommunist crusade . ... [I]he CIO's one-sided and obsequious tie to
the Presidential level of the Democratic Party-like Gompers' earlier reliance upon Wilson-bound it naturally to the twists and turns of
American foreign policy from the ephemeral 'one world' enthusiasms

of the Teheran Conference period to the nuclear imperialism of the late
forties. 73

Just over a year after Taft-Hartley passed, eighty-one thousand
union officers from roughly 120 unions had filed non-communist
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affidavits with the government." By 1957, Taft-Hartley had completely altered the political complexion of the U.S.labor movement.
In July of that yea~; as David Caute, author of The Great Fear, noted,
"the NLRB announced that about 250 international unions were in
compliance (involving about 2,750 affidavits) and 21,500 locals (involving some 193,500 affidavits).""
After Taft-Hartley was passed, the number of strikes declined
significantly-never again approaching the 1945-46 level." In
1953, the CIO's research department reported, "no significant industry or service which was not organized before 1945-46 has been
organized since then." 77 By the end of the 1950s, the labor movement had entered its long-term decline.

Liberals Unite to Stamp Out the "Red Menace"
The anticommunist witch-hunt of the 1940s and 1950s is generally
regarded as a Republican creation-in the likeness of the ruthless
Republican Senator Joseph McCarthy and the reactionary FBI director J. Edgar Hoover. To be sure, McCarthyism peaked during the
Eisenhower administration. And right-wing Republican Richard
Nixon launched his Congressional career by claiming in his 1946
campaign, "A vote for Nixon is a vote against the Communistdominated [CIO] PAC with.its gigantic slush fund."" NIXon built
his political reputation as a vitriolic member of the House Un-American Activities Committee.
But the anticommunist crusade achieved such overwhehning
success only because liberal Democrats pursued it with equal ferocity. Roosevelt, of course, signed the Smith Act into law in 1940,
setring the legal precedent for prosecuting radicals. And a host
of Democrats, including Senators John E Kennedy and Hubert
Humphrey, spearheaded the liberal embrace of anticommunism.
Kennedy's role paralleled Nixon's, as Caute describes:
After the war the lead in the red-baiting of unions was taken by the
House Committee on Education and Labor under its chairman Fred
Hartley, coauthor of the Taft-Hartley Act. This committee, hostile to

the New Deal and graced by such freshman starts as Nixon of California and John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts, fastened its claws into the

Communist militant who had led highly publicized strikes in 1941 and
194 7 at the Allis-Chalmers Company in Wisconsin. What happened to
Harold Christoffel could well serve-and was intended to serve-as an
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example to any other union leader tempted to adhere to the Marxist

principles he had absorbed in the thirties . ... A grand jury indicted him
for perjury, and in March 1948 he was convicted. After the Supreme
Court had thrown out the verdict on a technicality, he was tried and
convicted again. In May 1953, though he was relentlessly pursued by

John F. Kennedy, Christoffel's sentence was reduced from four years to
sixteen months. 79

After sponsoring a bill to make Communist Party membership a
crime, Hubert Humphrey successfully supported the Communist
Control Act of 1954, stripping the CP of all legal "righrs, privileges
and immunities."'" Humphrey was also a founder of the liberal
Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) in 1954, which quickly
made clear its dedication to stamping out the "red menace." An

ADA supporter made the following observation about liberal infighting, "In the course of this battle liberals attacked liberals with
more venom than they had ever directed at any economic royalist." 81
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)--<:reated to defend the right to free speech and individual liberty-was one of the
first liberal organizations to conduct its own internal campaign
against communism. In 1940, veteran IWW leader Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was expelled from the ACLU's Board of Trustees (an
elected position) for being a member of the Communist Party. Just
one year earlier, the ACLU had published the pamphlet, Why We
Defend Free Speech for Nazis, Fascists, and Communists. The
ACLU also reversed its earlier opposition to labor policies that
barred communists from running for union office. And throughout
the 1950s, leading members of the ACLU played the role of informers, tipping off the FBI about anyone who approached them asking
them to join a campaign against HUAC or otherwise expressing
hostility to McCarthyism."

The Truman Doctrine

In the mid-1940s, Truman himself launched the full-throttled anticommunist crusade that paved the way for McCarthyism in the
1950s. After the Democrats' resounding defeat in the 1946 Congressional elections, Truman consciously steered the Democrars to the
right in an attempt to steal the Republicans' anti-New Deal thunder.
But anticommunism was also the centerpiece of Truman's for-
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eign policy, ostensibly to defend the "free world" from the "Soviet
threat." Fighting as allies during World War II, the United States and
the USSR emerged from the Second World War as the world's largest
superpowers, although the United States was by far the stronger of
the two. Their wartime alliance was quickly severed once hostilities
came to a close. Nevertheless, before the conclusion of World War II,
the United States was forced to share the spoils of war not only with
Britain, its long-standing ally, but also with its Russian nemesis. The
three leaders of the victor nations-Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalinmet at Yalta in February 1945 to carve up control of Europe. In his
memoirs, Churchill described the Yalta meeting with Stalin to divide
the European continent:
The moment was apt for business, so I said, "Let us settle our affairs in
the Balkans. Your armies are in Rumania and Bulgaria. We have interM
ests, missions and agents there. Don't let us get at cross-purposes in
small ways. So far as Britain is concerned, how would it do for you to
have 90 percent predominance in Rumania, for us to have 90 percent of
the say in Greece, and go 50-50 a_bout Yugoslavia?" While this was
being translated I wrote on half a sheet of paper:
Rumania: Russia 90%-The others 10%
Greece: Great Britain 90%-Russia 10%
Yugoslavia: 50-50%
Hungary: 50-50%
Bulgaria: Russia 75%-The others 25%
I pushed this across to Stalin, who had by then heard the translation. There was a slight pause. Then he took his pencil and made a large
tick upon it, and passed it back to us. It was all settled in no more time
than it takes to set down . ... After this there was a long silence. ~he
penciled paper lay on the center of the table. At length I said, "Might it
not be thought rather cynical if it seemed we had disposed of these issues, so fateful to millions of people, in such an off-hand manner? Let us
burn the paper." "No, you keep it," said Stalin. 83

Although leaders of the conquering nations had so calmly divided control at Yalta, Republicans afterward bitterly accused New
Deal Democrats-the now deceased Roosevelt in particular-<>£
having ceded too much ground to Russia.
The Truman Doctrine, unveiled on March 12, 1947, institutionalized a power struggle between the United States and the Soviet
Union, launching the Cold War that dominated world politics until
the unraveling of the USSR fifry years later. The Marshall Plan, central to the Truman Doctrine, dangled the offer of economic aid to
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countries resisting "Communist domination, in order to buy their

allegiance to the United States. "Communism" was broadly defined
to include militant workers' movements from below in addition to
Soviet intervention from above.
While gaining little notice at the time, the Truman administration was already aiding France's colonial efforts in the war in Vietnam, bearing up to 50 percent of the financial cost by 1952. As
Caute noted, "It was the Truman government that very energetically
planted the disastrous harvest of the late 1960s." 84
The U.S. State Department, under the auspices of the Marshall
Plan, quickly enlisted the assistance of American labor leaders in
crushing left-wing workers' movements in Europe and Latin America. By 1948, as Preis noted, "CIO Secretary Treasurer Uames] Carey
threatened the Italian workers that if they did not vote against the
Communist-Socialist ticket in the April 18 elections, 'they could
hardly expect to share in the benefits of the ERP [European Recovery
Plan].'" 85 CIO officials thus graduated from the role of "labor statesmen" to international operatives for the U.S. government.
The Truman Doctrine called for the containment of the "Soviet
threat" primarily because the Soviet Union interfered with the right
of U.S. imperialism to single-handedly dominate the world. To be
sure, the United States spoke of promoting democracy and human
rights, but its actual plan was far more pragmatic. As State Department planner George Kennan argued in an internal document in
1948:
[W]e have about 50 percent of the world's wealth, but only 6.3 percent
of its population . ... In this situation, we cannot fail to be the object of
envy and resentment. Our real task in the coming period is to devise a
pattern of relationships which will permit us to maintain this position
of disparity without positive detriment to our national security. To do
so, we will have to dispense with all sentimentality and day-dreaming;
and our attention will have to be concentrated everywhere on our im-

mediate national objectives. 86

America thus based its Cold War alliances not on any commitment to democracy but on other governments' willingness to advance the aims of U.S. imperialism. As Nicholson remarked,
"Governments, no matter how tyrannical, that provided unrestricted
access to labor, natural resources, markets, and opportunities for investment were to be protected by the United States and its allies.""
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McCarthyism Under Truman

II!

Truman's anti-Russian foreign policy translated into a domestic
witch-hunt only because it provided an opportunity to launch an employers' backlash against the working-class radicalization of the
1930s. While European social democracy flourished after the wru;
the U.S. ruling class stood alone in lurching rightward. Caute argued
pointedly, "We need only glance momentarily outside the borders of
the United States to notice that Britain also committed itself to a political and military alliance against the Soviet Union, but without the
corollary ofdomestic red-baiting and witch-hunting.""
As historian Victor Navasky, author of Naming Names, commented,
To underwrite the costs of containment abroad, Truman over-sold the
Communist menace at home. Ten days after promulgating the Truman
Doctrine for Greece and Turkey, in March 1947, he signed Executive Order 9835, which established a loyalty and security program for
all federal employees and revived the attorney general's old list of
subversive organizations. Many former isolationists quickly adapted
Truman's anti-Communist foreign policy to their 'politics of revenge'
against the New Deal. 8,

In March 1947-the same month he announced the Truman
Doctrine and two months before the Taft-Hartley Act sailed through
Congress-Truman instituted the Loyalty Act by Executive Order
9835, authorizing the Attorney General to compile a list of "subversive" organizations. Within a yea~; the list had grown to include six
categories and 78 organizations."' The Loyalty Act authorized the
FBI and the Civil Service Commission (CSC) to begin surveillance activities on federal employees, in addition to members of any organizations on the Attorney General's list. In its first six years, the
program resulted in 4,666,122 sets of fingerprints, 4,756,705 loyalty oaths, and 26,236 investigations of federal employees or applicants. By 1955, the CSC announced that the FBI maintained
intelligence files on two million people. That same yeaJ; roughly one
in five U.S. workers was required to submit a loyalty oath or pass security clearance for their jobs."
The security agents were empowered to scour the personal as
well as political activities of their suspects-from their sex lives to
their reading material. Journalist Elmer Davis later described an inci-
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dent in which a young woman was being screened for a civilian job
wirb rbe U.S. Navy. When Davis complimented her intelligence, the
investigating officer remarked, "These intelligent people are very
likely to be attracted to Communism.""
Between 1947 and 1956, twenry-seven hundred civilian workers
were fired from their jobs, while twelve rbousand more resigned after
rbe experience of being investigated. In a single day during rbis period,
three Chicago electric companies fired over five hundred stewards
and officials of rbe communist-led United Electrical Workers (UE).
The NLRB upheld rbe mass firings as valid under Taft-Hartley."
The charges against most suspects ranked far below actual membership in rbe Communist Party. One civil servant lost his job in
1949 after he was,accused of being "unduly critical of the United
States Government and unduly praiseful of the Communist Government of Russia." The sum total of his "subversive" activity was having signed a Progressive Party petition in 1948. Anorber employee
was confronted by an informant's testimony that, while visiting his
apartment, he had "listened for three hours to a recorded opera entitled The Cradle Will Rock." The informer explained that the plot of
this opera "followed along the lines of a downtrodden laboring man
and the evils of the capiralist system." 94
"Questions of social philosophy, supposedly protected by the
First Amendment, were grist to the mill," Caute observed. A geographer employed by the government was asked:
Have you provided any sort of religious training for your children?
Do you believe in government ownership of public utilities as a
general proposition?
Have you indicated that you favor redistribution of wealth?
What do you consider "reactionary" to be?
Do you think that workers in the capitalist system get a relatively

fair deal?
In your opinion should Guatemala be both legal and Communistic
[sic]? 95

Mississippi Democrat John E. Rankin and Texas Democrat
Martin Dies set the political tone for HUAC. Dies was chairman of
HUAC's predecessm; the Special Committee on Un-American Activities, from 1938 to 1944. When rbe Special Committee subpoenaed
the membership list of rbe American League for Peace and Democracy, he estimated rbat "rbere are not less than 2,000 outright Com-
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munists and Party-liners still holding jobs in the government in
Washington." 96
Rankin hailed from the voting district that imposed the highest
poll tax in the country and, as a KKK sympathizer, insisted that slavery was "the greatest blessing the Negro people ever had."" Rankin
considered the Fair Employment Practices Committee "the beginning of a Communist dictatorship the like of which America never
dreamed. n Rankin was also a vocal anti-Semite, whose "convictions
led him to attribute all the horrors of the Russian Revolution to Trotsky [a Jew] and to see Stalin as a kind of reforme~; a seminary student
who opened the churches, got rid of the commissars, and drove the
local Reds to America."" According to Rankin, Jesus Christ himself
had been "hounded" by (presumably Jewish) communists, who persecuted him and then "gambled for his garments at the foot of the
cross." 99

The Communist "Conspiracy"
During the 1948 election campaign, Truman faced a third-party
challenge from former New Dealer Henry Wallace. Wallace had
served as Roosevelt's vice president berween 1941 and 1945, but
Democratic Party leaders replaced Wallace with the more conservative Truman as Roosevelt's running mate in the 1944 election. Truman fired Wallace as Secretary of Commerce in 1946, after Wallace
voiced criticism of Truman's aggressive hostility toward Russia.
The Democrats successfully closed ranks against Wallace's 1948
presidential candidacy, and Truman was assured of the CIO's suppott. The Communist Party, howevei; endorsed Wallace, and Truman
worried that Wallace could siphon off working-class votes in a close
race. Truman took aim at Wallace's liberalism, referring to "Henry
Wallace and his Communists" on the campaign ttail. Rhode Island
Senator Howard McGrath, chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, was more explicit, argning, "[A] vote for Wallace ... is
a vote for the things for which Stalin, Molotov, and Vishinsky
stand." 100 Wallace was trampled on Election Day, receiving just over
2 percent of the vote.
Four months before the 1948 election, Truman brandished his
anticommunist credentials by using the Smith Act to conduct a show
trial against twelve leading members of the Communist Party, even-
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tually leading to 145 indiconents against communists.'" In the
process, Truman lowered the bar for indicting radicals yet further
from the 1940 trial against Trotskyists-from advocating revolution
to conspiring to advocate revolution. As Caute described,
These Communist leaders, it should be noted, were not accused of attempting to overthrow the government or even of teaching the technology of such an overthrow. The gist of the indictment was that, in
dissolving the Communist Political Association and resurrecting the
CPUSA, they entered into a conspiracy dating from April!, 1945 until
July 20, 1948 (the day of their indictment). The crucial notion here is
conspiracy to advocate; by introducing the charge of conspiracy, the
Justice Department opened the door to drag-net trials based on sympathetic association and obviated the hard task of proving the case against
each defendant at the same level of rigor. Now, at last, the Justice Department and the FBI were on the verge of achieving their ambition of
imprisoning Communists simply for being Commwllsts.102

The government's "evidence" in the 1948 Smith Act trials consisted of (out-of-context) quotes from Lenin and Stalin, along with
the testimony of thirteen professional witnesses, all ex-communist
and FBI informers, who traveled from one courtroom to the next
giving identical testimony. Although many passages in Communist
Party literature renounced the use of violence, one former communist witness assured the Court that such passages were written in

code and were always understood to denote violent overthrow. Another witness claimed that, at one Communist Party meeting, a
member had argued that for a revolution to succeed in the United
States, the Red Army might have to march from Siberia through
Alaska and Canada to Detroit.'"
Truman enjoyed the backing of virtually the entire ruling elite in
ratcheting up the level of hysteria. The National Industrial Conference Board, an influential business organization, was only too happy
to encourage Truman's crusade against communism to crack down

on militant workers. Its outreach to other employers made the connection vividly: "industrial security can ... help you rid your plant
of agitators who create labor unrest.... The spies, traitors, and the
misguided fools who promote Communism constitute our number
one industrial security problem today.""" The Chamber of Commerce was an early advocate of crushing the communist threat, hav-

ing published a thirty-eight-page booklet in 1938, Communist
Infiltration in the United States: Its Nature and How to Combat It.
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In 1947, the chamber published another pamphlet: Communist
Ideas, Loyalty, and Espionage, explicitly linking the New Deal Democrats with the advance of Communism. 105
The sensational trial and conviction of Alger Hiss on charges of
perjury dominated headlines from 1948 until 1950. Hiss was a
1930s N~w Deal Democrat who had quit the State Department in
194 7 to assume the presidency of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. He was convicted of having passed state secrets to
the Soviet Union and sentenced to five years in prison in 1950, based
on flimsy evidence and even flimsier testimony from ex-communist
Whittaker Chambers.
In 1949, the Senate Judiciary Committee launched an attack on
the United Nations, accusing it of harboring communists disguised
as diplomats. In 1951, HUAC chairman John S. Wood called the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) "the greatest subversive plot in history."'"'

McCarthyism

I'

The hysteria associated with McCarthyism was spinning out of control before Senator Joe McCarthy took center stage. HUAC itself
had already been conducting its sensational show trials for several
years, with newsreel and television camera lights blinding witnesses
as they testified. As Caute remarked, "The Committee and its subcommittees customarily rode into town like a sheriff's posse.... The
Committee's lust for publicity was unquenchable .... Witnesses
faced storms of exploding flashbulbs, sudden sunrises and sunsets
from the klieg lights, a stifling atmosphere as reporters pushed for
places at the overcrowded long tables." ' 07
McCarthy seized the opportunity-with gusto-to drive the
campaign to its most extreme conclusions. McCarthy raised the level
of paranoia during a speech to a Republican women's club on February 9, 1950, in which he waved a piece of paper at the audience
while claiming, "[ have here in my hand a list of 205 that were
known to the secretary of state as being members of the Communist
Party and are still making and shaping the policy of the State Department." 108

McCarthy chaired the Senate's Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, the Senate's counterpart to HUAC. His unrelenting
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theme was that "the Communists within our borders have been
more responsible for the success of Communism abroad than Soviet
Russia."'" McCarthy claimed that communists had infiltrated
everywhere, from the factory floor to the uppermost echelons of government. To drive home the notion that communists had "burrowed
from within," McCarthy accelerated the pace of show trials against
alleged communists, socialists, left sympathizers, and liberals, holding 169 Senate hearings between 1953 and 1954.
Meanwhile, over three thousand witnesses testified at 230 HUAC
hearings between 1945 and 1957.'" Hundreds of investigating committees and sub-committees conducted their own separate hearings at
the federal, state, and local level. The hearings were designed to publicly humiliate radicals and liberals of every stripe into submission,
whichever investigative committee was holding them. Their goal was
to hound left-wingers out of Hollywood, liberal teachers and lawyers
out of their professions, and perhaps most importantly, to drive radicals out of unions and workplaces across the country. As Caute observed, "HUAC's ultimate mission and highest delight was to hound
radicals out of their jobs.""' Between 1949 and 1959, HUAC furnished information on sixty thousand people to employers who
wanted to know the political backgrounds of their workers.
In the process, thousands of people were investigated, fined
thousands of dollars, sent to prison, fired from their jobs or deported-for such "crimes" as having once been a member of the
Communist Party, having signed a petition for peace or against fascism, or having been friendly with people who had done so. Lawyers
were subpoenaed for having once belonged to the National Lawyers
Guild.'" Revered civil rights leader W. E. B. Du Bois was indicted by
a Washington grand jury at the age of eighty-three for sitting on the
board of the Peace Information Center-because it failed to register
as an "agent of a foreign power." He was "handcuffed, fingerprinted, bailed, and remanded for trial." m

The "American Way"
Ironically, as the U.S. government was touting its principled defense
of the "free world," it was trampling on the Bill of Rights, including
the rights of free speech and due process in a court of law. One of the
pinnacles of the "American way" of democracy, declaring every per-
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son innocent until proven guilty of a crime, was openly flouted during the anticommunist crusade.
Those who tried to exercise their right to invoke the First
Amendment frequently found themselves thrown in jail for contempt of court. Courts ruled that the right to free speech covered by
the First Amendment did not apply when there was a "clear and
present danger" such as communism. Meanwhile, invoking the right
to not incriminate oneself, protected by the Fifth Amendment, was
considered tantamount to admitting guilt. Many of those who took
the Fifth Amendment automatically lost their jobs and were blacklisted.
Committee members, howeve~; often refused to allow witnesses
to invoke either the First or Fifth Amendments. In 1946, Rankin
threatened an Austrian-born witness, "Do you realize that you are
violating your oath of citizenship when you show contempt for this
Committee, and are likely to have that citizenship cancelled?" Another uncooperative witness was told by Rankin, "You are rubbing
your nose right up against the gates of the penitentiary here." 114

Mass Paranoia
In 80 percent of cases filed during the Korean Wa~; the NLRB, the
government agency assigned to protect the rights of workers, sided
against workers who were fired for alleged radical activity. ns Those
who lost their jobs after appearing before HUAC were denied unemployment benefits."' But the hearings were just one aspect of the
massive cloud of paranoia that enveloped U.S. society in the early
1950s. The witch-hunt was a massive ideological crusade that
reached into every corner of society.
Communist Party members were barred from receiving passports and were banned from using the U.S. Postal Service. Congress
passed the Internal Security Act in 1950, granting government authorities the right, among other things, to round up members of the
Communist Party and put them into concentration camps in a time

of national emergency. After passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, inuuigrants could be arrested without a warrant, held without bail, and deported for actions (such as joining the
Communist Party) that were legal when they were committed."'
In 1950, the Pennsylvania state Democratic committee issued a
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pamphlet entitled Fellow-Traveling Pa. GOP [Republican] Congressmen Follow Red-Party Line.>~• In 1954, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee issued a report, Interlocking Subversion in
Government Departments, claiming to trace communist infiltration
at every level of U.S. goverrunent since the New Deal. The report
stated, "They colonized key committees of Congress, they helped
write laws ... advised Cabinet members ... staffed interdepartmental committees which prepared basic American and world policies." The Republican National Committee footed the bill for fifty
thousand copies of the report, and Texas millionaire H. L. Hunt
sprung for another fifty thousand. "'
In 1953, an Indiana citizen campaigned to remove all copies of
the subversive Adventures of Robin Hood from the shelves of school
libraries.'" In the late 1940s and early 1950s, a number of states outlawed the Communist Party, while the state of Texas considered a bill
to make membership in the Communist Party punishable by death. In
the end, Texas passed a "watered down" law making the penalty for
CP membership twenty years in prison and a $20,000 fine. Indiana
law was changed to carry a three-year prison term for engaging in any
"un-American activities." In 1947, the State of Washington created a
Joint Legislative Fact-Finding Committee on Un-AmericanActivities,
instructed to investigate anyone "whose activities are such to indicate
a purpose to foment strife, discord, and dissension." 121
Often, the level of paranoia crossed the line from ridiculous to
absurd. The right-wing John Birch Society infamously claimed that
the fluoridation of water was a communist plot. But this was just the
tip of the iceberg. FrankS. Tavenner, HUAC's general counsel from
1949 to 1956, claimed that the Library of Congress was a "haven for
aliens and foreign-minded Americans." His successor, Richard
Arens (who obsessively repeated the phrase, "Stand up like a redblooded American," when interrogating witnesses) counted among
his own accomplishments having successfully prevented twenty-five
thousand displaced German Jews from emigrating to the United
States after the Second World War."'
One Michigan police chief warned residents in a radio telecast,
"Soviet agents are coming into the United States disguised as Jewish
rabbis.""' Albert Cantwell, the chairman of yet another anticommunist committee, informed those helping to weed out the communist conspiracy to beware of anyone who advocated racial equality.
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He said, "If someone jnsists there is discrimination against Negroes
in this country ... there is every reason to believe that person is a
Commwrist. '' 12"

The virulently anticommunist American Legion picketed films
starring left-wing actors (Charlie Chaplin was a favorite target),
while in 1951 its American Legion Magazine published a report by
Joe McCarthy's underling asking ominously, "Did the Movies Really
Clean House?h 125 William E. Jennei; chairman of the Senate Internal
Securiry Subcommittee, called for firing schoolteachers whose communist past might be "not easily provable." He justified this drastic
measure as necessary to "safeguard academic freedom" -which, he

argued, could not exist "until this Soviet conspiracy hidden in our
schools and colleges is exposed."'"

Anticommunist Hollywood
Hollywood movie studios enthusiastically joined in the anticommunist hysteria. The Hollywood Ten, a group of left-wing writers and directors, refused to cooperate when subpoenaed by HUAC in 1947,
citing their First Amendment rights. Under the banner of the Committee for the First Amendment, Hollywood stars Humphrey Bogart,
Lauren Bacall, Groucho Marx, and Frank Sinatra---<!ccompanied by
a planeload of other supporters---<!rrived to back the Ten during the
hearings.
Before the Hollywood Ten hearings, Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association, pledged, "As long as I live I will
never be parry to anything as un-American as a blacklist." Afterward, however,] ohnston suspended the Ten without pay and vowed
Hollywood would never again "knowingly" employ other Communists."' The Hollywood Ten were convicted of contempt of Congress, and after exhausting all appeals in 1951, each went to prison
for up to one year.
While blacklisting hundreds of Hollywood actors, writers, and
directors, the studios produced more than thirty-five anticommunist
films during this period, with titles such as The Red Menace (1949)
and I Was a Communist for the FBI (1951), in which the set-piece
communists were portrayed as beady-eyed conspirators. Writer
Nora Sayre described the Hollywood stereorype of communists during this era as follows:
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Bereft of any humor; they grimly demand explanations of "jokes," and
are incapable of asking civil questions, except when they're offering

"More Scotch?" to a possible recruit. ... Often they can be detected by
their style of inhaling [cigarette smoke]: they expel smoke very slowly
from their nostrils before threatening someone's life, or suggesting that
"harm" will come to his family. 128

The Short But Significant Career of Joe McCarthy
The paper-waving Senator McCarthy fueled mass paranoia as he
leveled ever more grandiose charges-based on "secret" evidence
that could be shared neither with the public nor the accused. As
Caute noted, McCarthy's accusations were typically backed up by
"half-truths, warmed over 'revelations,' or just plain lies."'" McCarthy injected a strong dose of populism, albeit of the right-wing
variety, to stoke class resentment against New Deal liberals. When
accusing communists of infiltrating the State Department, he said,
"It is not the less fortunate, or members of minority groups who
have been selling this nation out ... but the bright young men who
are born with silver spoons in their mouths.,,
By all accounts, McCarthy's arrogance seemed to know no
bounds. He frequently heaped contempt on his critics, as in this 1951
remark: "Let me assure you that regardless of how high-pitched becomes the squeaking and screaming of left-wing, bleeding heart,
phony liberals, this battle is going to go on."''" In 1951, McCarthy
denounced General George C. Marshall, the U.S. Chief of Staff during World War Two, as a pro-Soviet traitor whose transgressions
were responsible for the 1949 Chinese Revolution. In a televised
speech in 1953, McCarthy accused President Eisenhower of sending
"perfumed notes" to countries that traded with communist China.
In 1953, McCarthy claimed to have unearthed a communist spy ring
inside the Voice of America, a wing of the U.S. State Department that
transmitted anticommunist radio messages to countries behind the
Iron Curtain. 131
But when McCarthy targeted the Pentagon in 1954, accusing
those in the highest reaches of the U.S. Army of harboring Russian
spies, he had gone too far. He alienated the very forces in U.S. society
who were his strongest backers. Caute described McCarthy's downfall as follows:
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All this came about because McCarthy's hungers were unappeasable-

this baron of bastard feudalism was capable of subpoenaing God
Almighty. ... In a crowded caucus room the subcommittee convened

to adjudicate between its chairman and the Army. His face covered in
cream-colored makeup, constantly interrupting with "points of order"
in his strong, low voice and generally disregarding acting chairman Karl
Mundt's attempts to exercise authority. ... (A]lthough he remained a

senator, McCarthy's wings were clipped. 132
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McCarthy's downfall marked the beginning of the end of the anticommunist crusade. But this did not happen soon enough to save
the lives of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg. They were arrested in 1950
and were tried, convicted, sentenced, and killed within three years.
The Justice Department charged the Rosen bergs with conspiracy to
commit espionage, allowing the prosecution to introduce evidence
based on second-hand conversations that would otherwise have
been ruled out as hearsay. The judge who sentenced the Rosen bergs
to death, Caute commented, "went so far as to insist that the Rosenbergs had put the atomic bomb into the hands of Russia and had
thus caused the Communist aggression in Korea, with its cost to
America of 50,000 casualties.""' On June 19, 1953, Ethel and Julius
Rosenberg, the parents of two young boys, became the first people
executed under the provisions of the 1917 Espionage Act.
McCarthyism had succeeded in its aims, ruining thousands of lives
in the process. The anticommunist crusade transformed the political
climate-even in Flint, Michigan, where the solidarity of the sit-down
strike gave way to an angry anticommunist mood. After HUAC swept
through Flint in 1953, suspected radicals were beaten and run out of
their factories by fellow autoworkers. Representative Kit Clardy,
known as "Michigan's McCarthy," who had invited HUAC to town,
made this revealing comment after the violence: "This is the best kind
of reaction there could have been to our hearings." 134

The CIO and the CIA
The most damaging to socialists in the working-class movement
was, of course, the witch-hunt conducted by union leaders themselves. Before the Hollywood Ten were convicted, Screen Actors
Guild leader Ronald Reagan declared, "We will not be party to a
blacklist." Soon thereafte~ howeve~ the union banned all noncoop-
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erative witnesses from membership and, beginning in 1953, also required its members to sign the loyalty oath.'"
Even during the 1946 strike wave, CIO leaders were already
preparing an internal anticommunist purge that became their main
preoccupation for the next five years. Once CIO leaders had been enlisted as fighters in the Cold War, internal CIO politics emulated the
foreign policy pursued by the U.S. State Department.
"Lhe CIO's postwar statement on foreigh policy read, "The American labor movement has channels of communication and relationships in foreign countries, the use of which is essential to the successful
prosecution of a democratic foreign policy. Labor's participation in the
ECA [European Cooperation Administration] has accounted for
much of the popular success of the recovery program; labor's moral
appeal and experience have helped avert policies that might have
weakened the understanding of the ECA by the great mass of European workers.""' By 1948, both the AFL and the CIO joined with
British trade unions to form the anti-Soviet International Confederation of Free Trade Unions to advance the cause of pro-American (as
opposed to radical) labor unions worldwide. As Cochran noted,
It was not long before American labor officials suffered a bad reputation
for being mere creatures of the State Department, and got into a false po·
sition in their relationships with labor officials of other countries . ...
They were adjuncts of the State Department, the CIA, and the ECA mis·
sions, institutions whose interest in foreign labor movements or worker
uplift was limited to making use of such groups and endeavors for the
struggle against Communism or insurgencies in which Communists fig·
ured, and for the stabilization of capitalist infrastructures and markets. 137

The labor movement's enthusiastic support for the Truman Doctrine led union leaders not only to support the United States in
Korea, but also every successive U.S. military intervention in the
name of "fighting communism," including the war in Vietnam. In
1950, the 00 and the AFL secretly began a decades-long collaboration with the CIA, channeling hundreds of millions of dollars to form
and sustain anticommunist Ia bor movements around the world.

CIO Witch-Hunt
As U.S. hostility toward the Soviet Union grew, so did 00 leaders'
hostility toward communists and other union radicals. By 1948, the
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Communist Party (after another about-face in policy) began to express reservations about Truman's Cold War policies and refused to
back Truman in the 1948 election. Instead, the CP supported the independent candidacy of Henry Wallace, providing ammunition for
the CIO's now open warfare against communists.
In 1948, the CIO expelled Harry Bridges from his post as its
Northern California director, on the grounds that he refused to endorse Truman's Marshall Plan and supported the candidacy of
Henry Wallace againstTruman.ln 1949, the CIO passed its own anticommunist statutes, barring any member of the Communist Party
from holding union office, and giving the CIO the power to expel
any unions with communists in their leadership. Next the convention voted to expel rwo CP-led unions, the United Electrical Workers
and the Farm Equipment Workers. Soon thereafteJ; Walter Reuther,
now second-in-command of the CIO, authorized C!O raiding of
communist-led unions.
At the 1949 convention, CIO leader Philip Murray called communists "skulking cowards ... apostles of hate ... lying our of the
pits of their dirty bellies." 138 In 1950, the fmal purge took place,
when the convention voted to expel nine more CP-led unions. All
told, the CIO had expelled roughly 20 percent of its membership,
nearly 250,000 workers."' But most workers were relatively indifferent to the expulsions, however unjust. The CP had long since
alienated the very layer of workers who would have fought hardest
to defend union democracy.'"
The CIO purge did not stop with the expulsion of CP-led unions.
Indeed, that was the launching pad for the remaining CIO unions to
weed out their own radical "trouble-makers," often working hand
in glove with HUAC and other investigative commirtees. By 1954,
filly-nine out of a hundred unions had changed their constitutions to
bar communists from holding union office, and forty unions had
barred communists from membership. 141
During this period, labor unions "enacted rituals and vendettas
of their own to pulverize the radical, dissenting spirit that had characterized the CIO in its formative years," Caute commented. Such
rituals followed a clear panern:
During or after a hotly contested union election, the anti-Communist
faction, particularly if disappointed, would talk to the FBI; the FBI
would talk to the company's security men; word would reach the staff
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of HUAC, the SISS, or the McCarthy subcommittee; the government
Screening Panel, having consulted FBI files, would deny the radicals access to classified material; the rival ami-Communist union or a friendly
company would demand an NLRB election; the Justice Department

would attempt an indictment under the Taft-Hartley Act's nonCommunist affidavit; Congressional committees, armed with subpoenas, would swoop down on the area; the press would publicize the

latest exposures in lurid headlines; there would be much talk of potential sabotage; and finally the company would fire a bunch of tight-

lipped, amendment~invoking rad.icals. 1of2

Crushing the Left in the UAW
Nowhere was the purge more ferocious than in the UAW, forcing a
final showdown between the leadership and its long-standing radical
wing. In 1941, years before Taft-Hartley, UAW vice president Walter
Reuther proposed and won, by a two-thirds margin, a resolution
barring communists from holding union office. During the debate,
George F. Addes, secretary-treasureJ; argued that socialists and other
radicals should be barred in addition to communists. The debate was
thus about whether to include other radicals in the ban, not whether
the ban should be instituted.'"
Two years later, Reuther used anticommunist smear tactics
against Addes himself in a struggle for leadership of the union.
Reuther's faction circulated a campaign song charging Frankensteen
and Addes with taking orders from Joseph Stalin: "Who are the boys
who take their orders straight from the office ofjoe Sta-leen? No one
else but the gruesome twosome, George F. Addes and Frankensteen.» t+t
Reuther, who assumed the UAW presidency in 1946, embraced
the opportunity offered by the witch-hunt to finally rid himself of the
union's communist (and radical) opposition. Reuther was no
stranger to the left, having been a willing collaborator with the Communist Party and a member of the Socialist Party in the 1930s. In
1937, in fact, Reuther himself had been the victim of red-baiting attacks. At the time, he argued, "So let's all be careful that we don't
play the bosses' game by falling for their red scare.... No union
man worthy of the name will play the bosses' game. Some may do so
through ignorance. But those who peddle the red scare and know
what they are doing are dangerous enemies of the union." 145
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Soon thereafter, howeve~; Reuther joined labor's anticommunist
camp, promoting the American Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU) as
a counterweight to the radical wing of the UAW. Interestingly, even
while communists were baited as taking orders from Moscow,
ACTU was never charged with receiving its orders from Rome and
emerged unscathed from the witch-hunt.
Reuther's rallying cry was "Get the Commies!" as his faction
succeeded in driving Thomas, Addes, and their supporters from
UAW office at the 1947 UAW convention. As Preis commented,
"Reuther emerged from the convention not only as a one-man ruler
of the UAW-his machine had captured all top officerships and 18
out of 22 members of the National Executive Board-but as chief
spokesman for the Truman Doctrine inside the labor movement." 146
When HUAC set its sights on the alleged "un-American" activities among Detroit unionists, it zeroed in on the militant UAW Local
600, questioning more than a hundred of its members in preliminary
hearings. The fact that none of the local's four top officers were
members of the Communist Party had no deterrent effect, since the
witch-hunt had long ago been extended to include all union militants
who opposed the witch-hunt (so-called anti-anticommunists).
Local 600 stood firm, and its president, Carl Stellato, wrote,
"[T]he politicians are building up a scare hysteria second to none .
. . . Why? So that the unemployed, standing in the soup lines in
Hamtramck, talking about the unemployment, the graft, the corruption in America, can have their attention diverted by the
Un-American Activities Committee." Because these union activists
stood together, HUAC was forced to leave town without indicting
any member of Local 600. Even their employer; the Ford Motor
Company, did not fire a single worker. Yet Reuther immediately suspended all functions of Local 600 and its executive board, taking
over its administration. Business Week observed, "[T]his week
Reuther and [HUAC] were working together on the UAW like a
well-rehearsed vaudeville team." 147

R-etreat and Surrender
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Even at the height of the McCarthy purge, the Communist Party did
not fight back in any principled way. The party newspaper never
once mentioned the Rosenbergs' espionage trial while it was talting
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place."' In 1948, party leaders were unwilling to organize a political
defense when faced with expulsion from the CIO and indictment
under the Smith Act. But even if they had tried to do so, they would
likely have had a difficult time finding significant numbers of noncommunist workers who would be willing to come to their defense.
Having supported the Smith Act until it took aim at the CP leadership made it difficult for communists to take anything resembling
a principled stand on the right to freedom of speech.
Communist Party members had for many years dealt with redbaiting by simply denying party membership, and sometimes joining
in the red-baiting. Some communist union leaders signed the TaftHartley affidavit swearing they were not communists, only to be
thrown in prison afterward on charges of perjury. Instead of fighting
McCarthyism, the CP sent hundreds of party members to live underground lives, under assumed names, while weathering the reactionary storm. The communists' courtroom strategy rested on
invoking the Fifth Amendment. In the lynch mob atmosphere surrounding the hearings, taking the Fifth Amendment added to the
prevailing sentiment that it was a crime to be a radical.
Nor was the Communist Party strong enough to wage a serious
defense against the purge. The horrors of Stalinism finally led to an
ideological crisis for communism internationally during this period,
culminating in 1956 with Nikita Khrushchev's "secret speech" to the
Twentieth Congress of the Russian Communist Party. In it, he detailed decades of Stalin's crimes, including the massacres of virtually
all Bolsheviks who had taken part in the 1917 Russian Revolution,
and labeled Stalin's self-glorification and distortion of history the
"cult of the personality." The final straw occurred after Khrushchev's speech, when the Russian army invaded Hungary and
crushed a workers' uprising there, leading to a mass exodus of longstanding party members. By 1957, the Communist Party had shrunk
to less than ten thousand demoralized members, a skeleton of what it
had been in the 1930s."'
Since the left did not stand together to fight McCarthyism, those
victimized by HUAC were forced to choose between remaining silent
and informing-the government's litmus test for "cooperation." The

former meant risking prison and certainly losing one's jobs; the latter
required witnesses to betray people they had worked alongside for
many years. Navasky estimated that up to one-third of all those
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brought before HUAC from the entertairunent industry turned over
the names of those they suspected as Communist Party members.
Some liberal celebrities, including respected filmmaker Elia Kazan,
grabbed headlines when they became informers.'"
Most witnesses, however, refused to cooperate, and some openly
vented hostility toward their interrogators. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
refused to inform and made a courtroom speech in which she denounced "the motley array of bought and paid for informers, stool
pigeons and renegades." Gurley Flynn was locked up five times between 1951 and 1955 for her defiance.'" Black singer Paul Robeson
told interrogators who asked why he did not go back to Russia, "Because my father was a slave, and my people died to build this country, and I'm going to stay here, and have a part of it just like you."
Actor Lionel Stander offered to name "a group of fanatics who are
desperately trying to undermine the constitution," referring, of
course, to HUAC itself.'"

Right-Wing Sodety
By its end, the McCarthy witch-hunt transformed U.S. society, from
the heyday of the 1930s-when the self-confidence of the working
class grew in leaps and bounds, and radical politics influenced a significant section of workers-to the right-wing paranoia of the
1950s. The anticommunist purge succeeded at excising the socialist
tradition from inside the U.S. working-class movement. By 1957,
more than two hundred thousand shop-floor union leaders had
signed affidavits swearing that they did not belong to the Communist Party or believe in its ideals."' It is no exaggeration to say that
the U.S. left was all but destroyed in the 195Os.
The broader political climate can be measured in a variety of
ways. A 1954 opinion poll showed 80 percent of the population
wanted to bar all communists from any rights of U.S. citizenship. But
the hostility was directed at all radicals and to dissension as a whole:
45 percent were against allowing socialists to publish their own
newspapers and 42 percent were in favor of banning criticism of the
"American form of government" from the mainstream press. Another survey that year showed 20 percent of white Americans refused to say what country their ancestors came from. 154
McCarthyism engendered widespread fear of political protest, in
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particular those regarding U.S. military interventions. As early as
1951, a Gallup poll showed 66 percent of Americans wanted U.S.
troops to pull out of the Korean Wru: In 1952, 51 percent agreed that
it was a "mistake" to intervene in Korea at all. Nevertheless, no
movement materialized against the wa~; which killed roughly five
million people-four million of them Korean civilians."'
The effects of McCarthyism long outlasted the career of Joe McCarthy. With the civil rights movement on the ascendancy in 1960,
Harry Truman still felt comfortable declaring that "Communists"
were behind the student sit-ins at Southern lunch counters. When
civil rights leaders Martin Luther King, Jr., and Roy Wilkins demanded proof of this claim, Truman replied, "I know that usually
when trouble hits the country the Kremlin is behind it.""' It wasn't
until 1967 that the U.S. Supreme Court finally ruled that forcing
communist-affiliated organizations to register with the government
was a violation of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution.
In 1976, the ACLU formally reinstated Elizabeth Gurley Flyun,
admitting that her 1940 expulsion "was not consonant with the
basic principles on which the ACLU was founded." But Gurley
Flynn had died in 1964.'" In September 1997, the AFL-CIO finally
removed its rule, in place since the McCarthy era, banning members
of the Communist Party from holding union office. Shortly afterward, the Screen Actors Guild and the Directors Guild formally
apologized to the scores of Hollywood actors, writers, and directors
who were blacklisted during the McCarthy witch-hunt of the 1950s.
But those who were witch-hunted out of Hollywood had lost their
careers decades earlier. Most of the socialists who were targeted by
McCarthyism were driven from political activity by the end of the
1950s. The McCarthy witch-hunt is the main reason why the socialist movement-which played such a central role in building industrial unions--remains marginalized five decades later.
As radical author Harvey Swados remarked in the 1950s, "Not
only is Marx held posthumously accountable for all the crimes committed in his name or in the name of socialism-from the Stalinist
slave-labor camps to the Socialist management of imperialist pacification in Algeria-but he is also charged with having failed to foresee that capitalism would be able to provide not less and less, but
more and more and more of the good things of life for its proletariat." 158
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From the other side of the political spectrum, a top State Department official bragged in 194 7, "Wihile the rest of the world has
moved to the left, has admitted labor into government, has passed
liberalized legislation, the United States has become anti-social
change, anti-economic change, anti-labor." The political climate, he
commented, "is not moving to the right, it has been moved-cleverly-to the right.""'
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CHAPTER SIX

Social Contract?

T

he purge of radicals set the labor movement on a conservative course for decades to come. Some of the consequences
were felt immediately; others would not become apparent
until the end of the postwar economic boom.
Perhaps the most immediate consequence was labor's failure to
organize the South. In 1946, the CIO launched its "Operation
Dixie" Southern organizing campaign--dovetailing with the postwar strike wave then under way. Full of confidence, Philip Murray
declared at the start of Operation Dixie, "You remember we started
this [union] crusade in the North just ten years ago, and we are now
going into the South.... Thank God we have an institution that can
go into the South-the CIO."' The AFL followed the CIO southward, in hot pursuit of new members.
But neither federation succeeded in organizing the South. A 1951
Senate report showed that membership in the Textile Workers Union
fell from 20 percent to 15 percent during this period. Although the
unions pumped more than a million dollars into the campaign, the
CIO lacked the political tools necessary for success. As Cochran
wrote in 1959, "Ordinary trade union techniques could not break
through the tangled skein of race hatreds, small town provincialism,
backwoods prejudices, and the militant opposition of the governmentemployer alliance." 2
Labor's unflinching support for the Democratic Party left it unable to confront the party's Southern segregationist wing. Moreover,
Taft-Hartley's 1947 assault on workers' rights allowed Southern
states to outlaw the union shop and the use of mass picketing-
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under the guise of defending nonunion workers' "right to work."

II
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Only a confrontation with Southern white supremacy could have
paved the way for organizing success. Instead, the CIO concentrated
its efforts on the nearly all-white textile industry, using a staff of two
hundred organizers who were also overwhelmingly white. These organizers were screened ahead of time to weed out radicals and instructed to avoid any racial or social controversies that would
antagonize mill owners. The campaign aimed to focus only on
"bread and butter" issues and organizers maintained a disciplined silence even when bigots and anti-Semites embarked on a campaign of
slander-from billboards to newspaper ads.
It would be mistaken, howeveJ; to assume that Southern white
workers were incapable of embracing unionism. Southern whites
had joined Blacks in migrating to Northern industrial centers in the
1930s-and there, as Cochran noted, "when thrust into the environment of modern industry in the North, became ... one of the mainstays of the CIO uprising in Detroit, Flint, Akron." '
Operation Dixie marked the last major effort by the labor movement to organize the low-wage, nonunion South. Its failure effectively precluded a national breakthrough for organized labor to win
a majority of workers into its ranks. As Lichtenstein commented,
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The failure of Operation Dixie ensured that the political weight of

an essentially undemocratic Southern polity would continue to inject a
distoning "Prussian element'' into American statecraft. Even as union
densities rose to European levels in the late 1940s, an alliance of Republicans and Dixiecrats in Congress vetoed union-Democratic Party
effons to bolster the American welfare state or defend the Wagner-era
labor relations regime. And because of the vital role the South still
played in national Democratic Party politics, even those liberals elected

from solidly pro-labor constituencies were drawn into compromise and
coalition with the right. 4
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From McCarthy to Landrum-Griffin
Following closely on the heels of the McCarthy witch-hunt in the
1950s, Congress took aim at noncommunist union leaders. Indeed,
one of its first targets was Teamsters president Dave Beck, an honorary member of the American Legion. Beck's Labor Day statement
in 1953 read, in part,
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If labor and managetT~:ent could rid themselves of old-fashionedactually Mancian-notions that they are forever locked in bitter
opposition ... then our coWitry would soar to new heights of accomplishment. The key to this magnificent future is not industrial peace,
which implies a compact between two warring factions, but industrial

fellowship, based on common understanding for a common goal. 5

In 1957, the Senate formed a Select Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor and Management Field, justified as a government effort to "clean up" union corruption and racketeering.
Chaired by Arkansas Senator Robert McClellan, the committee's
majority was composed of senators from "right to work" states,

while liberal MassachussettS attorney Robert F. Kennedy served as
its counsel.
As the committee's televised hearings in 1957 scrutinized the underworld activities of Beck (who led the union from 1952 to 1957)
and Jimmy Hoffa (who succeeded Beck in 1957), public support for
unions plummeted. Opinion polls showed popular approval of
unions standing at 7 6 percent before the hearings, falling to below
64 percent immediately afterward and to 56 percent several years
late~: 6 The now-united AFL-CIO expelled the Teamsters union in
1957, after conducting its own internal hearings that emulated those
of the Senate.
Riding the wave of declining union sentiment, Congress passed
the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act--{llso known
as the Landrum-Griffin Act-in 1959. Among its provisions, the act
allowed the U.S. Department of Labor to directly oversee the financial records of unions. In addition, Landrum-Griffin expanded TaftHartley's definition of secondary boycotts to bar any union ftom
taking solidarity action with another union on strike--{! provision
with no connection to combating union corruption/

For its part, the ffiT-and its corrupt leadership-continued to
prosper even after the union was expelled from the labor federatio,;..
By 1969, the IBTwas the nation's largest union, with more than two
million members. The Teamsters, alongside a number of other former AFL unions, continued to enjoy friendly relations with prominent Republicans throughout this period. Even after Hoffa was sent
to prison in 1967, the Teamsters remained mired in corruption for
many years to come. It is also worth noting that only a fine line separated respectable union officials from their underworld counter-
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parts. As historian Daniel Guerin argued of the "exorbitant salaries"
and "well-heeled lifestyles" of American trade union leaders, "[T]he
lifestyle of 'honest' labor leaders bears a strange resemblance to that
of the corrupt leaders.... [I]n the United States, expense accounts
for trade-union officials are so commonplace that none of them
could be accused of 'immoral earnings' merely by reference to these
'extras.'" 8
Landrum-Griffm meanwhile destroyed whatever rank-and-file
organization and consciousness--on a class-wide basis-that remained after the McCarthy witch-hunts. As Nicholson described,
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Popular democratic vitality nearly disappeared from union leadership.
The rank and file stopped singing at union meetings. Class conflict and
worker consciousness were replaced by civic responsibility and patriotic loyalty. Cold War patriotism and good citizenship gave union
workers dear benefits as their former identity dissolved and was re-

placed by a suburban middle-class imagined unity with employers. 9
\
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Labor Racketeering
The Landrum-Griffin Act had little impact on the racketeering and
corruption that had plagued sections of the labor movement since its
inception. Labor unions' first foray into the mob underworld was in
answer to employers' picket line violence. If the employers hired private armies, unions that were able to hired street thugs in defense and
appointed them as union officials. Labor corruption thus began with
"the early full-time officials who were labor's answer to the violent
employer offensive following the Haymarket Affair of 1886," according to left historian Dennis Anderson."
In addition, craft unionism could easily lend itself to financial
"cooperation" with employers, as union leaders sought to establish

union dominance in a particular trade. In return, employers could
ask for an agreement not to strike. In this way, bribery entered into
management-labor relations in the early twentieth century building
trades." Racketeering was virtually exclusive to AFL unions and all
but absent in the CIO before the two organizations merged in 1955.
The typical corrupt union leader, Anderson described,
worked at his trade, became a full-time official, and followed the lure o£
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the dollar rather than the call of working-class solidarity-often with

the daring of the robber barons who were spawned by the same growI

1
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ing capitalist system. In the 1920s, outsiders began to discover the material advantages offered by the business of labor. Gangsters, brought in
originally as mercenaries for the combatants of industrial warfare,
gained control of some of the unions that employed them. By the early
1930s, organized crime had successfully infiltrated important segments
of the big city labor movement. Alongside the individual corruption of
the home-grown labor racketeer was erected an apparatus which could
systematically challllelize profits to the underworld. 12

In a striking illustration, the era of Prohibition between 1919
and 1933 created an entire underworld industry of alcoholic beverages, involving the Teamsters and, not surprisingly, the AFL's Distillery Workers. The Eighteenth Amendment, passed in 1919,
banned the manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcohol within
U.S. borders (in an interesting addition to the antiradical labor legislation that swept the nation after World War I). Trucks carrying alcohol became part of an enormous network involving unions,
organized crime, and the paid-off judges, politicians, and lawenforcement officers who agreed to look the other way.
Hoffa and Beck were able to build their own personal fiefdoms
under similar sets of arrangements. Hoffa created a truck-leasing
company, whose stockholders consisted only of Mrs. James Hoffa
and Mrs. Bert Brennan (wife of another Teamster official), earning
them $125,000 between 1949 and 1956. Among Hoffa's other dubious dealings was arranging for the insurance carrier for the IBT's
welfare fund to fall into the hands of close acquaintance-and mob
racketeer-Paul Dorfman."
Beck was unapologetic about making money on the side, arguing that his business relationships benefited the union's membership.
He had no interest in promoting labor solidarity and was proud to
admit that, under his leadership, "Teamsters went through picket
lines many times."" Hoffa shared Beck's values but was far more
beloved by rank-and-file Teamsters. He owned no swimming pool
and refused to wear flashy clothes. More importantly, he negotiated
significant wage increases and spearheaded the establishment of a
national freight contract, the National Master Freight Agreement,
covering four hundred thousand workers, in the decentralized trucking industry in 1964."
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The Triumph of Business Unionism
The anticommunist purges gave way to a more lasting political conservatism on the part of CIO leaders, and laid the basis for the victory of business unionism in the postwar era. As Nelson Lichtenstein
argued in Labor's War at Home: The CIO in World War II,

~I

[T]he expulsion of the Conumm.ist unions narrowed drastically the limits of internal political life within the union movement. As we have seen,
the institutional pressures creating a bureaucratic style of union leadership had been powerfully advanced by support from the state's labor relations apparatus during the waL By accepting the discipline of the Cold
War mobilization, the industrial unions themselves advanced this
process by identifying industrial radicalism with political subversion.
Even in the UAW: . .. the purge of Communists undermined the legitimacy of all opposition groups, Communist and anti-Stalinist alike, and
inaugurated the reign of a one-party regime that co-opted or suppressed
potential rivals. 16
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The consequences were felt immediately inside the UAW, perhaps the most dynamic and activist union in the 1930s. Reuther had
risen from the UAW ranks as an active (socialist) leader of the1930s
class struggle. But in securing the union's presidency, he crushed all
left-wing opposition.
Until 1948 the standard UAW contract lasted only one year. In
1948, the UAW agreed to the employers' demand for a two-year contract. In 1950, Reuther negotiated unprecedented five-year contracts
with General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler. The contractS contained
agreements that wages would rise as long as productivity increased
by a specified amount. But as Art Preis points out, "Since General
Motors had already intensified the speed-up in its plants, this alone
would have insured a rate ot productivity increase annually greater
than the rate of wage increases." Iri return, workers gave up the rigbt
to strike for the duration of the contract." It is no wonder that Business Week applauded the five-year auto contract, arguing that after
five years of enforced labor peace, the workers "will almost forget
they are union men." 18 As Cochran commented,

l·
••

In the course of a few years the UAW was transformed from an insurgent, membership-participatory, bellicose union into a progressive,
efficiently run, machine-controlled union that traded off long-term
contracts, management prerogatives, and stable relations for economic
benefits like an annual improvement factor, a cost-of-living escalator
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clause (actually proposed initially by General Motors management),

supplemented unemployment benefits, and pension benefits.l'J

The AFL and CIO Reunite
The 1955 AFL-CIO merger symbolized the triumph of business
unionism in the U.S. With no clear principles left to divide them by
the 1950s, it was almost inevitable that the AFL and CIO would reunite in a common union federation. The AFL dominated the new
leadership, since the AFL entered the merger with a membership
more than double the size of the CIO. AFL president George Meany
(who had succeeded William Green) assumed the presidency, while
Reuther became vice president.
Meany served as president of the AFL-00 for its first twentyfour years. His qualifications as a labor leader were obvious only to
employers. In a 1958 speech to the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), Meany stated,
I never went on strike in my life, never ran a strike in my life, never had
anything to do with a picket line . ... In the final analysis, there is not a
great deal of difference between the things I stand for and the things

that NAM leaders stand for. I stand for the profit system; I believe in the
profit system. I believe it's a wonderful incentive. I believe in the free enterprise system completely.20

Elsewhere, Meany summed up the political philosophy that
would gnide the AFL-CIO: "To be frank, we American trade unionists like the capitalist system. Naturally we well intend to preserve it
in our efforts aimed at bettering the standard of living of the workers
by improving the system itself. But we do not intend to abandon it
for some pipe-dreams or some ideological fantasies invented by
those who do not understand the workers' real needs and aspirations."" Under Meany's leadership union membership in the U.S.
began its steady decline. When confronted with this problem, however, he remarked dismissively, "it doesn't make any difference." 22
The AFL-C!O functioned as a loyal servant of U.S. imperialism
after the merger. Both the AFL and QO had established a relationship with the CIA and the State Department after the war. These relationships flourished under the new federation. The AFL-CIO
willingly provided union "cover" to QA operations enabling many
a military junta. By 1985, the AFL-C!O had helped to set up and sus-
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tain anticommunist unions in eighty-three different countries,
mainly in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, with a budget of $43
million-90 percent of it financed by the U.S. government." As
Cochran argued, this
initiated a three-way partnership with the State Department and major
United States corporations for the purpose of setting up the American
Institute for Free Labor Development (directed at Latin America), the
Asian-American Free Labor Institute, and the Mrican-American Labor
Center. All these, financed by United States government agencies except
for nominal and largely cosmetic contributions

by the two other pan-

ners, were "an exercise in trade union colonialism," as Victor Reuther

would call it later/,.

Walter Reuther, Cold War Liberal
Reuther served as AFL-CIO vice president, leading the federation's
liberal wing until he died in a plane crash in 1970. But liberalism was
a relative phenomenon in the Cold War era-since liberals remained
part of the anticommunist coalition, itself beholden to the segregationist, antiunion South. Reuther's politics were inconsistent at best.
While agreeing to a 1948 contract with GM, Reuther took a defiant posture, declaring, "General Motors workers cannot be bribed
with the wooden nickels of inflation into withdrawing from the fight
against the greedy industrialists and subservient politicians who
caused and condoned the price rises which are now undermining the
living standards of millions." 25 Yet Reuther sounded much like
Meany when he told the New York Times on March 28, 1958,
"[W]e don't believe in the class struggle. The labor movement in
America has never believed in the class struggle.""
Reuther was among the few union leaders to voice support for
civil rights and to march in civil rights demonstrations in the early
1960s. Meany refused to authorize AFL-CIO endorsement for the
1963 March on Washington, and Reuther was the only white labor
leader to join Martin Luther King, Jr., at the front of the march. But
Reuther was far less supportive of the delegation from the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP), which demanded to be seated at
the party's 1964 convention in a direct challenge to Dixiecrats.
Reuther joined King in supporting President Lyndon Johnson's
"compromise," offering the Black delegation just two seats-to be
chosen by the national party, not the MFDP. Rejecting the compro-
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mise, MFDP leader Fannie Lou Hamer responded eloquently, "We
didn't come all this way for no two seats." 27 As historian Peter B.
Levy described in The New Left and Laborin the 1960s, "almost all
the participants in the Mississippi project saw Reuther's actions as
contemptible."" Later, Reuther was openly hostile to the rise of the
Black Power movement when it appeared inside the UAW in 1968,
in the form of the Dodge Revolutionary Movement (DRUM). He denounced DRUM leaders as "extremists" and "terrorists." 29
Reuther and the UAW played a role in launching the New Left of
the 1960s. In the early 1960s, the UAW provided thousands of dollars
to the League for Industrial Democracy, which gave birth to Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS). The AFL-QO offered up printing
services and meeting halls to the young organization. SDS leaders
wrote their 1962 Port Huron Statement at the UAW's summer retreat.
Reuther himself lauded SDS as "the vanguard student organization
dedicated to the forces of progress in America." 30 Reuther also voiced
support for women's rights, and in 1970 the UAW endorsed the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) to establish legal equality for women.
Soon after, the UAW created the Network of Economic Rights, to join
feminists in lobbying for passage of the ERA.31
But friction between the New Left and organized labor grew as
the war in Vietnam progressed. Student activists protested at the
AFL-QO's 1965 convention, chanting, "Get out of Vietnam!" while
delegates shouted back, "Get a haircut." Pounding his gavel, Meany
instructed underlings to "clear these Kookies our of the gallery."
After the students were ejected, Reuther joined in the round of denunciations, declaring, "protesters should be demonstrating against
Hanoi and Peking ... [who] are responsible for the war." The convention then passed the following resolution: "The labor movement
proclairn[s] to the world that the nation's working men and women
do support the Johnson administration in Vietnam." 32
While King denounced the war in Vietnam in 1967, Reuther
continued to support the war until shorrly before his death. After
Nixon invaded Cambodia in 1970, Reuther joined other union leaders in finally speaking out. These leaders were undoubtedly emboldened after the 1968 election, when Republican President Richard
Nixon took charge of the war that had been escalated by his Democratic predecessm; Lyndon B. Johnson. Reuther urged Nixon, "We
must mobilize for peace rather than wider theaters of war." 33
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The "American Dream"
"What's good for General Motors is good for America" is the slogan
that was emblematic of the promise of the American Dream of the
1950s and 1960s. The prosperous postwar era, coinciding with Cold
War ideology, fit neatly with the global aspirations of the U.S. ruling
class in promoting the economic opportunities for workers in the
"free world." During this same period, the superpower status of the
United States allowed American capital to experience an unprecedented economic boom and to offer workers steadily rising wages
through the 1950s and early 1960s.
During this period, income inequality declined significantly. Tax
rates rose to 91 percent for those in the highest income bracket. The
minimum wage rose as fast as, and sometimes faster than, inflation

rates. Tax breaks for suburban homeowners and veterans' programs
made home ownership possible for millions of working-class families for the first time. During the postwar period, more than 70 percent of whites were able to afford their own homes."
Thus, during the same period in which the United States rose as
the world's dominant powei; its workers achieved wages and living
standards that were the highest in the world. Many of that era's intellecruals concluded that the American Dream would prevent the
reemergence of class struggle in the United States. Sociologist Daniel
Bell, who expounded on this theme repeatedly during this period, argued in 1956, "Few autoworkers today have a future beyond their
job. Few have a chance of social advancement. But they are not radical. ... A worker sees himself as 'getting ahead' ... because he is
working toward a 'nice little modem house.'" 35

Bell was not entirely off the mark in his observations. Indeed,
popular culrure in the 1950s centered on consumption-as more
American workers used credit to purchase cars, televisions, and a

steady stream of modern new gadgets churned out by entirely new
industries. Families gathered around the television nightly to watch
corporate-sponsored shows such as "Westinghouse Playhouse" and
"The U.S. Steel Hout:" As Cochran commented at the time, "There
is much validity to Bell's thesis: if we take the present social climate as
unchangeable, unions are not going to make any noteworthy advances .... A political and social shift has to pave the way for organization." 36
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A 1946 photo spread in Life magazine laid out a "roseate and
wondrous" American Dream, accompanied by pictures of what it
called a "family utopia"-<:omplete with a brand new suburban
home, a white picket fence, a convertible CaJ; a television set, lawn
furniture, and a swing set for the kids. Dangling such comforts before a generation of Depression-era working-class people-at the
very same time that the left was being crushed by McCarthyismensured the idea's success.
The notion of an American Dream was just one part of U.S.
capital's postwar ideological offensive-the flip side of the anticommunist coin. Employers were motivated not by generosity toward
working-class people but by a desire to maximize their own profits.
This required them to seek a way to prevent workers ftom engaging
in regular work stoppages, with the strike weapon still very much in
evidence during the immediate postwar years. In 1951 the editors of
Fortune magazine congratulated U.S. capital in finding a uniquely
"American" solution to the "problems of class struggle and proletarian consciousness." 37
The American Dream was clearly something to which vast numbers of workers aspired, demonstrated by the large number of Americans who considered themselves middle class. In 1964,44 percent of
respondents to a survey saw themselves as middle class or higheJ;
compared with 37 percent in 1952. 38 As Nicholson commented,
"Nonwhites or immigrants were thought to belong to the 'working
class,' or, more commonly, the ~lower class.' Class consciousness was
based on what people thought or bought, not on what they objectively were." 39
Average weekly earnings for U.S. manufacturing workers rose by
84 percent between 1950 and 1965, while prices rose by only 31 percent during the same period.'" But while the relative affluence of the
U.S. working class is undeniable, it was by no means uniform. Even
in 1959 more than one in five people lived below the official poverty
line." Wages for unorganized workers rose far more slowly than for
those in unions, and the significant gap between Black and white incomes remained. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the median income of Black Americans still hovered at about 55 percent of whites.
Even in Detroit, the center for world auto production, the median
Black family income was only two-thirds that of white families in
1954."
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Even for those workers whose living standards did not rise, however, their aspirations did-particularly their hopes that their children might escape from the working class into a middle-class
occupation. The rise of community colleges and subsidized tuition
made college education an attainable goal for millions of workingclass children.

Labor Relations in the New Era of
Postwar Prosperity
Unionized industrial workers in particular experienced dramatic improvements in their living standards, but they paid the price of a
drastic rise in the rate of exploitation. Output per worker more than
doubled between 1947 and 1967." Corporations were willing to
grant workers higher wages in order to preempt or shorten strikes
and other interruptions in production during the long boom.
But the employers did not rely entirely on rising wages to ensure
labor peace. Corporations spent large amounts of money on unionbusting firms, to stop the spread of union membership-which still
rose by 25 percent between 1945 and 1955.« Companies such as
Sears, Blue Cross, All-State Insurance, American Express, Macy's,
and United Parcel Service all invested in the union-busting firm of
Labor Relations Associates of Chicago, one of the biggest unionbusting companies atthe time." And employers did not hesitate to use
violence against workers during the 1950s. For example, a September
8, 1953, New York Times story on a coal strike reported, "Eight organizers have been shot, one of them died, another is completely paralyzed. Cars have been dynamited, and union meeting places,
members' homes and friendly merchants' stores have been blasted or
fired upon. The union and its local leaders have been sued, indicted or
even jailed." 46
Still, corporations were not entirely successful at winning labor
peace, even among the best-paid union members. Even at the height
of the boom years, steelworkers struck for forty-five days in 1949,
fifty-nine days in 1952, thirty-six days in 1956, and one hundred and
ten days during a bitter battle in the recession of 1959. In 1957, a
rank-and-file slate challenged union leaders' "tuxedo unionism" and
demanded more democracy within the United Steel Workers of
America (USWA)."
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Although negotiated and lengthy agreements were hailed as
proof of labor-management collaboration, labor relations were far
from amicable in the auto industry during the 1950s and 1960s. The
five-year contract negotiated in 1950 deprived workers of the right
to stop production over grievances. The right to strike had been a
key weapon of union militants in settling shop floor grievances.
Without it, the grievance procedure turned into a bureaucratic nightmare: grievances were left unresolved for long periods of time by an
increasingly remote union leadership. Frustrations erupted in periodic wildcat strikes during this entire period-so much so that
Reilther was forced to shorten the length of the contract to three
years in 1955 and even to authorize occasional local strikes over
working conditions. As historian and labor activist Stan Weir described the situation in 1967:
The General Motors Corporation employs as many workers as all
other auto manufacturers combined. In 1955, UAW president Walter
Reuther signed a contract with GM which did not check the speedup or
speed the settlement of local shop grievances. Over 70 percent of GM
workers went on strike immediately after Reuther announced the terms
of his agreement. A larger percentage "wildcatted" after signing the
1958 contract because Reuther had again refused to do anything to
combat speedup. For the same reason the autoworkers walked off their
jobs ~gain in 1961. The strike closed every GM and a nwnber of large

Ford plants.~ 8

The number of strikes across all U.S. industries in the 1950s was
only slightly lower than during the strike wave that marked the second
half of the 1940s. But strikes tended to be shorter and involve fewer
workers in the 1950s--and still fewer in the first half of the 1960s."
The resolve that typified early CIO picket lines was gradually replaced
by passivity, as workers became accustomed to waiting out strikes,
rather than playing any meaningful role. This was bound to have an
effect on the class consciousness of white workers, who formed a politically conservative bloc, with little sympathy for either the civil
rights movement or the antiwar movement until the late 1960s.

The Bloated Union Bureaucracy
ln January 1946, Henry Ford II declared, "We of the Ford Motor
Company have no desire to 'break the unions,' or to tum back the
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clock," adding, "we must look to an improved and increasingly responsible [union]leadership for help in solving the human equation
in mass production." 50
There was no shortage of "responsible" union leaders to help
Ford achieve his goal. The labor movement during this era increasingly relied on the legal expertise of its enormous professional staff,
rather than on shop-floor activism, to enforce contracts. In the mid1950s, B.]. Widick, a shop steward at ChrysleJ; commented, "[O]ur
contracts are becoming such legalistic documents as to be unworkable in terms of real, genuine labor relations .... In the old days, he
[the steward] was the Union, he was the Contract.... Now he is a
Philadelphia lawyer. It's embarrassing.""
As Lichtenstein noted, American unions grew to employ
the largest and best-paid stratum of full-time salaried officers in the
labor·movement world . ... Functionary worker ratios in the United
States were something like one in three hulldred at the end of the 1950s,
while the European average was about one full-time officeholder per
two thousand unionists. The U.S. had sixty thousand full-time union
officers in 1960, compared to just four thousand in Great Britain.Sl

This expansive bureaucracy developed in part because of the
vastly different political course taken by the United States and Europe after the Second World War. In Social Democratic Europe, the
government administered medical care and other governmentsubsidized social programs, whereas in the United States social welfare was largely confined to privatized "fringe benefits," available
only to workers whose employers provided them. Lichtenstein correctly states, American unions "were burdened with a set of servicing
functions unknown in countries where either a labor party or a
stronger welfare state assumed those responsibilities." 53
He continued, "Many unions in the United States ... Were responsible for the negotiation and administration not just of wage
schedules and seniority systems, but of pension benefits, health insurance, and various kinds of supplemental unemployment aid. In
addition, unions at the local, regional, and national levels directly
lobbied state and national officeholders, endorsed candidates, and
raised money and troops for their campaigns." 54
This statement is true, but it is also worth exploring how much
of this situation was of labor's own making. America's union bu-
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reaucracy is not qualitatively different from those in Europe or elsewhere. The job of full-time union officials is to negotiate settlements
with employers that will satisfy both bosses and workers. Union officials' own jobs do not depend on the contracts they sign since they
are paid through union funds, and they do not directly experience
the consequences of poor contracts on the shop floor.
Nevertheless, since Gompers, the U.S. labor officialdom has had
an exaggerated tendency to steer toward collaboration and away
from confrontation. The period after the Second World War proved
decisive for the American labor movement. By choosing a course of
collaboration rather than class struggle, union leaders relied increasingly on a professional staff far removed from the pressures of, or accountability to, rank-and-file workers. The sheer size of labor's
apparatus has had long-standing consequences for the U.S. labor
movement. Elected shop floor militants dominated CIO union conventions during the heyday of the 1930s. But in the age of an increasingly entrenched bureaucracy, the presence of a small army of
loyal staffers gave the existing leadership an in-built advantage in
voting and elections.
In addition, labor's reliance on friendly relationships with government decision-makers required unions to devote substantial financial and staff resources to election campaigns and lobbying
efforts. To this end, the AFL-CIO developed an elaborate network of
PACs, COPEs (Committees on Political Education), and lobbyists.
But even when Democrats dominated Congress and held the White
House between 1961 and 1969, the labor movement won no significant pro-labor legislation that could reverse the overriding downward trend."

The Price Paid by Workers
If aspirations for creating a labor party had been defeated by the end
of the 1930s, then any hopes for the development of a genuine welfare state disappeared by the 1950s. During the immediate aftermath
of the Second World WaJ; Lichtenstein wrote, "[T]he trade unions
hoped that as in Britain the social solidarity generated by the
wartime experience would give rise to a universal system of health
insurance and higher social-security benefits."" Such a development
was not forthcoming, however. American employers instead went on
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the attack with Taft-Hartley by 1947. Universal health care could
not be won without a massive social struggle.
Rather than insisting that health and welfare benefits should be
the right of every individual, unions increasingly accepted that these
should be relegated to the arena of collective bargaining. The biggest
and most powerful unions-in auto, steel, rubbeJ; trucking, and
mining-led the way. In 1946, the first health and welfare benefits
were included in union contracts. In 1949, the first retirement pensions were negotiated.
By 1970, 90 percent of all unionized workers were covered by a
health plan of some kind." But even at the high point of the mid1970s, just two-thirds of U.S. workers had health insurance, provided mainly by their employers." Because there was no welfare
state, an enormous disparity thus existed between union and
nonunion workers, since the poorest workers often had few or no
health or" other "fringe benefits." This significant minority of the
population without health care undoubtedly impacted the willingness to struggle among those workers fortunate enough to land a job
with an employer that offered coverage.
The problems with this arrangement were not apparent at the
time, since the postwar economic boom allowed wages and benefits
to rise steadily. By all appearances, workers were making great
strides forward during this period. But, as Lichtenstein argued,
Indeed, if such (a labor-management] accord could be said to exist during these years, it was less a mutually satisfactory concordat than a dictate imposed upon an all-too-reluctant labor movement in an era of its
political retreat and internal division. At best it was a limited and unstable truce, largely confined to a well-defined set of regions and industries. It was a product of defeat, not victory.s 9
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While other industrial societies, including Canada, recognized
health care as a basic right, medical insurance has been firmly established as a privilege of employment in the United States since the
1950s. And that which corporations give can easily be taken away,
as U.S. workers learned quite dramatically once the postwar boom
came to an end in the 1970s and employers began attacking health
and pension benefits, along with wages. The fact that U.S. workers
had never won the right to even the most minimal national .health
care made it that much easier for corporations to leave millions more
working-class people with no benefits.
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In the long run, business unionism marked a decisive step backward, as union leaders agreed to whittle away workers' basic rights
in return for better pay. The AFL-CIO merger marked the end of the
era in which the U.S. working class had shown its willingness to
struggle and had shown its power-and even its revolutionary potential.

The Sodal Consequences of Reaction
The era of the American Dream was hardly the idyllic period that the
mass media typically depicts. The political repression of McCarthyism was accompanied by extreme social repression on every front.

Indeed, one of the many "un-American" activities included in the anticommunist witch-hunt was homosexuality. In 1950, the Senate
began investigating alleged homosexuals "and other perverts" in
federal jobs. The Senate justified this investigation on the basis of national security: its report stated that gays "lack the emotional stability of normal persons"; "sex perversion weakens the individual";

and "espionage agents could blackmail them." President Eisenhower issued an executive order calling for the dismissal of homosexuals from government service. Two thousand gay people lost
federal jobs every year during the 1950s; the figure rose to three
thousand or more per year into the 1960s."
African-Americans were systematically shut out of partaking in
the American Dream. Racist segregation exposed the pretense that
the new prosperity was meant to include Black people. Jim Crow
segregation in the South had its counterpart in de facto segregation
in the North. Even if African Americans could afford a new home in
the suburbs, racists (usually with the support of the local police)
would organize to violently bar them from or force them out of most
suburban neighborhoods. These racists had the law on their side. As
Nicholson noted, "Racial segregation in the booming suburbs was
underwritten by the Federal Housing Administration and Veteran's
Administration, the two most important federal mortgage insurance
firms. The federal courts allowed racially exclusive covenants in titles to new homes in securing all-white suburbs." 61
Three million African Americans left farm work in the South and
migrated to the ten largest industrial cities in the Midwestern "rust
belt" between 1940 and 1960 in the hopes of finding well-paying in-
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dustrial jobs. By 1962, roughly 70 percent of Black workers were
employed in blue collar and service work, but the vast majority remained stuck in nnskilled or semi-skilled jobs. Nearly two-thirds of
all Northern Blacks found themselves living in urban slums." Black
children still could not attend schools alongside white children.
These are the most important reasons why the civil rights movement
grew with urgency in the 1950s, accelerating after the Supreme
Court's 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka ruling, finally
striking down the "constitutionality" of school segregation.
The labor movement at best, howeveo; paid only lip service in
support of Black activists battling against segregation in Birmingham, Alabama, and Little Rock, Arkansas. Cochran commented in
1959,
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The pious pronouncements have been placed on record, but the unions
have kept clear of acrual involvement. In his current battle to break the
age-old shackles in the South, the Negro, for a variety of reasons, is getting powerful support from the federal judiciary, but he cannot count
on support, beyond some verbal encouragement, from the labor movement. This is a tragic turn of evefits, since it means that labor is again
missing the Southern bus . ... The result is that labor is on the sidelines
in this historic crisis.63
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Images of happy white families living in all-white suburbs on
such television shows as Ozzie and Harriet and Leave It to Beaver
dominated popular culture throughout this era. These shows
demonstrated not only the degree of extreme racism that characterized the 1950s, but also the heightened women's oppression that accompanied it. According to 1950s mores, women should follow
June Cleaveo; cheerfully burying themselves in housework while
their husbands drove off to their well-paying jobs.
According to Betty Friedan, the "spic-n-span" cleaning standards of the 1950s meant that in the typical household, the sheets on
the beds were washed two times per week." Alongside the image of
the family-oriented housewife dangled the image of the blonde
buxom bimbo as the object of male sexual desire. Friedan claims that
three out of every ten women bleached their hair blonde in the 1950s
and that, between 1939 and 1960, women's average dress sizes became three or four sizes smaller. "Women are out to fit the clothes,
not vice versa," one buyer explained.65
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The ideal housewife during the 1950s was expected to devote her
life to pleasing her husband and family. In 1956, the following passage from The Bride's Reference Book admonished working wives,
From the day you say "I do," your home and your husband come
first . ... From the practical, human point of view, do not expect your
husband to accept cheerfully a slap~dash sort of housekeeping system
such as you may have done fairly well with as a bachelor business girl.
He may have found it amusing during courtship, but he is not going to
think it is funny any more for you to arrive home breathless at 7:30 with
the last minute groceries on your aim. 66

The 1960s Radicalization
The revival of radicalism in the 1960s, not surprisingly, included an
explosion of anger against the extreme ideological and social repression of the 1950s. Indeed, the late 1960s and 1970s was a period of
social upheaval, witnessing a mass antiwar movement, the rise of the
Black Power movement, and the women's liberation and gay liberation movements. But this revival took place largely outside the arena
of organized labor and without a clear sense of class politics. Again,
the reasons can be traced to McCarthyism. As Lichtenstein observed, "the elimination of the Communists from so much of American political life diminished the role to which the issues of class and
union power would play in the emergence of the Civil Rights Movement and the New Left little more than a decade later." 67
The New Left peaked in the late 1960s among a new generation
of students who had been radicalized by the civil rights and antiwar
movements. In spite of the role that the UA~ and other unions
played in helping to launch SDS in the early 1960s, animosity between the student movement and organized labor grew over the war
in Vietnam-evidenced by the shouting match at the 1965 AFL-00
convention.

Many workers harbored deep resentment toward student radicals. Some of this resentment was based on the overwhelmingly
working-class composition of the troops drafted to fight in Vietnam.
Working-class high schools sent 20 to 30 percent of their graduates
to Vietnam every year. In contrast, college graduates made up just
2 percent of all troops sent to Vietnam in 1965 and 1966. Out of
the twelve hundred students who graduated from Harvard Uni-
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versity in 1970, only two went to Vietnam." Hence, the denunciation of campus antiwar activists as "draft-dodgers" was as often
based on class anger as support for the war. Many workers shared
the views of the so-called "silent majority" and negatively associated
student radicals with drug use, promiscuity, and other aspects of an
alien "youth counterculture." 69

"Hard-hats" versus "Longhairs"
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Hostility between the unionists and the antiwar movement was symbolically captured by the May 8, 1970, rampage of two hundred
New York City construction workers against peaceful antiwar protesters, in which the "hardhats" brutally beat hundreds of "longhairs" while chanting "Love it or leave it!" A few days later, two
thousand construction workers and longshoremen marched in New
York in support of the war, carrying signs such as, "Don't worry,
they don't draft faggots."
These labor protests were not "spontaneous" outpourings of
pro-war anger as the media depicted, but had been instigated by contractors, some of whom reportedly offered cash bonuses to workers
who participated." There is also evidence, as Levy noted, "that a
right-wing organization with business funding helped organize the
assault in the first place." But on May 20, 1970, labor unions joined
in the pro-war frenzy when New York City's Building Trades Council president Peter Brennan sponsored a demonstration in support of
Nixon's invasion of Cambodia that drew a flag-waviug crowd of between sixty thousand and oue hundred thousand. Nixou soon rewarded Breunan by appointing him Secretary of Labor."
After this demonstration, SDS activist Cliff Sloan commented iu
disgust, "If this is what the class struggle is all about ... there is
something wrong here." 72 Sloan's opinion was shared by the bulk of
1960s student radicals. Most of those in SDS, inspired by the insurgency of the National Liberation Front in Vietnam, looked primarily
to the Third World for revolutionary struggle and regarded the U.S.
workiug class as "bought off." This sentiment had been deepened by
revelations by Victor Reuther (brother of Walter) that exposed the
AFL-CIO's long-standing participation in CIA covert operations."
With few exceptions, New Left radicals regarded the working
class in the heart of the imperialist beast as a [big] part of the prob-
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!em, and they looked elsewhere for allies. 74 The bulk of student radicals joined Maoist and Stalinist organizations, which took inspiration from nationalist movements in the Third World. Although the
Maoist left numbered in the thousands in the early 1970s, it quickly
disintegrated along with the Maoist left internationally by the
decade's end. 75 Nixon's visit to China in 1972, Mao's death in 1976,
and a change in policies launched by his successors all contributed to
the disillusionment of a generation of radicals. The decline of Maoism was also a symptom of a more generalized retreat and decline of
the organized left internationally during this period.

The Soldiers' Revolt
By the late 1960s, the growing rebellion among antiwar troops
helped to transform the class character of the antiwar movement. Although the mass media depicted peace activists spitting on returning
Vietnam vets, in actuality, troops were welcomed into the folds of the
antiwar movement. 76 Vets marched in antiwar demonstrations, sol-

diers published antiwar newspapers from their military bases, and
together they played a central role in shaping the politics of the antiwar movement, stateside and in Vietnam itself.
By 1971, Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW) was at the
forefront of antiwar struggle at home. VVAW's membership was predominantly working class-half coming from manual labor backgrounds and just 30 percent from professional or managerial
families. The emergence of this organized opposition among vets
helped to challenge the media's caricature of antiwar activists as frivolous middle-class rebels. 77 From April 19 to 23, 1971, two thousand Vietnam veterans sat in at the Supreme Court to protest the
war, demanding that Congress enact an immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all U.S. forces from Indochina. When hundreds
of vets ceremoniously discarded theit war medals, ex-Marine sergeant Jack Smith apologized to the Vietnamese people, "whose
hearts were broken, not won" because of "genocide, racism, and
atrocity." 78

The year 1968 marked a turning point in the war in Vietnam,
when North Vietnamese forces launched the Tet Offensive in January, demonstrating that a decisive victory for U.S. forces was impossible. In Vietnam, soldiers refused combat orders sixty-eight times

!
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that year. By 1970, the number rose to thirty-five in the 1st Air Cavalry Division alone. During this same period, rebellious U.S. troops
\>egan "fragging" their commanding officers with grenades-with
an estimated eight hundred to a thousand attempts to kill commanding officers on record. Veteran antiwar activist Joel Geier described, "Mutiny and fraggings expressed the anger and bitterness
that combat soldiers felt at being used as bait to kill Communists. It

:·,I
•'

forced the troops to reassess who was the real enemy., 79 As Geier
wrote,
An observer at Pace, near the Cambodian front where a unilateral truce
was widely enforced, reported, "The men agreed and passed the word
to other platoons: nobody fires unless fired upon. As of about 1100

,,

~I

hours on October 10, 1971, the men of Bravo ComPany, 11/12 First
Cavalry Division, declared their own private cease-fire with the North
Vietnamese." so

r

In June 1971, Marine Colonel RobertO. Heinl, Jr., wrote an article in the Armed Forces Journal whose tide said it all: "The Collapse of the Armed Forces" reported on the severe deterioration of
U.S. armed forces in Vietnam, and described the military as being
"clobbered and buffeted from without and within by social turbulence, pandemic drug addiction, race war, sedition, civilian scape-

II''

goatings, draft recalcitrance and malevolence, barracks theft and
common crime." 81

19 70: Labor Turns Against the War in Vietnam
After the Tet Offensive, popular support for the war diminished rapidly. By July 1968, disapproval reached 52 percent, reaching a majority for the ftrst time. As Levy argued, "Contrary to d1e stereotype
of 'hardhats' as hawks, virtually every survey demonstrated that at
any given time, manual workers were just as likely to oppose the war
as were youths, the archetypal doves." 82
Students and organized labor reached a major rapprochement in
1970, when many unionists joined the massive outpouring of protest
after Nixon announced that ilie United States had invaded Cambodia on April 30. As Joe Allen described in an article published in the

International Socialist Review:

I
'·

The country literally exploded in rage. Within four days of the announced invasion, strikes were in progress at more than a hundred cam-
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puses. Symbols of the military were under attack everywhere, especially
ROTC buildings on campuses. Then the anger spread beyond the cam~
puses. "It was something I'd never seen before ... " remembered one

activist in New York: "I could feel the polarization. You could cut that
with a knife in society, it was so incredible. ... On that day or two after
the Cambodian invasion, this whole city was filled with thousands of
people all over the street debating. You_ could just go from group to

group arguing." 83

Government authorities responded with a spree of violence
against student protesters. On May 4 National Guard troops opened
fire on students at Kent State University in Ohio, killing four and
wounding nine. Ten days later, Mississippi police killed two Black
students and wounded four at Jackson State College. Student strikes
spread to thirteen hundred college campuses, and unionists began to
appear in much larger numbers at antiwar marches, including the
March Against Racism and Repression in Georgia protesting the
Jackson State murders. On May 8, Nixon was forced to announce
that U.S. troops would leave Cambodia by the end of June. In 1971,
New York City labor leaders joined with VVAW and student activists tQ sponsor a memorial rally for students murdered at Kent
State. 84
In the fall of 1971, Gallup opinion polls showed 61 percent of
the public wanted U.S. troops out of Vietnam by the year's end. This
sentiment was strongest among nonwhites and those from union
households."' The unity displayed in 1970 and 1971 between student and labor antiwar activists showed the potential power of a social movement with the strength of organized labor behind it.
Unfortunately, this unity did not surface until the war in Vietnam
was already in the process of winding down. SDS itself had collapsed
into a number of competing factions and organizations at its 1969
convention. The opportunity for significant working-class participation in 1960s social movements had passed.

Rank-and-File Rebellion
Mass protest profoundly impacted the U.S. political climate during
the 1960s and early 1970s. Under sustained pressure from the massive civil rights movement, Congress finally passed the Civil Rights
Act in 1964 and the Voting Rights Act in 1965. Medicare was introduced and programs for the poor were expanded in response to the
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urban rebellions of rbe 1960s. By the early 1970s, the women's
movement won rbe right to legal abortion, and rbe civil rights movement won affirmative action programs.
But no such political pressure was mounted by rbe leaders of organized labor during this entire period. In rbe 1960s, rbe Supreme
Court furrber restricted the rights of union workers to take part in
job actions not aurborized by their union contracts. In 1970, Lichtenstein wrote, "rbe high court made virtually all work stoppages illegal during rbe term of rbe contract, in the process again legitimizing
labor injunctions of rbe sort rbat had once so crippled rbe union
movement during the nineteenth century." 86
But a seismic rebellion was brewing among rank-and-file workers as the 1960s decade drew to a close. Wages stagnated in the late
1960s as rbe postwar economic boom began to falter. Anger at stagnating wages, combined with growing frustration at production
speedups and rbe disinterested union bureaucracy, exploded into a
series of working-class revolts beginning in 1968. These revolts were
frequently spearheaded by young workers who were influenced by
rbe anti-war or Black Power movements and by rbe radicalization of
the period.
Black workers often led rbe most overtly radical struggles. Black
autoworkers in Detroit, for example, raised demands against what
rbey called "niggermation"-the combination of speedup and racial
discrimination. Black workers had been virtually excluded from
higher-paying skilled jobs at all the Big Three auto plants: in 1968,
3 percent of all skilled trades jobs at Chrysler were held by Blacks,
3 percent at Ford, and 1.3 percent at GM. The UAW, despite lip service to the contrary, was equally racist in practice: while Blacks made
up one-fourrb of rbe UAW's membership, they found rbemselves
shut out of its leadership. Only six Black delegates attended the 1968
UAW convention, and of the union's top twenty-six officers, only
one was Mrican American." As Dan Georgakas and Marvin Surkin
described in Detroit, I Do Mind Dying,
I

I

On May 2, 1968, 4,000 workers shut down Dodge Main in the first
wildcat strike to hit that factory in 14 years. The immediate cause of the
!

strike was speed- up and both Black and white workers took part, but
the driving force was ... DRUM. The activities and ideas of DRUM

were to inspire Black workers throughout the United States. No less an
I
!

authority than the Wall Street Journal took them very seriously from
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the day of the first wildcat, for the Wall Street Journal understood
something most of the white student radicals did not yet understand:

the Black revolution of the sixties had finally arrived at one of the most
vulnerable links of the American economic system-the point of mass

production, the assembly line. 88

DRUM's successes at Dodge Main inspired a number of spin-off
RUMs (Revolutionary Union Movements) at other auto plants, and
a Black Panther caucus at the Fremont, California, GM plant. The
RUMs came together to form the League of Revolutionary Black
Workers in 1969. The League was a Black nationalist formation and
maintained a formal policy of discouraging white support, which no
doubt blunted the actual potential that existed for building Black
and white unity. Nevertheless, a significant minority of white workers supported the strikes led by the RUMs."
The United Black Brothers, who led a wildcat strike at the Ford
plant in Mahwah, New Jersey, in 1969, is less known but distinctive
because the Mahwah workers understood the need to build solidarity with white workers at the plant. The United Black Brothers was
formed out of a wildcat strike in 1967, when five hundred Black
workers walked out after a foreman called a Black worker a "Black
bastard." In 1969, when the Brothers organized a strike against
racism at the Ford plant, with a workforce that was one-third
African-American, the organization directed an appeal to white
workers to join the strike:
Why do we ask your support? Because the same thing can happen to
you. The company has been laying off men by the dozens, but the lines
have not slowed up a bit. You have been given more work, and if you
can't do it, you lose your job or get time off. The supervisors are harassing the men and calling them all kinds of names such as "Dirty Guinea
Bastard," "Black SOB," and "Stinking Spick," to name a few. ... We
ask that all of you stay out and support us in this fight! 90

The number of wildcat strikes across all industries doubled, from
one thousand to two thousand between 1960 and 1969. In 1970, the
strike wave peaked. General Motors weathered a sixty-seven-day
strike. Forty thousand coal miners struck in three states to demand
benefits for disabled miners. Postal workers went on strike across the
country, shutting down the U.S. Postal Service in two hundred cities.
When the government brought in the National Guard, the troops expressed sympathy with the postal strikers. After two weeks, postal
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workers, who are legally prohibited from striking, won a 14 percent
wage increase. On April 1, rank-and-file Teamsters went out on
strike and many stayed out for up to a month after IBT president
Frank Fitzsimmons ordered them back to work."
While 1970 marked the high point, the rank-and-file upsurge
continued for several years thereafrer. In 1972, the Miners for Democracy elected reform candidate Arnold Miller for union president.
Also in 1972, eight thousand workers at GM's Lordstown, Ohio,
plant went on strike against speedups. To be sure, union leaders were
not happy with the rise in wildcat strikes and moved to reimpose
their authority over strikers, sometimes violently. In 1973, Douglas
Fraset; then head of the UAW's Chrysler division, organized a mob of
one thousand union loyalists to attack a picket line at Chrysler's
Mack Avenue Stamping Plant in Detroit. They beat up the strikers
while the police stood by, watching. A Detroit television reponer
commented, "for the first time in the history of the UAW, the union
mobilized to keep a plant open." Fraser explained bluntly, "The
wildcat violated our constitution, the law, the contract, and it really
upset our bargaining strategy.,, ,1
But the outlook seemed promising for the rank-and-file rebellion
to lead to a broader class radicalization. Small sections of the left developed a working-class orientation in the early 1970s, and in 1975,
Teamsters for a Decent Contract (later renamed Teamsters for a
Democratic Union) was formed. In 1975, dissident steelworkers
launched the Fight Back campaign to elect reformer Ed Sadlowski as
United Steel :Workers president. Sadlowski won a formidable 43.1
percent of the vote against incumbent Lloyd McBride's 51.9 percent
when the election took place. In 1976, a national Teamsters strike
paralyzed the freight trucking industry."
Many on the left predicted that the recession of 1973-75 would
produce another round of class struggle. But none of the rank-andfile movements was-or could have been-prepared for what was to
follow over the next few years. American capital united in a grand
coalition to decisively shift the balance of class forces, determined
nor only to stop granting wage increases, but also to start forcing
workers' wages down sharply. The result has been a sustained employers' offensive that has continued for three decades, with no sign
of abating.
With the benefit of hindsight, it is easier to see that the short-term
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economic gains unions made in the 1950s and 1960s were far outweighed by the rights workers lost in exchange. Intleed, the era of the
American Dream set the stage for the employers' offensive that
would inevitably follow when the boom gave way to recession. The
lasting impact of McCarthyism left the rank and file with few existing structures to challenge corrupt or moribund union leaders, much
less to launch an aggressive defense of workers' rights.
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One-Sided Class War
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Employers' Offensive

n 1971, former Pentagon staffer Daniel Ells berg leaked seven
thousand pages of secret Pentagon documents to the New York
Times. The Pentagon Papers, as they came to be known, proved
that Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara and other Pentagon officials had systematically lied to the public about the war in Vietnam-stating that victory in Vietnam was "just around the comer"
while knowing the war was unwinnable and the death toll would be
enormous. Soon afterward, a group of White House "plumbers"
broke into the offices of Ellsberg's psychiatrist in an effort to discredit him publicly. The same "plumbers" were caught breaking into
Democratic National Committee offices at the Watergate complex in
1972 to install wiretapping devices.
For nearly two years, Nixon maintained his innocence, and that
he knew nothing about the break-ins, stating famously, "I'm not a
crook," on November 17, 1973. 1 Finally, under conrt orde~; the
White Honse grudgingly released official White House tape recordings. On one of the tapes, recorded just days after the Watergate burglary, Nixon could be heard concocting a plan to have the CIA claim
that issues of "national security" were involved in order to block any
further investigation. With Richard Nixon's administration publicly
exposed as thoroughly corrupt, he was forced to resign in August
1974 or face impeachment.
Even as the Watergate scandal was still unfolding, Congress
began investigating leaked FBI documents that revealed an expansive domestic counterintelligence program-known by its acronym
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COINTELPRO--stretching from the FBI and the ~hite House to
local and state law enforcement. Hoover had initiated the program
in 1956 to use against the Communist Party, but its targets expanded
to include thousands of individuals and organizations during the turbulent 1960s. COINTELPRO's stated purpose was to use any tactic,
from infiltration to sabotage, to "expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, and otherwise neutralize" political dissidents.' The FBI was
proven to have maintained surveillance files on and infiltrated a wide
range of organizations, including the Socialist Workers Party, the
Black Panther Party, Martin Luther King, Jr., the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC), and the Ku Klux Klan.'
By the mid-1970s, the U.S. ruling class had reached a crisis point,
extending far beyond the excesses of Nixon and Hoover. The world's
largest military power had been defeated in Vietnam, in a war that
killed over two million Vietnamese and other Southeast Asians and
over fifty-eight thousand U.S. soldiers. U.S. rulers were also humiliated

by a massive antiwar movement at home. The war's enormous

unpopularity saddled U.S. rulers with the risk of provoking mass domestic discontent if they attempted to start another major warwhat became commonly known as the "Vietnam Syndrome." In
addition, the postwar boom was over. ~ile the United States had
been pouring invesnnent into producing weaponry, its economic
competitors, Japan and Germany in particulai; had been investing in
manufacturing-outstripping U.S. manufacturing productivity by
the 1970s. The recession of 1973 signaled the onset of decline and a
long-term economic crisis for capitalism internationally:
While it was highlighted by the 1973-75 recession, the economic deterioration that drove this process began before, and continued after, that
catastrophic event. ... At the bottom line, profits of U.S. firms declined
after 1965 and failed throughout the next 15 years to regain their early
1960s levels. Annual net investment in plant and equipment followed
suit, falling from an average 4 percent of GNP during 1966-70 to 3.1
percent over 1971-75 and 2.9 percent over 1976-80. Productivity suffered in turn, as the annual growth of output per worker employed in
non-residential business fell from 2.45 percent over 1948-73 to 0.08
percent over 1973-79. 4

The U.S. share of world trade and world GNP continued to fall
throughout the 1970s. The U.S. trade balance moved into negative
territory in 1971 for the first time since 1893, marking the beginning
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of a trade deficit that would grow to mammoth proportions during
the Reagan administration. By 1979, American auto companies produced only 28 percent of world car output. By 1981 the U.S. share of
world steel production dropped to 15 percent.'

The Selling Job
In 1974 and 1975, a group of CEOs assembled under the auspices of
the Conference Board to commiserate about this crisis and brainstorm for the future. One corporate leader summed up the sense of
the attendees when he said, "We have been hoisted with our own
petard. We have raised expectations that we can't deliver on."' The
consensus was that business interests must unite to shift the balance
of class forces back toward capital. This required dramatically lowering working-class living standards-that is, increasing the level of
class inequality. But the strike wave-official or wildcat-between
1968 and 1974 showed clearly that workers were not in the mood to
accept a wage freeze, much less wage cuts.
In the mid-1970s, Business Week summarized the challenge that
lay ahead: "It will be a hard pill for many Americans to swallowthe idea of doing with less so that business can have more .... Nothing that this nation, or any other nation, has done in modern
economic history compares in difficulty with the selling job that
must now be done to make people accept the new reality." 7 Corporate forces geared up for this "selling job." As journalists Alexander
Cockburn and Ken Silverstein noted in Washington Babylon:
In 1973, as the reputation of big business plummeted, corporate leaders
formed the Business Roundtable. They reactivated the moribund
Chamber of Commerce and made it a potent lobbying force. Intensive
recruitment of "opinion makers" went into high gear. Led by the John
M. Olin Foundation-chaired by former Treasury Secretary William
Simon-corporations and wealthy individuals were soon funneling
tens of millions of dollars annually to right-wing thinkers . ... Since
then, Uoseph Coors] has funded Paul Weyrich's Free Congress Foundation, the reclusive Council for National Policy (the far right's answer to
the Council on Foreign Relations), the Hoover Instirution, the Ameri·
can Defense Instirute and Accuracy in Med.ia. 8

The "Great Society" of the 1960s, during which Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson increased welfare spending to attract AfricanAmerican votes, was to prove short-lived. In inflation-adjusted
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Collaboration and Concessions
In 1978, UAW president Doug Fraser declared angrily,
I believe leaders of the business community, with few exceptions, have
chosen to wage a one-sided class war in this country-a war against
working people, the unemployed, the poor, the minorities, the very
young and the very old, and even many in the middle class of our society. The leaders of industry, commerce, and finance in the United States
have broken and discarded the fragile, unwritten compact previously

existing during a period of growth and progress.20

But Fraser himself clung to the familiar collaborationist methods.
In 1979, the Carter administration intervened to rescue the smallest
of the Big Three automakers, Chrysler, from bankruptcy. Although
the UAW agreed to concessions amounting to $200 million, Congress refused to give Chrysler its $1.2 billion loan guarantee unless
workers gave concessions totaling $462 million. This included a
wage freeze and giving up seventeen paid vacation days. By the next
contract Chrysler chairman Lee Iacocca was again demanding more
concessions, which this time totaled $673 million-including a pay
cut of $1.15 per hour and the loss of three more vacation days. By
1985, when Chrysler had been restored to profitability, lacocca had
risen to the second-highest-paid U.S. executive, with a salary of $11.4
million." By this time, all told, Chrysler had cut fifty thousand jobs."
The Chrysler bailout marked the beginning of a new era in collective
bargaining.

The Republocrats
The employers' offensive could not succeed in its aims without an
ideological assault on the social movements that had shifted the political climate so far to the left in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The
Carter administration oversaw the first attacks on the right to abortion and affirmative action, firing the opening shots in what would
become a relentless pursuit under Reagan.
In 1976, Jimmy Carter, a southern evangelical Christian, won
the presidential race over Gerald Ford. While he was more liberal
than Ford, historian Kenneth O'Reilly noted,
Carter also sent mixed messages during the 1976 push for the White

House. The most controversial were his remarks about busing and use of
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the phrase "ethnic purity" to describe white-ethnic enclaves and neigh-

i i

borhood schools. ... Follow-up questions .. . led to additional warnings from the candidate about "alien groups" and "black intrusion."

I'

"Interjecting into [a community] a member of another race" or "a diametrically opposite kind of family" or a "different kind of person"

threatened what Carter called the admirable value of "ethnic purity." 23

No sooner had Carter taken office than he endorsed the Hyde
Amendment, cutting off federal funding for poor women's abortions-which has never been restored. By 1990, only thirteen states
still provided Medicaid funding for abortions, and thirty-two states
denied funding even to victims of rape or incest. Carter defended the
Hyde Amendment as a necessary consequence of class society,
"There are many things in life that are not fair, that wealthy people
can afford and poor people can't. But I don't believe the federal government should take action to try to make these opportunities exactly equal, particularly when there is a moral factor involved."'"'
Another key issue that was used to roll back the social reforms of
the 1960s was the attack on affirmative action. In 1978, the U.S.
Supreme Court reached its landmark Bakke v. Regents of the University of California decision, setting in motion more than two
decades of attacks on affirmative action programs. The Court ruled
that Allan Bakke, a white male, had been denied a place at the University of California at Davis medical school due to "reverse discrimination" policies that victimized white males. The medical school's
policy of setting aside just sixteen of its one hundred annual openings
for nonwhite students was found to be discriminatory against "better qualified" whites. But several important facts about the Bakke
case never surfaced in the mass media. First, the medical school at
Davis also reserved a certain number of spots each year for the sons

and daughters of wealthy alumni, also known as "legacies." Secondly, thirty-six of the eighty-four white students admitted the year
Bakke applied had lower test scores than Bakke. In addition, ten
other medical schools had also turned down Bakke's application."
Affirmative action programs were necessary to finally force
racial integration upon recalcitrant employers and educational institutions. As late as 1948, twenty-six of the twenty-seven medical
schools in the United States openly practiced racial segregation. In
the year that Bakke applied to medical school, Blacks made up
about 12 percent of the U.S. population, but just over 2 percent

'
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were doctors and less than 3 percent were medical students. Racial
quotas were needed because segregation was alive and well." By
upholding the notion of "reverse discrimination," however, the
Supreme Court succeeded at recasting the debate over affirmative
action. Thereafter, "reverse racism" provided the justification for
undermining affirmative action programs.

By the time Jimmy Carter left office, his administration had
paved the way for Ronald Reagan's frontal assault on the working
class.

Looting Decade
In 1981, just as the economy entered a new recession, the employers'
offensive took a qualitative leap forward. Behind Reagan's "trickle
down" economics was an economic program for a massive arms
buildup, an attack on social spending and working-class living standards, and huge tax breaks for the rich.
One of Reagan's first moves upon taking office in 1981 was to
announce plans for major corporate tax cuts. As Thomas Ferguson
and Joel Rogers describe in Right Turn: The Decline of the Democrats and the Future of American Politics, "big business mobilized
rapidly. Immediately after the Administration's announcement, the
Business Roundtable called an emergency meeting. Executives of
America's top firms descended on Washington in droves for an orgy
of lobbying that became known as the 'Lear Jet Weekend."'"
Democrats and Republicans set out on a bidding war, each party trying to outdo the other in inventing tax breaks, including special
breaks for oil, real estate, and high-tech firms, to ingratiate themselves to the business leaders. As David Stockman later described the
scene, "The hogs were really feeding. The greed level, the level of opportunism, just got out of control." 28

Unemployment broke the 10 percent barrier at the height of the
1981-82 recession. Between 1978 aod 1982, employment in large
manufacturing plants fell by an estimated 25 percent (3.5 to 4 million jobs). Many manufacturing employers took the opportunity to
relocate to Southern right-to-work states, and increasingly to Mexico and Southeast Asia." But high unemployment was part of the
plan. As Reagan's Budget Director David Stockman explained to a
Chamber of Commerce breakfast meeting in 1982, a period of sus-
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tained unemployment was "part of the cure, not the problem" for
the U.S. economy." By 1983 more than 15 percent of the population
was living below the official poverty level."
Business rax rates were effectively halved, from 33 percent to 16
percent between the Economic Recovety Tax Act passed in 1981 and
the 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Tax Act. These reforms were widely supported by Democrats in both houses of Congress. More than half of House Democrats voted in favor, as did
more than 80 percent of Democrats in the Senate." Meanwhile, the
capital gains tax was capped at 20 percent, down still further from
Carter's cuts. The 1986 Tax Reform Act cut tax rates for the richest
individuals from 70 percent in 1981 to 28 percent for 1988. Yet between 1982 and 1984, the working poor-those earning below
$10,000 a year-saw their taxes rise by 22 percent." As Kevin
Phillips argued in Politics of Rich and Poor:
By the middle of Reagan's second term, official data had begun to show
that America's broadly defined "rich"-the top half of 1 percent of the
U.S. population-had never been richer. Federal policy favored the accumulation of wealth and rewarded financial assets, and the concentration of income that began in the mid-1970s was accelerating.... No
parallel upsurge of riches had been seen since the late l9th century, the
era of the Vanderbilts, Morgans and Rockefellers. 34

According to official government figures, the number of U.S.
taxpayers reporting more than one million dollars in gross income
increased fourteen-fold between 1980 and 1989. As a group, their
total income grew by 1,630 percent. And the number of taxpayers
reporting more than half-million-dollar incomes rose more than tenfold."
Reagan, again with barely a peep from the Democratic Congress, massively increased military spending. Under Reagan, like
Carter before him, defense spending rose in symmetry with cuts in
social spending. Social spending was reduced from 28 percent of the
federal budget to 22 percent between 1980 and 1987; miliraty
spending, on the other hand, rose from 23 percent to 28 percent over
the same period. This was not how Reagan explained it, of course.
He conjured up images of "welfare queens" driving around in fancy
cars as he dropped millions from welfare rolls and slashed prenatal
care programs for poor women. He argued that the government
should only fund programs for the "truly needy" while his adminis-
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tration cut poor children from school lunch programs. To reduce
costs further, Reagan's Food and Nutrition Service even reclassified
ketchup as a "vegetable" in children's school lunches."
By the end of the 1980s, the United States had achieved the dubious status as the most unequal society among Western industrial
countries, as measured by the gap between the richest and the poorest fifths of the population. An end-of-decade report on salaries in
ten leading companies showed that, while the average CEO earned
thirty-four times more than his employees in the mid-1970s, he
earned 110 times more by the late 1980s. By February 1992, Business Week reported that, on average, U.S. executives earned 160
times the pay of their employees and three to six times the salary of
their European and Japanese counterparts."

Corporate Swindles
But the rich didn't get richer only because of tax breaks. There was
an orgy of speculation. Even after the economy had been pulled out
of recession in 1983 and productivity began to rise, the temptation
was to use profits for speculation-a much more lucrative endeavor
than capital investment. Nowhere was this more evident than in the
savings and loan (S&L) industry. Here again the stage was set during
the Carter administration. In 1980, Congress voted to provide federal insurance to any and all S&L deposits up to $100,000 apiece, up
from the $40,000 cap in place since 1974. In 1982, Congress did the
S&Ls another favor: they deregulated, removing all limits on interest
rates. This meant that corporations and wealthy individuals could
divide up their fortunes into $100,000 deposits and place them in
S&Ls all over the country, at exorbitantly high interest rates---all of
it completely insured with taxpayers' money:
To complete the felonious scene, the new law (1) permitted [real estate]
developers to own S&Ls and (2) permitted the owners of S&Ls to lend
to themselves. In short, the vault was not only opened to the crooks, it
could be owned by them. No wonder, then, at the Rose Garden signing
of the bill, President Reagan, with his customary talent for the unconscious confession, chortled, "All in all, I think we've hit the jackpot." Js

If the S&Ls had been shut down as soon as they became insolvent, there would have been no need for a colossal bailout. But
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federal regulators waited years before they stepped in, allowing insolvent thrifts to lose billions of dollars---<>nly to have taxpayers bail
them out. The total cost of the S&L bailout to taxpayers was an estimated $300 billion.
Charles Keating's fairy tale existence at the helm of American
Continental and Lincoln Savings gives an accurate picture of the
wealth and power enjoyed by those running the savings and loan in·
dustry. Over a period of five years, Keating paid himself and his family almost $39 million, not including stocks and options. The whole
family flew to Europe fifteen times in a corporate jet with goldplated trim, leather seats, a wet bar, and the best audio and video
equipment money could buy. One Christmas, the family flew in an
entire orchestra from New York to entertain a party for top corporate employees. Meanwhile, when American Continental and Lincoln Savings became insolvent, seventeen thousand bondholders,
most of them elderly depositors, lost $200 million. Many were
thrown into poverty. 39

The politically connected Neil Bush sat on the board of the Silverado, a Denver S&L, which cost taxpayers an estimated $1 billion
to bail out. A phone call from the White House to federal examiners
in mid-1988 convinced them to hold off from seizing Silverado's assets until after the 1988 presidential elections. They did, and Silverado was seized on December 9, just one month after George H. W.
Bush was elected President."
The fruits of the S&L swindle extended far beyond those running the S&Ls. The fate of the S&L industry was closely bound to
that of junk bonds: by 1989, S&Ls owned $14 billion worth of junk
bonds. 41 Generous campaign contributions kept both houses of Congress from blowing the whistle. The "Keating Five," the five senators
accused of fronting for Charles Keating, represented only the tip of
the iceberg. They included four Democrats (Senators Alan Cranston
of California, Donald Riegle of Michigan, Dennis DeConcini of Arizona, and John Glenn of Ohio) and one Republican (Senator John
McCain of Arizona). It has been estimated that members of Congress officially received $11 million, and unofficially twice that
amount, from S&L interests in the 1980s."
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The Working Class under Attack
For many years, government reports cloaked statistics on rapidly
falling real wages with cheerful statements that median family incomes had remained stable in the 1980s. But such reports were misleading, since families compensated for lower wages by adding wage
earners, working longer hours, and going deeper into debt.
In 1989, nearly 60 percent of women were in the labor force,
compared with less than 40 percent in the 1960s. The figures are
similar even for married women with children under age six, whose
labor force participation rose from 36.7 percent to 58.4 percent in
1989. But even two-earner families couldn't keep pace. A Joint Economic Committee report showed that adults in 80 percent of twoparent families with children worked longer hours in 1989 than in
1979, but their incomes did not rise commensurately. Real hourly
pay for husbands fell in 60 percent of families, while women's wages
still averaged only 65 percent of men's. In 1988, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reported that the number of women working two or more
jobs rose from 2.2 percent of working women in 1970 to 5.9 percent
in 1989. Only families in the top income quintile showed "clear
gains in their standard of living." ~ 3
Meanwhile, deregulation of the banking industry increased the
number of credit cards in circulation from 12 million in 1980 to 289
million by 1990. As more people went into debt to keep up, personal
credit card debt rose from $853 in 1980 to $2,350 in 1990." But
even median family incomes dropped .for those under the age of
thirty. Families in this age group had a median income in 1991 that
was 13 percent lower in inflation-adjusted terms than such families
earned in 1973. And more than one-third of all single-parent families--{)ne in every four families with children in 1987-lived below
the poverty line. For the roughly one in two single-parent families
headed by Black women, two-thirds lived in poverty." Yet, between
fiscal years 1982 and 1985, Congress cut $5 billion from school
lunch, breakfast, and summer food programs for poor children.
The ranks of the working poor swelled during Reagan's two
terms in office. The minimum wage of $3.35 an hour remained the
same from 1981 until1989, a drop in real income of 36 percent. In
1986, workers received the same disposable income as in 1961, and
20 percent less than in 1972. Real hourly wages were no higher in
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1989 than they had been in 1966." Thanks to Reagan-era cuts that
halved the duration of unemployment benefits from fifty-two to
twenty-six weeks, only one in three of the unemployed were entitled
to collect benefits in 1990, compared with two in three in 1981.
Close to forty million Americans had no health insurance coverage by the early 1990s-more than 85 percent of them workers or
their dependents." Like the S&L debacle, the U.S. health care industry, which was raking in $700 billion a year by 1990, is the story, of
greed gone mad. For decades a conglomeration of insurance companies, drug companies, doctors, and hospitals has ensured that neither
the laws of competition nor state intervention would interfere with
the flow of profits. In 1992, the Families USA Foundation reported
that the cost of the three most common prescriptions sold in the U.S.
had risen 80 percent between 1985 and 1991." Like the S&Ls, the
health care giants have been willing to pay Congress generously not
to meddle. More than two hundred PACs, representing the various
wings of the medical industry, together contributed more than $60
million in campaign contributions to members of Congress between
1980 and 1991."
Occupational safety and health also deteriorated in the 1980s.
Workplace injury rates doubled thanks to speedups: more overtime,
smaller work crews, and faster assembly lines. In the 1980s, the
United States had the highest occupational fatality rate of any Western industrialized nation. A September 1991 fire at a North Carolina
poultry processing plant highlighted the nineteenth-century working
conditions experienced by a significant number of nonunion factory
workers. When the fire broke out at the plant, the ninety workers inside rushed to the exits, but only one of the nine doors would open.
The owner had blocked or padlocked the other doors to prevent
workers from stealing his chickens." The plant had only one fire extinguisher and no sprinkler system. Passers-by reported hearing
workers screaming and beating on plant doors, but it was too late.
Of the ninety workers, mostly Black women, twenty-five died in the
fire, and fifty-three others were injured.
After the fire, an agricultural inspector told a Congressional committee that he had received phone calls fi·om colleagues in the poultry
industry from as far away as Texas "going around with bolt cutters
the day after the fire unlocking doors" in their own plants. 51 It was
also revealed in the aftermath of the fire that North Carolina had on! y
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enough occupational safety inspectors to visit each workplace once
every seventy-five years. Nationally, there were only twelve hundred
inspectors for five million workplaces.''

'

Rise of the New Right
Ronald Reagan~ 1980 election fueled the confidence of the Republican Party's conservative wing, propelling the formation of a loose
coalition known as the "New Right." The New Right took aim at
virtually all the gains made by the social movements of the 1960s,
uniting under its umbrella religious and political organizations ranging from Reverend Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority to the National
Conservative Caucus. The New Right's most prominent members
had one thing in common: all had already established their rightwing credentials. In the late 1970s, Phyllis Schlafly's "Stop ERA"
organization campaigned as ardently against the Equal Rights
Amendment as the "National Right to Life" campaigned against
abortion. Anita Bryant, who achieved fame as a television vendor for
Florida orange juice, spearheaded a legal assault on gay rights in
Florida in the late 1970s. A campaign by Bryant's organization,
"Save the Children," successfully repealed an ordinance prohibiting
discrimination against gays in Dade County in 1977 !'
The New Right's allies in Congress worked hard to achieve results, targeting abortion rights. California Republican Representative Robert K. Dornan (unsuccessfully) sponsored the "Human Life
Amendment," that would ban abortion under all circumstancesfor rape and incest victims, and even if the woman would die if she
gave birth. 54 The New Right's success should be measured, howeve~
by its impact on mainstream political discourse. Its alliance of
Protestant fundamentalists, old-time segregationists, antiabortion
crusaders, and antigay bigots succeeded in shifting the political climate far rightward in the course of a mere decade. The Christian
Right, which ascended.into the political mainstream in the 1990s,
was launched out of the New Right-touting the familiar "family
values" mantra that politicians of both major parties by tlten enthusiastically embraced and actively promoted.

·'
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Race and Class
The degree of racism coming from the Reagan White House was
frequendy staggering. Reagan courted the white racist vote in 1980
by repeatedly assuring white audiences that he had consistently opposed civil rights, while resurrecting the slogan of Southern segregationists, ''The South will rise again!" 55 Not surprisingly, many
members of the Democratic Party's Southern segregationist wing
began to abandon the New Deal coalition, defecting to the Republicans during Reagan's presidency.
Reagan aimed to deepen the wedge between white workers and
those of oppressed national minorities, African Americans in particular. Nearly every social spending cutback was justified with a racist
stereotype. "Welfare," "drugs," and "crime" became permanently

etched as racist code words in election campaigns henceforth. Although two-thirds of welfare recipients were white, the "welfare
cheats" Reagan complained about were always understood to be
Black. When Bush ran for president in 1988, he ran a television ad
depicting his Democratic opponent, Michael Dukakis, as "soft on
crime" -using the police photograph of a recidivist Black convict,
Willie Horton, to prove his point. In a 1988 survey that asked
African Americans whether the Reagan administration "tended
more to help Blacks or ... to keep Blacks down," an overwhelming
78 percent answered, "to keep Blacks down.""
Every aspect of life got worse for Blacks under Reagan. Whereas
in 1975 the average annual income of Blacks was 63 percent that of
whites, by 1991 the figure had fallen to 56 percent-the same as before the "Great Society" programs of the 1960s. One in every three
Black families fell below the poverty line. The poverty rate for Latinos was only slightly lower, at 26.8 percent, but more than 40 percent of Puerto Ricans lived in poverty. Black infant mortality rates
were double that for white children. Unemployment rates for young
African Americans skyrocketed: the national rate stood at 34 percent by 1987 and ranged as high as 50 percent in some cities."
In 1988, life expectancy for African Americans fell for the fourth
year in a row. The homicide rate among young Black men nearly
doubled between 1984 and 1988, in some areas exceeding the casualty rate among U.S. soldiers in the war in Vietnam. The New England Journal of Medicine reported by the early 1990s that a young
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Black man in Harlem had less chance of living to the age of 65 than a
man in Bangladesh. Homicide was the leading cause of death.58
By the early 1990s, 86 percent of suburban whites lived in communities that were less than 1 percent Black. More than 8 percent of
the Black population was arrested each year in the 1980s. The sheriff of Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, an all-white suburb of New Orleans, called a press conference in 1986 specifically to announce that
he was instructing his police force to arrest any young Black males
seen in the area after dark. 59 Once these young men were arrested the
U.S. "justice" system could be counted upon to take over. As a for-

mer director of the National Conference of Black Lawyers commented,
someone poor and Black tried for stealing a few hundred dollars has a
90 percent likelihood of being convicted of robbery with a sentence averaging between 94 and 138 months. A white business executive who
has embezzled hundreds of thousands of dollars has only a 20 percent
likelihood of conviction with a sentence averaging about 20 to 48
months.ro

But all African Americans did not suffer equally under Reagan.
The Black middle class grew in size and income in the 1970s and
1980s. Affirmative action programs finally began to open occupations and professions that had been tightly closed to African Americans before then. Blacks remained shut out of the ruling class-as of
1985 only one Black businessman, John Johnson, publisher of
Ebony and Jet, had made it onto the lower end of the Forbes 400
list." Still, class polarization among Blacks had surpassed that of
whites. The NAACP, the traditional middle class Black organization,
saw its membership plunge from 550,000 in the mid-1970s to about
150,000 ten years later." As Manning Marable wrote at the time:
Now, in the post civil rights era of the 1980s and 1990s, even the definition of the term "Black community" is up for debate. The net result of
affirmative action and civil rights initiatives was to expand the potential
base of the African-American middle class, which was located primarily
outside the neighborhood confines of the old ghetto. By 1989, one out
of seven African-American families had incomes exceeding 50,000 dollars annually, compared to less than 22,000 dollars for the average
Black household. Black college educated married couples currently
earn 93 percent of the family income of comparable white couplesY
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The Role of Black Democrats
In the mid-1970s, many African-American activists entered the folds
of the Democratic Party, aiming to change it from within. By that
point, however, the Democrats were moving rightward, and, after
Reagan's election, were consciously orienting to win back so-called
"Reagan Democrats"-white Democrats who shifted over to vote
for Republicans during the 1980s. There was no toom for civil rights
activism on the party agenda. By 1985, leading conservative Democrats formed the Democratic Leadership Council (DLC), intent on
institutionalizing the party's rightward orientation.
By January 1990, there were 7,370 Black elected officials, the
vast majority of them Democrats, across the country." Many major
cities elected Black mayors, who then found themselves carrying out
the same cuts in social programs as their white counterparts-with
the same net result: greater poverty and unemployment for the Black
population and a continuation of segregation and police brutality.
While solidly Democratic, the National Conference of Black
Mayors went so far as to support a 1985 Reagan proposal to reduce
Black youth unemployment through the establishment of a subminimum wage for teenagers. Explained then-Mayor Johnny L.
Ford of Tuskegee, Alabama: "If 2.50 dollars an hour is all we can go
with at this time, we'll take whatever we can."" In 1985, Philadelphia Mayor Wilson Goode ordered a bomb dropped on a residential
neighborhood. The victims were members of a countercultural Black
group, MOVE, who refused to allow city officials into their homes.
Eleven people were killed, including five children, and dozens of
homes were destroyed." Tom Bradley, mayor of Los Angeles, posed
for photographs for the South African Digest presenting the key to
the city of Los Angeles to the pro-apartheid South African General
Consul."
The class stratification, and the related political shift rightward,
in the Black population grew, so that by 1990, Virginia Governor
Douglas Wilder felt no need to identify himself with the civil rights
movement. He admitted, "I never viewed myself as an activist. ...

Of course everybody says they marched on Washington now. I was
not there. I didn't even participate in pickets here in Riclunond, but I
feltl had to make my contribution in other ways."" As Black sociologist Manning Marable noted at the time, "These charlatans rely on
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the old nationalist rhetoric of racial solidarity, but lack any progressive content because they are detached from any social protest movement for empowerment or resistance." 69

Rainbow Coalition
Civil rights leader Jesse Jackson founded the Rainbow Coalition, a
grassroots antiracist movement, to campaign in the 1984 presidential election. Although the coalition was organized as part of
Jackson's bid for the Democratic Party nomination, he made clear
that he intended the Rainbow Coalition as an inclusive movementthat would welcome African Americans, Latinos, and other racially
oppressed groups, as well as women, gays, workers, the po01; and
left-wing activists-into a common progressive organization.
The Rainbow Coalition quickly gained the feel of a broad popular movement, although its demands were far to the left of the Democratic Party platform, including:
• dismantling Reagan's tax cuts for the richest ten percent of Americans to fmance social welfare programs
• cutting the budget of the Department of Defense by up to 15 percent
• designating South Africa as a rogue nation as long as it practices
apartheid
• an immediate freeze on nuclear weapons and beginning disarmament negotiations with the Soviet Union
• a single-payer system of universal health care
• ratifying the Equal Rights Amendment
• increasing federal funding for public education and providing free
conununity college to all
• stricter enforcement of the Voting Rights Act
• the formation of a Palestinian state

As Ron Walters, who was Jackson's campaign manager for political issues, remarked later, "No one else at that level was talking
about environmental racism, 'no first use' of nuclear weapons; antiapartheid (remember, the ANC was a 'terrorist organization'); the
Arab-Israeli situation." 70 Perhaps for this reason, Jackson attracted
thousands of active supporters and placed third in 1984, after winning five party primaries, with 3.5 million votes.
Jackson's 1984 speech to the Democratic Party convention could
have been a call to arms, had it not taken place within the confines of
a party that rejected its central theme:
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America is not like a blanket-one piece of unbroken cloth, the same
color, the same texture, the same size. America is more like a quiltmany patches, many pieces, many colors, many sizes, all woven and
held together by a common thread. The white, the Hispanic, the black,
the Arab, the Jew, the woman, the Native American, the small
farmer, the businessperson, the environmentalist, the peace activist,
the young, the old, the lesbian, the gay and the disabled make up the
American quilt.
Even in our fractUred state, all of us count and all of us fit somewhere. We have proven that we can survive without each other. But we
have not proven that we can win and progress without each other. We
must come togetheL
From Fannie Lou Hamer in Atlantic City in 1964 to the Rainbow
Coalition in San Francisco today; from the Atlantic to the Pacific, we
have experienced pain but progress as we ended American apartheid
laws, we got public accommodation, we secured voting rights, we obtained open housing, as young people got the right to vote. We lost Malcolm, Martin, Medgar, Bobby, John and Viola. The team that got us
here must be expanded, not abandoned. 71

In 1988, Jackson received over seven million votes and won
eleven primaries, placing him a close second to Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis. Indeed, after Jackson won 55 percent of the
vote in the Michigan primary, he briefly surpassed all other candidates and was the front-runner in total number of pledged delegates.
Despite the close race, however, nominee Michael Dukakis did not
consider Jackson as his running mate. As journalist JoAnn Wypijewski commented recently, "Again the pundits, here in the New Republic, warned of 'certain and apocalyptic defeat' if Jackson were
given a spot on the Democratic ticket. He wasn't, and Michael
Dukakis, as heedless as Mondale and hitched to Lloyd Bentsen, a
DLC Democrat, suffered his own private apocalypse." n
Even with the handwriting on the wall, the Democratic Party
forgot how to mouth the rhetoric for its voting base. The Democratic
Party's leadership abandoned its appeals to African Americans and
labor, known in party circles as "special interest groups," after the

Democrats' resounding defeat to Reagan in the 1984 presidential
election. Even the Black political establishment inside the Democratic Party had shunned Jackson. They "wanted very much not to
anoint Jesse Jackson," Walters argued."
Jackson's loyalties remained with the Democratic Party, unlike
many on the left who saw the Rainbow Coalition as a springboard to
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a "new movement." In 1984 and 1988, he advised Rainbow delegates to support the Democrats' chosen presidential nominees, Walter Mondale and Michael Dukakis. Jackson dissolved the Rainbow
Coalition as an organization after the 1988 election. The Rainbow's
so-called "inside-outside" strategy--{)stensibly a campaign with one
foot inside and one foot outside the Democratic Party-was, in reality, never outside the folds of the Democratic Party.
The Democratic establishment could continue to take the Black
vote for granted while appealing to conservative votes. Party leader
Robert Strauss put it bluntly: "Women, Blacks, teachers, Hispanics.
They have more power, more money than ever before. Do you
think these groups are going to turn the party loose? Do you think
labor is going to turn the party loose? Jesse Jackson? The others?
Forget it." 74

Labor Movement in Retreat
Within a few months of taking office Ronald Reagan forced a showdown with the labor movement for which unionists were illprepared. Reagan chose one of the vety few unions that had
supported his candidacy for president as his first target. The twelve
thousand members of the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO) walked off their jobs on August 3, 1981, over unsafe and stressful working conditions. Within four hours, President
Ronald Reagan was on national television, warning the controllers
that if they didn't return to work within forty-eight hours, they "will
have forfeited their jobs and will be terminated." Reagan was perfectly ready to carry out this threat. Jimmy Carter had planned
ahead: twelve months before the PATCO contract was due to expire,
Carter set up the Management Strike Contingency Force, which prepared a plan to run air traffic without the controllers if they went on
strike. 75
AFL-CIO leaders talked tough, but did nothing to build solidarity with the PATCO strikers. AFL-CIO president Lane Kirkland
(who succeeded Meany in 1979) called Reagan "harsh and vindictive," but then sent out a letter to all AFL-CIO locals urging them not
to join in a nationwide job action to support the strike. Kirkland
wrote, "! personally do not think that the trade union movement
should undertake anything that would represent punishing or incon-
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veniencing the public at large for the sins and transgressions of the
Reagan administration."" The president of the International Association of Machinists (JAM), the union representing airline machinists, refused to call his members out on strike to support PATCO,
arguing, "It should be recognized that the lAM has a no-strike clause
with the airlines." n
The AFL-CIO had already planned a Labor Day "Solidarity
Day" march in Washington, D.C., taking place a few weeks after the
strike began. Yet PATCO barely got a mention in the speeches to the
half-million workers who participated. Instead, speaker after
speaker urged workers to vote for the Democrats the next time
around. Left to fight alone, the twelve thousand striking air traffic
controllers lost their jobs. PAT CO had been crushed.

Green Light for Union-Busting
The PATCO strike represented a turning point from which the labor
movement has yet to recover. Reagan's crushing of the air traffic
controllers' union, played out on national television, signaled a
go-ahead to business to engage in union-busting on a massive scale.

The AFL-CIO had also sent a signal: unions had no intention of
fighting back. Years of conserv;ttism had made them believe they
could negotiate more favorable deals with employers and continue
to rely on Democrats in Congress to reverse the tide. They feared the
prospect of rank-and-file militancy more than they feared the employers' attacks. Indeed, top union officials felt no organized pressure to their left to goad them out of their executive suites to lead the
movement forward. Instead, they searched for ways to salvage the
comfortable relationships they had nurtured with the employers for
decades.
The labor movement's only response to the employers' offensive
was more of the same. Labor unions' fmancial contributions to election campaigns increased more than threefold between 1974 and
1982. 78 The AFL-CIO supported the Democrats while the Teamsters
and a few others supported the Republicans, but the strategy was the
same: collaboration, rather than any form of confrontation. Nevertheless, Reagan won the 1980 election by eight million votes, as a
right-wing backlash swept the country. Although the AFL-CIO diligently endorsed Democrats, 40 percent of Reagan's votes in 1980
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came from union households; in 1984, the figure rose to 46 percent.
Overall voter turnout fell from 70 percent in the 1960s to just 60 percent of eligible voters in the 1980 election. Voter participation would
continue to decline, with just 50 percent of eligible voters taking part
in the 2000 election."
The full implication of the unions' collaborationist approach
was revealed when UAW president Doug Fraser (who as vice president of the union led the attacks on the Chrysler wildcat strikes in
1973) agreed to massive concessions in the 1979 Chrysler bailout: he
was awarded a seat on Chrysler's board of directors. One local UAW
official had warned workers who hesitated to grant concessions,
"Those of you who don't want to take a wage cut, go out and find
another job. No one's stopping you from leaving this organization." 80

While initially firms claimed they needed concessions to stay
afloat, once Reagan had crushed PATCO in 1981, concessions and
union-busting became the order of the day. A 1982 BusinessWeek
survey of four hundred executives reported that nearly one in five admitted, "Although we don't need concessions, we are taking advantage of the bargaining climate to ask for them." In 1983, one-third of
all workers with new contracts had agreed to wage cuts. By 1987, in
the midst of economic recovery, almost three-quarters of all contracts covering a thousand or more workers included concessions.

For manufacturing workers, the figure was 90 percent." After extracting their demands from workers desperate to save their jobs,
many plants closed down anyway. In fact, employers often used the
savings they squeezed out of workers to fmance their plans for rationalization. As Kim Moody argued,
In 1983, the same year that it received concessions from the USW, U.S.
Steel announced plans to close one-third of its remaining steel capacity:
as well as various finishing and fabricating mills. Chrysler, of course,
closed several plants as part of the bail out operation and continued

closing plants after returning to profitability. In March 1987 Chrysler
announced that it would buy AMC (American Motors Corporation)

from Renault for 1 billion dollars; in that same week, it also announced

that it would close a parts plant in Indiana.52

Gone were the days when industry standards were negotiated
into a single industry-wide contract. Here too, union leaders allowed
contract negotiations to set groups of workers in competition with
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those from other plants, companies, and other countries. Union
leaders' only response when plants closed down in search of cheaper
labor was to clamor for protectionism.
Employers, knowing they had a staunch ally in the White House,
began to exercise their legal right to hire permanent replacements for
striking workers to break unions. That right had been upheld by the
Supreme Court in 1938, but had rarely been used before the 1980s.
Although the United States is a member of the International Labor
Organization (ILO), which sets global labor standards, the United
States refused to ratify the ILO's convention establishing workers'
right to return to their old jobs after a strike." Many employers
forced their workforces on strike with proposals for drastic wage
cuts, and then hired scabs as permanent replacements as soon as the
strikes began. After twelve months, the scabs could then legally hold
an election to decertify the union. About two hundred thousand
workers became nonunion thanks to decertification elections in the
1980s. Other employers chose to simply lock out their workers, effectively forcing them to strike."
Union membership had been in decline since the mid-1950s, but
in the 1980s it entered a downward spiral. By 1989, union membership had fallen to 16 percent of the workforce. By 1987, strike levels
had fallen to record lows, although statistics are much harder to measure for the 1980s since the Bureau of Labor Statistics stopped including strikes involving fewer than one thousand workers in its strike
statistics. Even so, the strike level fell dramatically, an important gauge
of the level o£ demoralization felt by most workers. Groups of workers fought back against the employers' offensive in the 1980s, but they
often found themselves engaged in long-term, bitter disputes that pitted them against their own union leaders as well as their employers.

Union Leaders versus Strike Leaders
While the number of strikes fell in the early 1980s, the workdays lost
rose, indicating longer walkouts." Rather than lasting days or
weeks, many strikes lasted months or even years and, with few exceptions, ended in defeat. One important exception is the Watsonville Cannery strike that began in 1985. Of the thousand
Watsonville workers who struck, most of them Latinas, not one
union member crossed the picket line during the entire eighteen-
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month strike. The company did not succeed in busting the union. As
labor activist Jim Woodward commented afterward in Labor Notes,
a newsletter for union reformers, such defiant tactics might not guarantee success, but "the old ones guarantee defeat." 86
Union leaders deserve little or no credit for the few examples of
working-class militancy and solidarity that took place in the 1980s.
Machinists' union president William Winpisinger pledged his support to the Rhode Island machinists at Brown and Sharpe during
their 1981 strike. Wben they battled with police on their picket line,
he proclaimed, "Labor history is being written" in Rhode Island. Yet
in two years he never even bothered to visit the picket line of one of
the longest strikes in U.S. history, and the union eventually cut off
strike benefits to the strikers, forcing an end to the strike. 87

P-9 Strikes Harmel in Austin, Minnesota
Union leaders, in fact, consistently played the role of discouraging,
forbidding, or even sabotaging militancy and solidarity. The Harmel
meatpackers' strike that began in 1985 and stretched into 1986 saw
the most bitter dash between striking workers and their unjon leaders during the Reagan era. Workers at Harmel's Austin, Minnesota,
meatpacking plant had already agreed to an eight-year concessionary contract in 1978. But the profitable Fortune 500 company
wanted more, and unilaterally imposed a wage cut. In Austin, the
company offer sought to impose a two-tier wage system, offering
$10 per hour to current workers, but just $8 for new hires.
Wben the fifteen hundred members of Local P-9 of the United
Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW) finally voted to strike in
August 1985, however, their national union wasn't behind them. On
the contrary, UFCW leaders did everything they could to undermine
the strike. UFCW president William Wynn had already agreed to
concessions for the rest of the industry and sent a letter to every local
in the country casting the P-9local as breaking union solidarity:
The P-9 story is not one of "solidarity'' in action. It is the converse of
that honored union principle. Local P-9's leaders refused to act in solidarity with other Harmel workers. Instead of acting together with other
Harmel workers to accomplish the most good for the greatest number
of Harmel workers, Local P-9 leaders sought a better deal for Austin
alone. 88
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When P-9 organized roving pickets to call out nearby Harmel
plants in solidarity, Wynn sent out a telegram to union locals, urging
them to have no part of the "plague" from P-9. UFCW official Lynn
Hansen sent a letter to the strikers, explicitly stating,
I truly believe that extending the picket lines would only compound the
suffering-not only for the UFCW members at other plants who would
be jeopardizing their jobs, but also for P-9 members. Therefore, I will not
recommend that the International Union sanction extension of picketing
and the International Union will not sanction such picketing regardless
of the ourcome.89

Thousands of P-9 supporters traveled repeatedly to Austin for
solidarity rallies-the Reverend Jesse Jackson among them-raising
money and food donations to get the strikers through the long
months." But in March, after eight months on strike, the national
union revoked even its formal sanction of the strike, put the P-9local
into trusteeship, and stopped all strike benefits. Although the
Harmel strikers continued to fight on for another six months, the nationa! union took over their union local and negotiated a contract for
the scabs who stole their jobs, formally ending the strike in September 1986.

Fordng Down Labor Standards
The Reagan administration quickly began lowering labor standards
in a series of administrative decisions. In 1985, Reagan's assistant
secretary of labor for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration opposed farm workers' request to require employers to "provide toilets, fresh drinking wate~; and cleanup facilities wherever
more than ten workers are employed in the field." By administrative
order, the Department of Labor removed the ban on homework in
the manufacture of jewelry, buttons and buckles, handkerchiefs, and
gloves in 1988."
The NLRB, set up as an objective third-party arbitrator to settle
labor disputes, was stacked with conservative, antilabor appointees
during the Reagan era. As Nicholson described,
The Business Roundtable, the National Right-to-Work Committee,
and the conservative think tank, the Heritage Foundation, set the board
agenda when they controlled the majority of seats on the NLRB. The
Board cut sharply into the rights of unions, and made it harder to pass
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out leaflets and easier to fire workers. Delays by the board in reaching
decisions favorable to labor could take five years. illegal business actions to break union organizing drives resulted in small fines or reinstatement rulings long after the union defeat/1

Workers who attempted to defend their living standards in the
1980s had neither a political party nor a labor movement to bolster
their struggles. Wages in 1990, which stood at 346 dollars per week
before taxes, were almost 20 percent lower than in 1972 when adjusted for inflation. Average hourly wages of U.S. production workers in manUfacturing were surpassed by workers in Germany,
Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, Netherlands, Denmark, Belgium,
and Finland, and were nearly matched by those in Japan, Canada,
France, and Italy." As Vicente Navarro described:
The average worker in the U.S., for example, works longer hours and
has less paid vacation than workers in the majority of advanced capitalist countries. The average workweek for full time U.S. workers in 1986
was 42.3 hours, compared with 37 in Denmark, 37 5 in Norway and
Finland and 39 in France and Britain and 37 in West Germany. ... The
level of disposable income of U.S. workers is lower than that of workers
in the majority o£ advanced capitalist countries. Disposable income as
percentage of gross earnings is 78.9 percent in the U.S., lower than in
France (98.72 percent), Japan (89.10 percent), Canada (88.03 percent),
Italy (86.19 percent), West Germany (79.22 percent), and the United
Kingdom (78.98 percent).94

Reaganism After Reagan
As the 1980s came to a close, the vast majority of unionists had
painfully learned that, although Reagan had promised that wealth
would "trickle down," instead it flooded in the other direction.
When George H. W. Bush was running for president in 1988, he
promised to be a "kinder, gentler" president, but Bush's presidency
just ushered in the next phase of Reaganism. Indeed, virtually every
attack on workers' rights implemented under Reagan has yet to be
reversed nearly two decades later.
Bush was sworn in as president in 1989, when the economy first
hit the doldrums, in what turned out to be the longest recession since
the Second World War. Reagan's supply-side economy had been built
upon quicksand: in order to fund the tax cuts for the rich and the
massive military build-up, the Reagan administration needed to bor-
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row huge sums of money at high interest rates. In 1985, the United
States became a debtor nation for the first time since 1914. The annual deficit had already reached the $200 billion range when Reagan
left office. Just funding the interest on the debt cost $129 billion in
1983, $178 billion in 1985 and $216 billion in 1988." The manufacturing sector restored its productivity during the 1980s, in some
fields surpassing even the rates of Japan. But even after more than a
decade of concessions and layoffs, U.S. manufacturing had not been
able to reverse its global decline. Moreover, productivity in the service sector remained stagnant.%
Voices of dissent began emanating from sections of the ruling
class by the decade's end. They argued that Reagan's policies had actually contributed to declining U.S. hegemony. Rising right-wing
criticisms of the United States' relative share of world military spending grew in the 1980s and rose to a feverish pitch during the 1991
Gulf War against Iraq. The complaints centered on comparisons between the U.S. share of military spending and that of its main economic competitors, Germany and, with particular acrimony, Japan.
Among the top five most advanced economies in 1983 (the USA,
Britain, France, West Germany, and Japan), the U.S. share of combined defense spending amounted to 56.7 percent, while Japan's
stood at only 3.3 percent.'' A 1987 Wall Street Journal article summarized the gloomy outlook for U.S. imperialism:
The U.S. now sits in the bottom corner, where Britain was from 1926 to
1944. Such nations live on past credit, suck in foreign capital and can't
save enough to finance domestic invesonent. Two rankings higher
stands Japan: a strong country with a trade surplus, saving more than it
spends and sending excess money abroad. That puts Japan among other
nations at the height of their strength, including the U.S. from 1946 to
1970 and Britain from 1851 to 189Q.ll8

The Reagan Revolution should have been over, but Bush had
nothing with which to replace it. His administration pursued familiar supply-side policies, while the scale of poverty reached crisis proportions during the second recession in a decade. By 1989, total
consumer credit had risen to $775 billion, equal to almost one-fifth
of total personal income. A Florida study reported that among 16
percent of families there at least one family member went to bed hungry in the early 1990s. The number of personal bankruptcies in 1991
was triple the annual rate during the 1981-82 recession. Yet Bush
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wondered aloud why "consumer confidence" was so low during the
1991 holiday shopping season, since the 1981-82 recession had
been "deeper." 99

Where the federal government slashed social spending ten years
earlier, local city and state budgets began doing so in earnest. States
began to cut welfare spending, removing the last cushion available to
millions of the poor. Sixteen states made cuts by the early 1990sMichigan completely eliminated its general welfare program in the
autumn of 1991, leaving ninety thousand of the state's poorest citizens without an income. New York City, with massive job losses,
had an estimated ninety thousand homeless by 1991, one-third of
whom was illY-positive. By early 1992, federal health officials had
declared the spread of tuberculosis-a disease of poverty-"out of
control" as they reported cases in sixteen states. 100

With the typical California welfare family living 30 percent
below the poverty line, California Governor Pete Wilson proposed a
"Tax Protection Plan," which would immediately cut payments by
10 percent, soon to be followed by a 15 percent cut in six months.
Women on welfare who gave birth to any more children would be
denied any additional payments. Teenage mothers would be required to live with their parents.'"'

The Rise and Fall of George H. W. Bush
One of Reagan's aims had been to reestablish the dominance of U.S.
imperialism on a world scale, primarily through a massive military
budget. Indeed, the collapse of Eastern European regimes, leading to
the downfall of the USSR, convinced many that Reagan had
achieved his aims. But the U.S. military's actual interventions under
Reagan had been limited to an ill-fated invasion of Lebanon between
1982 and 1984, the U.S. invasion of the tiny island of Grenada in
1986, and the one-off bombing of Libya in 1986. In addition, during
the Reagan years, the CIA also covertly supported the mercenary
war against the revolutionary Sandinista government in Nicaragua,
while funding and training an Islamic fundamentalist army against
the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
U.S. imperialism came roaring back under Bush. Within his first
two years in office, the elder Bush invaded Panama and carpetbombed Iraq, ostensibly to rid the world of two "madmen," Manuel
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Noriega and Saddam Hussein. Through strict control over the news
media, which offered their full cooperation, Bush managed to keep
the public from finding out about the thousands of Panamanians
and hundreds of thousands of Iraqis killed in these two wars. '"2 Even
the one hundred fifty thousand antiwar protesters who marched in
Washington, D.C., during the first Gulf War never made an appearance on the national news.

For U.S. rulers, the war against Iraq wasn't just another war. It
was an opportunity for the United States to flex its military muscles
in the immediate aftermath of the implosion of the Soviet Bloc, effectively ending the Cold War-and eliminating the United States' only
rival superpower. The 1991 Gulf War was the largest U.S. military
intervention since its defeat in Vietnam. U.S. planes dropped more
explosives onto Iraq each day than were dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Bush's triumph over Iraq showed that, even if the U.S.
economy was stalling, the United States remained the world's main
military power. Bush felt confident enough to proclaim at the end of
the wa~; "The Vietnam Syndrome is over." All he said toward the end
of the wa~; "When we win, and we will, we will have taught a dangerous dictato~; and any tyrant tempted to follow in his footsteps
that the U.S. has a new credibility, and that what we say goes." 103
All wars have been known to do in the short term, the United
States' six-week victory over Iraq sent Bush's popularity soaring to
90 percent. But it soon became apparent that the long-term U.S. war
aims were unsatisfied: Saddam Hussein remained in power, and stability was not forthcoming anywhere in the Middle East. Moreover,
the massive military victory over Iraq did nothing to arrest the recession at home. After the unification of Germany and the collapse of
Stalinism, Bush didn't predict that his own chest-beating about the
wonders of the free market would focus Americans' attention on
their own lack of health care. Bush's popularity plunged to 51 percent by November 1991. Moreover, only one in four approved of
Bush's handling of the economy, a level of discontent not approached
since the final days of Jimmy Carter. '"4
Health care was one of the main issues on voters' minds-an
issue that Bush had all but ignored, claiming that the U.S. health care
system didn't need reform because it was the best in the world. In a
Tirne/CNN News survey, 91 percent of the respondents said, "our
health care system needs fundamental change." In addition, 70 per-
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cent said they would be willing to pay higher taxes to guarantee that
all Americans have health coverage.'" Another survey showed a majority opposed further capital gains cuts for the rich, yet Bush proposed that Congress further cut capital gains taxes for the rich, while
he refused to support raising income taxes on the rich to 33 percent."' In yet another poll, 71 percent agreed that "a few big interests" run the U.S. government. 107
In the face of a deepening recession, Bush faced comparisons
with the clueless Herbert Hoover during the Great Depression. Bush
finally admitted that the recession wasn't over. In 1990, Bush raised
the tax rate for the wealthiest Americans to 31 percent. With pressure coming from both the left and the right, Bush was forced to
backtrack at the end of 1991, but he couldn't figure out in which direction he should go-giving the White House the appearance of
panic and disarray. Bush signed a bill temporarily extending workers' unemployment payments by twenty weeks-the same bill he'd
vetoed only a month earlie~; claiming workers didn't need additional
benefits because the recession would be "short and shallow.""'
Bush's blunders did not sit well with business interests, to whom
it was apparent that he had no actual plan for jump-starting the
economy. Corporate giants, saddled with rising health care costs,
raised the demand for a national health care plan. Business Week announced, "We're for a Universal Health Care System," and issued a
six-page proposal for one.'" When Bush loaded up a plane with corporate executives to barter with Japan, he was likened to a traveling
salesman. The business weekly Barron's quipped, "Bush returned
from his arduous undertaking with nothing to show but bad publicity and solemn promises (which, dose inspection revealed, were
dated 1987)." '"
The bottom line for Bush was the state of the economy. As one
White House aide said of his reelection prospects in late 1991, "If the
economy comes back in six months, nothing else matters. If it
doesn't, nothing else matters." 111 U.S. employers had been successful
in forcing workers to pay the cost of a major restructuring of U.S.
capital. But in the process they also greatly increased the bitterness
and anger of millions of working-class people. No longer could it be
said that American workers unequivocally thought of themselves as
middle class.
The U.S. working class had changed dramatically since the
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1950s. For most workers then, expectations of higher living standards were in part matched by reality. U.S. rulers claimed conditions
would only continue to improve and that the "American way" stood
in the face of "totalitarianism." By the early 1990s, workers had
been stripped of such illusions. Whether Black, white, or Latino,
male or female, employed or unemployed, conditions for all workers
declined markedly. The expectation of upward mobility had been replaced by the reality of downward mobility. The economic expansion of the 1980s created hundreds of thousands of jobs, but 85
percent of the jobs created were in low-paying or part-time service
work. By 1992, of the more than twenty million workers in parttime jobs, six million said they wanted to be working full time."'
Nearly forty million people had no health insurance, and 40 percent
had no pension coverage. And a stunning 22 percent of children
were living in poverty. 113
As economist Lester Thurow wrote,
A few years after [the] increase in inequality began (1973 to be precise),
inflation-corrected real wages started to fall for males. As with inequality, real wage reductions gradually spread across the workforce so that,
by 1992, real wages for males were falling for all age groups, for all industrial and occupational classifications, and for all educational
groups, including those with five or more years of university education .
. . . And the wages of those in their prime working years (ages fony-five
to fifty-four) took an even bigger fall-17 percent from 1987 to 1992 .
. . . And although real wage reductions started later for women than for
men, by 1992 real wages were falling for all female workers except
those with four or more years of university education. 114

Mass Anger
In the absence of mass struggle, the dramatic shift in consciousness
could only be measured through opinion polls. In February 1991,39
percent of those polled believed the United States was headed in the
right direction. Eight months later, in October, that proportion had
dropped to 26 percent. However low Bush's popularity dipped,
howeveJ; few seemed to consider the Democrats to be an alternative.
According to a December 1991 Newsweek poll, while only 31 percent of U.S. adults approved of Bush's "economic management,"
just 28 percent believed the Democrats would do a better job."'
When asked whether they agreed with the statement, "I don't think
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that public officials care much about what people like me think," 59
percent agreed. 116
Time magazine declared in 1990, "The upshot is that most
Americans are entering the 1990s worse off than they were in the
early 1970s. Only those Americans whose incomes are in the top 20
percent have escaped stagnation; their incomes have grown signifi-

cantly." 117 Some political analysts began to worry out loud that the
shift in working-class consciousness was laying the basis for a revival of class conflict. As one sociologist remarked at the time,
''When you talk to people, you get an awful lot of this kind of generalized anger. From a political point of view, I think the potential
for a lot of very difficult and dangerous things is there, but it hasn't
been happening yet.""" As if to amplify this statement, Los Angeles
erupted into a massive, four-day riot in April 1992, in outrage over
the acquittal of the four white police officers who had beaten Black
motorist Rodney King. Change was in the air, demonstrated by the
success of the 1989-1990 Pittston miners' eleven-month strike.
After a three-day occupation and solidarity strikes involving thirty
thousand miners from seven states, the miners kept the company
from busting their union or getting major concessions.

Teamster Reform
Workers scored an additional victory in 1991. For the first time in
the history of the Teamsters union, the rank and file democratically
elected its leadership, and an entire reform slate was voted in. The
Teamsters, with 1.5 million members, had finally broken the long
history of embezzlement, corruption, and mafia involvement among
its top officials. Three of its last five presidents had wound up in
prison. A fourth indicted president, Jackie Presser, died before his
case reached court. Finally, in 1989, the U.S. government used racketeering statutes to intervene in the union, setting up, among other

things, elections.
In the past, delegates at Teamster conventions, held once every;
five years, were overwhelmingly tilted toward full-time union officials. And they were known mainly for their lavish social gatherings,
which typically began around 4 p.m. At the last convention before
government intervention, Joseph Trerotola, a New York Teamster
leader, threw a party costing $648,000.'"
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But at the 1991 IBT convention, union delegates booed outgoing
union president William McCarthy. They also booed President
George Bush's videotaped message. Discontent had been brewing inside the Teamsters for many years. The reform slate, headed by New
York Teamster official Ron Carey, was backed by the union reform
organization Teamsters for a Democratic Union (IDU). While
Carey himself (a former Republican) was no left-winge~; he broke
the trail of IBT corruption stretching back for generations.

CHAPTER EIGHT

The Neoliberal President
Dismantles the New Deal

T

he 1992 election took place amid a wave of corporate downsizing that cut 300,000 jobs in 1990, 550,000 in 1991, and
400,000 in 1992.' Voter turnout ticked up to 55 percent on
Election Day in 1992. Voter frustration was so great that billionaire
Ross Perot, a right-wing populist whose campaign centered on complaints about American jobs moving overseas, garnered 19 percent
of the vote-drawing an equal number of votes away from Democrats and Republicans.
But Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton defeated Bush with ease,
pledging to "put people first" and end the misery caused by "twelve
years of trickle-down economics." He told voters, "I feel your pain,"
while promising a tax cut for the "middle class." Clinton bemoaned
the fact that "American CEOs were paying themselves 100 times
more than their workers" under the Bush administration.' And he
promised to overhaul the health care system to provide every American with affordable medical coverage.3
Clinton made a number of specific promises aimed at the Democratic Parry's traditional voting base. He told union leaders he would
work for legislation to ban employers' use of permanent replacements against strikers and fight to raise the minimum wage. He assured feminists that he would pass a "Freedom of Choice Act"
guaranteeing the right to legal abortion. He proposed to end the ban
on gays in the military. His speeches frequently referenced Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., to indicate his appreciation of the gains of the
civil rights movement.
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But there was another side to Clinton. He was a new breed of
Democrat, at the helm of a conservative faction that formed the DLC
in 1985 to break the Democratic Party's identification with so-called
"special interests"-mganized !abo~ civil rights, and other traditionally liberal causes. Bill Clinton chaired the DLC in 1990 and
1991, and used his position as a launching pad for his presidential
campaign. In late 1992, the DLC hosted a $15,000-a-plate dinner
for Clinton, sponsored by such corporate leaders as the American
Bankers Association, Occidental Petroleum, Merrill Lynch, and
Coca-Cola.'
Thus, Clinton's other 1992 campaign promises were explicitly directed toward conservatives. He promised to "end welfare as we
know it," while promoting "personal responsibility" to end "the cycle
of dependence" among the poor. He chastised welfare recipients, arguing that welfare should provide "a second chance, not a way o£
life." 5 To send a signal that he would be "tough on crime," Clinton interrupted his campaign schedule to rush back to Arkansas and oversee
the execution of a brain-damaged man, Ricky Ray Recto~; on January
24, 1992.' Two weeks late~; Clinton sent a coded message to segregationists by golfing at a segregated Little Rock country club in full view
of a television camera crew.' To calm any jitrery nerves among business leaders about his intentions, Clinton assured Business Week he
hoped his administration would "generate a lot of millionaires.""

,,
Promises Kept, Promises Broken
Democrats held a majority in Congress during Clinton's first two
years in office, making significant reform a real possibility. Yet Clinton never mentioned the minimum wage during this period. The
"middle-class tax cut" also fell by the wayside. Legislation against
permanent replacements quickly died without a fight from Clinton.
The Freedom of Choice Act never saw the light of day. And instead
of granting gays the right to serve openly in the military, dinton
adopted the "Don't ask, don't tell" policy proposed by Christian
conservatives, forcing gays to remain in the closet or face discharge.
Clinton's corporate loyalty doomed his pledge for health care reform. Having received $85,000 in his 1992 campaign coffers from
health insurance interests, he rejected a single-payer plan like the
Canadian system. Thus his health care reform proposal revolved
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around greater privatization rather than greater government responsibility. His health care team, headed by wife Hillary, dubbed the
plan "managed competition" -a complex network of for-profit
medical, insurance, and drug companies that was incomprehensible
to the average consumer. Although a few health care giants stood to
make hefty profits through the plan, the notion of "reigning in costs"
lit a fire under the health care lobby and employers reluctant to pay
for their employees' insurance. As Alexander Cockburn and Ken Silverstein described,
During 1993 and 1994, some 660 groups shelled out more than $100

million to thwart health reform. Otganizarions with health care interests funneled some $25 million to members of Congress, according to a

report from the Center for Public Integrity. About one-third of that
amount went to members sitting on one of the five committees overseeing health care .... More than 130 members (of Congress], their
spouses or dependent children, had investments in health care companies, most prominently drug makers.'

Health care reform never even made it to the floor of Congress.
Roughly 39 million Americans had no health coverage when Clinton
was elected; eight years later the figure had risen to roughly 45 million. By 2003, a study in the New England Journal of Medicine estimated that 31 cents out of every dollar the United States spent on
health care went to administrative costs-care deniers, advertising,
executive salaries, and shareholders-compared with only 17 cents
under Canada's single-payer plan."
Clinton did succeed in passing the Family and Medical Leave
Act, finally giving workers the right to take up to three months of
unpaid leave from their jobs to care for a newborn or a sick family
member. He also instituted tax credits to help pay for college tuition.
But, as socialist Lance Selfa observed,
All of these share similar characteristics. They sounded like good reforms
of a deeply flawed system, and sometimes they even addressed critical sodal needs. But they were usually so minimal as co come nowhere near filling the social need they were supposed to meet. What's more, they tended
to stress private-sector initiatives, as when the administration marketed
tax: breaks for business as its antipoverty program during its 1999
"poverty tour" of depressed area.s. 11

Clinton's economic plan instituted ''deficit reduction" as its central theme. Clinton raised taxes on the wealthiest Americans to 38.6
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percent in 1993 (still much lower than the 70 percent rate io place
until Reagan) and expanded the earned income tax credit for the
working poor, but also increased a variety of regressive taxes, including one on gasoline. Moreove~ the Clioton administration expanded
the number of tax loopholes companies could use to lower-or eliminate-their federal iocome taxes. Such loopholes included research,
oil drilling, and employee stock options.
Indeed, many profitable companies not only paid no taxes
in the Clinton years, but also received enormous rebates. A study
by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy reported, "In
1998, twenty-four corporations got tax rebates. These twenty-four
companies-ahnost one out of ten of the companies in the studyreported U.S. profits before taxes io 1998 of $12.0 billion, yet received tax rebates totaling $1.3 billion." The companies that
received government rebates that year included Texaco, Chevron,
CSX, Pepsico, Pfizer, J.P. Morgan, Goodyear, Enron, General Motors, Phillips Petroleum, and Northrop Grumman."
Clinton's tax policy thus contioued the trend since Reagan that
sharply shifted the tax burden away from corporations and onto the
shoulders of workers. The share of federal revenue received from
corporate taxes dropped from 23 percent to only 7.6 percent between 1966 and 2001, while social iosurance payroll taxes rose from
19.5 percent to 34.9 percent in the same period. "Americans have
the lowest corporate taxes in the world-<md far fewer social services" than io Europe, argued Robert Mcintyre of Citizens for Tax
Justice. 13
Clinton won praise on Wall Street for generatiog record budget
surpluses and maip.taining "fiscal disciplioe" in driving down social
spendiog-achieviog the lowest level of government spending since
the Eisenhower administration. Wall Street also applauded the Clinton administration's support for Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, who controlled inflation by raising short-term interest
rates repeatedly during the Clinton boom of the late 1990s."

The Art of "Triangulation"
In the 1994 election, voters expressed their dissatisfaction with Clinton in the only way possible io a two-party system: throwiog the
"bums" out from the party in power, and replacing them with the
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"bums" from the other party. Republicans swept the 1994 congressional elections. Newt Gingrich, the new Speaker of the House,
wasted no time in announcing the congressional Republicans' "Contract with America"-a strident agenda with a host of reactionary
policies, including eliminating welfare for the poor.
As social policy expert Mimi Abramovitz noted, by 1994,
Clinton's "talk of personal responsibility had been upstaged by the
Republicans' Personal Responsibility Act, which was part of the
Contract with America and called for ending welfare altogether." "
Moreover, as Alexander Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair commented,
the Republican-dominated Congress let Clinton off the hook with
liberals:
Yet for Bill Clinton the Democratic defeat held its paradoxical allure.
. . . The White House no longer had to dicker with hostility to its
agenda from New Deal-oriented Democrats. Without the threat of a
presidential veto to lend clout to their resistance, the liberal Democrats
on the Hill were as impotent against the Republicans flourishing their
Contract with America. Thus unencumbered, the Clinton administration could cut deals with the Republican leadership . ... All this strategy needed was a name, and soon after the election Clinton summoned
in the man who would introduce "triangulation"' into the lexicon of the
late 1990s. 16

Political consultant Dick Mortis was the man for the job, hired
by Clinton in 1995 to help reshape his image. The poll-driven strategy of triangulation was simple: steal the essence of the Republicans'
program, effectively pulling the rug out from under them-while
glossing it over with liberal-sounding rhetoric. Clinton's presidency
tacked firmly rightward thereafter, adopting a variety of hitherto Republican positions as his own. Amid right-wing attacks on affirmative action programs, for example, Clinton responded, "Mend it,
don't end it"-while opposing the quotas that provided the only
means for enforcement. Clinton told voters he aimed to "save" the
government's Social Security pension fund for the elderly-by priva-

tizing it. 17
The Clinton administration signed the 1997 Kyoto Agreement
targeting global warming-yet did not try to win ratification in the
U.S. Senate. The pro-environment rhetoric from the Clinton administration belied its firm commitment to corporate deregulation.
Industry lobbies were virtually assured of the administration's co-
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operation. "We just don't have unlimited resources to enforce all
these measures and that can create a backlash [from corporations]," said Environmental Protection Agency administrator
Carol Browner. With the EPA's blessing, the mining industry
continued to pillage federal lands, and the timber industry to
clear-cut old-growth forests. In 1995, the EPA opened some federal land holdings to oil drilling, further enriching Occidental
Petroleum-and Vice President AI Gore, an Occidental stockholder."
In 1993, Clinton declared that U.S. borders "leak like a
sieve," adding to anti-immigrant hysteria. 19 Under Morris' en-

couragement, he pledged to double the number of immigrants
turned back at border crossings and to expand workplace raids
for undocumented workers. In 1996, Clinton signed the Immigration Act requiring the deportation of all immigrants ever convicted of "aggravated felonies" ----even those whose convictions
occurred decades earlier. Thousands of immigrants who had
lived most of their lives in the United States faced deportation
under this draconian law, for crimes many had committed when
they were teenagers.20
Clinton also embraced the Christian conservatives' "family
values" slogan (however infrequently he practiced them), bringing Vice President AI Gore on board early on for this project.
Gore and wife Tipper would crusade against TV and movie violence, finally zeroing in on the hip-hop music industry. Clinton
signed the Defense of Marriage Act in 1996, barring same-sex
couples from marrying. During his second term, Clinton also
took aim at teen pregnancy, promoting abstinence programs and
pushing for teen curfews.

Incarceration Nation
Clinton made good on his "tough on crime" persona. In 1994,
Congress passed Clinton's Omnibus Crime Control Act, which
expanded the use of the federal death penalty to sixty crimes, and
included financing for a hundred thousand more local police.
Under Clinton's watch, the prison population nearly doubled. In
1996, Congress passed Clinton's Anti-Terrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act, severely limiting death row inmates' right to
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habeas corpus appeals and shortening time limits on filing for appeals. During Clinton's presidency, the number of executions surged
to the highest level in four decades."
Two-thirds of those who entered the prison system between
1980 and 1995 were Black, Latino, or poor, the vast majority nonviolent drug offenders. With the prison population swollen to more
than two million, African Americans, who made up just 12 percent
of the U.S. population and only 13 percent of drug users, accounted
for 35 percent of drug arrests, 53 percent of drug convictions-and
43 percent of those on death row." In 2002, the U.S. Bureau of Justice estimated that 30 percent of twelve-year-old Black boys would
spend time in jail at some point in their life--more than will attend
college."
Because many states have laws denying present and former inmates the right to vote, an estimated 13 percent of all Black menone in every three in Alabama and Florida-has been disfranchised.
As Marable pointed out, "(M]ore than 4.2 million Americans were
prohibited from voting in the 2000 presidential election because they
were in prison or had in the past" been convicted of a felony.... In effect, it was the repressive policies of the Clinton-Gore administration
that helped to give the White House to the Republicans." 24
Cockburn and St. Clair commented, "The spectre and reality of
incarceration would have the traditional effect of suppressing the
dangerous classes, as a time when the gap between the rich and the
poor grew wider than at any point in recent history." 25
In 1994, Clinton stripped public housing residents of their most
basic constitutional rights. He endorsed routine "police sweeps"
throughout high-rise public housing-without requiring that police
first either go to court to get search warrants or ask for residents' permission. A federal court judge in Chicago had earlier ruled that such
police sweeps were unconstitutional, on the grounds that they
amount to "a chaotic invasion of privacy." The judge went ~n to
argue that many of the same people who support the idea of police
sweeps "would not dream of allowing police to search their own
homes without their consent or without warrants." 26
The case that prompted the ruling came after some Chicago public housing tenants filed legal complaints when their apartments
were searched by the Chicago Police Department. Bands of up to
two hundred police--most of whom were ostensibly in search of
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drugs and guns--began regularly sweeping through the city's enormous public housing complexes, which together house 150,000 of
the city's poor. Clinton was unmoved by the judge's talk of poor
people's right to privacy. He denounced the ruling, and vowed to increase the number of police sweeps in public housing. "We must not
allow criminals to find shelter in the public housing community they
terrorize,, he said. 27

The Democratic President Dismantles the New Deal

But welfare reform was Clinton's trump card, as he made good on
his pledge to "end welfare as we know it." In 1994, he instituted new
requirements for welfare, transforming AFDC into a temporary program that required all able-bodied recipients to go to work after two
years. In addition, Clinton's Department of Health and Welfare Services allowed individual states to waive federal regulations and experiment with stricter programs, granting nineteen states waivers for
a more stringent time limit. As Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson was in the process of eliminating that state's welfare programreducing the welfare caseload by 62 percent, from 100,000 to
38,000 families-he ranted, "There will be no more welfare offices,
no more welfare checks, no more welfare families." He added,
"Families are working. They're living the American Dream." 28
In 1996, Clinton signed the Republican-sponsored Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act, dismantling the hallmark of
the New Deal in place for sixty years, relieving the government of
any responsibility to care for the poorest members of its population.
The bill not only limited poor women and children to a five-year lifetime limit, but also denied federal services to legal immigrants and included a $2.5 billion cut in food stamps. Cockburn and St. Clair
observed, "It's likely that these two Republican add-ons were what
allured the White House, because ... Clinton could then turn to the
liberals saying they needed him to be elected president so he could
repair part of the damage wrought by the very bill he had just
signed. " 29
While welfare rolls shrank and work rates soared over the following years, most former welfare families joined the ranks of the
working poor. Five years later, 40 percent of former welfare recipients were still not able to find and keep jobs. Most of those who did
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succeed in finding work were earning some $6 to $8 an hour. In one
study, 33 percent had to cut the size of meals because there wasn't
enough food. Peter Edelman, who resigned from the Clinton administration in protest over welfare reform, estimated that roughly three
million families who left the welfare system had become part of
America's "disappeared." 30
Clinton was reelected in 1996 when he ran against the droopy
Senator Bob Dole -but with a voter turnout that dipped to less than
50 percent. Voter participation varied greatly according to income.
In 1996,74 percent of those with household incomes above $75,000
cast a vote, while 61 percent of those whose family incomes fell between $10,000 and $15,000 did not bother.

Clinton Attacks Labor; Labor
Supports Clinton
Clinton came to the presidency having already built an antilabor reputation in Arkansas, a right-to-work state. In Clinton's successful
campaign for state attorney general in 1976, he opposed efforts by
the state AFL-CIO to allow union shops if members of the union
local and management agreed to it. "I don't think it will pass, and I
so far have very serious reservations about it," Clinton said at the

time." In 1986, state AFL-CIO leader Bill Becker told the Wall Street
Journal, "almost any [Clinton] activity, insofar as our folks are concerned, is reminiscent of what Reagan is doing to us." Four years
later, Becker stated more bluntly, "This guy will pat you on the back
and piss down your leg." 32
One of Clinton's first accomplishments as president was the successful ratification of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) in 1993. Deregulation and open markets were the watchwords of the Clinton administration, and protests from labor and
environmentalists were not about to get in the way. "If the 1993
budget plan enshrined 'deficit reduction' as a domestic economic
strategy, NAFTA established 'free trade' as the holy writ of the Clinton-Gore foreign economic strategy," Selfa noted." Clinton went on
to pursue other free trade initiatives-including the 1994 ratification
of the World Trade Organization (WfO) and the 2000 approval of
"permanent normal trade relations" with China, further advancing
the cause of unbridled corporate greed around the globe.
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By Clinton's second term, economist Leo Troy observed, "Organized labor is one Clinton constituency tbat cannot say it is better off
after four years, and that will likely feel tbe pain even more acutely as
it crosses his bridge into tbe next century." 34 In 1997, Clinton used
the provisions of the 1926 Railway Labor Act to ban a strike by
American Airlines pilots. Although tbe U.S. economy gained 12.2
million jobs between 1992 and 1995, mass layoffs continued at recession levels. Between 1993 and 1995, 8.5 million workers lost
their jobs involuntarily. Low unemployment rates were meaningless
to tbe millions of workers downsized during this period."
Clinton's labor secretary, Robert Reich, summing up Clinton's
first year in office, stated, "We essentially have collaborated andresponded to the business community,"" At Clinton's behest, Reich set
up a commission to study how to rewrite 1930s-era labor laws to
allow for greater "cooperation" between labor and management.
Business Week magazine acknowledged in 1994, "Few American
managers have ever accepted the right of unions to exist ... [but]
over tbe past dozen years, U.S. industry has conducted one of tbe
most successful antiunion wars ever, illegally firing thousands of
workers for exercising tbeir right to organize. To ease up now, many
executives feel, would be to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory." 37
In 1994, twenty-five thousand workers filed lawsuits claiming tbey
were illegally fired, compared with just two hundred workers per
year in tbe late 1970s.'"

AFL-CIO's uNew Voicesn Leadership
In 1995, tbere were promising sigus of labor revitalization. The AFLCIO witnessed the first contested election for leadership in its history. Prior to 1995, the federation had had only two presidents,
George Meany from 1955 to 1979, and Lane Kirkland since 1979.
But the 1995 convention was marked by heated debate, in sharp
contrast to tbe typical week of banquets and backslapping followed
by a ritual coronation.
That year, roughly 56 percent of delegates from the federation's
seventy-eight affiliated unions rejected Lane Kirkland's desiguated
successor, Tom Donahue. Instead they elected Service Employees International Union (SEIU) president John Sweeney and his "New
Voices" reform slate for top leadership in AFL-CIO posts. Sweeney's
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SEIU had been one of the few major unions to grow in the 1980s (although two-thirds of the growth came through' mergers with other
unions). Nevertheless, the SEIU had adopted aggressive organizing
methods with considerable success in its Justice for Janitors campaigns in Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. As SEIU president,
Sweeney devoted 30 percent of the union's operating budget to organizing, targeting low-paid service workers such as janitors and
health care workers, with a great deal of success.
The "New Voices" leader pledged that no longer would the AFLCIO top brass hold its annual meeting at its traditional luxurious Bal
Harbour, Florida, meeting spot. He argued that the mass media
seized upon images from the meeting as" 'symbols of the labor federation's complacency-often with photos of older men lounging at
poolside.' Sweeny pledged that organized labor would henceforth be
meeting at the sites of major organizing drives. " 39
Sweeney demonstrated a sense of urgency in his 1996 book,
America Needs a Raise: Under Clinton, "labor continued to lose almost as many legislative batrles in Washington as we won .... Our
sense of alarm increased with the November 1994 elections, when
Republicans, intent on repealing 60 years of social progress, captured control of both houses of Congress." 40 In a 1996 speech to the
Rainbow Coalition, Sweeney argued, "There's a free-floating anger
among hardworking people for whom the American dream is turning into a nightmare of unpaid bills and unfulfilled aspirations. Increasingly, American workers are down on their government, down
on their employers, and down on their future. American workers are
running out of hope. " 41
But Sweeney was an AFL-CIO insider, having served on its Executive Council and tolerated Kirkland during his sixteen-year reign.
As SEIU president, Sweeney drew two union salaries: on top of his
$200,000 salary, he continued to draw a paycheck from his old New
York City local for "consultant's fees," which earned him an additional $450,000 over a period of thirteen years.42 While "consulting," however, he ignored corruption in his own local, and as SEIU
president he put Los Angeles Local399 into receivership after Black
and Latino reformers won union office. He quickly offered an olive
branch to the AFL-CIO Executive Council, when the federation
needed a major overhaul.
Like Donahue, Sweeney pledged the AFL-CIO's support for
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Clinton's 1996 reelection campaign-before it even began. "We
truly believe President Clinton has done a great job as president."
Clinton, who received a standing ovation at the AFL-CIO convention, wasn't even questioned as to why he had not fulfilled the two
promises he made to workers in the last campaign: to raise the minimum wage and to pass a bill banning the union-busting tactic of permanently replacing workers who go on strike."
Unlike John L. Lewis in 1935, Sweeney had no clear alternative
direction in mind for the union movement. 44 As socialist Lee Sustar
argued, "Rather than fight, the trade union bureaucracy accepted
concessions to reestablish 'partnership' with employers. Union
officials embraced management's 'teamwork' and 'jointness''cooperative' work programs that supposedly replaced adversarial
labor-management relations."" In April1996, Sweeney argued in
the AFL-CIO News, "We can no longer afford the luxury of pretending that productivity, quality, and competitiveness are not our
business. They are our business, our jobs, and our paychecks." 46
Later that year, Sweeney assured members of Bu;iness for Social
Responsibility: "We want to help American business compete in the
world and create new wealth for your shareholders and your employees. We want to work with you to bake a larger pie which all
Americans can share, and not just argue with you about the existing
pie." 47 But business leaders had no intention of resuming a cooperative relationship with the labor movement. The relatively peaceful
1950s and 1960s were the exception, not the rule, of American
capital's relations with labor.
A large part of the problem was that the labor movement's
flabby and conservative leadership remained reluctant to lead the
sort of fight required to turn the tide. "We're not a strike-happy
union," UAW president Ronald A. Gettelfinger declared in 2002.48
In 1997, having pledged to organize a million new workers per year,
Sweeney seemed oblivious to the fact that AFL-CIO unions had lost
a half-million members since he took over. "!really think things are
going great," he stated.49
In 1996, pay increases for union workers ranked below those for
nonunion workers. Nor did the new leadership initiate a fight-back.
Work stoppages (strikes and lockouts) involving a thousand or more
workers increased to a meager thirty-seven in 1996, from a fifty-year
low of thirty-one in 1995."
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Nine years late~ the failures of its reform leadership were obvious in the chosen location for its executive council's meeting: a lux-

ury resort in Bal Harbo~ Florida. In 2004, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics had announced that private sector union membership had
hit a record low of 8.2 percent-roughly one million lower than
when Sweeney took over running the AFL-CIO." Nothing much
had changed, from the AFL-CIO's unflinching support for Democrats to its leaders' disdain for initiating class struggle. This strategy
had proven disastrous for organized labor.

The Return of Class Struggle
Whether or not Sweeney intended to make good on his promise to
rebuild a fighting labor movement, his rhetoric fit the mood among
rank-and-file unionists. The goal of the employers' offensive remained the same: fewer workers laboring much harder for falling
wages, preferably without union representation. But in the 1990s,
industrial workers began to struggle with a degree of determination
and solidarity not shown since Reagan's election in 1980, as both
employers and workers dug in their heels in a number of bitte~ protracted disputes.
But these strikes rarely made national headlines. As journalist
William Serrin commented,
Much of the labor movement and much of the United States-including
the nation's newsrooms-believed in the 1980s and 1990s that nothing
was going on in labor. ... In truth, industrial America, the labor movement and the lives of America's working people were being turned upside down. It was just that almost no one could see this, including the

last few labor correspondents and a handful of reporters often reduced
to covering work, not labor, and quickly ready to say so.52

The strikes of this period demonstrated the enormous capacity
for solidarity that existed among rank-and-file workers, but the New
Voices leadership rarely tapped that capacity and discouraged anything beyond symbolic gestures. This weakness was evident in the
defeat of the twenty-six hundred workers on strike between 1995
and 1997 against Detroit's two main newspapers, the Detroit Free
Press and the Detroit News. Under a joint agreement, the Detroit
Newspaper Agency managed both papers, owned by newspaper
chains Gannett and Knight-RiddeJ:
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The strike began after management gutted work rules and issued
new work schedules. At the beginning of the strike in July 1995, Detroit News publisher Robert Giles made the employers' strategy
clear: "We're going to hire a whole new workforce and go on without unions, or they can surrender unconditionally and salvage what
they can." 53
Thousands of strikers and supporters turned out to mass pickets,
with some success. Round-the-clock mass pickets over Labor Day
weekend in 1995 prevented, with some confrontation, the newspaper from getting through the plant gates for hours at a time. But the
police force, which had received a $400,000 "donation" from the
newspaper owners, stood by and watched when scab trucks drove
into the pickets, injuring five. Then a judge granted the paper owners
what they'd sought: an injunction limiting pickets to no more than
five strikers at a time at the main printing plant. The strikers responded by moving their pickets to distribution centers and called on
union leaders to organize a national solidarity march through Detroit, to "shut down Motown." 54
The leaders of the six local unions endorsed the march, but the
AFL-00 was not enthusiastic. The strike became a war of attrition.
The unions promoted a labor boycott of the struck newspapers,
which drove down circulation by 37 percent, and published their
own newspape~; the Sunday Journal, that reached a circulation of
165,000 in 1997.'' But Gannett and Knight-Ridder were prepared to
weather a long-term dispute to cripple the union.
In the end, the unions made an unconditional offer to return to
work without a contract, while calling on the NLRB to rule that the
strike was over unfair labor practices. Only then did the AFL-CIO
organize the long-awaited march on Detroit. As Sustar argued, "The
unions and the AFL-00 have tried to cover up this surrender by
clairoingthatthis was a 'new stage' in the struggle to win back workers' jobs. But Sweeney's announcement of a national march could
not disguise the fact that the unions had surrendered in a key battle
in the archetypical union town of Detroit." 56

Illinois "War Zone"
By 1995, Decatu~; lllinois-dubbed the "war zone" by those in the
labor movement-had become emblematic of the bitterness of the
'I'
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class struggle. More than 750 workers at A.E. Staley, a corn processing plant owned by the British multinational Tate & Lyle, had been
locked out of their jobs for two and a half years. Another nineteen
hundred workers had been on strike against Caterpilla~; the earthmoving equipment manufacturer, for more than a year and a half."
When rubber workers ended their ten-month strike against Bridgestone/Firestone in May, only 371 of 1,209 union members had
crossed the picket line to return to work." Altogether, these three
corporations employed a third of Decatur's working class, and in
1995 one in four Decatur households had a family member who was
either on strike, locked out, or permanently replaced while on
strike.5 9
Workers from the three striking unions faced common problems:
ten- to twelve-hour workdays, sixty-hour workweeks, and speedupsin the name of corporate "competitiveness" in an increasingly global
economy. Their union leaders-the United Paperworkers International Union (UPlU) at Staley, the UAW at Caterpilla~; and the
United Steel Workers at Bridgestone/Firestone (which absorbed the
United Rubber Workers during the strike)-were reluctant participants in a showdown forced by the employers. As journalist Stephen
Franklin, documenting the Decatur struggles, argued in Three
Strikes:
But in Decatur the three global giants that were taking on the unionsCaterpillar; Bridgestone/Firestone, and A.E. Staley-were the reigning
powers in their industries. They were not fighting to stay alive. They
were not racing to keep ahead of ruthless competitors about to overtake
them. They were monoliths, and they had prevailed because they had
the power to do so.60

The Staley struggle began in 1992 when Staley demanded twelvehour rotating shifts for all employees. The union initiated a corporate
campaign to pressure Staley clients Miller Beer and the Pepsi Corporation to withdraw cl).eir contracts. Inside the plant, workers slowed
down production by half using a tightly coordinated "running the
plant backward" strategy. But as Moody commented, "The Staley
workers ran the plant backward so well that, in August 1994, the
company locked them out.'' 61

The strike won the formal backing of the AFL-CIO, but little
more. Leaders of UPIU Local 783 7 had no plan for stopping production, and building trades union members and Teamsters crossed
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picket lines throughout the strike. Local leaders, themselves facing
court injunctions, actively discouraged mass pickets. Police attacked
hundreds of peaceful protesters with pepper gas during a demonstra·
tion on June 25, 1994. Finally, two and a half years after they were
locked out, the workers voted to accept Staley's original offer. Only a
handful of the locked-out workers were given back their jobs."
"What was clear," Moody wrote, "was that the strike had not only
lost because of the weak position of the workers at this single plant,
but because the UPIU leadership had been willing to accept defeat.'' 63

"Kick the Cat"
Caterpillar CEO Donald Fires made no secret of the fact that he intended to drive wages down in any future contract with the UAW.
Caterpillar's U.S. workforce was 75 percent nonunion by the
1990s." Fires told the New York Times in 1991, "There is a narrowing of the gap between the average American's income and, that of
the Mexicans. As a human being, I think what is going on is positive.
I don't think it is realistic for 250 million Americans to control so
much of the world's GNP." 65 Fires himself had taken home $545,000
in wages and benefits the previous year."
When Caterpillar workers went on strike in 1995, they had been
working without a union contract for more than two years, after losing a six-month strike in 1992. Between 1992 and 1994, class war
raged inside the plant. Management systematically harassed union
members, while workers maintained their sense of solidarity by
wearing T-shirts with slogans such as "Cat treats workers like dogs"
and chanting anti-company slogans inside the plant. At eight different Caterpillar plants, workers took unauthorized strike action to
protest management policies, which pressured the UA~ to call an
unfair labor practices strike in 1994.67
Yet, eighteen months into the second strike, the UAW surrendered for the second time-and again without a contract. Fully 80
percent of Caterpillar workers voted against returning to work, but
the UAW cut off their strike benefits. Within a month, they were
back at work. Once back, union members were banned from wearing union buttons, hats, or T-shirts and even fired for refusing to
shake hands with scabs or opening their lunch boxes too slowly for
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inspection by company security guards.'" The demoralization of the
defeat was so great that twelve workers conunitted suicide shortly
after the strike ended in December 1995."
Caterpillar, however, saw its profits soar by 155 percent between
1993 and 1997." Profits surged to $836 million. Fortune magazine
added Caterpillar to its list of the "World's Most Admired Companies"-which Fites stated "clearly reflects on our highly motivated
employees who are committed to meeting the needs of customers
around the world."" Between 1992 and 1997, Caterpillar opened
fifteen new nonunion plants, eleven in the largely nonunion South. n
In 1998, Fites' salary rose to $3.5 million, plus $7 million worth of
stock options. 73
At the insistence of UAW leaders, Caterpillar workers finally accepted a contract by a narrow margin in March 1998, but only after
the company agreed to rehire all one hundred sixty union militants,
and arbitrate the fate of two hundred more who had been fired."

Solidarity and Politics
The solidarity among the Decatur strikers was such that the three
unions were able to unite locally to organize teams of strikers, dubbed
"road warriors," to visit hundreds of union locals across the country
to appeal for solidarity. The strategy worked. Donations came in from
locals and supporters across the country, and thousands of supporters
traveled to Decatur to take part in solidarity rallies. Road warrior Dan
Lane, for example, roused the audience at the Chicago Teamsters hall
to "wild, foot-stomping applause," when he told them: "we're sick of
workers dying, of twelve-hour shifts, of watchiog conununities die because there aren't enough jobs when there are too many jobs that need
doing. We're tired of being second-class citizens. We need to start
making laws. This fight in lllinois has to be won.""
And Lane himself underwent a seismic change in consciousness.
A Viemam vet, he had gone to work at Staley, where his own father
had worked for twenty-five years. As he traveled across the country,
he said, "[W]hat became even more real to me was that this was not
an isolated situation. It became not just Decatur-not just Decatur
that was being exploited. All of a sudden I'm in the middle of people
in a struggle, and it was a very real part of my life." "
Meanwhile, as Franklin noted, "within the union's leadership,
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some became uncomfortable with Lane's growing alignment with
some of the leftist groups that identified with the Staley workers'
struggle. They feared that his rhetoric was turning off other union
members and dividing the local."" These leaders were missing the
depth of class anger and bitterness, accumulated over nearly two
decades, which had finally begun to translate into action. A layer of
workers was beginning to conclude that the only way to turn the tide
for labor was for workers to take matters into their own hands. For
example, Bridgestone/Firestone worker Robert Borders argued-in
the newspaper of one such "leftist group":
I'm working for a company that treats me like a dog. That makes me
want to fight back. It makes me dislike the people that are doing this to
me. And eventually if they keep doing this all over the Country there's
going to be a revolution . ... I'm not trying to sound radical or off the
wall, but there's getting to be an underlying feeling in this country by
people who are suppressed and kept down, and someday in the future
that's going to explode, because they're not going to be able to keep it
under control forever. 78

Caterpillar had set out to destroy the union but did no.t succeed.
As George Boze, vice president of Local974 in Peoria, Illino,is, commented in February 1998, "The company has made radiaus of so
many people."" The 1998 contract did not end the dispute but
opened up a new chapter in the struggle. A group of Caterpillar
workers began publishing a newslette~; Kick the Cat, aimed at building a network of rank-and-file union activists from different plants.
As the newsletter explained:
We have endured a long and bitter struggle as UAW members at Cat
and our families have endured as well. We have made many sacrifices
and we have lost many members along the way. We must never forget
we have been the victims of a brutal and vicious employer who will not
rest until the UAW is destroyed at Cat.... UAWi leadership has for a
very Jong time followed patterns of bargaining that have failed, and
failed miserably, to protect our jobs and provide fundamental union
values mandated by our constitution . ... The battle with Cat is win or
lose. There is no middle ground. 80

"Part-Time America Doesn't Work!"
The Teamsters union won labor's first major victory in decades in a
strike against United Parcel Service (UPS) in August 1997. IBT Presi-
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dent Ron Carey had been reluctant to call tbe one hundred eightyfive thousand UPS workers out on strike but had little choice after
UPS management refused to budge as the national contract expired.
Within days, Carey was leading a crusade against corporate greed on
behalf of millions of working-class people.
Not only was tbe UPS strike the first national strike of any kind
in fourteen years, it was also the first strike in generations to win

widespread popular support. Two weeks into tbe strike, opinion
polls showed support for tbe strikers beating support for management by a two-to-one margin. Pollster Daniel Yankelovich argued,
"This strike is a consciousness-raising event. What so often happens
is tbat an event like tbis suddenly and unexpectedly focuses attention
on something tbat is on people's minds and makes tbeir concerns
more of a political issue.""' Even tbe Wall Street journal was forced
to begrudgingly admit, "The strike, oddly popular witb the inconvenienced, has wide public support.'' 82
Before tbe strike the news media paid little attention to tbe plight
of low-paid workers. But for two short weeks, tbe UPS strikers' demands were featured on the front page of every newspapeJ; and as
the most important news items in virtually every broadcast. Millions
of television viewers saw a triumphant Ron Carey emerge from negotiations to declare victory on August 18: "This fight with UPS
shows what working people can accomplish when tbey all stick together." Viewers also saw UPS' chief negotiator, who had arrogantly
declared at tbe start of tbe strike tbat the company would not shift
from its "last, best, final offer," shamefacedly admit tbat UPS had
given in to most of the union's demands. 83
UPS made more tban $1.1 billion in profits in 1996, ranking
thirty-seventh in tbe Fortune 500-ahead of Coca-Cola-and was
an obvious symbol of the shameless greed of U.S. corporations. UPS
had more tban doubled its profits since 1992, yet the real wages of its
full-time workforce had not risen since 1987. The company had also
come to rely increasingly upon part-time workers, who made up 60
percent of its workforce by 1997, up from 42 percent ten years earlier. UPS's part-time starting wage of $8 to $9 an hour had not risen
since 1982. Even after two years of employment, part-timers still
earned as little as $9 an hour compared with a $20 hourly wage for
full-time workers."'
The situation of tbe UPS workforce roughly mirrored tbat of
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workers across the United States, and the strike's slogan, "Part-time
America doesn't work!" resonated with broad swaths of workingclass people. As Deepa Kumar commented, "What is truly remarkable in this context is how the UPS strike affected media coverage of
economic issues and opened up a space for deliberation on questions
of economic aud political inequality.""' New York Times columnist
Bob Herbert went so far as to call the UPS strike a "workers' rebellion," "the angry, fist-waving response of the frustrated American

worker, a revolt against the ruthless treatment of workers by so
many powerful corporations.,, 86
UPS management was financially far better prepared for a strike
than the Teamsters' union, which was forced to borrow money from
other unions to pay workers just $55 per week in strike pay. Management hired off-duty police to harass and, given the opportunity,
beat up strikers. But UPS' vast fortune couldn't buy public sympathy.
Its slick public relations team issued full-page newspaper ads calling
upon the Teamsters' union to allow workers to vote "democrati-

cally'' on management's offer and persuaded the National Association of Manufacturers to demand that Clinton intervene to stop the
strike to avert economic disaster. Both these plans backfired."
Ron Carey quickly pointed out that union members were "voting" against UPS by honoring the picket line by a margin of more
than 95 percent. Clinton, meanwhile, despite daily requests from
UPS and other business interests to intervene in the strike, was
openly unenthusiastic about the prospect of doing so. He would
have had to invoke Taft-Hartley legislation last used by Carter
against the national miners' strike in 1978. Indeed, in a mid-August
Gallup poll, 75 percent of the respondents said that Clinton should
not intervene to stop the strike. 88
Two weeks into the strike, UPS ;was running at less than 10 percent of its normal capacity, and claimed to be losing $50 million per
day with its mainly managerial scab workforce."' While Carey ran
the UPS strike in a standard nonconfrontational fashion, flying pickets in Chicago shut down operations at skyscrapers such as the Sears
Tower and the Amoco Building, drawing out all the buildings' janitors and other union workers until management agreed to refuse to
accept any packages from UPS scabs. Picket lines in Somerville,
Massachusetts, and Warwick, Rhode Island, erupted into confrontations with police, as hundreds of workers tried to stop trucks from
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crossing the picket line." If UPS had attempted to resume its ground
operations with a scab workforce, more confrontations were likely.
As in Detroit and Decatur, union members from a variery of occupations visited the picket lines regularly. In New York, more than
a thousand members of the Communications Workers of America
(CWA) joined the picket line on August 7, chanting, "Big Brown,
shut it down!" When strikers thanked the CWA workers, one
replied, "No, thank you. You're fighting for all of us."" The Independent Pilots Association (IPA), representing UPS pilots-whose
own union contract had been in limbo for months-honored the
Teamsters' picket lines throughout the sttike. "This airline is closed
until you give us the okay to return," vowed UPS pilot Rich Henry at
a support rally."
After the strike ended, newspapers were filled with pictures of
cheering strikers celebrating their victory. The Teamsters' strike
marked the first major strike victory since the defeat of PATCO in
1981, and pointed the way forward for the labor movement as a
whole. "It ends the PATCO syndrome. A 16-year period in which a
strike was synonymous with defeat and demoralization is over,, ar-

gued labor historian Nelson Lichtenstein." UPS driver Robert Ridley
said in Austin, Texas, "This was labor against Corporate America." 94 And labor won.

Carey's Downfall
Just one year after Carey led the UPS strike to victory, howevei; he
was removed from office and expelled from the IBT. A government
commission took this action on the basis of corruption charges
against Carey-which were found to be baseless in federal court
years later." Officially, Carey was accused of having "failed to exercise his required dury of inquiry" when one of the organizers of his
1996 presidential campaign took part in a financial swap scheme to
funnel money into the Carey campaign.
Carey was not accused of participating in the underhanded deal,
but merely of not knowing about it. Yet such transactions are "business as usual" in the world of America's top-heavy union bureaucracy. The commission acknowledged, in fact, that Carey's
opponent, James Hoffa, Jr. (son of the famed mobster), was suspected of irnpropriery when he claimed to have received $2 million in
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small notes from bingo games and bake sales. The commission decided, however, not to discipline Hoffa, who went on to win the
Teamsters presidency in the rerun of the election.
At the age of sixty-two, Carey was banned from membership in
the union to which he had belonged since his first job at UPS in 1956.
In reality, Carey's expulsion from the IBT was an act of revenge by
the employers, and an attempt to squash a rising labor movement by
removing one of its key leaders. It also helped to discredit a union reforme~; since Carey won the Teamsters union presidency in 1991 at
the helm of a democratic reform movement. Republicans in Congress, not to mention UPS management, openly embraced the return
of the Teamsters union to the Hoffa empire. Senator Orrin Hatch
predicted, "Hoffa is going to be the labor leader of the 21st century. "96
Shutting Down General Motors
By 1995, union membership in auto-parts plants had fallen to just 18
percent, down from 70 percent in 1976." Yet in 1998, UAW autoparts workers were still able to paralyze General Motors in a fiftyfour-day strike." GM generated record net profits of $1.6 billion in
the first quarter of 1998, but its productivity still lagged behind that
of its competitors." In 1997, GM made $850 in profits for every car
it produced; the figure for Ford was $1,520 per car. For this reason,
General Motors' management pleaded poverty to justify slashing
jobs-nearly eighty thousand in the previous six years-from a
North American total of three hundred seventy thousand. All told,
twenty-seven plants had been closed down, while GM announced it
planned to close yet more.'"
On June 5, 1998, ninety-two hundred UAW. members went on
strike at two auto-parts plants in Flint to protest GM's decision to
send union work to outside suppliers elsewhere in the United States
and in Mexico. GM provoked one strike when management moved
machinery for a new car model out of the plant, implying the new
model would be built elsewhere. Within weeks, the strike shut down
twenty-seven of GM's twenty-nine North American assembly plants,
forcing GM to lay off 192,000, costing the company more than $2
billion during the fifty-four-day strike. While the union did not win a
clear victory, the agreement kept the status quo until the 1999 na-
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tiona! contract. GM certainly did not win, which was itself a victory
after two decades of concessions. Symbolically, GM management
was forced to move tbe contested machinery back into the plant, as
workers stood arm-in-arm on tbe picket line singing "Solidariry
Forever." 101
Like the UPS workers a year earlier, the Flint autoworkers
demonstrated the enormous power of the strike weapon against even
the most profitable corporations. Yet the mainstream media repeatedly declared tbe strike tbe antiquated technique of an obsolete labor
movement. The New York Times even concluded tbat the Caterpillar strike provided "a stark demonstration of tbe increasing futiliry
of a weapon witb which unions could once paralyze whole industries
in promoting their members' interests." 102

The Battle of Seattle
When thirty thousand unionists and environmentalists marched
against the World Trade Organization (WTO) in downtown Seattle
on November 30, 1999, carrying signs and chanting against "corporate bloodsuckers," tbey gave voice to tbe seething anger felt by millions of people across the United States and around the world.
Thousands of protesters linked arms for hours, preventing officials
from entering the conference center and delaying the start of tbe
meeting.'" Hundreds of Seattle port workers called a one-day strike
on November 30 and blockaded the doors of the WTO's conference
center. More tban ninety-six hundred dockworkers up and down the
West Coast went on strike in solidarity with tbeir Seattle union
brothers and sisters. 104
Trapped in his hotel room, United Nations Secretary General
Kofi Annan missed his scheduled address. Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright was also pushed off the speaking schedule.
Washington's governor declared a state of emergency, while Seattle
Mayor Paul Schell called in tbe National Guard to crack down on
protesters. Schell declared the downtown area of Seattle surrounding
tbe WTO talks a "no protest zone" and vowed that anyone in the
area after a 7 p.m. curfew would be arrested.'"
City officials blamed "hooligans"-a small number of anarchists who broke store windows--for starting tbe violence. But it
was tbe overwhelming show of police force unleashed by govern-
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ment officials, not the protesters, that turned the city of Seattle into a

battle scene for three days, until the WTO talks ended on December
3. Police shot rubber bullets, tossed percussion grenades, and
sprayed pepper gas at thousands of protesters, while armored personnel carriers roamed the streets, tear-gassing and terrorizing entire
residential neighborhoods until late into the night. The protesters
chanted, "The whole world is watching" as they were pepper-gassed
by Seattle police. By the end of the second day, more than six hundred protesters had been rounded up and thrown into jail. As eyewitness Bill Capowski of the Center for Campus Organizing
reported, "Several neighborhoods are, at 1 a.m. Pacific Time, still
... deluged by police running through their streets and throwing
tear gas canisters ... regular non-political neighborhood, middleaged folks, residents, are out in the streets, with their kids watching
them out the windows, yelling at the police to go home, while their
eyes and throats are burning [from the tear gas]."'"'
Hundreds of protesters-including unionists, students, and
other activists-who had been arrested during the police sweep on
December 1 remained in jail two days later. Police threw tear gas canisters into buses holding protesters. Once protesters reached the jail,
the police targeted individual activists and threw them into solitary
confinement. On the inside, the prisoners organized themselves as

one group, refusing to be arraigned in coutt until those in solitary
were released. Meanwhile, several thousand demonstrators rallied
for their release outside the jail in a spontaneous outpouring of anger.
On the last day of the WTO talks, with the protesters still jailed, the
King County Labor Council called a demonstration at the courthouse, inside the "no-protest zone." 107

For days, city newspapers all across the United States featured
front-page photos of the violen~e. Newspapers felt compelled to
document the evidence against the WTO, so ordinary people could
read in a single news article how the WTO forbade South Africa
from producing lower-cost AIDS drugs because they were the "intellectual property" of pharmaceutical corporations; how the WTO's
notion of free trade included child and sweatshop labor; and how
corporations produced dangerous genetically engineered food to
maximize their profits. People were able to see for themselves pictures of the mass demonstrations of workers, students, and environ-

mentalists. Television news featured footage of police in riot

gea~;
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tear-gassing and kicking peaceful demonstrators, as well as shots of
looting and window-breaking at McDonald's and Gap.
Mainstream news reports left no doubt that police were targeting not the anarchists, but the thousands of peaceful protesters who
had linked arms to stall WTO officials. The Chicago Tribune, for example, wrote, "when more than 35,000 people had gathered in the
streets of the Emerald City and started to accomplish their goal, police in riot gear fired tear gas to control the crowd to keep the conference running on time .... Initially, police allowed vandals and
looters to roam the streets with impunity, because they were blocks
from the convention center." 108

Chicago Tribune columnist Mary Schmich was direct. She
wrote, "People who last week had never heard about the World
Trade Organization are now wondering, rightly, who are these trade
guys? And are they really running the world behind our backs? People who don't usually pay attention to business news are suddenly
talking about child labor, environmental abuses, and low wages in
countries they couldn't find on a map.""' A Business Week poll conducted during the Seattle protests found that 52% of Americans supported the protesters.'"
The outcry against the WTO shifted the ideological terrain in
mainstream society. The widely televised and reported-on demonstrations and confrontations served as a reminder that protest was
both urgent and effective. In one antiracist struggle that subsequently emerged in January, forty-six thousand mostly Black protesters demonstrated in front of South Carolina's state capitol,
demanding the state stop flying the Confederate flag-many with
signs bearing the slogan, "Your Heritage Is My Slavery." 111

Inequality Grows in the "Miracle Economy"
The economic recovery of the early 1990s evolved into a long boom,
lasting until the end of Clinton's presidency. As the boom entered its
seventh straight year, economists sounded much like their 1920s
predecessors in describing the boom as a new type of "miracle economy." "From boardrooms to living rooms and from government offices to trading floors, a new consensus is emerging," the Wall Street
Journal enthused: "The big, bad business cycle has been tamed." 112
Clinton bragged, "America's economy is the strongest it's been in a
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generation," noting that the economy had "added 12.3 million new
jobs since I took office, and unemployment has now been below 6
percent for almost three years." 113 When the unemployment rate
dipped to 4.9 percent in May 1997, lower than at any time since
1973, writers for Business Week conld barely contain themselves,
bleating, "Is this economy on a roll, or what?" 114
As Joel Geier and Ahmed Shawki remarked of Clinton's appearance at the G-7 (plus Russia) meeting in 1997,
Bill Clinton used the opportunity to swagger in front of the media and
share his wisdom on economic matters. The Chicago Tribune reported:
"Sounding like Ronald Reagan a decade earlier, President Clinton delivered a free-market economic lecture ... to other world leaders skittish about voter protests to budget cuts and freer trade." The other

G-7 members were encouraged to emulate the strategy employed by the
U.S. ruling class in cutting wages and social benefits, raising rates of
exploitation, maximizing profit, and developing an edge in global
markets.ns

The consistently low level of unemployment did not bring economic security to workers in the 1990s. In 1997, almost 30 percent
of all U.S. workers had jobs that were not regular full-time jobs.
Downsized or laid-off workers earned an average of 13 percent less
in their next job, and more than one-fourth lost employer-provided
health insurance. By 1990, U.S. manufacturing employees worked
320 more hours-the equivalent of two months-than manufacturing workers in West Germany or France."' Yet the typical marriedcouple family worked 24 7 hours-more than six weeks-longer per
year in 1996 than in 1989. African Americans in married-couple
working families worked almost five hundred more hours per year
than white families in 1996, showing the consequences of wage disparities between Blacks and whites due to racism."'
But even working longer hours did not provide financial security
to working-class families, who were more frequently forced to borrow money just to pay their bills. Personal debt levels had reached
their highest point in history, pushing more and more "typical American families" toward bankruptcy. It is no exaggeration to say that
the miracle economy was built on the backs of the working class.
The wave of corporate downsizing during the early 1990s recession continued into the economic boom that followed it. In 1993,
jobs lost to downsizing reached a record six hundred thousand. Dur-
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ing the month of January 1994 alone, corporations announced job
cuts of 104,000 due to downsizing. Of those workers who lost their
jobs berween 1990 and 1992, 12 percent left the labor force, and an
additional17 percent were still unemployed rwo years later. Of the
71 percent who found new jobs, 31 percent had to take a wage cut of
25 percent or more, while 31 percent took a wage cut of up to 25 percent. Only 37 percent found new jobs at comparable wages. For example, of those downsized by RJR Nabisco in 1993, 72 percent
found new jobs-earning an average of just 47 percent of their previous wages. ns The share of jobs paying less than a "poverty-level
wage" stayed the same berween 1989 and 1997, making it virtually
impossible for poor families to lift themselves out of poverty, no matter how many hours they worked.
A May 1997 survey by the Wall Street Journal reported that 46
percent of workers were "frequently concerned" about losing their
jobs, compared with 31 percent in 1992.'" As John A. Challenger, an
executive vice president at Challenger Gray, admitted, "Companies
are using downsizing to control wage pressures." 120 Meanwhile,
manufacturing productivity grew by an average of 1. 7 percent annually in the mid-1990s, compared with 2.9 percent during the posrwar
boom. 121

By 1996-six years into the "miracle economy" -average
weekly earnings in constant dollars were 19 percent lower than they
had been in 1973, falling from $315 to $256. 122 Thurow observed,
"[T]his is the first time since the collection of income data began that
the median real wages of American males have consistently fallen
over a rwenty-year period. And never before have the majority of
American workers suffered real wage reductions while the per capita
gross domestic product (GDP) was increasing.""' Economist David
Gordon documented that the per capita real gross output of the U.S.
economy was 53 percent larger in 1994 than it had been in 1973, yet
real hourly take-home pay was four cents lower.'"
According to the Economic Policy Institute's extensive report,
The State of Working America 2000-2001, median family income
in 1996 was $1,000 lower than in 1989. The report noted of the
1990s economic boom, "[O]nly corporate profits, the stock market
and top executive pay are doing better than in the past." Author
John Schmitt concluded, "The stock market boom has not rescued
working families. Most Americans own no stock in any form, and

·~.
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those who do typically own vety little." Ninety percent of the value
of all stock remained in the hands of rhe top 10 percent of households.
The average corporate executive's (CEO) pay doubled between
1989 and 1997, while workers' real wages fell by 3.1 percentdown 6. 7 percent for men and up just 0.8 percent for women-in the
same period. Wage declines were worst among entry~level workers,
whose real hourly wages fell by 7.4 percent among men and 6.1 percent among women. When benefits such as health insurance are included in the calculation, the drop was steeper. The number of
employers offering health coverage dropped 4.2 percent-and 7.8
percent for male workers--between 1989 and 1997."'
Despite the economic boom, inequality grew virtually wirhout
interruption rhroughout the 1990s. Though Clinton had complained on the 1992 campaign trail that American CEOs were "paying themselves 100 times more rhan their workers," rhat figure rose
to 209 times by 1997."' The share of wealth owned by the richest
1 percent of households rose from 37.4 percent of the national total
in 1989 to 39.1 percent in 1997. Yet annual taxes paid by rhe wealthiest 1 percent offamilies fell by $36,710 between 1977 and 1997. Indeed, in 2004, rhe Associated Press reported, 'I Most American and
foreign corporations operating in rhe United States paid no income
tax between 1996 and 2000.""' The audit, conducted by the General Accounting Office, found that 61 percent of American corporations and 71 percent of foreign corporations paid no income tax. 118
In 2000, 94 percent of American corporations and 89 percent of foreign corporations paid less rhan 5 percent of rheir total incomes in
taxes. 129
Yet rhe Clinton administration appeared oblivious to rising class
inequality throughout the boom. Gordon recalled an April1994 report on the economic recovery by a Clinton economic advisor, in
which he "applauded the Federal Reserve's and the markets' continuing restraint in interest rates and pointed proudly to the tepid pace
of inflation." Then, wirhout comment, the advisor "projected 1994
real wage growth at zero percent." Gordon remarked on this apparent lack of concern about wages "from a key economic advisor to rhe
president who had promised, in his initial economic message to Congress, that 'our economic plan will redress the inequities of rhe
1980s.' " 130
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For the Love of Enron
Enron's CEO, Kenneth Lay, was a close friend of George W. Bush
and firmly established within Republican Party political circles.
Cockburn and Silverstein remarked, "Perhaps it is a mere coincidence, simply the normal workings of the bourgeoisie's executive
committee, but Enron has done remarkably well during the Clinton
years." As Cockburn and Silverstein noted of Clinton's Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin,
Shortly after Clinton selected him to head the NEC, Rubin sent a letter,
written on Goldman Sachs stationery, to hundreds of former business
clients, saying he "looked forward to continuing to work with you in
my new capacity." One recipient of the letter was natural gas giant
Enron, listed on Rubin's 1993 financial disclosure statement as one of
44 firms with which he had "significant contact" while at Goldman
Sachs. 131

In March 1994, Enron executives were part of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown's twenty-eight-company entourage when he traveled to Russia. On the trip, Enron successfully reached a deal to
"develop new European markets for Russian gas." By November
1993, Enron reached a $1 billion deal with Turkey to construct two
power stations.

In May 1994, U.S. State Department officials lobbied Indonesian
dictator Mohamed Suharto on behalf of Enron's effort to build
power plants there. In August 1994, Enron reached a $2.5 billion
deal for a power plant in India. That same month, Enron arranged to
build two power plants in the Philippines. The following month, an
Enron representative was part of a fifty-executive troupe that traveled to Pakistan with Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary. In November,
Enron won a contract to build a power plant in China's Hainan
province. 132

'the Democratic Party's 2004 presidential candidate John Kerry
also had connections to Enron in the 1990s, via wife Teresa Heinz.
Ken Lay sat on the board of the Heinz Foundation, and was put in
charge of the Foundation's global warming work. Even after Enron's
financial meltdown in December 2001 exposed the company's systematic and brazen looting of energy markets, the Heinz Foundation
issued this statement of support: "Whatever troubles he had at
Enron, Ken Lay had a good reputation in the environmental com-
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munity for being a business man who was environmentally sensitive.
When someone does something wrong in one part of their life, it
doesn't mean they can't do good in another part of their life." 133

Corporate Bailouts and Personal Bankruptcy
Long-Term Capital Management was known as the "Rolls Royce"
of investment hedge funds that rose to prominence amidst the Wall
Street feeding frenzy of the mid-1990s. Founded in 1994 by a particularly arrogant band of Wall Street bond traders, physicists, Nobel
laureate economists, and computer programmers, Long-Term
Capital's "rocket scientists"-as they became known on Wall
Street-claimed to have found a foolproof method of betting on
bond prices. They based their betting strategy on computer models
and mathematical equations that compared the current prices of
bonds, stocks, and currencies with their historical values. In return
for their guidance, they demanded a 2 percent management fee, and
a 25 percent annual "incentive" fee. A writer for the business newspapei; Barron's, later described them as "affluent, BMW-driving,
Dam Perignon-drinking, Vail-vacationing, Hampton-weekending,
Greenwich-living erstwhile masters of the universe." 134
Long-Term Capital's chief officei; John W. Meriwethei; achieved
stardom in the 1980s as a Wall Street bond trader for Salomon Brothers. True, he was forced out after his department was caught making
trades on behalf of clients who knew nothing about them. And he had
been known to wage multi-million dollar bets for a lark: once on a
golf outing, he bought a dozen lobsters, taped numbers to their backs,
and raced them against his golf partners. A 1989 book, Liar's Poker,
describes Meriwether and his Salomon Brothers boss making a $10
million bet on the serial number of a dollar bill. But to the cutthroats
on Wall Street these displays of arrogance only added to Meriwether's
legendary status.'"
Wealthy investors-including the government of China and the
Bank of Italy-lined up to invest the $10 million minimum demanded by Long-Term Capital.'" They accepted that the bets were
shrouded in secrecy, as required by Meriwethei; who was based far
from Wall Street, in Greenwich, Connecticut. Financial giants like
Merrill Lynch, J. P. Morgan, Goldman Sachs, and Europe's largest
bank, Switzerland's UBS, loaned freely to Long-Term Capital, lured
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by its high returns-20 percent in 1994, 43 percent in 1995, and
41 percent in 1996. In the first three years, investors more than
doubled their money.'"
But the rocket scientists' formula was flawed, as it turned out.

Two factors threw them off. First, their formula was based upon
"historical values" and did not predict the possibility of the massive
financial meltdown that began on August 17, 1998, when Russia devalued its currency and defaulted on part of its debt. Long-Term
Capital had bet massively that U.S. long-term bond prices would go
down and other bond prices would go up~ But instead the trends
went in the opposite direction-investors pulled out of Russia and
fled to the so-called "safe havens" of U.S. bond treasuries, driving
prices up. Secondly, a growing number of hedge and other investment funds were waging the same bets using similar formulas in the
same markets, and they all tried to bail out at the same time.
Long-Term Capital's equity stood at $4.1 billion on August 1,
$2.3 billion on September 1, and plunged to $600 million by September 21. In just fifty-five days 90 percent of its equity was wiped
out. But the bankers who had lent so freely to Long-Term Capital
over the previous few years were not about to let it go under. Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan explained that, if Long-Term
Capital went bankrupt, it would lead to a "fire sale" of its gigantic
portfolio of bonds onto the market, causing prices to fall and interest
rates to rise-with devastating reverberations throughout the world
economy. The New York Federal Reserve organized an emergency
bailout on September 23, involving an array of international lenders,
including six banks, along with Merrill Lynch and Goldman Sachs,
who together coughed up $3.5 billion to keep the firm afloat. But all
they did was buy some time-by most estimates, no more than six
months. By October 9, Long-Term Capital had already used up
about $1.9 billion of the bailout money. Merrill Lynch, which estimated its losses from the Long-Term Capital debacle at $1.4 billion,
announced on October 13 that it would cut its global workforce by
more than 5 percent-eliminating thirty-four hundred jobs."'
The week after Long-Term Capital came within hours of going
belly-up, Congress was busy considering a bill tightening up bankruptcy law. "Congress is sending a strong message that no one
should be allowed to act irresponsibly and simply wash their hands
of the consequences, leaving others to pay the price," Republican

,
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demagogue Dick Armey told the House of Representatives.'" Armey
was not, however, directing his fury at the seventy-one financial institutions that carelessly lent Long-Term Capital $90 billion, enabling the hedge fund to use its mere $4 billion capital base to wage
bets involving $1.25 trillion. " 0
The House was acting on the behest of major credit card companies, and cracking down on the growing number of ordinary consumers filing for personal bankruptcies after becoming buried in
debt. The credit giants claimed current bankruptcy laws were too lenient on consumers-"welfare on demand" for borrowers, according to Tom Layman, chief economist for Visa. 141 The number of
Americans filing personal bankruptcies swelled to 1.4 million in
1997-up 400 percent from the figure for 1980.142 Millions of people who were downsized or became ill resorted to borrowing simply
to pay for necessities and medical bills.
Congress finally succeeded in passing a punitive personal bankruptcy bill in 2005. Although the vast majority of personal bankruptcies are due to medical bills, job loss, and divorce, Congress
refused to make exceptions even for active duty soldiers and vets--<>r
Hurricane Katrina survivors. Republican Senator Charles Grassley
ranted during the Congressional debate, "People who have the ability to repay some or all of their debt should not be able to use bankruptcy as a financial planning tool so they get out of paying their debt
scot-free, while honest Americans who play by the rules have to foot
the bill." 143
Yet a Harvard University study showed that during the two years
before filing for bankruptcy, "19 percent of families went without
food, 40 percent had their phone service shut off, 43 percent could
not fill a doctor's prescription and 53 percent went without important medical care." 144
As economist Paul Krugman commented,
The bankruptcy bill was written by and for credit card companies, and
the industry's political muscle is the reason it seems unstoppable. But
the bill also fits into the broader context o£what Jacob Hacker, a political scientist at Yale, calls "risk privatization": a steady erosion of the
protection the government provides against personal misfortune, even
as ordinary families face ever-growing economic insecurity. ... Some
of these changes are the result of a changing economy. But the underlying economic trends have been reinforced by an ideologically driven effort to strip away the protections the government used to provide. 145
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Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton recently boasted in Senate testimony, "I'm very proud of the fact that during the 1990s, with the
greatest expansion of economic prosperity that our country or any
country has ever known, we did create a lot of millionaires and multimillionaires.""' Former Clinton Labor Secretary Robert Reich, in
an article titled "Why Gore Is Good for Business," explained why
the capitalist class was not worried by a Gore victory in the 2000
election:
No administration in modern history has been as good for American
business as the Clinton-Gore team. None has been as solicitous of the
concerns ot business leaders, none has generated as much profit for
business, and none has presided over as buoyant a stock market or as
huge an increase in executive pay. And no vice-president in modern his-

tory has had as much influence in setting an administration's agenda as
Mr. Gore.147

Resurgent Imperialism; Collapse of Liberalism
Bill Clinton was the first post-Cold War president, but his administration ensured that there would be no "peace dividend." By December 1991, Clinton the candidate had made clear he would not
hesitate to use military power when necessary. He argued, "To protect our interests and our values, sometimes we have to stand and
fight." Historian Andrew J. Bacevich remarked, "On this point,
Clinton proved true to his word; as president, he intervened with
greater frequency in more places for more varied purposes than any
of his predecessors." 148
Before launching the U.S./NATO war against Yugoslavia in
1999, Clinton had already sent U.S. forces into combat situations
forty-six times. This figure compares to twenty-six times for Presidents Ford (four), Carter (one), Reagan (fourteen), and Bush (seven)
combined. Clinton's foreign policy picked up where Bush's left off.
His administration continued Bush's 1992 invasion of Somalia, invaded Haiti in 1994, bombed Serbia in 1995 and 1999, and bombed
Sudan and Afghanistan in 1997. 149
In his approach to Iraq, likewise, Clinton differed little from his
Republican predecessor (or successor). Clinton and British prime
minister Tony Blair bombed Iraq's "no fly zone" regularly for eight
years, killing many hundreds of Iraqi civilians. And the U.S.-
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sponsored sanctions against Iraq killed well over a million people in
the decade after the end of the 1991 Gulf War."" On May 12, 1996,
one of the few occasions when the media reported the sanctions'
death toll, Clinton's Secretary of State Madeline Albright was asked
by Leslie Stahl on 60 Minutes, "We have heard that half a million
children have died. I mean that's more children than died in Hiroshima. And-you know-is the price worth it?" Albright replied,
"I think this is a very hard choice, but the price-we think the price is
worth it." 151
In 1998, Clinton signed the Iraq Liberation Act, which stated, "It
should be the policy of the United States to seek to remove the regime
headed by Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq and to promote the
emergence of a democratic government to replace the regime." That
regime change would be carried out by his successm; George W.
Bush, in 2003. By 2000, France's foreign minister complained of the
Clinton administration: "We cannot accept either a politically
unipolar world, nor a culturally uniform world, nor the unilateralism of a single hyperpower." "'
Clinton, true to form, justified the invasions of Somalia and
Haiti as "humanitarian" missions, gaining broad support at home.
Many antiwar activists who had opposed the Gulf War in 1991 remained silent during Clinton's "humanitarian" invasions. In 1999,
Clinton again gained widespread domestic approval when he
launched a war against Serbia, ostensibly to "protect" Kosovo from
Serbian domination. Because a Democrat and not a Republican
launched the attack on Kosovo-while claiming to support an oppressed people-the U.S. left abandoned irs once consistent opposition to U.S. imperialism by the end of the 1990s.m
Indeed, Clinton succeeded in shifting the political parameters of
mainstream discourse, as the Democratic Party lurched rightward in
the 1990s. American liberals continued to support Clinton as he embraced a range of conservative domestic policies. The feminist movement never protested against Clinton, even as he allowed the erosion
of legal abortion and dismantled welfare for poor women and children. Most gay rights organizations maintained their loyalry even
after Clinton signed the Defense of Marriage Act. In essence, the collapse of liberalism as a force during the Clinton era allowed mainstream politics to shift rightward in the years before George W. Bush
took office in 2001. The 1996 Defense of Marriage Act paved the
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way for Bush's more draconian proposal for a federal ban on gay
marriage, while the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act
made palatable the even more repressive USA PATRIOT Act that
passed after September 11, 2001. By the time Bill Clinton left office,
income inequality in the United States had reached a level not seen
since Herbert Hoover was president. In 1999, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau, wealth was apportioned as follows: the poorest fifth
of the U.S. population received less than 4 percent, the second poorest fifth received 9 percent, the middle fifth received 15 percent, the
second richest fifth received 23 percent, and the richest fifth received
49 percent. 154
As economist Edward N. Wolff described, "In 1976, the richest
10 percent of U.S. families held 50 percent of the nation's wealth; by
1995 they held 70 percent of all wealth, and the top 20 percent of
families owned 83 percent of wealth-with the remaining 80 percent
of families holding only 17 percent."'" This concentration of
wealth, furthermore, was a global phenomenon. In 1995 the world's
358 top billionaires were worth $760 billion, the same as the poorest
20 percent of the world's people.'"
Wages had barely begun to tick upward in the late 1990s before
the speculative bubble burst in 2000, plunging the economy into recession.

CHAPTER NINE

Rule of the Neocons
resident George W. Bush and his band of neoconservatives
quickly seized upon the September 11, 2001, attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon as an excuse to wage an
all-out war against the Arab and Muslim world. No sooner had the
United States attacked Afghanistan as its first target in the "war on
terror" than neoconservatives began preparing the ground to invade
Iraq. Indeed, well before September 11, then-Assistant Secretary of
Defense Paul Wolfowitz had already called for the United States to
strike Baghdad as soon as "we find the right way to do it." 1
In early October; a group of neoconservatives, including Richard
Perle, then-chairman otthe Defense Policy Board Advisory Committee, jssued an open letter to Bush stating, "It may be that the Iraqi
govf:rnment provided assistance in some form to the recent attack on
the United States. But even if the evidence does not link Iraq directly
to the attack, any strategy aiming at the eradication of terrorism and
its sponsors must include a determined effort to remove Saddam
Hussein from power."' On October 21, Air Force General Richard
Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was asked on ABC's
This Week whether he had "started to prepare targets in Iraq." He
replied without responding directly to the question: "This is a global
war on terrorism-and weapons of mass destruction ... Mghanistan is only one small piece. So, of course, we're thinking very
broadly. I would say, since World War Two, we haven't thought this
broadly about a campaign."'
Once again, war abroad was accompanied by a wave of political

P

repression at home. From the outset, the war on terror was accom-

panied by virulent racism against Arabs and Muslims--inside and
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outside U.S. borders. In November 2001, Georgia Republican Saxby
Chambliss, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Terrorism and
Homeland Security, suggested that Georgia police should "arrest
every Muslim that comes across the state line" to combat terrorism.4
Meanwhile, Assistant Attorney General Michael Chertoff told the
Senate Judiciary Committee, "[L]et's be clear.... [T]hey've overstayed their welcome .... They don't belong here."'

War at Home

As hundreds of Arabs and Muslims were being rounded up and detained by authorities, the USA PATRIOT Act swept through Congress without debate-passing the Senate by a margin of ninety-eight
to one and Congress by 356 to sixty-six. Bush signed the PATRIOT
Act into law on October 26, severely curtailing civil liberties, granting federal authorities broad surveillance powers, and allowing the
U.S. government to place non-citizens in mandatory detention without any right to due process. Much like the Espionage and Sedition
Acts of 1917-18 and the Smith Act o£1940, the USA PATRIOT Act
allowed FBI and immigration officials to deport immigrants based
on mere "association" with a broad list of organizations designated
by the secretary of state as "foreign terrorist organizations (FTOs)."
As Nancy Chang, an attorney for the Center for Constitutional
Rights, argued,
If the FrO statute had been on the books during the 1970s and 1980s,
the African National Congress-another group that has resorted to violence-could have been designated as an FrO at the discretion of the

secretary of state. Had the African National Congress been designated,
the many thousands of Americans who volunteered their time to, and
made charitable contributions toward, the group's struggle to end
apartheid in South Mrica might have found themselves staring at long
prison sentences. 6

On November 13, Bush issued an executive order giving him the
sole authority to order a secret military tribunal for any "individual
who is not a United States citizen with respect to whom I determine
from time to time." 7 That same month, Attorney General John
Ashcroft warned critics with McCarthyite resolve, "[T]o those who
scare peace-loving people with phantoms of lost liberty, my message
is this: Your tactics aid terrorists, for they erode our national unity
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and diminish our resolve. They give ammunition to America's enemies, and pause to America's friends." 8
By April 2002, the Justice Department had detained an estimated two thousand Arabs and Muslims, many held "indefinitely."
Nine months after September 11, not one of these detainees had been
charged in connection with the attacks or was even certified as a
"terrorist." Nevertheless, the Justice Department called on another
five rhousand Arab and Muslim men between the ages of eighteen
and thirty-rhree who had legally migrated to the U.S. during the previous two years to ''voluntarily" submit to an ''interview" and a
process of "special registration." Despite a number of false arrests,

rhese dragnets did not succeed in tracking down terrorists. They did,
howeve~; allow federal authorities to scrutinize the paperwork of
thousands of immigrants, leading to a spate of deportations based
solely on legal technicalities.'
On May 30, 2002, Attorney General John Ashcroft implemented new intelligence-gathering guidelines that set the stage "for a
replay of the worst abuses of the FBI's infamous COINTELPRO
program," according to Chang. Under the banner of "national security," the FBI was given the aurhority to resume its long-standing
vendetta against the U.S. left. Io collaboration with the FBI and Justice Department, local police departments in major cities across the
United States resurrected "red squads" that had been dormant since
COINTEI.PRO."
Well before September 11, the FBI had taken aim at the global
justice movement that grew after the Seattle demonstrations in 1999.
Io congressional testimony in May 2001, FBI director Louis J. Freeh
described "domestic terrorists" as including "left-wing groups" who
"generally profess a revolutionary socialist doctrine and view rhemselves as protectors of the people against the 'dehumanizing effects'
of capitalism and imperialism. They aim to bring about change in rhe
United States through revolution rather than through rhe established
political process." 11 After September 11, socialist Candace Cohn
noted,
[T]he FBI [did} not stop at harassing global justice protesters. The

agency expressly extend[ed] its "antiterrorist" net to Puerto Rican independence activists, environmentalists, anarchists, socialists, Women
in Black (a vigil-oriented women's peace group) . ... Protests, pickets,
marches, rallies, and demonstrations qualify as "terrorist" under the
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act's definition i£ the government determines that activity "dangerous
to human life" is involved-which could conceivably cover acts of
minor vandalism, resisting arrest, or violent provocations by police
agents; and if they "appear to be intended ... to influence the policy of
a government by intimidation." u

The speed and aggression with which the Bush administration
pursued its agenda was possible only because it was a bipartisan
project, in which the Democrats enabled all Bush's policies to pass,
often enthusiastically. "The Bush administration deserves to be savagely criticized for the timing and the conduct of the Iraq war," political commentator Anatol Lieven remarked. But, he added, "Future
historians may, however, conclude that President Bill Clinton's strategy of the 1990s would also have made the conquest of Iraq unavoidable sooner or later; and that given the realities of Iraqi society
and history, the results would not have been significantly less
awful." u
The USA PATRIOT Act was not a departure from, but an acceleration of, repressive legislation passed during the Clinton era.
Chang observed, "Under the 'material support statute,' which was
introduced in the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of
1996 but was strengthened considerably in the USA PATRIOT Act,
it is a crime punishable by a fifteen-year prison sentence, or by a life
sentence if the death of any person results, to provide material support to any organization that the secretary of state designated as an
FrO."~~

The Employers' Offensive Unhinged
With the war on terror raging in the background, the Reagan revolution entered its second incarnation at the dawn of the twenty-first
century, far outstripping the excesses of the first. Like Reagan, Bush
made tax cuts for the rich the ideological centerpiece of his economic
agenda. This was just the tip of the iceberg in a frontal assault on
workers, as already-battered working-class living standards entered
another downward spiral. A 2005 study on wealth inequality by the
New York Times revealed stunning class disparities:
Under the Bush tax cuts, the 400 taxpayers with the highest incomesa minimum of $87 million in 2000, the last year for which the government will release such data-now pay income, Medicare and Social
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Security taxes amounting to virtually the same percentage of their incomes as people making $50,000 to $75,000 .... The hyper-rich have
emerged in the last three decades as the biggest winners in a remarkable
transformation of the American economy characterized by, among
other things, the creation of a more global marketplace, new technology and investment spurred partly by tax cuts. The stock market
soared; so did pay in the highest ranks of business . ... From 1950 to
1970, for example, for every additional dollar earned by the bottom 90
percent, those in the top 0.01 percent earned an additional $162, according to the Times analysis. From 1990 to 2002, for every extra dollar earned by those in the bottom 90 percent, each taxpayer at the top
brought in an extra $18,000. 15

Because the study above examined only tax returns, 'Hmes reporter David Cay Johnston commented, "[T]he gap between the
very richest and everyone else is almost certainly much larger." More
than three million Americans lost their jobs between 2000 and 2003,
most unable to find work in the jobless recovery that began in November 2001. "We close factories in America today," wrote liberal
commentator Harold Meyerson in 2003. "In the past four years, the
United States has lost nearly one in nine manufacturing jobs, including 20 percent in durable-goods industries such as autos." " The
Midwestern industrial "Rust Belt," once the thriving center of auto
and steel production, was hardest hit by job loss, as once well-paid
industrial workers were thrown into poverty by unemployment. To
compensate for lost income, workers increasingly relied on borrowing, often using credit cards to buy necessities such as food, as consumer debt topped $2 trillion and personal bankruptcies reached a
record 1.6 million in 2003."
Two million out of Ohio's eleven million people were forced to
turn to charity to put food on the table in 2002, after the state lost
one in six of its manufacturing jobs." In 2004, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture reported that sometime during the year, twelve million families "were uncertain of having, or unable to acquire,
enough food for all their members because they had insufficient
money or other resources, ... One-third of these families went
hungry, while the other two-thirds obtained enough food to avoid
hunger using a variery of coping strategies, such as eating less varied
diets, participating in federal food assistance programs, or getting
emergency food from community food pantries or emergency
kitchens." 19
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Downward Mobility
With a four-year university education out of reach for a growing
number of working-class families, "this may be the first generation
in American history that won't be better educated" than the one before, argued National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education
president Patrick Callan." This is also the first generation of young
workers in U.S. history that faces a substantially lower standard of
living than that of their parents. The employment rate for teenagers
during the first eleven months of 2004 stood at just 36.3 percent, the
lowest since 1948, when the federal government began tracking
teenage employment. The figures were far worse for African Americans and Latinos. In Chicago, for example, just one of every ten
Black teenagers was employed in 2004. That year, the employment
rate for those age twenty to twenty-four years old stood at only 67.9
percent in a typical month. Andrew Sum, director of Northeastern
University's Center for Labor Market Studies at Northeastern University commented, "Two-thirds of this generation are not living up
to their parents' standard of living." "
Life expectancy in the United States has also been falling behind
that of other countries in the twenty-first century. People live longer
on average in Costa Rica, a country with a per capita gross national
product one-tenth that of the United States. Infant mortality in the
United States is higher than in Cuba. And more than one in four
workers have no access to employer-based health insurance. As
James Lardner of Inequality.org argued in 2004, "In the developed
world, at least, population health appears to depend less on national
or per capita income than on the way income is apportioned. Thus,
Greece, where the average citizen earns about one-half as much as
the average American, outdoes the United States in most indices of
good health, including longevity.""
The United States also remains the only wealthy society in the
world without a system of universal health care, leaving more than
forty-five million Americans without medical insurance. An estimated one in six Americans of working age are without any health
care coverage. Some 13 peroent of whites are uninsured, while 21
percent of African Americans and 34 peroent of Latinos have no
health care insurance. Babies born into an uninsured household face
a 50 percent higher probability of death before reaching age one."
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Sweatshop production, so central to global labor injustice in the
early rwenry-first century, has also seen a resurgence in the United
States since the 1980s. Activist author Miriam Ching Yoon Louie reported in 2001, "According to the U.S. Department of Labm; more
than half of the estimated 22,000 garment shops in the United
States-where many immigrant women find their first U.S. jobsviolate multiple wage, hour, and safery laws." 24
Even industrial homework-the bottom rung of sweatshop
labor-in which entire families labor long hours at piece rates, is
again on the rise in seasonal industries. In the early 1990s-thirry
years after the New York State Labor Department shut down its
homework unit because of its "apparent success" -homeworkers
made up an estimated 20 percent of New York Ciry's garment labor
force, numbering roughly thirry thousand workers."
Indeed, sweatshops were never wiped out in the United States
after the 1930s, as is widely believed. As labor historian Nancy L.
Green argued in 2003, the "sweatshop has never really gone away
... [E]xplaining the return of the sweatshop on industrial decline in
the 'First World' fails to see how similar conditions have prevailed
ever since the late nineteenth century period of growth.""

Silent Depression
Significantly, wages fell faster in the years after the economy pulled
out of recession and moved into recovery in 2001. In 2003, liberal
economists began to take note of the extraordinarily low proportion
of corporate incomes going to wages compared with profits. In December 2003, the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) reported that just
29 percent of corporate incomes went to labor compensation, rwo
years into the recovery. That amounts to roughly half of labor's rypical share of income--61 percent, and never less than 55 percent-at
a similar stage of previous recoveries dating back to 1949. The
money instead flowed upward, with 46 percent going to profits,
nearly double the rypical26 percent share."
After three years of decline, new jobs were added to the economy
beginning in 2004, but the new jobs on offer-overwhelmingly in
the service sector-paid far less than the industrial jobs that were
lost." In September 2004, the EPI reported,
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Contracting industries paid $61,983 in annual compensation, includv
ing all wages and benefits, while expanding industries paid $35,546 in
compensation ($26,437, or 42.7 percent, less). Contracting industries
paid annual wages of $51,270, while expanding industries paid
$30,368 ($20,902, or 40.8 percent, less). On the benefits side, the reduction in quality was even greater: contracting industries paid
$10,713 per year for benefits but expanding industries paid $5,178less than half as much. Income inequality in the U.S. is far greater than
that of all other advanced countries, as is poverty, particularly of children.H

In 2005, the federal minimum wage, unchanged for eight years,
fell to its lowest level in fifty-six years-equaling just 32 percent of
the average wage for private sector, nonsupervisory workers. 30 In
October 2005, EPI economist Jared Bernstein reported that real
wages were falling at a faster rate than during the Reagan years. Although employers' wage costs grew by 2.3 percent in the previous
twelve months, Bernstein noted, "Factoring in the recent energy-

driven increase in inflation, the real wage is down 2.3 percent, also
the largest real loss on record for this series that began in 1981. ...
This 2.3 percent rate is a slight tick down from the 2.4 percent-the
previous historical low-that prevailed for the last four quarters."
He added, "With hourly wages falling in real terms, the only way
working families can raise their incomes is by working more hours--certainly not the path to improving living standards that we would
expect in an economy posting strong productivity gains." 31
In the twenty-first century, U.S. workers labor two hundred
hours more per year than Canadians and roughly four hundred
hours more than Germans, while also surpassing the annual work
hours of Japanese workers." Yet the median family income fell by
3.8 percent between 1999 and 2004. In the worst-hit industrial Midwest, household income fell dramatically during this period: falling
by 12.2 percent in Illinois and 18 percent in Michigan." In illinois,
which lost two hundred twenty thousand manufacturing jobs by
2004, median family income fell by $6,383 between 1999 and
2004."

Race to the Bottom
With well-paying jobs increasingly scarce, strike levels fell at the turn
of the century after rising slightly in the late 1990s. Employers took
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advantage of widespread fears of unemployment to further weaken
unions. In 2004, according to National Labor Relations Board statistics, companies illegally disciplined or fired twenty thousand workers
a year for wlion activity. Fully half of the companies facing union
drives threatened to close their plants, while one-fourth fired at least
one union supportet:35 As New York Times columnist Bob Herbert remarked, "Workers have been so cowed by an environment in which
they are so obviously dispensable that they have been afraid to ask for
the raises they deserve, or for their share of the money derived from
the remarkable increases in worker productivity over the past few
years. And from one coast to the othei; workers have swallowed draconian cuts in benefits with scarcely a whimper." 36
Like Reagan before him, Bush gave employers the green light to
up the ante against unions. In 2002, the Bush administration claimed
a possible work stoppage by West Coast members of the International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU) would endanger
"national security" -and threatened to use the military to break any
strike on West Coast docks. Even after the employers' Pacific Maritime Association locked out workers after a safety dispute in Septembe~; Bush invoked Taft-Hartley to impose an eighty-day "cooling
off" period on dockworkers working without a contract for months.
In an October 12 radio address, Bush claimed he had acted because
"the crisis in our Western ports is hurting the economy," and "the
work stoppage also threatens our national defense."" In reality, he
did so at the behest of top officials from the National Association of
Manufacturers, who had lobbied heavily for the imposition of TaftHartley.'"
The employers' demands for massive concessions resumed full
throttle in 2002, as major airlines such as United, facing bankruptcy,
set the concessionary pattern for the entire airline industry-and ultimately for industry as a whole. United Airlines demanded, andreceived, cuts totaling $2.56 billion in each year of a six-year contract.
U.S. Airways entered bankruptcy court next, winning $7.9 billion in
concessions over seven years and terminating its pilots' pension plan.
American Airlines followed suit, this time merely threatening bankruptcy to win $1.8 billion annually from its workers over four years,
while granting a bankruptcy-proof pension plan to the company's
top executives. These enormous concessions were extracted from the
heavily unionized airline industry, where roughly 39 percent of
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workers belonged to a union in 2002, setting a new precedent in
labor negotiations.39
Delta and Northwest Airlines headed to bankruptcy court in
September 2005, demanding job, wage, and pension cuts from their
workers. Northwest declared bankruptcy just one day after it began
hiring permanent replacements for mechanics and cleaners who
went on strike after management demanded a 26 percent wage cut in
August. Afterward, aerospace investment banker Tom Gallagher
stated bluntly, "You have to convince people that the value of their
labor is no longer what it was. People have to understand that I'm
willing to fly [discount carrierlJetBlue, and I don't care about the difference in service." 40
Bankruptcy courts first allowed steel and then airline industry giants, including U.S. Steel, LTV, US Airways, Northwest, and United
Airlines, to bail out on pension payments negotiated in previous
labor contracts, saddling union retirees with hundreds of dollars in
monthly payments-leaving those who could not afford to pay without crucial health and welfare benefits. "Employers in heavily unionized U.S. industries are turning to bankruptcy courts as a strategy for
gutting union contracts and imposing layoffs and givebacks even
deeper than those workers made in the concessions of the early
1980s," activist and Labor Notes editor Chris Kutalik observed in
2005. He added,
After the long boom of the 1990s, many U.S. companies found themselves with problems created by rapid economic expansion. Competition with newer or foreign companies; high debt loads from mergers
and expanding business efforts; general overcapacity (overproduction
of goods or too many planes or plants); and the 2001-2002 recession
put affected employers more in the mood to use bankruptcy as their
battering ram . ... Many companies started underpaying into their

pension funds in the late 90s. As the 2001 recession hit, these companies were under funding to the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars:
$305 billion in 2002, $278 billion in 2003, and $354 billion in 2004,
according to the PBGC [Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation]. To
restore investor confidence, managers sought a way out of paying up on
their obligations. Chapter 11 fit the bill.~ 1

In 2005, auto industry giants jumped on the bankruptcy bandwagon, demanding massive concessions from their workers. In October, Delphi, the world's largest auto parts manufacturer-spun off
by General Motors in 1999-filed for Chapter 11, while announcing
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plans to cut two-thirds of its thirty-four thousand hourly U.S. workforce and to slice wages from an average of $26 an hour to $12.50."
In addition, Delphi chief executive Steve Miller told the Wall Street
Journal he planned to eliminate all supplementary health insurance
coverage once retirees become eligible for Medicare at age sixtyfive." "This is a tradeoff," Miller remarked disdainfully."! can't satisfy what everyone would like to have."" Ironically, Delphi's website
continued to boast, "As a world-class employer, Delphi offers its fulltime employees world-class benefits," even as Miller told reporters
that Delphi's hourly workers were overpaid, but its executives were
underpaid."

Bankruptcy or Not: Concessions Demanded
Delphi's move set the partern for concessions at GM, Ford, and
DaimlerChrysler. General Motors, amid bankruptcy rumors after it
posted a record $1.1 billion third-quarter loss in October 2005, announced plans to cut its domestic manufacturing workforce to
eighty-six thousand by the end of 2008-down from roughly six
hundred thousand at its peak."' The contagion quickly spread to
Ford: "Now Ford has just reported a $284 million third-quarter loss,
and wants the same kind of deal the UAW gave GM," noted Robert
Kuttner. 47
In a climate so favorable to employers, profitable companies
have been emboldened to demand drastic wage and benefit cuts
from their workers--claiming these are necessary to remain "com-

petitive" in an increasingly global economy. With the brazen arrogance of the robber barons a hundred years earlieJ; Jerry Jasinowski,
president of the Manufacturing Institute at the National Association
of Manufacturers, made employers' intentions clear: "From airline
pilots to auto assembly workers, employees need to help reduce their
costs," he said in 2005. "We can't afford to live with the very generous benefits we provided 10, 15 years ago." Economist Peter Morici,
a Clinton-era trade negotiator, remarked, "Companies cannot provide gold-plated healthcare benefits and open-ended pension commitments." He added, "The UAW should have educated" its
members long ago "and been realistic" in its demands."
Yet corporate executives apparently considered granting themselves "gold-plated" increases in compensation to be perfectly "real-
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istic." While demanding wage cuts of up to two-thirds, Delphi management offered irs executives a plan for cash and bonuses estimated
at $500 million in irs 2005 bankruptcy plan.49 Between 2003 and
2004, as wages entered their unprecedented downward spiral, CEO
pay grew into the stratosphere. According to an August 2005 report
by United for a Fair Economy and the Institute for Policy Srudies,
"The ratio of average CEO pay (now $11.8 million) to worker pay
(now $27,460) spiked up from 301 to 1 in2003 to431 to 1 in 2004.
If the minimum wage had risen as fast as CEO pay since 1990, the
lowest paid workers in the U.S. would be earning $23.03 an hour
today, not $5.15 an hour.""
The problem has not been low manufacturing productivity.
The U.S. steel industry produced more in 2005 than it did twenty
years earlier, after eliminating two-thirds of its jobs." Multinationals have been eager to put their U.S. workforces into direct competition with low-wage labor across the globe. Wilbur Ross, the Wall
Street financier who built the International Steel Group (ISG) on
the ruins of LTV Steel and Bethlehem Steel, sold an entire former
LTV steel mill and shipped it to China, putting additional lowpriced steel on the market." By 2005, more than two-thirds of
Delphi's 185,000 employees were already outside the United
States-with workers at its China operations earning only $3 an
hour. B As Kuttner argued,
[l]t would be a mistake to conclude that high wages or excess health
benefits are bankrupting U.S. industry. Look at our competitors. Japanese labor costs in the auto industry are comparable to American ones
and German wages are far higher. There are, however, two offsetting

differences. First, the Japanese and Germans are ahead technologically
and have a knack for making reliable cars that consumers want m buy.
Second, their healthcare is financed socially.54

By 2005, only 60 percent of U.S. companies provided a health insurance plan to their workers, down from 69 percent in 2000. 55 But
union retirees were hardest hit, when a spate of manufacrurers that
once defined the "American Dream" cut or eliminated definedbenefit pension and health care plans. Between 1988 and 2004, companies with two hundred or more workers offering retiree health
benefits fell from 66 percent to 36 percent. Between 2001 and 2004,
nearly two hundred corporations on the Fortune 1000 list eliminated or froze their plans for retirees. By 2005; United Airlines and
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US Airways had eliminated guaranteed pension plans, while Delta
and Northwest had slashed their pension funds for employees."

American Nightmare
General Motors no longer sets the standard for wages. The virulently
antiunion Wal-Mart-where full-time employees earn an average of
$17,500 a year-now sets that standard, in a race to the bottom.'' In
2004, less than 45 percent of Wal-Mart's" 1.33 million U.S. workers
received company health benefits, while 38 percent ofWal-Mart employees spent more than one-sixth of their income on medical expenses. That same year, Wal-Mart raked in $10.5 billion profits on
sales of $285 billion.
Yet Wal-Mart's top management launched a new plan to push
down health care costs for its workers in 2005. An internal memo
sent to Wal-Mart's board of directors by M. Susan Chambers, WalMart's executive vice president for benefits, proposed, among other
things, hiring more part-time workers while finding ways to drive
out older, less healthy, full-time employees. The memo made this
less-than-subtle point: "It will be far easier to attract and retain a
healthier work force than it will be to change behavior in an existing
one." Chambers noted that workers with seven years' seniority
earned more than new workers yet were no more productive. Thus,
she proposed that Wal-Mart change policy for "all jobs to include
some physical activity (e.g., all cashiers do some cart-gathering)."
The memo continued, "These moves would also dissuade unhealthy
people from coming to work at Wal-Mart.""
Chambers admitted, "Wal-Mart's critics can easily exploit some
aspects of our benefits offering to make their case; in other words,
our critics are correct in some of their observations. Specifically, our
coverage is expensive for low-income families, and Wal-Mart has a
significant percentage of associates and their children on public assistance."59 In a move aimed to improve Wal-Mart's anti-worker
image, the company announced a new health plan that would allow
some employees to pay just $11 a month in premiums. Health experts quickly denounced this smoke-and-mirrors stunt, noting that
under the plan, Wal-Mart workers could still end up paying out-ofpocket expenses exceeding $2,500 a year."'
The aggressiveness with which employers have attacked union-
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negotiated benefits in recent years is without historical parallel. As
Time reporters Donald L. Bartlett and James B. Steele asked, "How
can this be legal?" as tbey described the situation facing growing
numbers of workers:
[T]he ranks of workers and their spouses-previously invisible but now
fast growing ... believed the corporate promises about retirement and
health care, often affirmed by the Federal Government: they would receive a guaranteed pension; they would have company-paid health in-

surance until they qualified for Medicare; they would receive
company-paid supplemental medical insurance after turning 65; they
would receive a fixed death benefit in the event of a fatal accident; and
they would have a modest life-insurance policy.
They didn't get those things. And they won't.
Corporate promises are often not worth the paper they're printed
on. Businesses in one industry after another are revoking long-standing
commitments to their workers. It's the equivalent of your bank telling
you that it needs the money you put into your savings account more
than you do-and then keeping it. Result: a wholesale downsizing of
the American Dream. It began in the 1980s with the elimination of
middle-class, entry-level jobs in lower-paying industries-apparel, textiles and shoes, among others. More recently it spread to jobs that pay
solid middle-class wages, starting with the steel industry, then airlines
and now autos-with no end in sight.61

The Way Forward
Work stoppages, including botb strikes and lockouts, inched upward
by 14 percent in 2005, according to tbe Bureau of National Affairswhich counred 231 stoppages at tbe end of August, compared witb
202 in the same period a year earlier." The UAW, the IBT, Service
Employees International Union, International Association of Machinists, and tbe United Steel Workers of America all took part in
more stoppages tban in the previous year. The Teamsters led the pack
with forty-seven work stoppages, up from thirty-eight in the previous year." This rise in struggle, while small, marked a significant departure from previous years, representing "a sign of frustration,
almost to tbe point of desperation," argued Professor Gary Chaison
of Clark University. "For many workers there's no alternative." 64
Wall Street Journal reporter Kris Maher commented, "More
major unrest could be on the horizon. Some analysts predict the
showdown between the UAW and Delphi Corp., which is seeking
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sharp cuts in union pay, health-care benefits and pensions, could culminate in a strike-potentially crippling auto plants that depend on
steady supplies of Delphi parts." Ron Blackwell, chief economist for
the AFL-CIO, argued, "Employers are taking a much harder bargaining position, and that's naturally going to be met by an elevated
level of worker militancy. Given what we see going on this year, you
have to expect the level of strike activiry would increase." 65 Bruce
Raynor, president of UNITE HERE, representing 450,000 hotel and
apparel workers, echoed this sentiment: "There have been efforts in
a number of industries by employers to take a hard line unnecessarily. Unions are fed up with it," he stated. "Unions are in a fighting
mode." 66
Beyond the level of rhetoric, however, there was little indication
that union leaders had risen to confront employers' frontal assault
on labor as 2005 drew to a close. By the time Delphi entered bankruptcy court in October 2005, the UAW had already agreed to allow
management to cut $15 billion, almost 20 percent, from its retiree
health care plan-raising retirees' payments to as much as $752 a
year." The UAW, which led the working class in fighting for higher
wages and union recognition during the 1930s, had long since reversed course. To ensure seamless success for the Delphi deal, the
union leadership took the unprecedented action of filing a lawsuit to
prevent its retired members from challenging the cuts.'"
At the formal level, some progress has been made in recent years.
In 2004, the AFL-CIO reversed its decades-long opposition to undocumented immigrants, finally endorsing broad amnesry and an
end to federal sanctions against employers who hire undocumented
workers. On July 26, 2005, the federation passed a resolution opposing a major U.S. war for the first time in its fifry-year history. The
resolution called for a "rapid" withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq,
expanded benefits for veterans, unconditional cancellation of Iraq's
foreign debt, and the right of Iraqi workers to freely organize and
bargain in unions of their choice.69
The same week as it adopted this historic antiwar resolution,
however, the AFL-CIO experienced a major split. At the federation's fiftieth anniversary convention in June 2006, the SEIU, Teamsters, UNITE HERE, and the UFCW exited to form a rival union
federation-the Change to Win coalition-accounting for approximately one-third of the federation's membership. The split marked
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the biggest fissure in organized labor since the CIO split from the
AFL in the 1930s. But the CIO break with the AFL in 1938 represented the triumph of industrial unionism, a breakthrough for organized labor that led to its biggest gains historically. In contrast, the
2005 split merely highlighted the failure of the AFL-CIO to reverse
the decline of unions in its fifty years of existence. When the AFL and
CIO merged in 1955, one out of every three private-sector workers
belonged to a union. When the AFL-CIO split in 2005, less than 8
percent of private-sector workers were unionized.
The breakaway unions that came together to form the Change to
Win coalition claimed they were forced to leave the AFL-CIO because they wanted to devote more resources to aggressively organizing new members, but their strategy represented little more than a
nuanced difference from business as usual. As JoAnn Wypijewski
noted shortly before the split, "It would be pleasant to set forth the
impending showdown in Chicago as one in which the mutineers
have a convincing plan for regenerating a labor movement, a plan
made credible and compelling by their own past achievements ....
The cliche is true: unions are in crisis. But an honesty equal to the crisis is not forthcoming.""Aithough ffiT president James Hoffa, Jr.,
accused AFL-CIO leaders of "throwing money at Democrats," his
SEIU collaborators had spent $65 million, more than the total spent
by the AFL-CIO, on John Kerry's ill-fated, labor-unfriendly 2004
presidential campaign." The questions that remained unanswered of
the upstart coalition were many. Wypijewski asked these crucial
questions: "Would they purge themselves of corruption, sexism,
racism and arrogance? ... Could they develop a disciplined, independent political strategy, not simply to elect politicians but to challenge the corporate state and leverage power? Would they confront
their own failings in order to act globally, to cooperate locally, torevive the strike as a weapon . .. ?" 72
The prospects for change within the aging dinosaur of the AFLCIO, to be sure, were less encouraging. The federation remained especially reluctant to confront its own past collaboration with the
CIA at its historic 2005 convention. As labor activist Jerry Tucker
described,
Among the Convention's last morning's unfinished business was what
some had hoped would be a full debate on the controversial role of the
AFL-CIO American Center for International Solidarity (ACILS). Now
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called the Solidarity Center for short, the AQLS has over the years received significant monies from the U.S. Government's National Endowment for Democracy (NED). The National Endowment for Democracy
is cited by critics for its "dubious history, having been deployed frequently to promote U.S. government foreign policy objectives, including
assisting in overthrowing democratically elected governments and interfering in the internal affairs of the labor movements of other countries."
Such an unprecedented open debate was not to be. In its place, by use of
arbitrary Resolution Process rules, was an administration-backed resolution which under those rules represented the final and only resolution
to be voted on in the matter o£the AFL-QO's Solidarity Center.73

Reversing the Balance of Class Forces
The present crisis for the American working class has been many
decades in the making. It can no more be resolved by a change in the
cast of characters who lead organized labor than by replacing the
Bush administration with the next election slate offered by Democrats, who long ago abandoned any pretense of fighting for workingclass interests. The Democratic Party has successively represented
the interests of slaveholders intent on instituting a system of white
supremacy in the post-Civil War South; the New Deal coalition that
enlisted labor as a key government collaborator to ensure a workingclass voting base between the 1930s and the 1970s; and the corporate-backed "New Democrats" since the 1980s, determined to
dismantle the New Deal coalition and turning its back on workers.
Many observers who consider themselves pro-labor have remained pessimistic about-or outrightly hostile to-the idea of
breaking with the Democratic Party. Labor historian Nelson Lichtenstein, for example, argued in 2002, "[L]abor must function as an independent, and sometimes as a disloyal, component of the
Democratic Party Coalition, at least until a reassessment of its political options can take place."" Viewed historically, howevei; the ebbs
and flows of class conflict have had little to do with election cycles.
Labor's most significant gains have taken place in periods of social
and political upheaval-at the dawn of the twentieth century, during
and after the First World Wai; and during the 1930s Depression
decade. During these periods, the most successful labor organizers
embraced a broad social vision of transforming society, rather than
"bread-and-butter" trade unionism or relying on either political
party to promote reform.
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In contrast, labor's most sustained backward slide has occurred
over the last thirty years, a period marked by a prolonged employers'
offensive, the politics of business unionism by labor leaders, and a
corresponding decline in class struggle. The result has been a seismic
shift in the balance of class forces. As Krugman argued, "You can't
understand what's happening in America today without understanding the extent, causes, and consequences of the vast increase in in-

equality that has taken place over the last three decades, and in
particular the concentration of income and wealth in just a few
hands." 75

The rise and fall of wages has little to do with labor productivity,
but rather with the shifting balance of class forces, as recent labor
history proves. For the past thirty years, productivity increases have
drastically outpaced wages, reflecting the decisive shift in favor of
capital over labor. Since 1973, productivity has grown by more than
70 percent, yet the median wage is worth less today than in 1973."
As economist Max B. Sawicky argued, "the longer-term trend indicates the problem is bigger than Republicans running all three
branches of the federal government." He added, "Realizing the
fruits of one's labor has always been a political struggle, not some inescapable economic market outcome. People don't need to settle for
normal and not-goad-enough, but without a fight, that's what we
will get. "n
Indeed, a return to class struggle is the only strategy that will shift
the balance of class forces in the twenty-first century. Corporate
greed apparently knows no bounds. At the end of 2005, House Republicans' budget proposals eliminated free schoolluncbes for forty
thousand children and food stamps for 225,000 working families,
and cut $12 billion from Medicaid, on which 25 percent of children
rely for access to medical care." Economist Robert H. Frank warned
of the gaping disparity between the rich and poor in the United States
in 2005,
History has repeatedly demonstrated that societies can tolerate income
inequality only up to a point, beyond which they rapidly disintegrate.
. . . Major social upheavals are sometimes preceded by years or even
decades of rising levels of social unrest. If such wuest is currently building in the United States, it remains well hidden. But as recent experience
has made dear, social upheavals often occur with virtually no warning.
Almost no one predicted the fall of the Eastern European governments in
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1989. Because revolutions almost always entail important elements of
social contagion, even small changes can launch political prairie fires
once a tipping point is reached. ... As Plutarch wrote almost 2000 years
ago, "An imbalance between rich and poor is the oldest and most fatal
ailment of all republics." n

Hurricane Katrina: Race and Class Exposed
Hurricane Katrina hit the U.S. Gulf Coast on August 29, 2005. Katrina was a natural disaster, but the scale of its devastation was thor-

oughly man-made, exposing the hideous level of inequality in the
world's most prosperous society, still steeped in racism nearly 150
years after the formal end of legal slavery.
Three years earlier, in 2002, the New Orleans Times-Picayune
reported that, according to a vice president for disaster services for
the American Red Cross, between twenty-five thousand and one
hundred thousand of New Orleans' poorest residents would die in
the event of a major hurricane."' Yet when Katrina arrived, city officials still had no evacuation plan and made no attempt to help the
city's poor escape the city ahead of time, despite warnings of impending disaster. Those who could afford it left the city in the days
before Katrina arrived, yet scores of city buses sat idle while the poor
were left to fend for themselves. Thousands of New Orleans' poorest
residents died for no reason other than government neglect.
A year before Katrina struck, the Louisiana Army Corps of Engineers identified $18 billion in urgently needed improvements to prevent massive flooding in New Orleans in the event of a major
hurricane." But work to shore up Lake Pontchartrain's levees was
never completed."' The Bush administration, while slashing taxes for
the rich and building up its massive war machinery, had nearly
halved the Army Corps' funding to the region between 2001 and
2005. "It appears that the money has been moved in the president's
budget to handle homeland security and the war in Iraq, and I
suppose that's the price we pay," Walter Maestri, emergency man-

agement chief for Jefferson Parish, told the New Orleans Times-

Picayune in June 2004."'
Television viewers around the world were horrified to see tens of
thousands of desperate African Americans pleading for help days
after Katrina swept through New Orleans. TV reporters were often
overwhelmed with emotion as they described the wretched condi-
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tions at the government's two "evacuation" sites at the city's Super-

dome and Convention Center. "\XOhat a shocked world saw exposed
in New Orleans last week wasn't just a broken levee. It was a cleavage of race and class, at once familiar and startlingly new, laid bare in
a setting where they suddenly amounted to matters of life and
death," observed one New York Times reporter. 84
"This looks like the hull of a slave ship," co~ented Reverend
Jesse Jackson as he viewed the thousands of Black hnrricane victims
still stranded without food or water outside the New Orleans Convention Center five days after Katrina struck. The Convention Center was on dry ground and easily accessible by land, but hurricane
survivors waited in sweltering heat, surrounded by filth and decomposing corpses, for buses that authorities promised would take them
to safety but didn't arrive, day after day."
"We had to wrap dead people in white sheets and throw them
outside while the police stood by and did nothing," a 19-year-old
meat cutter told reporters, after he had waded two miles through
waist-high toxic water littered with floating bodies to reach the Convention Center. "The police were in boats watching us. They were
just laughing at us .... We were pulling people on bits of wood, and
the National Guard would come driving by in their empty military
trucks." 86
New Orleans' poor-and predominandy Black-population
was literally trapped inside the ravaged city throughout the crisis.
Police from the predominantly white subnrb of Gretna, on the other
side of the Mississippi River, sealed off the bridge crossing to New
Orleans. When hundreds of hurricane snrvivors tried to walk across
the bridge to safety, they were greeted with gunfire ftom Gretna's police force, shooting over the evacuees' heads to force them to tnrn
back. But Arthur Lawson, Gretna's police chief, justified sealing the
bridge, arguing, "If we had opened the bridge, our city would have
looked like New Orleans does now-looted, bnrned, and pillaged." 87
Gretna's police force sbowed equally little compassion for its
own poor, also struggling without food and water and surviving
amidst open sewerage. One Gretna resident, still waiting for help
two weeks after the hurricane, reported that when he asked police
what he should do, "they just yelled at me for not leaving." 88
During a nationally televised "Concert for Hurricane Relief" on
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September 2, 2005, rap star Kanye West ad-libbed, "George Bush
doesn't care about Black people," adding that the U.S. government
intends "to help the poor, the black people, the less well-off as slow
as possible." While West's statement was carried live on the East
Coast, it had been censored from the taped program three hours
later when it played on the West Coast."
Indeed, federal authorities appeared thoroughly indifferent to
the plight of the Katrina victims." Vice President Dick Cheney continued vacationing at his Wo/oming ranch for the entire week of the
crisis. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was spotted shopping for
shoes and attending a Broadway play in New York City during the
disaster. 91

Bush himself did not step foot in New Orleans until five days
after the hurricane. When he did, as columnist Bob Herbert wrote,
he "proved (as if more proof were needed) that he didn't get it. Instead of urgently focusing on the people who were stranded, hungry,
sick, and dying, he engaged in small talk, reminiscing at one point
about the days when he used to party in New Orleans, and mentioning that Trent Lott had lost one of his houses but that it would be replaced with 'a fantastic house-and I'm looking forward to sitting
on the porch.' " 92
Former First Lady Barbara Bush added to the air of cheerful indifference when she accompanied her husband on a tour of hurricane
relief centers in Texas, where tens of thousands of evacuees were
eventually transported. After viewing the throng of stunned hurricane survivors crammed into the Houston Astrodome, she chuckled
as she told reporters, "So many of the people here, you know, were
underprivileged anyway, so this is working very well for them.""
Michael Brown, then director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), initially blamed the victims who were
killed by the hurricane. He told CNN that the large death toll was
"going to be attributable a lot to people who did not heed the evacuation warnings." 94 Despite the virtual absence of emergency relief in
the devastated region, Bush praised FEMA's director several days
after the hurricane. "Brownie, you're doing a heck of a job," he enthused.95 Within a week of this statement, "Brownie" was forced to
resign amid a torrent of outrage over FEMA's incompetence.
During the days before food and water were delivered to the
stricken region, Bush condemned the many desperate people who
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were taking food, water, diapers, and other necessities from stores-

calling for "zero tolerance" against looting and lawlessness. (Local
police, also without food, were given permission to break into stores

and help themselves.)"
When a detachment of three hundred National Guard troops arrived in New Orleans, Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco ordered
them to shoot and kill "hoodlums": "These troops are fresh back
from Iraq, well trained, experienced, battle-tested, and under my orders to restore order in the streets. They have M-16s and they are
locked and loaded. These troops know how to shoot and kill and
they are more than willing to do so if necessary and I expect they

will." 97
Brigadier General Gary Jones, commander of the Louisiana National Guard's Joint Task Force, announced he would treat the area
as a war zone. "This place is going to look like Little Somalia," he
told the Army Times. "We're going to go out and take this city back.
This will be a combat operation to get this city under control." "
City officials added to the hysteria. New Orleans Police Chief
Eddie Compass reported from the Convention Center on September 1: "We have individuals who are getting raped; we have individuals who are getting beaten." New Orleans Mayor C. Ray Nagin
told television host Oprah Winfrey five days latei; "They have people standing out there, have been in that frickin' Superdome for five
days watching dead bodies, watching hooligans killing people, raping people." 99

Within a month, howeve~; police admitted most of these allegations had no basis in fact. "It was a chaotic time for the city. Now
that we've had a chance to reflect back on that situation, we're able
to say right now that things were not the way they appeared," Police
Captain Marlon Defillo explained to reporters.'"
Moreove~; officials who furiously denounced the alleged "lawlessness" of Mrican Americans had nothing to say about the squads
of white racists roaming the area throughout the crisis, shooting and
assaulting Black residents. "There are gangs of white vigilantes near
here riding around in pickup trucks, all of them armed, and any
young Black they see who they figure doesn't belong in their community, they shoot him," New Orleans resident, Black Panther Party
veteran, and Green Party activist Malik Rahim reported from his Algiers neighborhood."'
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As the hurricane debacle unfolded, numerous reports highlighted the racial and class divide in New Orleans. As the Financial
Times described,
[W]hile nearly 1 million people evacuated the region before the hurricane, New Orleans' poor-most of them black-were left behind.
Two-thirds of the city is black, and nearly one-third of those is poor,
while the city's overall poverty rate is 28 per cent, more than double the
national average. Those who remained were probably not any braver
than their wealthier white counterparts. Instead, many did not own cars
or otherwise lacked the resources to leave the city. They waited behind
and hoped. Many are still waiting. 102

"The Great American Dream Is an
Ongoing Nightmare"
Katrina gave the world a glimpse of the gaping chasm between rich
and poor in the world's wealthiest society. The same week the hurricane hit, the Census Bureau reported that another 1.1 million Americans dropped below the poverty line in 2004. Between 2000 and
2005, the number of Americans living in poverty grew from 11.3
percent to 12.7 percent of the population, a higher percentage than
during the 1970s. "'
Meanwhile, the UN released .its 2005 Human Development Report, accusing the United States of pursuing "an overdeveloped military response to collective security threats and an underdeveloped
human strategy response.""' According to the report, poverty levels
of the poorest Americans parallel those in parts of the Third World.'"
A reporter for the Independent (UK) concluded, "[The] UN report
provides statistical proof that for many-well beyond those affected
by the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina-the great American Dream is
an ongoing nightmare." 106

The gap between the rich and poor has reached record levels in
present-day America, comparable to only two previous points in
U.S. history: the 1890s, during the era of the steel and railroad
barons, and the "Roaring" 1920s.'" Each of those two eras subsequently produced powerful explosions in class struggle.
Recently, some of U.S. capitalism's most ardent supporters have
begun warning that the present scale of inequality could also
threaten the stability of the system. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, testifying before the U.S. Senate on February 16, 2005,
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said of the widening income gap, "In a democratic society, such a
stark bifurcation of wealth and income trends among large segments
of the population can fuel resentment and political polarization.
These social developments can lead to political clashes and misguided economic policies that work to the detriment of the economy
and society as a whole." 108
Such warnings, however, are likely to fall on deaf ears. The U.S.
ruling class is rapacious, arrogant, and overconfident. The last three
decades have only further deepened their belief that they are destined
to dominate the world. But this is wishful thinking on their part. The
history of the U.S. working-class movement has shown time and
again that such a system will of necessity produce revolt. The coming
period will inevitably witness social explosions on a massive scale.

Rebuilding the Class Struggle
If viewed in each of its components separately, the crisis facing workers and the labor movement today is daunting: breaking labor's reliance on the Democratic Party; organizing the vast unorganized
labor force; raising the living standards of low-wage workers, be
they in the U.S. South or the global South. But the sum total of all
these components is easier to confront when viewed in its essence, as
shifting the balance of class forces. The crucial element of class struggle Marx described in the Communist Manifesto remains key: "This
organization of proletarians into a class, and consequently into a political party, is continually being upset again by the competition between the workers themselves. But it ever rises up again, stronger,
firmer, mightier;" 109 Solidarity among workers is the only antidote to
competition between workers.
More than a few parallels exist between the balance of class
forces today and that of the late 1920s. Then also, union membership had fallen to skeletal levels, working-class struggles were overwhelmingly defensive, and the forces of the organized left were
comparatively small. But despite the dramatic setbacks suffered by
the labor movement in the 1920s, these proved only temporary. As
historian David Montgomery has argued, "No historical resolution
of the conflict between labor and capital, however, has enjoyed a permanent lease on life." 110 Moreover, those activists and organizations
who remained committed to the ideas of class struggle often played a
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central organizing role in this period and helped lay the basis for the
mass struggles of the 1930s. With the onset of mass struggle in the
mid-1930s, the left was able to grow massively.
This simple truth remains valid. Today, as then, nothing short of
mass struggle will reverse the balance of class forces. The opportunities for such a level of struggle, however, are self-evident. Left historian Stanley Aronowitz argued after the 2005 AFL-CIO split,
[W]hat would constitute an effective politics and strategy adequate to
stop the rapid deterioration in workers' living standards? What can arrest the decline of real wages, the proliferation of temporary and contingent work and the profound regression in the already weakened
system of industrial and labor relations? That's the first question. I want

to suggest that organizing more workers is only one and perhaps not the
most important condition for mounting a counter-offensive. The sufficient condition is the emergence of a Left within the labor movement
that forces the issues, that opens wide a discussion in both major sections of Organized Labor. For this is the first period in recent history
when there is no organized left to pose the uncomfortable questions.
But this is also the first time in decades when those questions are getting
a hearing, even if they are uttered in incoherent and fragmented ways. 111

Tucker made a similar point, remarking on the opportunities offered by the 2005 AFL-CIO split: "The breakup of monopoly unionism, even one precipitated by the barons of the bureaucracy with
similarly anemic agendas could force a sinking labor movement to
rediscover its greatest strengrh-its membership and its larger social
constituency.""' Progressive commentator Seth Sandronsky argued
pointedly, "[T]he Sword of socialism will remain the humane alternative to business as usual." m Labor history shows that the socialist
tradition has never been imposed from the outside, but rather is a
product of class struggle. McCarthyism erased that tradition from
memory, yet as Moody argued,
Modem socialism as anything more than an idea or theory is a creature
of the labor movement. Its ideas would have moldened in old books or
died with Karl Marx and a handful of other radical intellectuals around
a hundred years ago, if millions of workers, hundreds of trade unions
and labor federations, and scores of working-class political parties had
not embraced the ideas and perspectives they called socialism. Its appeal to these workers and their organizations as the movement gained
momentum over a hundred years ago was simple: socialism was the
rule of the working class. 114
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The Populists' preamble to its 1892 program remains as relevant
today, more than one hundred years later: "We meet in the midst of
a nation brought to the verge of moral, political, and material ruin.
Corruption dominates the ballot-box, the Legislatures, the Congress, and touches even the ermine of the bench.... The fruits of the
toil of millions are boldly stolen to build up colossal fortunes for a
few, unprecedented in the history of mankind; and the possessors of
these, in turn, despise the Republic and endanger liberty.""'
The possibility for international class solidarity would seem discouraging, were it not for the international character of production
in the era of globalization. As Moody: argued, "If capitalism is now
more global than ever, so too is the working class it begets .... To
put it one way, it is not simply that the makers of a single automobile
are found in many countries, but that the making of the car requires
the increased input of workers in tdecommunications, transportation, and countless 'services' in many countries." 116

The living standards of the U.S. working class will either continue to fall drastically to approximate those of the poorest workers
of the world, or American workers will unite in solidarity to fight to
raise the living standards of the world's poorest workers, thereby salvaging their own. The material possibility for this outcome is promising, as Moody argues: "Even within most nations, the world-wide
class that is still forming also crosses borders with greater regularity,
is more ethnically diverse, and international in nature.... The material substance of working-class internationalism is at hand." 117 Such
an outcome requires the rebuilding of a radical labor tradition inside
the U.S. labor movement-thereby resurrecting the Communist
Manifesto's most famous slogan, more relevant than ever before:
"The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a
world to win. WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRlES, UNITE!" 11 '
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